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FOREWORD

In recent years, the field of genocide studies has begun a critical reassessment.

As this process has taken place, concepts and cases, old and new, have come

into dialogue and important conversations and debates have begun. Several of

these discussions emerge in Daniel Feierstein’s Genocide as Social Practice:

Reorganizing Society under the Nazis and Argentina’s Military Juntas, which consti-

tutes a key contribution to this turn in our understanding of genocide.

The title highlights the book’s challenge. Genocide, it tells us, may centrally

involve not just the mass destruction of a group of marginalized “others,” as

conventional understandings hold, but a profound internal reorganization of

society amidst fear and terror. Viewing genocide as a social practice opens up an

entirely different way of understanding such violence, one initially suggested by

Raphael Lemkin, the person who coined the term. Not surprisingly, Professor

Feierstein discusses Lemkin’s work at length, even as he develops his own argu-

ments about the nexus of genocide, power, and social life.

Professor Feierstein’s book offers yet another provocation as it juxtaposes

the Argentinian and Nazi cases. For many people, the destruction of European

Jewry stands as the exemplar of genocide, a notion epitomized, through

metonymy, by industrial mass murder at Auschwitz. Genocide as Social Practice

argues that the 1976–1983 violence in Argentina, during which perhaps 20,000

people perished and many more suffered in fear and terror, was a case of 

genocide comparable—not in the numbers killed but in the social effects of the

violence—to the Nazi reorganization of Germany and occupied Europe.

Professor Feierstein makes this argument through a detailed comparison of

both cases. In doing so, he suggests that, like Auschwitz and other Nazi death

camps, concentration camps in Argentina may also shed light on the genocidal

process in general, and genocide as a social practice in particular.

His challenge to our understanding of genocide emerges in other ways as

well. Written as a series of trials in Argentina were underway, Genocide as Social

Practice asks us to take a closer look not just at our commonsense understand-

ings of genocide, but also at the definition given in the 1948 United Nations

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.



This widely used legal definition specifies that genocide only takes place

when a racial, ethnic, national, or religious group has been targeted for destruc-

tion. Political, economic, social, and other groups were excluded after much

debate at the United Nations because they were said to be “mutable” categories.

As a consequence, the events in Argentina—and other countries in Latin

America and elsewhere—have often been described as political violence or,

sometimes, “politicide.”

Professor Feierstein’s book asks us to reconsider such assumptions.

Drawing inspiration, in part, from Lemkin, he argues in Genocide as Social

Practice that the notion of “national groups” is much broader than convention-

ally understood and may encompass the destruction of political and other 

social groups heretofore excluded from the genocide studies canon. This claim

significantly broadens the purview of genocide and is sure to generate debate.

First published in Spanish in 2007, Genocide as Social Practice has already

had a major impact in parts of Latin America, particularly in Argentina, where

Professor Feierstein is based. His ideas and arguments have informed legal

debates there as lawyers, jurists, and members of civil society have debated

whether or not the events that took place under the military junta can be 

considered genocide.

In a landmark decision in 2006 Judge Carlos Rozanski ruled that this 

violence constituted genocide—a decision that subsequently found support in

other domestic courts before Judge Rozanski ruled in a second case in 2012 that

the violence “unequivocally” qualified as genocide. The debate continues in

Argentina. Now, with the publication of this translation of Genocide as Social

Practice, it will commence in the English-speaking world as well.

While not everyone will agree with all of Professor Feierstein’s arguments,

readers will need to consider them seriously and, in so doing, reexamine their

own preconceptions about genocide. Like the best of books, Genocide as Social

Practice challenges its readers to engage in such critical thinking.

–Alexander Hinton, Center for the Study of Genocide 

and Human Rights, Rutgers University
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Introduction

Bridging the Gap between Two Genocides

The starting point for this book arose from my intuition two decades ago that

the policies pursued by the Argentine military dictatorship against political

opponents and dissidents between 1976 and 1983 had important similarities to

those pursued by the Third Reich, particularly before but even during World

War II, despite the huge differences in the number of victims and historical con-

texts. The Nazis had resorted to ruthless methods not only to stifle dissent but—

more importantly—to reorganize German society into a Volksgemeinschaft, or

people’s community, in which racial solidarity would supposedly replace class

struggle. It was no coincidence that after seizing power in 1976, the Argentine

military described its own program of forced disappearances, torture, and mur-

der as a “Process of National Reorganization” aimed at remodeling society along

“Western and Christian” lines.

This realization led me to explore an important but relatively neglected

aspect of genocidal processes, namely, the ways in which annihilation has been

used to destroy and reorganize social relations. In the pages that follow, I will

encourage you to consider genocide not only as a latent potential of modernity

but as a specific technology of power. A technology of power is a form of social

engineering that creates, destroys, or reorganizes relationships within a given

society. It influences the ways in which different social groups construct their

identity, the identity of others, and the otherness of the Other, thus shaping the

way that groups can relate to themselves and to one another. This does not

mean that genocide’s only function is to reorganize social relations or that soci-

eties can only be reorganized through genocide. It does mean, however, that

genocide and social reorganization are closely connected. This connection is

neither an obvious nor a necessary one, but it has been a constant of genocidal

social practices in the second half of the twentieth century.



Does this mean that the Argentine repression should be considered an

instance of “genocide” on the same level as the Nazi extermination? I do not

intend to gloss over the fact that the magnitude and impact of these events as

well as the political ends pursued by the perpetrators were very different. On the

contrary, these differences will be explored in considerable detail in the chap-

ters to follow. On the other hand, I have not chosen these two examples simply

to create a convenient chronological narrative. The deeper purpose of this book

is to analyze in detail the annihilation of human communities—an approach so

far almost neglected in genocide studies. The reality of genocide as a social 

practice—a mechanism capable of destroying and reorganizing the fabric of

entire societies—will become clearer as we trace the genesis of the Argentine

repression through the counterinsurgency battles of the 1950s and 1960s in

Indochina, Algeria, and Vietnam.

Of course, mass killings are an age-old phenomenon. However, the term

“genocide” was first created by Raphael Lemkin in 1944 and enshrined as a legal

term in the 1948 United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment

of the Crime of Genocide (CPPCG).1 Since then, many attempts have been made to

understand genocide, including studies in fields as diverse as law, history, sociol-

ogy, psychology, anthropology, political science, communication theory, philoso-

phy, theology, and ethics, to name just a few.2 Most early studies of genocide

focused on the annihilation of entire populations by the Nazis, including the mur-

der of over six million European Jews, which had come as a profound moral and

political shock to the West. Comparative studies of genocide did not appear until

the late 1970s.3 Most comparative studies have been attempts to understand

Nazism against the background of earlier or later events and, through a process 

of comparison and contrast, to explain the meaning or meaninglessness—the

rationality or irrationality—of genocidal social practices in the modern age.

Interpretations have varied according to historical periods and personal

ideologies. Some authors have seen genocidal social practices as an isolated

outbreak of savagery on the otherwise upward march of civilization. Daniel

Goldhagen, for example, claims in Hitler’s Willing Executioners (1996) that anti-

Semitism was deeply embedded not only in the society of Nazi Germany but in

German culture itself. Others, however, see genocide as a consequence of

modernity. This idea was first put forward in the early 1930s by Walter

Benjamin, a member of the Frankfurt School of social theory, who witnessed the

rise to power of the Nazis. It is also to be found in the early work of Theodor

Adorno, another member of the Frankfurt School and one of the few authors to

write about genocide during and immediately after the Second World War.

Similarly, scholars such as Zygmunt Bauman have seen genocide as a latent 

possibility within all modern civilized societies.

Nevertheless, these thinkers and their followers have all attempted in dif-

ferent ways to describe genocidal social processes within a historical narrative.
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As the philosopher of history Hayden White has pointed out, historians are

forced to use narrative and rhetorical strategies to represent the past. Indeed,

what he calls the “poetics of history” includes not only the literary genres

(romance, tragedy, comedy, satire) that historians use to weave their stories

into a complete history, but also different types of argument (formist, mecha-

nistic, organicist, contextualist) and ideology (anarchist, radical, conservative,

liberal). According to Hayden White, these literary, argumentative, and ideolog-

ical dimensions are all closely interrelated.4

Throughout this book we will examine various comparative studies of

genocidal processes, most of which have been published at various moments in

the field of genocide studies in English, French, or Spanish. For the time being,

I will take just three studies in order to illustrate what Hayden White calls the

“ideological implications” of discursive frames and the discursive consequences

of selecting different historical examples. By looking briefly at narratives struc-

tured along different lines, the reader may also recognize what makes Genocide

as Social Practice different from other accounts.

The first of these studies is by one of the best-known authors in compara-

tive genocide studies, the U.S.-Armenian genocide scholar Vahakn Dadrian.

Dadrian has argued in several works that it is both possible and desirable to

compare the genocide of the Armenian and Jewish peoples. Even though he

does not say so explicitly, his goals are as much political as academic. His work

attempts to show that the genocide of the Armenian people—still denied by 

the Turkish state after nearly a century—was a social event comparable in its

magnitude, severity, and consequences to the genocide of the Jewish people

under Nazism.

Dadrian’s interest in the Holocaust, however, is not only driven by his

political agenda. His comparative work has traced lines of convergence and

divergence between the Jewish and the Armenian genocides. Similarities

include the minority status of both peoples and their history of persecution;

their vulnerability in the territories where they lived; the presence of the neces-

sary social conditions and structures for their annihilation; and the crucial roles

played by political parties—the German National Socialist party and the Ittihad

party of the Young Turks—among other factors.

Since the early 1970s, recognition for the Armenian genocide has grown,

and Dadrian’s views are now supported by a growing number of academics and

politicians. By the late 1990s, his work had become accepted into the hegemonic

academic “mainstream” of genocide studies, so much so that he decided to add

another case to his comparative analysis, namely the 1994 Rwandan genocide.5

In his article “Patterns of Twentieth-Century Genocides: The Armenian, Jewish,

and Rwandan Cases” (2004), Dadrian traces a thread through three genocidal

processes in which the victims were chosen because of their “ethnicity,” even

though this is a questionable concept in the case of Rwanda, where tensions
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between Hutus and Tutsis—groups that shared the same language, culture, and

religion—were created by Belgian colonialism in the twentieth century.6

Dadrian himself was probably not aware that his choice of cases to exem-

plify the social practices of genocide in the twentieth century and his emphasis

on ethnic and religious markers of “otherness” among the victims have narra-

tive, ideological, and argumentative implications that—as suggested by Hayden

White—are closely interconnected. Although Dadrian does not focus exclusively

on ethnicity, the implicit argument is that of mainstream genocide studies,

namely, that genocide is rooted in ethnic hatred. The ideological implication is

that—with the exception of Germany—so-called first world countries where

most mainstream genocide scholars live are blameless. The narrative dimen-

sion of Dadrian’s 35-page article is perhaps more difficult to determine; but an

emphasis on ethnic hatred implies a focus on horror and atrocities rather than

rational planning for political ends.

The second of these studies is by Ben Kiernan, director of the Genocide

Studies Program at Yale University. Kiernan is noted for his careful documenta-

tion of the genocide in Cambodia in the 1970s. Like Dadrian, Kiernan began by

specializing in a particular instance of genocide before moving on to compara-

tive studies. His aim has been to situate the Cambodian massacres within a 

historical sequence of mass killings, including of course the most emblematic

case of the twentieth century: the Holocaust.7

Unlike Dadrian, however, Kiernan had to come to terms with the fact that

the Cambodian genocide was carried out essentially for political reasons, while

the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide

adopted by the United Nations in 1948 expressly excludes crimes against politi-

cal groups from its definition of genocide. Accordingly, Kiernan begins his

study, “Twentieth-Century Genocide: Underlying Ideological Themes from

Armenia to East Timor,” published in 2003, with the Armenian genocide and

the Nazi Holocaust, but—unlike Dadrian—he compares these not with Rwanda

but with three cases where the political-ideological nature of genocide is obvi-

ous: Cambodia, where state-sponsored killing was carried out in the name of

socialism; Indonesia, which suffered a vast anti-Communist purge in the mid-

1960s; and East Timor, where a dispute over self-determination with the colo-

nial power, Portugal, was followed by 25 years of brutal Indonesian military

occupation.8

After analyzing the discourses surrounding these different genocides,

Kiernan concludes that racism is always used to construct the “enemy.”

However, Kiernan argues that racism should be construed in a broad sense as

focusing on ethnic, religious, or political affiliations. In fact, racist ideology

gives meaning to the processes of stigmatization and subsequent annihilation,

regardless of the actual concepts used to describe and identify the enemy 

in any specific case. Kiernan also claims that “territorial expansion” plays a 
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fundamental role in genocidal states, as do various ways of “idealizing” a peas-

ant population that is supposedly “less civilized” and, therefore, less exposed to

the “evils of urban life,” both material and moral.

In short, Kiernan and Dadrian make different assumptions about causa-

tion, and these assumptions are, to some extent, implicit in their choice of

examples. Thus, Dadrian tends to emphasize ethnic hatred while Kiernan

emphasizes ideological factors. This is true even when they are discussing the

same genocides—the Armenian Massacres and the Nazi Holocaust. Although

these are mostly differences in emphasis rather than of substance, they have 

the potential to create different and potentially contradictory explanations of

genocidal social practices.

The third and last of these comparative studies is by Enzo Traverso, an

Italian historian, who proposes an interesting and unorthodox historical

sequence that takes the Holocaust as its endpoint rather than its starting 

point. In his book The Origins of Nazi Violence (2003), Traverso traces the legacy

of European violence that created Nazism, especially genocides committed

under European colonialism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. He thus examines the German annihilation of the Herero and 

Nama peoples of Namibia at the beginning of the twentieth century and

Mussolini’s use of poison gas against tribesmen during the Italian conquest of

Abyssinia in 1935, which Henry Huttenbach has seen as a precursor of the Nazi

gas chambers.9

On the other hand, Traverso rejects elsewhere the notion of common 

totalitarian threads between Nazism and Stalinism. This is in sharp contrast to

the approach of conservative historian Ernst Nolte, who sees Nazism as a

“European” response to the “Bolshevik terror” from Asia.10 In Traverso’s view,

Nazi genocidal policy is linked to the legacy of colonialism through the concepts

of “total war” and “conquest.” Traverso shows that the Nazi atrocities that so

shocked European public opinion after the Second World War had been com-

mitted without causing much moral concern among Nazis.

We could continue citing studies to show how comparisons of different his-

torical events can give rise to different explanations of genocide—but I think the

point is clear.11 The problem in this book is to explain the connections between

Nazism and the annihilation practices developed under the National Security

Doctrine of the Cold War period and implemented in Argentina between 1974

and 1983. What sort of narrative is needed to link these two events via what

Barbara Harff has called “post-colonial genocide” of the second half of the 

twentieth century?12

Dadrian, Kiernan, and Traverso have identified, respectively, the ethnic,

ideological, and colonial roots of Nazi racism and genocide. It is my contention

that the counterinsurgency wars of the 1950s and 1960s and, to a much larger

extent, the development of the National Security Doctrine in many countries 
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of Latin America may help to clarify the political idiosyncrasies of Nazism. 

These include the Nazis’ construction of the prototypical victim—the Jewish

Bolshevik—and their new diagram of power in which the annihilation of 

certain populations and the use of concentration camps were of fundamental 

importance.13

Historians who focus on the ethnic racism of Nazi Germany have tended to

ignore the Nazi stereotype of the Jewish Bolshevik. The few historians that have

tried to account for it have tended to subordinate the Nazis’ ethnic racism to

their ideological struggle against communism.14 However, the figure of Jewish

Bolshevik was an unusual concept which merged the political and ethnocultural

into a unitary image. The Jewish Bolshevik was portrayed as the prototypical

enemy of Western civilization. The need to defend the West—or more exactly

“Western Christian” values—would be invoked again much more explicitly as a

justification for genocide in Argentina.

There is another problem with attempts to understand the Nazis’ goals in

purely ethnic or ideological terms. They fail to explain why the ruling classes in

Germany and much of Europe favored Hitler—at least until the outbreak of

World War II. Nor do they explain how German society came to be so totally

“reorganized” by the Nazis, particularly between 1933 and 1938 and again as the

Third Reich collapsed in late 1944 and 1945. In focusing on the death camps in

which Jewish and Roma communities were exterminated between 1942 and

1945, historians have tended to downplay the importance of the concentration

camp system. And yet the first camps were opened almost as soon as the Nazis

came to power in 1933 and remained a part of everyday life in Germany and

Nazi-occupied Europe until the collapse of the regime in 1945. There has been

no adequate account so far of the role played by concentration camps as 

stepping-stones to genocide or the range of victims imprisoned or murdered in

them during the “reorganization” of German society and the Reich’s military

expansion eastward.15

This book is organized along two main lines. Its analytical framework seeks

to understand the deliberate annihilation of human groups as a distinctive 

form of social engineering. In other words, processes of mass destruction in

contemporary history are seen not as isolated occurrences, but as instances of a

technology of power whose causes, effects, and specific consequences can be

identified and described. At the same time, the book’s historical or narrative

framework aims to support this claim by exploring two annihilation processes

in detail: the Nazi genocide, which began with different policies for different

groups and evolved gradually between 1933 and 1945; and the state-sponsored

repression in Argentina between 1974 and 1983.16 The plan of the book is as 

follows.

Chapter 1 examines the legal, historical, sociological, and philosophical

uses of the term “genocide” and asks to what extent the concept is applicable to
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the events in Argentina between 1974 and 1983. It also explains the concept of

“genocide as a social practice” and the use of genocide as a technology of power.

Chapter 2 proposes a new classification of the social practices of genocide.

This classification makes the destruction and reorganization of social relations

more visible by establishing continuity between the “reorganizing genocide”

first practiced by the Nazis and its more complex version—complex in terms 

of the symbolic and material closure of social relationships—later applied in

Argentina.

Chapter 3 examines the effectiveness of genocidal social practices and tech-

nologies of power and their relationship with the unresolved contradictions of

modernity. It also considers factors that facilitate the onset of genocide and that

make it a meaningful choice for the perpetrators.

Chapters 4 to 8 place the Nazi and the Argentine genocides in their histor-

ical context and critically assess the different ways these events have been

described in various disciplines. This earlier work is examined for possible clues

to understanding genocide as a technology of power.

Chapter 9 uses testimonies of survivors to analyze the primary technologi-

cal apparatus of the Nazi and the Argentine genocides—the concentration

camp. I will contend that these camps were designed not only to punish indi-

vidual prisoners but also to terrorize the wider population from which the

inmates of the camps were drawn.

Finally, chapter 10 raises questions about the continuing relevance of 

genocidal social practices, about genocide’s role in the development of moder-

nity, and about how to construct a political culture capable of confronting and

resisting these trends.

The objectives of any publication are shaped by where and when it is 

written. Dadrian, Kiernan, and Traverso write from the center of world politics

and culture in Europe or the United States. On the other hand, I am writing from

the periphery in Latin America.17 I am aware as an Argentine Jewish historian

and sociologist that my choice of narrative strategy is as subjective and 

politically motivated as any other. Indeed, my childhood in an Argentina criss-

crossed by unmarked Ford Falcons transporting prisoners to concentration

camps and my heritage as a descendant of a Jewish family who emigrated from

Poland before the Nazi invasion haunt these pages and are never far below their

surface. Having said that and without claiming that my approach is better or

more comprehensive than any other, I do believe it produces a legitimate pic-

ture of the social practices of genocide during the second half of the twentieth

century.

In any case, it is difficult in Argentina to speak about the Nazi genocide

without referring at some point to our own recent history. This book grew out of

an intuition about two historical events that have shaped my life. Of course,

intuitive interpretations are of little value unless supported by evidence, and
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one of the main concerns of this book is to show that this path—this relation-

ship of events—is valid.

It is for the reader to judge whether this intuition has been justified by 

the concepts it has generated—in particular, the notion of genocidal social 

practices as a technology of power and a means of reorganizing relationships

within a given society.
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PART ONE

Some Theoretical 
Questions





1 1

1

Defining the Concept 
of Genocide

What I am is not important,

whether I live or die—It is the same for me,

the same for you.

What we do is important.

This is what I have learnt.

It is not what we are

but what we do.

—James Fenton, “Children in Exile”1

The annihilation of population masses is an age-old phenomenon. The

destruction of Troy by the Greeks, the razing of Carthage by the Romans, and 

the atrocities of the Mongols under Genghis Khan are just a few examples that

can be found in any history book. Genocide, on the other hand, is a distinctly

modern concept. The term “genocide” was first used by the Polish-Jewish legal

scholar Raphael Lemkin at a conference in Madrid in 1933, but a legal definition

of genocide was not incorporated into international law until 1948, following

the programs of mass murder carried out by the Nazis during World War II.

These programs included the extermination of such diverse groups as the

Jewish and Gypsy populations of Europe, ethnic Poles and Russians, political

opponents, children and adults with disabilities, homosexuals, and religious

groups such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, among others.

The first question we need to address, then, is whether genocide is simply a

new name for an old practice or whether it refers to something qualitatively dif-

ferent from earlier mass annihilation processes. The model of genocide pre-

sented in this book suggests a distinctly modern phenomenon, first appearing

in the nineteenth century although rooted in the early modern period (circa

a.d. 1500 to 1800). The forced exodus of large numbers of Jews and Muslims

from Spain in 1492 and the subsequent persecution of those who converted to

Catholicism in order to escape expulsion is perhaps the earliest precursor of



modern genocide, together with the European witch trials of the fifteenth and

early sixteenth centuries. The distinguishing features of modern genocide are

the ways in which it is legitimized as well as its consequences not only for the

targeted groups but also for the perpetrators, the witnesses, and society as a

whole.2

My contention is that modern genocides have been a deliberate attempt to

change the identity of the survivors by modifying relationships within a given

society. This is what sets modern genocide apart from earlier massacres of 

civilian populations, as well as from other processes of mass destruction. The

fact that genocide has proved so effective in bringing about social changes—

equaled only by revolutionary processes—suggests that it is not simply a 

spontaneous occurrence that reappears when historical circumstances are

favorable. Rather, it is a process that starts long before and ends long after the

actual physical annihilation of the victims, even though the exact moment at

which any social practice commences or ceases to play a role in the “workings”

of a society is always uncertain. It is important to bear this fact in mind if we 

are to develop effective early warning systems to prevent new instances of 

genocide.

Problems of Definition

More than half a century separates the drafting of the Convention on the

Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, adopted on December 9,

1948, and the complex sentences handed down by the international criminal 

tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in the second half of the 

1990s. Before and during this time and afterward, debates have raged among

sociologists and historians over definitions that would allow for empirical

research. This suggests that the concept of genocide is essentially problematic.

The term “genocide”, as coined by Lemkin, is a hybrid between the Greek

root genos (family, tribe, or race) and the Latin suffix -cide (killing), but its exact

meaning and translation into other languages remain controversial. Does genos

refer to a common tribal origin, to genetic characteristics transmitted from gen-

eration to generation, or simply to certain features shared by a group? All these

meanings are present in the Greek word genos and its Latin derivative gens

denoting a family clan.

Reviewing the various legal, sociological, and historical definitions of 

genocide, M. Bjørnlund et al. found that the fundamental point of agreement

was “the systematic annihilation of a population group as such,” while the 

three main points of disagreement were the question of “intent,” the nature 

of the groups included in these definitions, and the importance of actual 

physical annihilation, whether total or partial, as an essential element of 

genocide.3
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Significantly, nearly all of these scholarly definitions take Article II of the

1948 Genocide Convention as their starting point:

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts

committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethni-

cal, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring

about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group

As Martin Shaw has pointed out, “The study of genocide has generally been

framed by legal and historical, rather than sociological perspectives. Law pro-

vided the impetus to the definition of the crime, through the pioneering efforts

of Raphael Lemkin and the drafters of the United Nations Convention; it has

continued to provide much of the drive towards recognition of recent geno-

cides, in the work of the international criminal tribunals for former Yugoslavia

and Rwanda.”4

However, this predominantly legal approach is unfortunate in that legal

definitions tend to be narrowly focused, rooted in specific historical contexts,

and difficult to modify. Law requires unambiguous categories as well as clear

and convincing evidence in order to reach a judgment of guilty or not guilty.

The categories established by the 1948 Genocide Convention, in particular its

list of protected groups, were the result of political compromise but also a 

consequence of the jurisprudence of the Nuremberg Tribunal set up in 1945 to

punish Nazi war criminals. The Nuremberg Tribunal held that the crimes

against humanity required a connection with aggressive war, although it is now

generally accepted that these crimes—like genocide itself—can be committed 

in peacetime.

In fact, any new legal definition of genocide will need to include the 

principle of equality before the law—a principle currently violated by the 1948

Genocide Convention, which protects some groups and not others—as well as

incorporating the customary law that has emerged from the history of relations

among human communities.  In other words, any legal definition of genocide—

beyond what has been achieved so far in international law—needs to be based

on the concept of genocide in its unbiased sense, namely, the implementation

of a massive and systematic plan intended to destroy all or part of a human

group as such. In legal terms, modern genocide would be no different from the

annihilation of population masses by the Ancient Greeks, Romans, or Mongols,

and I will presume the legal definition to be inclusive in this way.
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Genocide as a Social Practice

In contrast to the legal definition of genocide, the concept of genocide as a

social practice allows historians and sociologists to adopt a broader and more

flexible approach to the problems of causality and responsibility. It also helps to

distinguish genocide from other social processes of mass destruction that have

occurred at different periods of history, such as high death rates among certain

segments of the population as the result of economic policies, or the more or

less intentional destruction of the environment that has led to mass deaths.

Now, despite the obvious differences between law and the social sciences,

we should point out that it is organization, training, practice, legitimation, and

consensus that distinguish genocide as a social practice from other more spon-

taneous or less intentional acts of killing and mass destruction. Also, because a

social practice is composed of shared beliefs and understandings as well as

shared actions, a genocidal social practice may be one that contributes to geno-

cide or attempted genocide, including symbolic representations and discourses

promoting or justifying genocide.

In addition, it is clear from this definition that social practices are ongoing

and under permanent construction. In many instances, the appropriateness of

the term “genocide” has been questioned on the grounds that the process has

not gone far enough to speak of full-blown genocide. But when does genocide

actually begin? At what moment can we consider that the term is being correctly

applied? Adopting the concept of genocidal social practices allows us to address

a thorny methodological issue in history and the social sciences, namely, that of

periodization. Moreover, because social practices are constructions that are

open to deconstruction, academic studies should be able to contribute to 

policies to prevent and resist genocide.

Bearing all this in mind, I will define a genocidal social practice as a tech-

nology of power—a way of managing people as a group—that aims (1) to destroy

social relationships based on autonomy and cooperation by annihilating a sig-

nificant part of the population (significant in terms of either numbers or prac-

tices), and (2) to use the terror of annihilation to establish new models of

identity and social relationships among the survivors. Unlike what happens in

war, the disappearance of the victims forces the survivors to deny their own

identity—an identity created out of a synthesis of being and doing—while a way

of life that once defined a specific form of identity is suppressed. Accordingly, 

I will use the term “genocidal social practices” to distinguish these specific

processes from the legal concept of genocide.5

The Legal Definition of Genocide: Law as a Producer of Truth

As mentioned earlier, the most widely accepted legal definition of genocide

today is that approved by the United Nations in the 1948 Genocide Convention.
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It is therefore important to understand the debates surrounding Article II of the

Convention and, in particular, the question of protected groups.

In 1946 the United Nations had called upon member states to define a new

criminal category, stating that

[g]enocide is a denial of the right of existence of entire human groups, as

homicide is the denial of the right to live of individual human beings; such

denial of the right of existence shocks the conscience of mankind, results

in great losses to humanity in the form of cultural and other contributions

represented by these groups, and is contrary to moral law and to the spirit

and aims of the United Nations. Many instances of such crimes of genocide

have occurred when racial, religious, political and other groups have been

destroyed, entirely or in part. The punishment of the crime of genocide is

a matter of international concern. (UN General Assembly Resolution 96 [I])

This resolution contained two significant elements. First, it contemplated

the genocide of political groups; and second, it defined genocide through an

analogy with homicide. The definition established the characteristics of the

event through the type of crime committed (collective killing against individual

killing) and not through the characteristics of the victims: “racial, religious and

political” are simply examples, and the term “other” completes the categoriza-

tion. For the same reason, the resolution did not define any criminal type, either.

At the drafting stage of the Convention, however, it was clear that the inclu-

sion of social and political groups would jeopardize the acceptance of the

Convention by a large number of states that did not want the international com-

munity to become involved in their internal political struggles.6 The Soviet

Union, Poland, Great Britain, and South Africa (among other states) were wor-

ried that enforcement of the Convention might violate principles of state sover-

eignty and nonintervention if such groups were to be included as targets of

genocide.7 As Ward Churchill notes, these countries sought to “narrow the

Convention’s definitional parameters of genocide in such ways as were neces-

sary to exclude many of their own past, present and anticipated policies and

practices from being formally codified as crimen laesae humanitatis (crimes

against humanity) in international law.”8

On the other hand, France, Yugoslavia, Bolivia, Haiti, and Cuba (among

other states) insisted that the exclusion of political and social groups would

allow most crimes of genocide to go unpunished. Donnedieu de Vabres, the pri-

mary French judge during the Nuremberg trials after World War II, argued that

the express exclusion of political groups might be interpreted as legitimizing

crimes against them.

At the drafting stage of the Convention, then, three key issues were raised:

(1) whether the definition of genocide should be universal (like any other 

criminal categorization) or limited to certain groups; (2) whether the limitation

was an aid to facilitate the approval of the Convention by the largest possible
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number of states; and (3) whether leaving certain groups explicitly out of the

categorization might not represent a way of legitimating their annihilation.

Raphael Lemkin, who had played an important part in drafting the

Convention, overcame the deadlock in the negotiations by arguing that political

groups should be excluded because they lacked the cohesion or permanence of

other groups. After arduous negotiations, it was finally decided that the protec-

tion of political and other excluded groups should be guaranteed by national

legislations and by a Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Thus, the United Nations defined genocide as a new legal typology, explic-

itly stated in Article II of the Convention. But by excluding political groups, the

definition of genocide became arbitrarily restrictive. For example, religious

belief systems were protected, whereas political belief systems were not. Worse

still, the exclusion of political groups together with the “intent to destroy”

requirement created an almost perfect catch-22.9 In order to prove “intent,” 

the prosecution had to demonstrate the existence of a coordinated plan. But

coordinated plans are made by politicians or military commanders with politi-

cal power. So, if the prosecution succeeded in proving “intent,” the defense

could argue that political leaders had targeted political opponents and so could

not be tried under the Genocide Convention.

The question also arises how the intention to destroy a group in part—as

opposed to in whole—can be anything but political. Lemkin himself recognized

that genocide can pave the way for political domination: “Genocide has two

phases: one, destruction of the national pattern of the oppressed group; the

other, the imposition of the national pattern of the oppressor. This imposition,

in turn, may be made upon the oppressed population which is allowed to

remain or upon the territory alone, after removal of the population and the 

colonization by the oppressor’s own nationals.”10

As Donnedieu de Vabres predicted, it was political rivalries that would 

trigger most of the genocides committed during the Cold War period. But the

wording of the Convention ensured that neither the hundreds of thousands

murdered in Latin America by U.S.-backed military dictatorships between 1954

and 1990 nor the approximately two million people killed in Cambodia by the

Khmer Rouge between 1975 and 1979 would count as victims of genocide. In fact,

since the Genocide Convention came into effect in 1951 only two genocides 

have been recognized as such by international courts: the Rwandan Genocide of

1994 and the Srebrenica massacre of 1995.

The Principle of Equality before the Law: Inequality before Death?

The French philosopher and sociologist Michel Foucault has shown the circular

relationship between power, legal discourse, and “truth,” where law creates

socially accepted “truths” that in turn perpetuate the status quo.11
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It is unlikely that genocide would have become an everyday concept, much

less a crime under international law, had it not been for the Holocaust.

Europeans had always been less alarmed by mass atrocities in colonial Africa

and in other parts of the world, that is, in places where victims were perceived

as “others.” After World War II, however, Europeans could not ignore the mas-

sacres that had taken place on European soil or treat them as mere accumula-

tions of individual murders. The targeting of whole population groups was

clearly different from repeated homicide or multiple murders. It was this under-

standing that drove the United Nations to codify a new type of international

crime as “genocide.”

Unfortunately, the form that this codification took shakes a body of individ-

ualistic criminal law to its very foundations. By focusing on the character of the

victims, the 1948 Convention violates the principle of equality before the law, 

giving human life a relative rather than an absolute value. By restricting geno-

cide to four groups (ethnic, national, racial, or religious), it creates a differenti-

ated (that is, nonegalitarian) law. A planned and ruthless crime is only recognized

for what it is if the victims share certain characteristics and not others.

In contrast, the laws of most countries define criminal acts in terms of

behavior. Article 79 of the Argentine Criminal Code, for example, states that

“whoever commits homicide will be condemned to prison for a period of 8 to 25

years.” Aggravating circumstances, such as a family relationship between killer

and victim, may increase the sentence, while mitigating circumstances, such as

extreme provocation by the victim, may reduce it. But none of this alters the

basic nature of the crime, and circumstances connected with the victim are

established so that they do not alter the principle of equality before the law. 

In other words, a homicide is a homicide, regardless of who is killed. The same

with any kind of crime in the Argentine Criminal Code.

On the other hand, by creating protected and unprotected groups of per-

sons, the 1948 Convention actually legitimates the fundamental hypothesis

underlying all acts of genocide, namely, that the lives of some are less significant

than the lives of others. We might call this restrictive approach the dominant 

or “hegemonic” discourse since it has been incorporated by many states into

their own legal codes. The political advantage of adopting this discourse is that

once the perpetrators have been punished, events can be relegated to history

without the need to confront uncomfortable questions such as which sectors 

of society benefited and continue to benefit from genocide.

Not surprisingly, not only historians and sociologists but also many leading

jurists have challenged the definition of genocide enshrined in the Convention.

Four cases are worth highlighting: the Whitaker Report, published by the

United Nations Economic and Social Council Commission on Human Rights in

1985; the indictment of members of the Argentine military in 1999 by Spanish

Judge Baltasar Garzón; the discussions and analyses of the International
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Criminal Courts regarding events in the Balkans and Rwanda; and, finally, two

Argentine sentences from 2006 and 2007 recognizing that genocide has been

committed in Argentina.12

The Whitaker Report

Benjamin Whitaker became a member of the UN Sub-Commission on the

Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities in 1975. In 1983,

he was appointed Special Rapporteur13 and was asked to undertake a new study

on genocide for the subcommission after disagreements occurred over a report

drawn up by his predecessor, Nicodeme Ruhashyankiko.14 Whitaker sent a ques-

tionnaire to UN members, organizations, and agencies; regional bodies; aca-

demics; and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) in 1984, and in 1985 he

published his Revised and Updated Report on the Question of the Prevention and

Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

The Whitaker Report, as it is usually known, analyzed genocidal processes

that had occurred between 1948 and 1984. It proposed radical changes to the

Convention by means of an additional optional protocol.15 Proposals included

the protection of groups based on political and sexual orientation as well as the

prohibition of ethnocide and ecocide.16 Similarly, it recommended that “advert-

ent omission,” calculated neglect, or negligence should become crimes and that

the defense of “obeying superior orders” should be unacceptable. The report

also recognized the difficulty of proving “intent” and advised that where docu-

mentary evidence was lacking, courts should be able to infer intent from the

crimes committed. Finally, the report argued the need for an international

criminal court, given the absurdity of expecting member states to put them-

selves on trial. “[I]n the case of ‘domestic’ genocides, these are generally com-

mitted by or with the complicity of Governments, with the bizarre consequence

that the Governments would be required to prosecute themselves. In actual

practice, mass murders are protected by their own Governments, save in excep-

tional cases, where these Governments have been overthrown” (Whitaker

Report, paragraph 76). The Whitaker Report received a lukewarm response

from the subcommission. International criminal courts were set up to deal with

the Rwandan genocide and crimes in the former Yugoslavia, and Whitaker’s

suggestion that destruction of a group “in part” might refer to “a significant 

section of a group such as its leadership” (Whitaker Report, paragraph 29) 

has been endorsed in subsequent judicial decisions. However, the Convention

continues to exclude political, economic, social, and sexual groups.

The Indictment of Baltasar Garzón

Under its domestic law, Spain has universal jurisdiction over serious crimes

such as genocide even when these are committed outside Spain by foreign 
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citizens. An action may be brought in the public interest by any Spanish citizen,

and an investigating judge then gathers evidence and interviews witnesses to

determine whether there is sufficient basis for the claims alleged in the com-

plaint.17 After studying depositions by several human rights organizations in

Madrid in 1997, Judge Baltasar Garzón, as prosecuting magistrate, started 

proceedings against ninety-eight Argentine military members for crimes of 

“terrorism and genocide.”

The legal arguments contained in his 156-page indictment of November 2,

1999, can be summarized as follows:

1. The requirement that victimized national groups be defined in terms of

ethnicity in order to prove that genocide has taken place is unconstitu-

tional under Spanish law (subsection one).

2. The extermination of “political groups” may be termed genocide (subsec-

tion two).

3. The term “national group” is appropriate to classify the victims in

Argentina (subsection three).

4. The term “religious group” is also appropriate to classify the victims, 

bearing in mind the ideological nature of religious belief and also the

Argentine military’s explicit aim of establishing a “Western and Christian”

order (subsections three and four).

5. Racist thinking is essentially political in nature. “Racial groups” are imagi-

nary constructions that always refer in fact to “political groups” (subsection

five).

6. The term “ethnic group” is also appropriate to classify the victims given the

specific nature of the “special treatment” given to the Judeo-Argentine

population and its symbolic nature (subsection five).

We have already discussed the inconsistency in legal terms of excluding 

“political groups” from definitions of genocide. We will now examine Garzón’s

arguments (3), (4), and (5) in more detail.

Argument (3) is based on the fact that the perpetrators sought to destroy

structures of social relationships within the state, in order to substantially alter

the life of the whole. This is in line with Article 2 of the 1948 Convention (cited

above), which defines genocide as “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a

national . . . group.” The Argentine national group has been annihilated “in

part,” substantially altering social relationships across the nation. The 1990s

have provided tragic examples in countries such as the former Yugoslavia or

Rwanda of the extent to which destruction of part of a national group affects

postgenocide economic, social, and political development.

The case of Yugoslavia is particularly relevant to this discussion since it

involved a series of overlapping genocide processes, and the International

Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) was faced with the problem
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of determining which part of the population must be annihilated in order to

qualify as genocide. Lemkin had already suggested that “in part” meant 

the destruction of a “substantial part” of the group; but how do we define 

“substantial”?

In a sentence published on 14 December 1999, ICTY stated that a “substan-

tial part” could mean either (1) “a large majority of the group in question”; or (2)

“political and administrative leaders, religious leaders, academics and intellec-

tuals, business leaders and others . . . regardless of the actual numbers killed.”

The tribunal also advised that “[t]he character of the attack on the leadership

must be viewed in the context of the fate or what happened to the rest of the

group.”18 This clearly corroborates Garzón’s argument (3) about the appropri-

ateness of the term “national group” to classify the victims in Argentina.

Garzón’s argument (4) highlights the “religious” and ideological purpose of

the repression. As Garzón himself explains, the military government not only jus-

tified the repression as a defense of “Christian and Western” values, explicitly

describing it as a “crusade,” but also enlisted members of the Catholic Church to

run detention centers. This religious worldview of “us” and “them” was clearly

political and ideological, and makes the Convention’s definition of genocide

even more problematic by privileging religious beliefs over political ones.

Legal questions aside, Garzón’s analysis of Argentina’s state terrorism as an

ideologically motivated genocide with religious characteristics provides a much

more authentic and comprehensive account of events than the concepts of

“politicide” or “political genocide” (see further discussion later in this chapter).

This is because the aims of the repressors were not only political. Even the name

the dictatorship gave to its campaign—Process of National Reorganization—

clearly shows that it sought to radically transform morality, ideology, the family,

and other institutions that regulate social relationships. To do so, the perpetra-

tors eliminated anybody who embodied an alternative way of constructing

social identity.

Garzón’s argument (5) about the political nature of racism could be applied

not only to events in Argentina but to Article II of the Convention itself. For

modern anthropologists and biologists, race is not a scientifically meaningful

term for describing human groupings.19 The geneticist and evolutionary biolo-

gist Richard Lewontin, for example, found that just over 85 percent of human

variation occurs within populations, not between them.20 Moreover, racial

groups blend into one another, forming a continuum. Therefore, a Human

Rights Convention that claims to protect “racial groups” can only mean that it

rejects racial discrimination, where race is really a metaphor for otherness—an

otherness constructed as dangerous, deep-seated, and inassimilable. In this

sense, race is clearly a political concept, used for political ends.

It is worth remembering that although Garzón uses the terms “race” and

“ethnicity” more or less interchangeably, “race” refers to supposedly shared 
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biological or genetic traits, while “ethnicity” is rooted more in cultural factors

such as nationality, culture, ancestry, language, and beliefs. However, as 

S. Wallman has pointed out, English-speakers often confuse the two. “The term

‘ethnic’ popularly connotes ‘[race]’ in Britain, only less precisely, and with a

lighter value load. In North America, by contrast, ‘[race]’ most commonly means

color, and ‘ethnics’ are the descendents of relatively recent immigrants from

non-English-speaking countries. ‘[Ethnic]’ is not a noun in Britain. In effect

there are no ‘ethnics’; there are only ‘ethnic relations.’” 21

Finally, Garzón’s argument (6) establishes an ideological continuity

between the Nazi genocide and many later ones. Numerous eyewitness testi-

monies confirm that many of the Argentine officers involved in human rights

abuses, torture, and murder in the 1970s identified with Nazi ideology and read

or listened to speeches by Nazi leaders in their spare time. Detention centers

and torture chambers were decorated with swastikas and pictures of Adolf

Hitler. Jewish prisoners who happened to fall into this Latin American version

of hell were treated with particular cruelty. However, it should be emphasized

that most victims of Jewish origin were not selected because they were Jews but

because of their political affiliations.

Even faced with the amount of evidence that Garzón gathered, which runs

to thousands of pages, countries are often unwilling to recognize that genocide

has taken place on their territory, and Argentina was no exception. Spain does

not try individuals in absentia, and the Argentine government rejected all 

of Spain’s requests for extradition. So, until Lieutenant Commander Adolfo

Scilingo traveled to Spain voluntarily to testify, it seemed unlikely that the case

would ever be heard.

Significantly, although its first ruling confirmed Garzón’s charge of geno-

cide, Madrid’s Central Criminal Court finally sentenced Scilingo to 640 years for

crimes against humanity. In its judgment of 19 April 2005, the court argued that

under article 607 of the recently revised Spanish Penal Code, the crimes fitted

the definition of crimes against humanity “better” than that of genocide.22 We

will return to this distinction in a moment. Nevertheless, if law is a creator of

“truth,” Garzón’s great achievement in his indictment of the Argentine military

was to include the voices of the victims alongside those of the perpetrators,

including the victims’ need for these events to be recognized as crimes of 

genocide.

The Rwandan Genocide

The subjective nature of race and ethnicity and the use of these concepts for

political ends are particularly interesting in the Rwandan genocide, in 

which the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) noted that shared

language, tradition, and legends made the Hutu and Tutsi groups almost 
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objectively indistinguishable. Timothy Longman has shown how Christian mis-

sionaries in the early 1900s and later the Belgian colonial administration turned

a flexible ethnic structure into a rigid one, excluding the Hutu from power and

opportunities for advancement even though they made up more than 80 per-

cent of the population: “To the missionaries, the Tutsi seemed tall and elegant,

with refined features and light skin, in some ways closer in appearance to

Europeans than to their short, stocky, dark Hutu compatriots. . . . The Tutsi, not

surprisingly, failed to challenge the missionaries’ assertions of their superiority

and instead participated in the development of a mythico-history that por-

trayed them as natural rulers, with superior intelligence and morals.”23

However, in the late 1950s, as ethnic tensions increased, the Belgian admin-

istration rapidly replaced Tutsi chiefs and officials with Hutu. When Rwanda

achieved independence in 1962, the government was almost entirely Hutu. This

led to a series of cross-genocidal processes, first against the Hutus in Burundi 

in 1965 and 1972, then against Tutsis and moderate Hutus in Rwanda in 1994.

Nevertheless, as Longman points out,

[a]lthough the Western media portrayed the 1994 genocide as a product

of “centuries old” intractable divisions between Hutu and Tutsi “tribes,”

in fact genocide in Rwanda was never inevitable. Genocide was the final

product of a strategy used by close supporters of President Habyarimana

to preserve their power by appealing to ethnic arguments. Since Hutu

and Tutsi continued to intermarry regularly and lived together in relative

peace in most communities, the strategy required going well beyond

reminding the Hutu of Tutsi dominance during the colonial period to

create an atmosphere of fear and misunderstanding.24

Not surprisingly, the ICTR found problems in cataloging Rwandan Hutus and

Tutsis as “ethnic” groups. As Eric Markusen says, “In many cases, the Tutsis were

chosen and killed because of the identity documents introduced decades ago by

the Belgian colonial regime, identifying them as such.25 Did the judges of the UN

not, therefore, reinforce the ideology of the murderers by identifying the Tutsis

as a distinct group?”26

ICTR itself ended up recognizing that “for the purposes of applying the

Genocide Convention, membership of a group is, in essence, a subjective rather

than an objective concept. The victim is perceived by the perpetrator of 

genocide as belonging to a group slated for destruction. In some instances, the

victim may perceive himself . . . as belonging to the said group.”27

The Rome Statute and the International Criminal Court

In the event, ICTR and ICTY proved to be disappointing. Not only did many 

perpetrators manage to escape arrest or reduce their sentences with plea 

agreements,28 but the 1948 Genocide Convention proved difficult to apply in
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practice. International pressure was not enough to change the Convention, but

it did give birth to a permanent international tribunal to punish genocide and

other serious international crimes: the International Criminal Court (ICC).

The Rome Conference, sponsored by the United Nations, took place in

Rome, Italy, from 15 June to 17 July 1998. One hundred and sixty countries par-

ticipated and the discussions were monitored by over two hundred NGOs. After

intense negotiations, one hundred and twenty nations voted to adopt the Rome

Statute of the ICC. Seven countries—China, Iraq, Israel, Libya, Qatar, the United

States, and Yemen—voted against the treaty, and twenty-one states abstained.

The statute came into force on 1 July 2002 and can prosecute only crimes com-

mitted on or after that date.

However, despite the fact that many organizations and individuals worked

long and hard to establish the ICC, its procedures and performance offer few

guarantees against human rights abuses by member states.

Although many scholars and advisers advised against it at the discussion

and drafting stages, the definition of genocide adopted in Article 6 of the Rome

Statute is copied word for word from Article II of the 1948 Genocide Convention.

This has made the concept of genocide unenforceable. Instead, the court has

preferred to apply the much more flexible definition of “crimes against human-

ity” defined in Article 7 of the statute:

Article 7: Crimes against humanity

1. For the purpose of this Statute, “crimes against humanity” means any of the
following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack:
(a) Murder;
(b) Extermination;
(c) Enslavement;
(d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population;
(e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in viola-

tion of fundamental rules of international law;
(f) Torture;
(g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced

sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable 
gravity;

(h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political,
racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in para-
graph 3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermis-
sible under international law, in connection with any act referred to in
this paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court;

(i) Enforced disappearance of persons;
(j) The crime of apartheid;
(k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great

suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.
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The Rome Statute’s failure to produce a usable definition of genocide and

the replacement to all intents and purposes of “genocide” by “crimes against

humanity” is not just a semantic quibble. It means that the ICC can only act in

cases where the perpetrators and/or territory involved belong to states that

have accepted its jurisdiction. The United States is just one example of a state

that is accused of committing crimes under the statute of the court and that has

so far refused to ratify the statute. Widening the circle of impunity still further,

the ICC has until now only examined cases presented by member states or, in

one case, by the Security Council of the United Nations. The court’s autonomy

to investigate violations seems to exist only on paper.

One consequence is that so far the ICC has focused exclusively on African

countries. In three of the four countries where it operates, its actions are directed

against members of nonstate organizations reported by the state itself.29 What is

striking in all these cases—beyond the seriousness of the crimes themselves—is

that the intervention of the ICC seems to serve no useful function. International

criminal law exists to punish crimes committed by the state, not by forces 

opposing the state, which could equally well be tried under domestic law.

The ICC’s involvement in Africa contrasts oddly with its failure to investi-

gate other reported systematic violations of human rights in China, Colombia,

Israel, Russia, and Sri Lanka, to name just a few, and alleged human rights 

violations by U.S. and British troops in Iraq. In some cases, the ICC has justified

its failure to intervene on the grounds that the defendants (China, Israel, Russia,

or the United States) or countries where violations occur (China, Iraq, and

Afghanistan) are not members of the ICC. In other cases, like Colombia, the gov-

ernment claims to be taking action against violations without explaining why

no trial proceedings have been started and why killings of political opponents

and indigenous groups continue in Colombia to this day.30

Finally, the ICC has only confronted one national government—that of

Sudan—for the atrocities committed in the western Sudanese region of Darfur

and only because the UN Security Council urged it to do so. Of course, the large

numbers of victims and refugees, the burning of villages, and destruction of eth-

nic and political groups are a humanitarian tragedy. But the international arrest

warrant issued by the ICC against Sudanese president Omar Al-Bashir in March

2009 has not led to his arrest nor helped to prevent bloodshed in the Sudan. 

On the contrary, it has been used as an excuse by the Sudanese government 

to expel international observers and aid organizations assisting the victims.

Again, we face the question of whose interests are served by the intervention 

of the ICC. How do we impose effective sanctions against human rights violators

when they control the power and resources of the state?

The Rome Statute and the ICC have not helped to clarify the concept 

of genocide unless—as William Schabas says—we are willing to relegate the 

concept of genocide to the history books in favor of the more general and more
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easily applicable concept of crimes against humanity.31 However, this would

reduce Lemkin’s rich concept of genocide as the “destruction of population

groups” to the annihilation of civilian populations in general.

The Legal Definition of Genocide: Future Possibilities

Because political groups are not protected by the 1948 Genocide Convention or

the 1998 Rome Statute, it is easy to confuse attempts to destroy political groups

with the murder of individual politicians or activists. By reducing genocide to

crimes against humanity, there is a real danger that we may lose sight of the

ways in which the social practices of genocide systematically destroy identity.

However, the Convention and the Rome Statute do not completely close the

door on new interpretations of genocide. Garzón’s perspective of the extermi-

nation of political groups in Argentina as the destruction of part of a national

group (in this case, the Argentine national group) has proved to be particularly

illuminating. In Argentina, the Federal Oral Criminal Tribunal No. 1 for La Plata

convicted former police commissioner Miguel Etchecolatz in 2006 and former

police chaplain Christian von Wernich in 2007 for crimes against humanity

“committed in the frame of genocide.” In this landmark ruling, the court 

considered the systematic nature of the crimes and their effect on society as a

whole, urging other courts to use the concept of “destruction of part of the

national group” to resolve a number of conceptual and legal issues surrounding

Argentina’s state terrorism.

According to Lemkin, the main purpose of genocidal practices is to destroy

the oppressed group’s identity. It makes little difference whether the group is

oppressed by a colonial power—as was generally the case in Lemkin’s time—or

by members of the same national group, as has so often been the case since the

1948 Convention. In the second half of the twentieth century, national armies

have repeatedly behaved like armies of occupation in their own countries.32

The fact that all national genocide laws explicitly forbid the partial destruction

of national groups should allow an increasing number of cases to be successfully

prosecuted in national courts.

The Conceptual Discussion: Thinking beyond the Law

As we have already argued, defining genocide in terms of the characteristics of

the victims has no precedent in modern criminal law and clearly damages the

principle of equality before the law. It is now time to consider the implications

of such a definition for a historical and sociological understanding of genocide

as a social practice.

In legal terms, a homicide is always, in principle, a homicide. For the social

sciences, however, some homicides are so extraordinary that they justify the
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development of a specific name to label them. Sociologists use the terms

Holocaust, Shoah, Jurbn, or Judeocide to refer to the systematic annihilation of

Europe’s Jewish population under Nazism because of the unique characteristics

of this historical tragedy. Nevertheless, just as the 1948 Convention’s definition

of genocide is insufficient to explain the nature of the Shoah, the specific 

characteristics of the Shoah do not in themselves define the limits of the term

“genocide.”

In the social sciences, the important element for constructing a concept

such as genocide is what we might call the “structural similarities” of unique

events. Each historical event is unique so we need to go beyond their specifici-

ties in order to categorize social phenomena that are analogous in terms of pur-

pose, design, implementation, and consequences. One issue that tends to overlap

with and influence legal definitions is whether different historical processes fit

within the same category (e.g., genocide), and when is it necessary to create new

terms in order to account for processes that are qualitatively different.

I will now review the main definitions of genocide used by different authors

in the social sciences and compare their “structural similarities.” I will also 

consider whether these definitions are useful for describing the systematic

killings in Argentina between 1976 and 1983 or whether we need a new term to

understand the process behind these specific events.

Historical and Sociological Definitions of Genocide

Not everyone who writes about genocide defines the term explicitly. However,

since the appearance of genocide studies as a separate discipline in Europe and

the United States in the late 1980s, most authors who study genocidal processes

systematically have struggled with the problem of definition.

The first important challenges to the definition in the Genocide

Convention are to be found in Vahakn Dadrian, Irving Louis Horowitz, and Leo

Kuper. Significantly, all three are authors of comparative genocide studies. 

In 1975, one of the world’s leading authorities on the Turkish genocide of the

Armenians,33 Dadrian, defined genocide as “the successful attempt by a domi-

nant group, vested with formal authority and/or with preponderant access to

the overall resources of power, to reduce by coercion or lethal violence the

number of a minority group whose ultimate extermination is held desirable and

useful and whose respective vulnerability is a major factor contributing to the

decision for genocide.”34

The following year, American sociologist Horowitz defined genocide as “a

structural and systematic destruction of innocent people by a state bureaucratic

apparatus. . . . Genocide represents a systematic effort over time to liquidate 

a national population, usually a minority . . . [and] functions as a fundamental

political policy to assure conformity and participation of the citizenry.”35
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The South African writer and philosopher Kuper began writing about geno-

cide in the early 1970s. However, in his definitive work, Genocide: Its Political Use in

the Twentieth Century (1981), Kuper shied away from offering a new definition, for

fear of undermining the Convention. Instead, he stated, “I shall follow the defini-

tion of genocide given in the [UN] Convention. This is not to say that I agree with

the definition. On the contrary, I believe a major omission to be in the exclusion

of political groups from the list of groups protected. In the contemporary world,

political differences are at the very least as significant a basis for massacre and

annihilation as racial, national, ethnic or religious differences. Then too, the

genocides against racial, national, ethnic or religious groups are generally a con-

sequence of, or intimately related to, political conflict.”36 Kuper believed that

even a limited Genocide Convention was better than none at all; but he also 

recognized that “it would vitiate the analysis to exclude political groups.”37

Nearly ten years passed before historian Frank Chalk and sociologist Kurt

Jonassohn, both Americans, complained in 1990 that the Convention excluded

political and social groups while including nonlethal forms of group destruc-

tion. In their view, genocide should be seen as “a form of one-sided mass killing

in which a state or other authority intends to destroy a group, as that group and

membership in it are defined by the perpetrator.”38

In 1993, the American sociologist Helen Fein considered genocide to be

“sustained purposeful action by a perpetrator to physically destroy a collectivity

directly or indirectly, through interdiction of the biological and social repro-

duction of group members, sustained regardless of the surrender or lack of

threat offered by the victim.”39

In 1994, the Israeli scholar Israel W. Charny argued that “[g]enocide in the

generic sense means the mass killing of substantial numbers of human beings,

when not in the course of military action against the military forces of an

avowed enemy, under conditions of the essential defencelessness of the victim.”

Meanwhile, concerned about the exclusion of political groups from the

Convention, American political scientists Barbara Harff and Ted Gurr had devel-

oped a new concept: politicide. For Harff and Gurr, “genocides and politicides

are the promotion, execution, and/or implied consent of sustained policies by

governing elites or their agents—or, in the case of civil war either of the con-

tending authorities—that are intended to destroy, in whole or part, a commu-

nal, political, or politicized ethnic group.”40

The difference between genocide and politicide is that victims of genocide

are chosen primarily for their community characteristics (ethnicity, religion, or

nationality), while victims of politicide are selected mainly for their position of

leadership or political opposition to the regime or dominant groups. Harff and

Gurr believe that the distinction is valid for the social sciences, but not for law,

where the two processes should be considered as equivalent. I will return to the

concept of politicide in a moment.
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American Jewish philosopher Steven Katz goes further in claiming that only

the Jewish Holocaust perpetrated by the Nazi regime counts as genocide. For

Katz, the “concept of genocide applies only when there is an actualized intent,

however successfully carried out, to physically destroy an entire group (as such a

group is defined by the perpetrators).”41

Holocaust historian Henry Huttenbach believes in concise and simple for-

mulations. Thus, he defines genocide as “the destruction of a specific group within

a national or even international population. The precise character of the group need 

not be spelled out” (emphasis added).42 Elsewhere he writes: “Genocide is any act

that puts the very existence of a group in jeopardy.”43

More recently, British historian Mark Levene has warned that disagreements

over definitions may make the concept of genocide either so narrow that it

excludes virtually all cases or so broad that it includes any type of mass murder.

Despite this warning, Levene affirms that “genocide occurs when a state, per-

ceiving the integrity of its agenda to be threatened by an aggregate population—

defined by the state as an organic collectivity, or series of collectivities—seeks to

remedy the situation by the systematic en masse physical elimination of that

aggregate, in toto, or until it is no longer perceived to represent a threat.”44

French political scientist Jacques Semelin advises genocide researchers to

distance themselves from the legal and normative definition of genocide. Semelin

distinguishes between “destruction in order to subjugate” (where the victims are

nearly always defined as political) and “destruction in order to eradicate” (where

the victims tend to be ethnic or national). He reserves the concept of genocide for

the latter and subsumes both practices under the term “massacre.”45

If these definitional debates seem tedious, the main features of the 

definitions can be summarized as follows:

1. Genocide is an action. Therefore, any systematic annihilation of a group

because of its characteristics (whatever those characteristics may be) con-

stitutes genocide (see, for example, the definitions by Chalk and Jonassohn,

Henry Huttenbach, and Mark Levene).

2. Genocide is the intention to systematically destroy the entire group, and

not only a part of it (Steven Katz).

3. Genocide is any systematic annihilation of significant numbers of the 

population as long as the population is in a situation of “defencelessness”

or does not constitute a “real threat” to the perpetrator (see Israel Charny’s

or Helen Fein’s definition).46

4. There is a qualitative difference between genocide and politicide because

of the characteristics of the victims (see Barbara Harff and Ted Gurr).

5. There is a qualitative difference between destruction/subjugation processes

of massacre (where victims are almost always political) and destruction/

eradication processes of massacre (where victims are almost always ethnic

or national) (see Jacques Semelin).47
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As mentioned in the Introduction, this book aims to provide a comparative

analysis of two genocidal social practices—the Nazi Holocaust and the military

repression in Argentina between 1976 and 1983. The Holocaust inspired all the

definitions given above and contains them all. But it is not so clear which defi-

nition or group of definitions best describes Argentina’s case. In the next sec-

tion we will consider the usefulness of each of these definitions for obtaining a

clear understanding of the Argentine repression. We will also consider the

wider implications of each definition.

Applying Different Definitions of Genocide to Events in Argentina

1. Genocide as the Annihilation of a Group

This definition is clear and inclusive. The Argentine state defined a group as

“subversive.” This group was made up of different political organizations

(including numerous Peronists and non-Peronist left-wing groups), and indi-

viduals (labor unionists, students, neighborhood activists, social workers,

teachers, professionals, etc.) who are categorized socially, not politically. What

made these people a group, according to the perpetrators, was that they posed

a threat to Christian and Western values.

That is to say, although the definition is implicitly political and although, as

I have suggested elsewhere in this book, the military government sought to

destroy the very fabric of Argentine society (a society based on social autonomy

and, particularly, “political autonomy”), the explicit definition of the group was

both political (“Western” referred to political alignment with the Western

alliance during the Cold War) and religious (“Christian” referred specifically to

the official state religion of Roman Catholicism). The annihilation was clearly

“one-sided,” taking into account that almost all of the armed left-wing groups

had been completely defeated by the time Videla’s military junta seized power.

The destruction was so effective that social autonomy, social criticism, and sol-

idarity were to vanish from the Argentine society for at least two generations.48

2. Genocide as the Intention to Systematically Destroy the Entire Group

Steven Katz’s definition introduces an element that, to my mind, is too subjec-

tive. In relation to the total population of 25 million, the number of people actu-

ally murdered was obviously quite small—between 15,000 and 30,000. If, on the

other hand, we focus on the consequences of their disappearance, we can argue

that annihilation was “practically total,” since the behavior for which these

people were persecuted (autonomy, political opposition, critical thinking) was

eliminated almost entirely from Argentine society for two generations. Even

Peronism, which was revived after the military dictatorship, has little to do in

terms of policies either with early Peronism (1946–1955) and the Peronist 

resistance (1955–1973), or with late Peronism (1973–1976).
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The word “total” is so subjective that Katz’s definition becomes unusable

for sociological purposes. If applied literally, this definition might even exclude

the Nazi genocide itself—as some Jewish victims did in fact survive. Moreover,

assessing “intent” to destroy totally is also a complex task due to the different

groups of perpetrators involved in a particular instance of genocide.

3. Genocide as the Annihilation of the “Defenseless”

The critical element in Fein’s and, to a certain extent, Charny’s definitions of

genocide is the “defenselessness” of the victims. Although “defenselessness” is

also a debatable category, the Argentine case, in principle, does not seem to fit

this type of definition.

Again, the problem lies in how the victimized group is defined. Many of 

the political groups persecuted by the dictatorship were armed organizations.

Their ability to defy state power was always limited, and armed struggle in

Argentina cannot be compared with that in Cuba, Nicaragua, El Salvador, or

Guatemala, where left-wing armed organizations successfully resisted state

forces. Nevertheless, the category of “defenselessness” does not seem to apply to

groups that have a philosophy of armed conflict and a military organization,

however weak it may be. The process could be defined as one-sided, but that

does not imply that the victims were defenseless.

To complicate matters still further, the victims in Argentina included indi-

viduals with no clear political affiliation as well as members of different politi-

cal organizations. Some of these sympathized with various armed organizations

to a greater or lesser extent while others repudiated them. The relationship of

the victims with those who decided to engage in armed conflict was unclear,

ranging from armed sympathizers with left-wing organizations to militants who

were strongly opposed to violence.

Most of the murders, however, were carried out by kidnapping victims from

their homes, on the street, or at work, and transporting them to concentration

camps, subjecting them to torture, and subsequently executing them. This hap-

pened regardless of the victim’s affiliations and “in a situation of defenseless-

ness,” even though many of the victims had, at various times and in various

ways, supported the idea of armed conflict. This is what sets the Argentine

repression apart from many civil wars fought in the Third World.

Therefore, if we accept this third type of definition, we might say that those

victims who were not members of armed organizations qualify as victims of

genocide, while those who were members of armed organizations but were 

kidnapped in a situation of defenselessness fall into an ambiguous category;

and finally, a small percentage of the victims—those who died in armed 

confrontations—do not qualify as victims at all.

This approach, in my view, does more to expose the problems inherent in

the concept of “defenselessness” than it does to clarify the Argentine case.
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Furthermore, it raises awkward and undesirable questions about the degree of

activism of the victims, which may even result in criminal charges against them.

The need to prove “defenselessness” reverses the burden of proof, forcing an

investigation as to how defenseless the victim actually was.

4. Qualitative Difference between Genocide and Politicide

Harff and Gurr apply the term “politicide” not only to political groups but also

to anyone who is targeted for opposing a regime. In their view, the Argentine

case was one of politicide, not genocide, since “victim groups [were] defined

primarily in terms of their hierarchical position or political opposition to the

regime and dominant groups.”49 The Argentine repressors clearly persecuted

members of groups that engaged in “political opposition to the regime” even if

some of these groups—a minority—had never said a word in protest.

We need to question the usefulness of this distinction. Harff and Gurr’s

work is clearly a response to the exclusion of the “political groups” from Article

2 of the 1948 Convention. Their aim is to analyze different modalities of mass

annihilation and a fundamental issue is whether genocide and politicide are

different types of persecution or whether politicide is simply a subcategory of

genocide. If the two concepts are qualitatively different, then genocide against 

a national, ethnic, or religious group—or any other specific group, such as a 

sexual or economic group—must be qualitatively different too.

5. Subjugation versus Eradication

I believe that genocide perpetrated against political groups does have its 

own particular characteristics. If we accept Semelin’s distinction between

destruction/subjugation processes and destruction/eradication processes as

valid, then the Argentine repression conforms to the first type. However, in

practice we generally find a mixture of both. In Argentina, the destruction/

subjugation processes were mixed with the total “destruction/erradication” of

some political movements from the Argentine political arena.

The problem with Semelin’s distinction is that only destruction processes,

not subjugation processes, count as genocide. This ignores the wider historical

context and creates a fragmented picture of genocidal and nongenocidal events,

which tends to distort their true meaning. In Argentina, the eradication of politi-

cal, social, and cultural groups was intended to subjugate society as a whole.

In conclusion, the military repression in Argentina between 1974 and 1983

seems to be best described by the genocide processes Harff and Gurr call “politi-

cide” and by the massacre processes Semelin calls “destruction/subjugation.”

These different varieties of genocide, however, are often interwoven and diffi-

cult to differentiate.

Moreover, as we have already seen, the “Western and Christian” ideology of

the Argentine perpetrators was religious as well as political. Now, genocidal
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processes driven by politics and religion differ in some ways from those driven

by national or ethnic conflict. Nevertheless, their “structural elements”—the

polarization into “us” and “them,” the absolutizing and demonizing of the enemy,

the concentration camp system, the dehumanizing of the Other, the destruction

of social relationships and other symbolic processes—are very similar.

The concept of “politicide” may be useful for describing a specific type of

genocide. However, it could also be used to block reforms—now long overdue—

to the 1948 Genocide Convention or to reject national laws seeking to protect

political groups. Worse still, it might encourage people to misjudge or even 

trivialize genocide against political groups, thus granting impunity to the 

perpetrators.

A Philosophical Discussion about “Being” and “Doing”

It is not only lawyers, sociologists, and historians who have struggled with the

problem of defining genocide. Philosophers, too, have made important contri-

butions, particularly to the question of whether different genocide phenomena

are comparable and whether the same concept (genocide) can be used to refer

to different historical events.

In this chapter we began by examining the question of “structural similari-

ties” from a legal point of view, and we saw that equality before the law is a 

fundamental concept in modern legal thinking. There is no legal basis or justi-

fication for distinguishing between those who are killed because of their ethnic

identity or because of their political beliefs. Equality before the law means that

all victims are “equal in death.”

Moving on to historical and sociological definitions of genocide, I argued

that genocide is a technology of power—in other words, a way of managing

people as a group—and it is this that makes different instances of mass annihi-

lation similar.

However, these ideas have been challenged by a number of philosophers

from different traditions. These philosophers question whether such structural

“similarities” or “differences” exist or not, and their work has opened up the

possibility of exploring new relationships.50

All this is linked to a deeper distinction between the annihilation of

“being” (the prototypical case being the extermination of the European Jewish

population by the Nazis) and the eradication of “doing” (for example, political-

ideological annihilation under the military dictatorship in Argentina). The

question is whether and in what ways the physical annihilation of “lesser races”

is fundamentally different from the eradication of political ideologies and prac-

tices. Here, the distinction between being and doing is used in a philosophical

sense within the broader question of how identities, in particular collective

identities, are formed.
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Is There Being without Doing, or Must 
One Do Something in Order to Be?

The German philosopher Hegel (1770–1831) makes a distinction between non-

conscious being (being-in-itself) and conscious being (being-for-itself). Objects

such as rocks have only nonconscious being; but human beings have both. For

Hegel, “being-in-itself” also refers to the potential abilities a person has not yet

manifested. In contrast, “being-for-itself” refers to a person’s actual behavior

that he or she can incorporate into his or her identity.51 To take a simple

example: no matter how many good ideas I may have for a novel, I can only

begin to see myself as a writer once I have written my first book.

Hegel’s distinction was adopted by Marx, who argued that under capital-

ism, workers no longer existed “for themselves” but were alienated by a system

of production that took away the fruits of their labor. To continue the previous

analogy, workers were like authors whose manuscripts disappeared each day

and who never saw their finished work in print. According to Marx, workers

could only overcome alienation by collective struggling against the existing

social order. 52

The same distinction between nonconscious and conscious being could

also be applied to different types of group identity. In this sense, the main 

difference between an identity based on ethnicity and one based on a political

ideology would seem to depend on how much “choice” the individual has in the

matter. Ethnic identity (e.g., being Jewish) is not always voluntary. Although we

now know that the concept of race is unscientific, the Nazis defined Jewishness

by ancestry whether or not the people concerned thought of themselves as

Jewish. Following Hegel’s distinction, people could be Jews “in themselves” even

if they were not Jews “for themselves.”53 But political and ideological affiliation

seems to form part of a consciously constructed identity: political activists

“choose” militancy; they accept the risks such activism may bring, actively

assuming their identity. They create themselves by “doing” and so they exist as

political activists “for themselves.”

The Nazis claimed that all Jews were selfish, materialistic, parasitic, and

treacherous as a consequence of inborn “degenerative impulses.” This sort of

“trait theory” suggests a static identity (being-in-itself) unrelated to any partic-

ular historical period or way of life. Yet it is doubtful that intelligent Nazis could

have believed this.54 The right-wing historian Oswald Spengler, who was popu-

lar among National Socialists until 1934, took pains to explain how Jewish world-

views were the result of a history of exile rather than a product of Darwinian

natural selection.55 Spengler rejected Nazi biological doctrines as unscientific

and argued that Western anti-Semitism had grown out of a cultural conflict. In

any case, the only way a Nazi could recognize Jewish identity was by observing

what Jews actually did. This is apart from the question of whether Jewish 
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identity was more or less conscious, more or less voluntary, and associated or

not with a particular social practice.

An obvious question is why the Nazis chose the Jews as their prototypical

victims if the Jews were not doing something “degenerate” that the Nazis wished

to eradicate? Jews were treated much worse than any other prisoner group,

including Gypsies, homosexuals, political dissidents, common criminals, and

the disabled. The Nazi belief that Jews were a biologically as well as culturally

inferior race might explain why the Nazis made no attempt to “reeducate” Jews

as they occasionally did with political prisoners, homosexuals, and Gypsies; 

but it does not explain why they singled out the Jews for persecution in the 

first place.

In Argentina, the military also believed that “subversive criminals” trans-

mitted ideas and behaviors to their children. However, despite attempts else-

where to link an extra Y chromosome and aggressive male criminal behavior in

the 1960s, the military do not seem to have believed in biological transmission

of “subversiveness.”56 This is the only rational explanation for the fact that chil-

dren born to prisoners in Argentine detention centers were allowed to live. The

mothers were killed after giving birth and the newborn babies were “adopted”

by families sympathetic to the armed forces. On the other hand, older children

were often tortured in front of their parents. Presumably, these children had

already been “infected” with subversive ideas and were incurable.

However, just as the Nazis did not persecute Jews simply for “being” Jews,

the Argentine military did not only kill people who were fully aware of what they

were “doing.” Did the French nuns, Alice Domon and Léonie Duquet, who

worked helping Argentina’s poor and became involved with the Mothers of the

Plaza de Mayo, set out to create an identity for themselves at the risk of their

own lives? And if so, how conscious were they of this?57 What about neighbor-

hood representatives or student activists? Even if people made a conscious

choice to join a political movement, it is doubtful that many of them knew

exactly which day-to-day activities they would be persecuted for.

The question then is to what extent the identity of different victim groups

is based on “being” or on “doing,” and to what extent identities based on

“doing” are consciously chosen. Members of left-wing political-military organi-

zations in Argentina would have known the consequences of armed rebellion 

if they were caught;58 however, it is questionable whether other so-called 

militants were aware of placing themselves in harm’s way. Similarly, although

middle-class, liberal Jews like Anne Frank’s family could not comprehend Nazi

prejudice and cruelty, members of the General Jewish Labor Bund in Poland,

left- and right-wing Zionists, and even Jewish religious groups did understand

that their social practices threatened the Nazi social order.59 In truth, both the

victims of Argentine genocide and the victims of the Jewish Holocaust occupy 

a continuum between “being” and “doing.”
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Can the Ideological Ways in Which the Victims Are Constructed 
by the Perpetrators Constitute a Structural Difference?

Shifting our focus now to the ways in which group identities are constructed by

the perpetrators of genocide, we find—at least in principle—two main processes

at work. The Nazis essentialized Jews, Gypsies, homosexuals, and other groups

as being “subhuman” and a biological threat to the human species.60 These

ideas ultimately derived from Count Arthur de Gobineau’s Essay on the Inequality

of the Human Races, written between 1853 and 1855, although Gobineau 

himself saw Jews as strong, intelligent people who were very much a part of 

his “superior race.”61 Once the Nazis had branded certain groups as a threat, 

it was a short step to identifying different races with different ideologies. 

For example, the Nazis used the term “Judeo-Bolshevism” to imply that the 

communist movement served Jewish interests and/or that all Jews were 

communists.

Argentina’s military dictatorship, however, constructed its enemies as

“subversives”—an unequivocally political term. Strictly speaking, subversion is

an attempt to overthrow structures of authority, including the state. However,

the Argentine military’s use of the term, although ambiguous, frequently meant

something more like “showing political autonomy.” Perhaps for this reason

both the dictatorship’s ideological documents and the news media that sup-

ported the military regime regularly spoke of “subversive criminals.” The term

“criminal” justified harsh measures against the social base of armed insurgents

in a way that “subversive” did not.62

What similarities exist, then, between the Nazi Holocaust and Argentina’s

National Reorganization Process? European colonialism had constructed the

Asian and African Other as something inherently foreign and threatening to the

civilized world. Nazism went further by constructing this Other within European

societies themselves—an Other that had to be exterminated in order to protect

the group as a whole. The same need to protect society as a whole was used to

justify genocide in Latin America, when dictators frequently likened Marxism

and populism to a social cancer. However, these dictators largely did away with

biological metaphors and targeted political autonomy as such. This fact is often

missed by those who equate genocide with the Holocaust without realizing that

the Nazis’ concept of race was an essentialization of their political ideology.63

Under Argentina’s National Reorganization Process, the shift from “politi-

cal opponents of the regime” to “subversive criminals” was accompanied 

symbolically by a shift in the editorial policy in important national dailies such

as La Nación and La Prensa, gradually moving these stories from the political to

the crime section of the newspaper. Nevertheless, it was clear that these crimes

were different from those that readers had hitherto been accustomed to reading

about. There was talk of “separating the sick from the healthy,” and restoring
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“health” to the social body, as well as “harsh treatment of criminals” that would

be secret, illegal, and all-embracing.

The voluntary nature of militancy thus became irreversible. Renouncing

one’s political ideas and solidarity with former colleagues was no guarantee of

survival. Once the victims fell into the hands of the genocidal apparatus, their

fate was no longer in their own hands. The repressors in the Argentine concen-

tration camps repeatedly said: “Now we are God and we decide over life and

death.” So, although there was no attempt to legitimize persecution with racial

metaphors, the Argentine perpetrators did not accept voluntary repentance,

either. Nor were most of those who provided information under torture able to

save their lives or those of their families, despite the fact that the few who 

“reappeared” were shunned as traitors by former friends, making them victims

twice over.64

Raphael Lemkin broke the deadlock in the Genocide Convention negotia-

tions by arguing that political groups lacked the cohesion or permanence of

other groups. But differences in cohesion and permanence do not stand up to

philosophical scrutiny. Anne Frank and her family probably had as much in

common with the Jewish partisans of Eastern Europe as the French nuns, Alice

Domon and Léonie Duquet, shared with members of the Montoneros guerrilla

organization. And if “subversive criminals” were as permanently irredeemable

for the Argentine perpetrators as the Jews were for the Nazis, it is difficult to

believe in an essential and structural differentiation between victim groups.

Conclusions

It is clear that problems of definition are central to any discussion of genocide

and genocidal processes. Without claiming to have any definitive answers to

these questions, I will now offer some provisional definitions to help with the

work in hand.

From a legal point of view, any definition of genocide should respect the

principle of equality before the law and the customary law that has emerged

from the history of relations between human communities. In other words,

genocide should be defined in broad and general terms as the execution of a large-

scale and systematic plan with the intention of destroying a human group as such in

whole or in part. In this sense it would be identical to the systematic annihila-

tions carried out by the Ancient Greeks and Romans or by the Mongols.

I will use the concept of “genocidal social practices” to clarify differences

between modern genocide and earlier processes of destruction. By “genocidal

social practices” I mean a technology of power that is intended to destroy social

relations based on autonomy and cooperation by killing a significant portion of

society (significant in numbers or influence) and that then attempts to create

new social relations and identity models through terror.
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Genocide is not the only way to transform societies, but it has been a very

successful method during the twentieth century, along with revolution.

However, although revolutions have also destroyed and reorganized social 

relations, they have not necessarily done so through mass annihilation. This is

the main difference between revolution and genocide.

In the following chapters I will examine the precise nature of the social

relations and identity models destroyed and the new social relations and pat-

terns of identity brought into being by two historical instances of genocidal

social practices: the prototypical genocide committed by the Nazis, and the

genocidal social practices occurring in Argentina between 1974 and 1983.

If we look at victims’ subjective experiences of the Nazi Holocaust or of

Argentina’s systematic killings—in other words, if we take what philosophers

call a “phenomenological approach” to these events—we end up in both cases

with a similar catalog of horrors: concentration camps, deportations, torture,

and human perversity. I have argued that it is this “equality before death” which

makes it impossible to legally limit the crime of genocide to certain groups.

Another danger of viewing the Nazis’ genocide as irrational—a persecution

based on blind racial hatred—while seeing Argentina’s genocide as rational—a

confrontation of ideologies—is that the supposed rationality of one case defines

the irrationality of the other, and vice versa. The Jews had done nothing to 

justify their fate, so the Argentine “subversives” must have done something to

justify theirs. If all this sounds a bit far-fetched, it is because plenty of nonsense

has been written in the past: “the Nazis only killed Jews”; “the Nazis did not kill

for political or ideological reasons”; “Jews did not take part in politics”; “Jewish

identity is genetic”; and “there is no explanation for the Holocaust.”

The sanctification of the Holocaust in contemporary Jewish thinking as

“incomprehensible” diminishes processes of disappearance and annihilation

viewed as “understandable”—especially political murders—by blaming the 

victims. It is almost as if an unconscious and therefore innocent “being-in-

itself” is accusing a conscious and clearly political “being-for-itself.” If we accept

that logic, then the historian’s job—like that of the sociologist, the philosopher,

or the political scientist—becomes primarily one of deciding in which direction

to tip the scales: innocent or guilty.

On the other hand, using the term “genocide” to refer to two different 

historical processes does not mean that the two processes are the same. It does

not mean ignoring the enormous socioeconomic and ideological differences

between the Germany of the 1940s and the Argentina of the 1970s. The same is

true of the Armenian genocide of 1915 to 1923, the repressive policies against

political and ethnic groups in the Soviet Union under Stalin, counterinsurgency

wars in Indochina and Algeria, the annihilation of the communist opposition in

Indonesia and East Timor, the annihilation of “class” enemies by the Khmer

Rouge in Cambodia between 1975 and 1979, “ethnic cleansing” in the former
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Yugoslavia, or the extermination of nearly one million people in Rwanda 

in 1994.

I do not deny in any way the difference between the factory-scale murder

and incineration of millions of people under the Nazis and the extermination of

tens of thousands of people on an almost cottage-industry scale under the

Argentine military juntas. What these two cases have in common is that the per-

petrators sought to annihilate their enemies both materially and symbolically.

Not just their bodies but also the memory of their existence was supposed to

disappear, forcing the survivors to deny their own identity, as a synthesis of

being and doing defined like any other identity by a particular way of life. In this

sense, the disappearances outlast the destruction of war: the effects of genocide

do not end but only begin with the deaths of the victims. In short, the main

objective of genocidal destruction is the transformation of the victims into

“nothing” and the survivors into “nobodies.”
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2

Toward a Typology of 
Genocidal Social Practices

Then there was neither this grief 

nor the thankless condemnation of looking back. 

Then exile did not matter

and I did not seek comfort for loneliness. 

—Victor Heredia, “Then”

Many writers have sought to define the essential features of the Nazi geno-

cide. Rather fewer have attempted to understand how genocidal social practices

have varied across different societies during the twentieth century. Fewer still

have moved beyond comparative analyses of this sort to consider genocidal

social practices as a social process—in other words, as a sequence of social changes

accompanied by predictable changes in social relations, attitudes, and values,

albeit with distinctive local variations.

In fact, in the sixty years following Raphael Lemkin’s pioneering study in

1944, only eight authors presented any new classifications of genocide: Frank

Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn, Israel Charny, Vahakn Dadrian, Helen Fein, Leo

Kuper, Roger Smith, and Barbara Harff. In the first part of this chapter I will crit-

ically analyze these eight models before going on to suggest a new way of organ-

izing and categorizing genocidal social practices that includes what I call

“reorganizing genocide.” As we will see, this type of genocide is the link between

the two historical events that are explored in this book: the Nazi genocide from

1933 to 1945 and Argentine state terror from 1974 to 1983.

Eight Typologies of Genocide

No sooner had Lemkin coined the term “genocide” than he became aware of the

need to distinguish between different types of genocide. For Lemkin, genocide

was a “new word . . . to denote an old practice in its modern development.”1 So,

it was necessary to differentiate, say, the massacre of civilians by the Mongols 



in the Middle Ages from the massacre of the Armenians by the Turks during

World War I, particularly if one intended to describe both events as genocide.

The two scholars who made the greatest effort to develop a coherent typology 

of genocide before 2005 were Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn. Chalk and

Jonassohn’s classification, published in their classic book The History and Sociology

of Genocide: Analyses and Case Studies (1990), is summarized below. However,

before looking at it in detail, it is worth remembering that Chalk and Jonassohn

pointed out in a later article that other typologies are possible, depending on

what kind of factors are examined. These factors could include ways of relating

between different groups within a society, power relations between different

societies, the means employed to carry out mass annihilations, or the causes,

intentions, or results of each genocidal process.2 Chalk and Jonassohn chose the

purposes of the perpetrators as their organizing principle, and in fact all eight

models examined below are based either on the causes, intentions, or results of

genocide.

In his study, Lemkin divided genocides into three different types according

to their purpose: 

1. Those seeking to destroy a nation or group completely. He considered this

kind of genocide to be typical of the ancient world.

2. Those seeking to destroy a culture by assimilating its members rather than

by killing them. This was later separated from genocide and given the legal

name of “ethnocide.”

3. Those seeking to destroy both the group and its culture. Lemkin considered

the Nazi genocide as a prototypical instance of this third type.

However, although Lemkin’s distinctions are interesting, Chalk and

Jonassohn have rightly pointed out that Lemkin did not realize that the proto-

typical form of genocide in the twentieth century involved a society destroying

a portion of its own citizens. Indeed, we might add that Lemkin was unable to see

this despite his own experience of Nazism, which was the basis of his theoreti-

cal work.3

A critical reading of Lemkin and others such as Hervé Savon, Irving Louis

Horowitz, and Vahakn Dadrian caused Chalk and Jonassohn to reformulate

their own ideas several times. In 1990 they distinguished four types of genocide,

according to the intentions of the perpetrator: 

1. To eliminate a real or potential threat to society

2. To spread terror among real or potential enemies

3. To acquire economic wealth

4. To implement a religious belief, a scientific theory, or an ideology

It is clear that Chalk and Jonassohn’s categories will be more useful than

Lemkin’s for the purposes of our study, even though they focus exclusively 
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on intentions, thus diverting attention away from the underlying causes of 

different genocides. The causes are more obscure but may prove more instruc-

tive once they are fully understood.

In contrast to Chalk and Jonassohn’s relatively complex definition of geno-

cide, Israel Charny’s study in 1994 defined genocide quite simply as the mass

killing of defenseless victims, whether intentional or otherwise. Charny was thus

forced to consider a much wider range of situations. In fact, he distinguished six

main types of genocide, linked to how the genocidal practice is carried out:

1. Genocidal massacre (mass murder on a smaller scale)

2. Intentional genocide (an explicit intention to destroy a specific targeted

victim group). Charny subdivides this into

a. Specific intentional genocide—against a specific victim group

b. Multiple intentional genocide—against more than one specific victim

group, either at the same time or in closely related or contiguous actions

c. Omnicide—simultaneous intentional genocide against numerous races,

nations, religions, etc.

3. Genocide in the course of colonization or consolidation of power

4. Genocide in the course of aggressive (“unjust”) war (killing of civilians in

military actions)

5. Genocide as War Crimes against Humanity

6. Genocide as a result of ecological destruction and abuse

Charny’s classification is perhaps undermined by its sheer scope, but the defi-

nitions of types 1, 2, and 3 are, in my view, extremely useful for distinguishing

different instances of genocide according to their intentionality and the nature

of the practices involved. This sort of analysis would clarify whether it is appro-

priate to use the term genocide to describe types 4, 5, and 6, or whether these

are better described as “crimes against humanity.” As we will see, Charny’s clas-

sification is helpful in constructing a new typology just as his definition of geno-

cide proved helpful in the previous chapter for defining the concept of

genocidal social-practice genocide and fixing its limits.4

Although he also considered the question of intentionality, Dadrian 

constructed a typology more related to the results of genocidal practices. His

classification in 1975 consisted of five categories:

1. Cultural genocide (Lemkin’s “genocide by assimilation”). In my view, this

could be included under the category of “ethnocide.”

2. Latent genocide: as a by-product of war. Dadrian gives the bombing of civil-

ian populations in wartime as a typical example, which makes it similar to

Charny’s type (4) “killing of civilians in military actions” or the broader

concept of crimes against humanity.

3. Retributive genocide: massacres that aim to punish a minority that chal-

lenges a dominant group. Dadrian states that a minority is not necessarily
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a numerical minority. It may be any group that is socially subordinate in the

balance of power.

4. Utilitarian genocide: that which is done with the purpose and result of

gaining control of economic resources. It is thus related to Charny’s type (3)

“genocide in the course of colonization” and Chalk and Jonassohn’s type (3)

“to acquire economic wealth.”

5. Optimal genocide: aimed at the total extermination of a population.

Prototypical cases would be the Armenian genocide and the Nazis’ attempt

to exterminate the European Jews. 

Unfortunately, Dadrian’s types have too many overlapping variables (causes,

outcomes, intentions) and so more than one category could be applied to the

same historical event. In particular, “optimal genocide” can include any of the

other four categories.

In contrast to Dadrian, in 1979 Helen Fein made a fundamental distinction

between genocidal social practices carried out “before” and “after” the founding

of the modern nation-state. Fein subdivided genocides committed “before” the

emergence of the nation-state into two types: religious and ethnic. With respect

to genocide committed “after” its emergence, Fein distinguished among three

types:

1. To legitimize the existence of the state

2. To eliminate an indigenous group blocking the way to state expansion

3. To respond to a rebellion against the state5

We will return to the question of the nation-state later in this chapter, where I

will argue that it is the emergence of the nation-state that marks the turning

point in the development of modern genocide.

Despite being one of the first scholars to question the restrictive definition

of the 1948 Genocide Convention, Leo Kuper—like many later critics—believed

in the need to defend legality. This led him to base three of his five categories of

genocide on the Convention’s definition, while he groups the other two under

“related or similar atrocities” because they are outside the scope of the text

approved by the United Nations. His first three types, which correspond to the

categories of genocide of the Convention, are

1. Genocides aimed at settling religious, racial, and ethnic differences

2. Genocides designed to terrorize the peoples conquered by a colonizing empire

3. Genocides designed to enforce or fulfill a political ideology

Kuper also distinguishes two types of “related atrocities”:

4. Mass political killings

5. Attempts to destroy an economic class (including those that occurred

under communism and “real socialism”)6
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Kuper’s notion in type (1) of genocide as “dispute resolution” is questionable,

and types (3) and (4) are difficult to tell apart. Nonetheless, Kuper’s is the only

classification of genocide that explicitly includes attempts to destroy a social

class—as defined in the Marxist sense of a specific relationship to the means of

production and the type of work done. But perhaps this type is only applicable

when the people who embody those social relations are physically annihilated,

as happened in Cambodia during the 1970s. However, the Cambodian genocide

was in many ways unique, and, in any case, it is doubtful that social reorganiza-

tion without the physical elimination of individuals embodying certain ways of

relating to others counts as full-blown genocide or even as a genocidal social

practice.

Although the possibility of genocide obviously increases under any totali-

tarian regime, the key question for Marxist thinkers and communist regimes is

whether “the disappearance of the bourgeoisie” actually involves killing the

middle classes or simply transforming them into manual workers. Marx, Lenin,

and Gramsci all believed that the bourgeoisie must cease to be bourgeois by 

surrendering ownership and control of the means of production. None of them

advocated anything more than expropriation and loss of social privileges.

Conversely, physical destruction does not of itself guarantee that others—

whatever their class origins might be—will not perpetuate the same social 

structures. Moreover, physical destruction is incompatible with Marxist

humanism—although it is true that this philosophy only developed after

Khrushchev’s famous denouncement of Stalin at the Twentieth Congress of the

Soviet Communist Party in 1956.

Arguably, the most powerful communist leaders of the twentieth century,

Joseph Stalin and Mao Zedong, did not resort to killing as a strategy for politi-

cal, economic, and social reconstruction, despite persecutions and even mass

killings under both regimes.7 For Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge, however, the

elimination of a materialistic, individualistic, and pro-capitalist urban popu-

lation was a way of building socialism. In 1973 Pol Pot had noted that urban

areas quickly eliminated socialism and reverted to their old ways as soon as

the Khmer Rouge retreated from the cities. When he came to power in 1975,

Pol Pot acted on the assumption that the social relations existing under capi-

talism could be destroyed only by annihilating those who embodied these

relationships. The Cambodian genocide is therefore a clear ethical warning to

socialist thinkers because—like Stalinism and Maoism—it was supported by 

a socialist ideology, expectations of social improvement, and the struggle for

justice.

Continuing with our analysis of typologies, in 1999 Roger Smith made a

basic distinction (derived from Kuper’s work) between “external genocide”

directed at other peoples, and “domestic genocide,” which targets members of

the society itself, a distinction that I will use in other parts of this book. Smith
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identified five types of genocide, which can be applied to both “external enemy”

and the “internal enemy,” namely:

1. Retributive genocide: where an invader punishes a conquered people or a

society punishes members who represent a (possible) challenge to author-

ity. It is used mainly as a rationalization (e.g., the Nazi genocides). Smith’s

prototypical example is the early military campaigns of Genghis Khan.

2. Institutional genocide:  politically sanctioned mass murder in ancient and

medieval times. It works without a challenge from the victims and is in fact

intended to prevent retaliation. The prototypical example would be the

Crusades.

3. Utilitarian genocide: where deaths enable the acquisition of land and other

resources or improve the standard of living of the dominant people or class.

Many examples can be found in the period of colonial domination and

exploitation of indigenous peoples from the sixteenth to nineteenth cen-

turies (and in Latin America into the twentieth century).

4. Monopolistic genocide: a tool for the elite to monopolize and centralize

power, the most frequent cause of genocide in the twentieth century and

early twenty-first century. Smith cites the genocides in Cambodia, Pakistan,

and Armenia, although some cases seem to overlap with the next category.

5. Ideological genocide: the desire for a perfect society leads to the extermi-

nation of those considered “impure”—for example, the Crusades, Nazism,

Stalinism, and Cambodia. Smith claims that ideological genocide is the

chief category but fails to justify his assumption that ideology played only a

minor role in premodern genocides but is at the core of modern genocides

(particularly “domestic” genocide).8

Smith’s categories provide some interesting insights (for example, the ideas 

of retributive genocide and utilitarian genocide). But, like Dadrian’s types 

mentioned earlier, they tend to overlap, and this reduces their usefulness for

comparative purposes.

Finally, Barbara Harff distinguished four basic types. In each case the main

distinguishing feature is the type of social practice prior to the genocidal

process, something that none of the other models takes into account and that

proves to be extremely helpful.

1. Postwar and postimperial genocide: resulting from war and/or the weaken-

ing or collapse of empires. The disintegration of the Ottoman Empire led to

the Armenian genocide during World War I, while the defeat of the German

Empire in World War I gave rise to the Nazi genocide during World War II.

The massacres following Genghis Khan’s military campaigns of expansion

would be a different example.

2. Postcolonial genocide: old ethnic and/or religious grievances resurface

after decolonization, sometimes (but not always) leading to attempts to
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form break-away states. Harff cites South Sudan, Biafra, Bangladesh,

Burundi, and East Timor as prototypical cases.

3. Postcoup and postrevolutionary genocides: refers to annihilation by the

right-wing or left-wing governments following a regime change. Harff

includes Stalinism and Pol Pot’s regime, as well as Latin American 

dictatorships.

4. Genocides of conquest: refers mostly to the annihilation of indigenous

peoples in America, Australia, Africa, and Asia during the period of

European colonization or in the new nation-states founded by European

settlers.9

Harff’s typology is very clear and provides a new perspective on the different

processes leading to genocidal social practices. Although the processes she

describes are not necessarily the main causes of genocide, the clarity and 

coherence of Harff’s approach make it invaluable for constructing a typology of

genocidal social practices. 

Toward a Typology of Genocidal Social Practices

The aim of this chapter is to critically assess the most important typologies of

genocide published to date in order to develop a new classification of genocidal

social practices as specific ways of destroying and reorganizing social relations.

In my analysis of Kuper’s typology, I argued that “modern genocide” requires

the physical—not just symbolic—destruction of a human group. Following Fein’s

distinction between genocidal social practices carried out “before” and “after”

the founding of the modern nation-state, I will define “modern genocide” as any

genocidal social practice related to the destruction of a human group since the

late fifteenth century, especially those involving Europeans or European 

settlers. “Modern genocide” is founded on four historical events:

1. The beginning of the first protomodern state in Spain with the marriage of

Isabella of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon in 1469.

2. The expulsion of Jews and Muslims from Spain (in 1492 and 1501, respec-

tively) to achieve religious and political unity.

3. The simultaneous discovery of America by Europeans in 1492, followed by

debates about the humanity of the Indians (e.g., did they have souls?). The

debate had already commenced in the mid-fifteenth century with the

beginning of the African slave trade and was to continue for nearly four

centuries with regard to the populations of Africa, Asia, and Oceania.

4. The consolidation of the Inquisition and the logic of “interpellation”

through the persecution of “witches” and “heretics.” (Interpellation is the

way in which ideological state apparatuses cause people to tacitly accept a

particular view of themselves and of the world.)
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Accordingly, I will consider deaths resulting from military conquests in the

ancient and medieval world as forms of “pre-state genocide” (although the

Crusades are perhaps a transitional case because of their strong ideological

component).

Within modern genocide, or genocidal social practices, I will distinguish

four basic types:

1. Constituent (foundational) genocide: aimed at destroying ideologically

“unacceptable” populations and/or political opponents in a new nation-

state.

2. Colonial genocide: the annihilation of indigenous populations, primarily to

seize their land and natural resources and/or to subjugate them as a labor

force. This differs from other types of “modern” genocide in that it clearly

targets people perceived as being from outside the colonizers’ society.10

3. Postcolonial genocide: specifically refers to the destruction of the local pop-

ulation by the colonizer during the struggle for national independence.

However, if genocide results from power struggles between indigenous

groups after independence, it should be classed as type (a).11

4. Reorganizing genocide: refers to destruction aimed at transforming hege-

monic social relations within an existing nation-state. As we will see, this

mode is dominated by the logic of concentration camps, so another name

for this fourth type could be “concentration camp genocide.” However, the

term “reorganizing” includes other aspects that are not necessarily present

in the “concentration camp” definition.12

Let us now examine each of these four types of genocide, or genocidal social

practices, in more detail. The first type—constituent (foundational) genocide—

is based on the assumption that genocidal social practices are an integral fea-

ture of modernity, rather than an irrational departure from it or a hangover

from the past.13 In most cases, the emergence of a new nation-state in Europe

and the Americas (between the fifteenth and the nineteenth centuries) or 

in Africa (in the twentieth century) gave rise to a new social order within its 

territory.

Argentina was no exception. After seventy years of civil wars following the

May Revolution of 1810 until the definitive formation of the Argentine state in

1880, the new nation annihilated three large population groups: (1) indigenous

peoples, particularly through military “campaigns” in Patagonia and the north-

eastern region of Chaco (1870–1884); (2) black descendants of African slaves—

who comprised up to 50 percent of the population in some provinces at the

time of independence; the men were used as cannon fodder in the Argentine

War of Independence against Spain (1810–1818) as well as in the War of the

Triple Alliance against Paraguay (1865–1870), and—because most Afro-

Argentines lived in appalling conditions—they bore the brunt of the cholera
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epidemics of 1861 and 1864, and the yellow fever epidemic of 1871; (3) caudillos,

or provincial leaders, many of them half-castes or mestizos, who still supported

local autonomy over centralized power.14

In short, constituent (foundational) genocide aims to define or redefine the

power relations in a particular territory by crystallizing or realigning latent

power structures, or by creating them from scratch.

The second type—colonial genocide—targets people perceived as being out-

side the colonizer’s own society. This form of genocide was particularly common

during the so-called Scramble for Africa (1881–1914), a period of rapid coloniza-

tion by the European powers. Prototypical examples would be the annihilation

of the Herero people of South-West Africa by Germany between 1904 and 1907,

and the Italian atrocities against civilians during the conquest of Abyssinia

(1935–1940). However, similar cases can be found at earlier periods of history,

for example during the Spanish colonization of the Americas.

This form of genocide is related to constituent (foundational) genocide,

but it is also different in several ways. It is part of the logic of territorial conquest

under capitalism and serves an entirely economic purpose. Consequently, not

all capitalist colonial domination involves genocide. Rather, genocide develops

as a response when indigenous peoples actively resist or otherwise hinder or

obstruct the economic development of a colony. Often they are condemned to

annihilation through confiscation of their land and destruction of their liveli-

hood, leading to starvation or malnutrition. Some of these practices survived in

the twentieth century and can still be found in the twenty-first century in the

few regions of the planet that are not completely controlled by global capital-

ism, such as some tribal areas in the rain forests of the Brazilian Amazon and

Paraguay.15

The third type—postcolonial genocide—is found across a wide range of 

historical and political contexts. Typical examples are the counterinsurgency

wars in Indochina, Algeria, and Vietnam between 1945 and 1975. The operating

principle was similar: a link between the old colonial rule and the new circum-

stances of the Cold War.16 In the global war on communism, counterinsurgency

doctrine drew on the ethnopolitical figure created by the Nazis—the Judeo-

Bolshevik—to denigrate colonial populations, using images that fused political

and racial stereotypes.

Some of these images reappear in the fourth and last type—reorganizing

genocide—and especially in the case of Guatemala. Central America was never

officially annexed by the United States as Indochina and Algeria were by the

French. However, the U.S. government assumed an active role in expanding 

capitalism throughout the region in the 1950s. Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El

Salvador became informal colonies run by groups of family oligarchies—for

example, the “fourteen Salvadoran families.”17 Land belonging to indigenous

peasant communities was cleared to make way for large-scale agricultural estates
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and the production of export crops. Those who resisted eviction were branded 

as communists and murdered in United States–supported counterinsurgency

operations. That was how—especially in Guatemala but also in El Salvador—the

discourse of the elite came to equate “indigenous” with “subversive.”18

During the Cold War, South America depended less obviously on the United

States than did Central America. Although the Southern Cone countries

(Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay) clearly underwent

reorganizing genocides in the 1970s and 1980s, there was no appeal to racism to

stigmatize the victims—a fact that was later used to deny the genocidal nature 

of the killings.

Reorganizing genocide acts specifically on existing social relations.

However, the disappearance of those who embody certain ways of relating to

others would not be enough to prevent similar relationships in the future if it

were not for the simultaneous use of denouncers/informers to provoke mistrust

among friends and neighbors, thereby destroying grassroots solidarity as well as

political opposition. Under reorganizing genocide, murder is a means to an end

rather than an end in itself. The real aim is to “reorganize” society by breaking

down “relations of reciprocity” among its members—a theme that is developed

at length in the next chapter—and replacing them with new forms of political,

economic, ideological, and cultural power.

Reorganizing Genocide and the Logic of the Concentration Camp:
Destroying and Reorganizing Social Relations

This book focuses on a specific type of genocidal social practice that I have

labeled as “reorganizing genocide” because its purpose is to restructure the

society of an existing nation-state from within. This restructuring aims to modify

social bonds and relationships, social conventions, aspects of daily life, forms of

political mediation—in short, to transform the concrete and abstract operations

of power within a given society.

If the technology of power that characterizes the modern world is the

destruction and reorganization of social relations, the instrument through

which this type of genocide operates is the concentration camp. Concentration

camps appeared in the late nineteenth century as temporary measures within

wartime states of emergency and were used by the British in South Africa to pre-

vent civilian noncombatants from helping the Boer guerrilla forces during the

Second Boer War (1899–1902). However, although more than 26,000 women

and children died of disease and malnutrition in these camps, it was the Nazis

who first realized their potential as instruments for spreading terror. According

to the Italian political philosopher Giorgio Agamben, “The entire Third Reich can

be considered a state of exception that lasted twelve years. In this sense, modern

totalitarianism can be defined as the establishment, by means of the state of
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exception, of a legal civil war that allows for the physical elimination not only of

political adversaries but of entire categories of citizens who for some reason

cannot be integrated into the political system.”19 Agamben considers the con-

centration camp as the “nomos of modernity” in the sense that the modern

nation-state—even under democracy—cannot survive without centers in which

normal legal guarantees and protections are suspended and basic rights are

denied. The Nazis’ innovation was to include the concentration camp as part of

a strategy for transforming society as a whole.

One way that reorganizing genocide differs from, say, foundational or colo-

nial genocide is that the metaphor of a struggle between nations is replaced by

medical metaphors. The Nazis themselves claimed that in killing Jews and other

population groups, they were removing a tumor from the body of Germany.

Nevertheless, it should be remembered that the Nazis committed other types of

genocide as well. As Guillermo Levy and Tomás Borovinsky have rightly pointed

out, Nazism is not a unitary political and social phenomenon.20 On the contrary,

it is a historical knot that is difficult to disentangle, including now the myth of

having founded a new state—the Third Reich, which was to last for a thousand

years; the colonial expansion of Germany, which had been late in achieving

statehood; and a strategic plan to reorganize Europe and the Soviet Union as

well as Germany itself along racial lines.

All this was possible because Nazi racism was “politicized racism.” It was

the Nazis’ willingness to repress communism that persuaded Hindenburg and

the conservative elite to help them into power, and German communists were

among the first people to be sent to concentration camps. However, between

1933 and 1936, the Nazis’ list of political dissidents came to include not only

communists, socialists, and anarchists, but dissidents and oppositionists 

from within National Socialism itself, together with homosexuals, Jehovah’s

Witnesses, and of course Jews, who were to become the main target of Nazism

once war broke out. In the period 1936–1938, the emphasis was still on 

punishing political, “social,” and common criminals, sexual deviants, and 

conscientious objectors, but the images of the “thieving Gypsy” and the

“Judeo-Bolshevik,” a figure that will be explored in later chapters, were gradually

racializing crime and criminalizing race.

With the German invasion of Poland in September 1939 and the Soviet

Union in June 1941, racism played an increasingly central role in Nazi policies.

Nazi discourse was now directed not only against Jews and Gypsies, but against

other “non-Aryan” peoples, especially Slavs. The Slavs occupied territory that

the Reich needed for its expansion in the East and were treated in much the

same way as colonized peoples had been treated during the Scramble for Africa.

However, the Jews—and more specifically the ethnopolitical “Jewish Bolshevik”—

were killed because they were seen as a threat to the German social body. As the

Reich expanded, the “reorganizing” character of Nazism required not only the
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material annihilation of the Jewish Bolshevik but the symbolic annihilation of

Jewry and Jewishness from all the occupied territories.

So what was the essential Jewish characteristic the Nazis wished to eradi-

cate from Europe? As Zygmunt Bauman has pointed out, before the modern

state of Israel came into being in 1948, the Jews were a people “straddling

modernity” with one foot in each country and their soul in humanity.

It was precisely the Jews’ internationalism and humanism, together with

their failure to form a nation-state of their own in an age of nationalism, which

meant—in the Nazis’ view—that they could not be absorbed into the new order.

Also, the socialist movement had been historically internationalist and so, in

Hitler’s mind, Judaism and communism were inseparable. The Nazis felt they

were waging an ideological crusade to save Europe and Western civilization

from the “Asian barbarians” of the Soviet Union and their allegedly Jewish 

leaders.

The genocidal “reorganization” of society first practiced by the Nazis uti-

lized techniques that would later be developed during the counterinsurgency

campaigns against guerrilla and national liberation movements in the 1950s

and 1960s before the military seized power in Argentina in 1976 with the aim of

“reorganizing” Argentine society. Unlike the Nazi genocide, the so-called Dirty

War in Argentina was, in fact, a politically motivated genocide that made no

attempt to hide its goals behind the nineteenth-century concept of race and 

so did not need to waste time and resources persecuting ethnic minorities. 

That the Argentine military were clear about their goals from the outset can be

seen in the name they gave to their new regime: the “Process of National

Reorganization.” So it was that in the Republic of Argentina, an already existing

nation-state that had been built—like most nation-states—on genocide, the 

de facto government of the military dictatorship proposed to “re-found” the

state on a new social, political, and cultural basis. The tool chosen to carry out

this reorganization of society was the concentration camp.

“Process of National Reorganization” has been rejected as a euphemism by

many historians. Instead, they prefer the terms “military dictatorship” or “Dirty

War” to define this period in Argentina’s history. However, both these alterna-

tives are actually more confusing and euphemistic than “Process of National

Reorganization.” There were many military dictatorships in Argentina during

the twentieth century. However, none of the previous dictatorships proposed a

“social reorganization” of this magnitude. Similarly, “Dirty War” is a misnomer

that wrongly implies a civil war in which casualties are more likely to be soldiers

than civilians.21

One commonly accepted way of understanding the period from 1974 to 

1983 (which conventionally starts with the military coup of March 24, 1976, but

in fact really begins with Perón’s death in July 1974, or earlier) is that it was the

culmination of a series of military suspensions of civilian government (1930,
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1943, 1955, 1962, 1966). But this denies the qualitative abyss between the Argentine

military’s political project in the 1970s—national and social reorganization—and

its previous policies and practice, even though, in some cases, the same people

were involved in both.

The specific details of the Nazis’ and the Argentines’ genocides will be ana-

lyzed in detail in later chapters. However, in the process we should not to lose

sight of the strategic objective of this book, which is to unravel possible conti-

nuities between these two events in order to understand modern genocide, a

phenomenon that drove Raphael Lemkin to create a new name for it despite 

the presence of mass killings throughout history.

If a new word was needed in the twentieth century to describe a new type 

of annihilation, perhaps it was because the reorganizing genocide of the 

concentration camps lies, as Agamben has rightly pointed out, at the heart of

our social order, forming the “hidden matrix” of modernity.
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3

Reconciling the Contradictions 
of Modernity

Equality, Sovereignty, Autonomy, 

and Genocidal Social Practices

Ulla bar Koshev was sought by the [Roman] government. He fled to Lod,

to the house of Rabi Joshua ben Levi. [Roman troops] came and sur-

rounded the town. They said: If you do not hand him over we will destroy

the town. R. Joshua ben Levi went up to him [Ulla], persuaded him [to

submit], and handed him over. The prophet Elijah, of blessed memory,

had been accustomed to reveal himself to R. Joshua ben Levi; but he

stopped visiting him. R. Joshua fasted many fasts and Elijah appeared

again. [In answer to why he had stayed away, Elijah said:] Shall I reveal

myself to betrayers? He replied: But have I not acted upon a rabbinic

teaching? Elijah replied: Is this a teaching for pious men?

—Jerusalem Talmud (Terumot 8:4)

In recent years a growing body of literature across various disciplines has been

concerned with the concept of modernity. Writers in areas as diverse as law, his-

tory, sociology, philosophy, aesthetics, and design now routinely use it—often in

quite different and even contradictory ways. For the purposes of this discussion,

modernity means a power system together with a set of specific practices

(whose precise details vary according to historical context) for destroying and

reconstructing social relations. However, even in this restricted sense, moder-

nity is still a broad enough notion to have different (and even contradictory)

manifestations. These practices, or “diagrams of power,” as Michel Foucault

calls them (see chapter 1), act together as a “technology of power” to construct

hegemony—in other words, to establish the dominance of one social group over

another. They can be used not only to control populations but to reconstruct

their very identity.
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This chapter starts from Foucault’s analysis of the theoretical and political

features of the modern power system.1 I use this perspective to explore the 

disturbing notion that genocidal social practices have arisen during the modern

period as a part of a new technology of power. Thus, although such practices are

not inevitable, they are always latent in modernity—what Zygmunt Bauman 

calls a “logical possibility.”2 We will also examine some of the contradictions 

that arose as modernity became consolidated as a system of power and the role

that genocidal social practices have played in attempting to solve these 

contradictions.

Broadly speaking, the emergence of modernity as the hegemonic system of

power gave rise almost immediately to a series of contradictions around three

main issues: equality, sovereignty, and autonomy. These issues reflected structural

changes in the ways Europeans experienced and represented the world (and

therefore themselves) during the transition from feudalism to capitalism in the

eighteenth century, while the contradictions resulted from a mismatch between

the explicit discourse of the new system of power and the way power was exer-

cised in practice. In time, these contradictions began to have dysfunctional or,

at least, unexpected effects that threatened to undermine the legitimacy, con-

sensus, and rationality of the system itself. It was the need to reconcile these

contradictions that caused the technology of power to evolve.

Here I will consider contradictions related to all three of the main issues.

However, I will focus mostly on the question of autonomy as it is more 

directly connected with the role of genocidal social practices within the power

structures of the modern world.

The Contradictions of Modernity

The Issue of Equality

From the last quarter of the eighteenth century onward, the bourgeoisie com-

peted with the nobility for power within the emerging nation-states of Europe.

Traditionally, feudalism and Christianity had divided society into three castes or

“estates”—nobility, clergy, and commoners—each with different duties and priv-

ileges. Later, thinkers such as Jean Jacques Rousseau, Adam Smith, Immanuel

Kant, and Karl Marx developed the ideas of earlier liberals such as Locke and

Montesquieu in an effort to legitimize the aspirations of the rising middle

classes by giving legal and symbolic status to the notion of human equality.

The notion that all men were citizens with rights (rather than privileges

that could be taken away by an absolute monarch) rested on the assumption

that all men were equal (at least symbolically, if not economically). However,

although the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 1789 declared

fundamental rights, not only for French citizens but for “all men without 

exception,” it did not recognize women or slaves as citizens. Thus, in a sense,



the declaration and other works that followed subverted the possibility of social

empowerment and greater autonomy in social relationships.

In The Social Contract (1762) the French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau

famously noted that “man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains.”3 As the

notion of equality became more widely accepted in Europe after the American

and French revolutions, philosophers also became increasingly interested in

explaining the causes of human inequality. Rousseau himself believed that indi-

vidual liberty should be subordinated to the “general will” of the community.

However, he considered that human beings do not have the intellectual capa-

bilities to rationalize the general good, and so the “general will” is impossible to

determine. However the Scottish social philosopher and economist Adam Smith

(1723–1790) believed that the best way to benefit society as a whole is by acting

in accordance with one’s own self-interest. Smith accordingly advocated 

self-regulating markets free from state intervention. Adam Smith explained 

differences in wealth or power in terms of the accumulated work of previous

generations. This helped in understanding how inequalities had arisen, but it

could not justify the policies of inequality that continued to be applied by mod-

ern nation-states. How then could discriminatory state policies be justified?

One attempt to resolve the contradiction between “natural equality” and

actual inequality was the doctrine of racism. This questioned the notion of 

natural equality and tried to set limits on citizenship. The German philosopher

Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), for example, stated in his Observations on the Feeling

of the Beautiful and the Sublime (1764) that “the Negroes of Africa have by nature

no feeling that rises above the trifling . . . even though among the whites some

continually rise aloft from the lowest rabble, and through superior gifts earn

respect in the world. So fundamental is the difference between these two races

of man, and it appears to be as great in regard to mental capacities as in color.”4

In line with other thinkers of the time, Kant held that Adam and Eve had been

Caucasian and that other races had developed because of a degeneration caused

by environmental factors, such as climate and poor food.5 Kant argued else-

where that we cannot simply take the precepts of natural law from our hearts.

The “good use of reason” was also required.

The nineteenth century, however, gave rise to a more radical form of

racism. Although he grew up in an aristocratic, Catholic milieu among people

who despised the ideals of the French Revolution, Joseph Arthur Comte de

Gobineau (1816–1882) openly challenged the Judeo-Christian doctrine that all

human beings shared common ancestors in Adam and Eve. It is in his book An

Essay on the Inequality of the Human Races (1853–1855) where Gobineau developed

his theory of the Aryan master race.

Meanwhile, the English biologist, philosopher, and sociologist Herbert

Spencer (1820–1903) was busy elaborating a developmental theory of species

and race, which he published in 1855 in his Principles of Psychology. It was
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Spencer who coined the expression “survival of the fittest” to explain Darwin’s

concept of natural selection, and it became the cornerstone of Social

Darwinism, a social theory that power and wealth of individuals and even 

whole nations is a consequence of their genetic endowment.

The German physician Gerhard Wagner (1888–1939) pushed this cynical

theory to its logical conclusion during the Nazi era. Dr. Wagner was the leader

of the National Socialist German Physicians’ Federation (NSDÄB) when Hitler

came to power and became leader of the Reich Physicians’ Chamber in 1935. 

On September 12, 1935, Wagner announced in a speech that the Nazis would

soon introduce a “law for the protection of German blood” preventing mixed

marriages between Jews and “Aryans.” This is how he justified his proposal:

The doctrine of equality also denied racial boundaries and especially in

the case of Europe the boundaries between Europeans and Jews. The

result has been a growing mixture with Jewish blood, completely foreign

to us. This growing illegitimacy was bound to bring direct consequences . . .

because the special racial characteristics of the Jewish people . . . made

such a mixture extremely harmful. By contrast, National Socialism has

begun to recognize once again that the foundation of all cultural life is

the natural and God-given inequality of men and it draws the necessary

conclusions from this. Politically, the guiding idea is to promote a 

hierarchy based on the inherently different value of different individuals;

as a consequence of this, responsibility in all areas has once again

become possible. Biologically speaking, this means fighting racial degen-

eration in order to favor the able-bodied and healthy over the unfit as

well as rejecting mixed blood or the influence of any alien race.6

Although Gerhard Wagner was mainly concerned with eradicating “life unwor-

thy of life” by sterilizing the mentally handicapped and preventing “the infiltra-

tion of Jewish blood into the German national body,”7 the Nazis quickly

expanded this definition to include Gypsies, Slavs, Blacks, American Indians,

tribal groups, colonized peoples, “mulattos,” Arabs, Muslims, Jehovah’s

Witnesses, homosexuals, political dissidents, and the homeless, among others.

Thus, scientific racism—whether based on the earlier degeneration theories or

later evolutionary theories—undermined one of the most enlightened and 

fertile concepts of the modern age: the notion of natural equality.

Once a belief in racial hierarchy had become politically respectable, it was

a short step from positive eugenics—for example, giving awards to mothers of

Aryan children and discouraging contact with “inferior races”—to negative

eugenics through forced sterilization and, later, mass annihilation.8 However,

although the Nazis took such policies to extremes, other countries shared these

ideas. Racial segregation was widespread in the United States until the 1960s; 

as early as 1924, the State of Virginia passed laws criminalizing marriages
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between “whites” and “coloreds” and introducing forced sterilization of “mental

deficients” and the “mentally ill.” In some European colonies, racist theories led

to the extensive exploitation and murder of unequal Others.9

The Question of Sovereignty

Although the term “sovereignty” commonly refers to independence and self-

government, here it is used in the more literal sense of the power or right of a

sovereign to rule. According to Foucault, one of the main ways of disciplining

populations in the modern world is through biopower—in other words, “tech-

nologies of domination [that] act essentially on the body, and classify and objec-

tify individuals.”10 Foucault argues that it is “the emergence of biopower that

inscribes [racism] in the mechanisms of the State . . . as the basic mechanism of

power, as it is exercised in modern States.”11

The feudal technology of power was based on the sovereign’s right to “kill

or let live.” In accordance with the doctrine known as the divine right of kings,

feudal kings derived their right to rule directly from God and were not account-

able to their subjects. But the modern need to justify power rationally gave rise

to a new technology based on the protection of life rather than the threat of

death. Rulers were expected to improve the quality of life of their citizens

through improved public health, education, and justice in return for which the

population surrendered a good deal of its freedom. But this in turn gave rise to

a new problem: how to justify the “need” to kill when the state was, almost by

definition, expected to guarantee life?

The solution was as follows. In the seventeenth century the term “body 

politick” described a politically organized group of people under a single 

government. In the modern era, this medical metaphor was extended to include

the notions of “normal” and “pathological” groups of people, thus undermining

the doctrine of natural equality and replacing it with notions of social 

hygiene derived from scientific racism: the pathological must be eradicated to

defend the normal. Murder, genocide, and extermination were thus justified as

ways to preserve the human species from physical and mental degeneration,

and the legitimacy of state murder was reinstated under the formula “live or 

let die.”

Of course, it is impossible to discriminate against large numbers of people,

let alone murder them, without causing moral outrage in a population brought

up to believe in equality and the sanctity of life. But these moral barriers can usu-

ally be broken down by portraying others as a threat to public health and safety

that requires drastic measures. This argument is commonly used by the perpetra-

tors both during and after the event to justify looting, rape, torture, and murder.

A government that brands certain groups as parasites that cannot be taken

on board its political and cultural project is on a fast track to genocide. The
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genocidal process tends to move through predictable stages: first branding and

harassing the victims, then isolating and weakening them before ultimately

destroying them. And this process is experienced as “purification.” Branding

distinguishes the “sick” from the “healthy”; harassment desensitizes the perpe-

trators, preparing them to commit worse atrocities; isolation destroys the 

victims’ social ties, making them dependent on their captors, who can then

break their physical and psychological resistance more easily. Finally, the “social

cancer” is removed as the victims are made to disappear, both physically 

and symbolically. The social body has been cured: biological images help the

perpetrators to explain the inexplicable, not only to a hypothetical “moral

other” but also to their private consciences.

The Nazis took the desire for political, genetic, and ethnic cleansing to

extremes. Their attempt to create a racially pure society shook the very founda-

tions of the post-Enlightenment technology of power. But the same logic was

used until recently by Latin American governments to eliminate their political

opponents and can be found today among those that exclude, harass, and mur-

der African immigrants in France and Germany or street children in Brazil.

Unfortunately, the outrage caused by the Nazi genocide does not seem to extend

to these cases. All too often emphasis on the uniqueness of the Holocaust

diverts attention from a technology of power that underpins many other 

modern states.

The Question of Autonomy

As mentioned earlier, feudalism assigned people to different social classes

according to their birth and gave each class different privileges and obligations.

The modern concept of autonomy was necessary for building social relation-

ships based on equality. The absolute right of the feudal monarch was replaced

by the need for consensus based on a responsible use of reason. Within the

modern liberal paradigm, Jean Jacques Rousseau is the most extreme exponent

of the bourgeois liberal vision of equality and the “social contract” as a source of

legitimate authority, while Immanuel Kant emphasizes the role of reason in

human action and human autonomy as a goal to be achieved.

I have suggested how discriminatory social and economic policies can be

legitimated by a hierarchical and naturalist vision of social reality. But this only

happens when such a vision is imposed on us by others or, as Kant put it, 

“heteronomously.” The medieval Christian Church exercised a tight control

over the ways the world could be understood, including the natural world.

Because the Church defended a closed system of knowledge in which phenom-

ena had allegorical, metaphysical, and mystical meanings, any challenge to its

authority could have disturbing philosophical, metaphysical, and even episte-

mological consequences. Galileo was imprisoned in 1637 for saying that the
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Earth moves around the Sun because this implied that man was not the center

of the universe.

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, it was the Roman

Catholic Church’s perceived opposition to scientific research and technological

innovation that drove liberals to secular thinking and “instrumental reason,”

even though the latter often reduced human beings to mere objects of manipu-

lation.12 Secular thinkers challenged the belief—born in the monasteries of

Europe—that man is incapable of self-determination. However, equality and

natural liberty implied a model of power as well as a commitment to individual

freedom. In particular, the concept of autonomy, so necessary for modern 

scientific development, was to prove difficult to achieve in political terms.

Autonomy comes from the Greek auto- “self” nomos, “law” (i.e., “to give one-

self one’s own law”) and refers to our capacity for self-determination. However,

there have been many debates in modern philosophy as to what this actually

means. Autonomy is often defined in opposition to natural (or eternal) law,

which, according to Saint Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274), is a God-given knowl-

edge woven into our nature that is meant to govern our lives.13 In contrast, 

nineteenth-century liberals held that because individuals have different inter-

ests, laws should be based on a consensus about what will benefit the greatest

number of people. Giving oneself one’s own law thus means accepting that the

law is a human construction, created freely through reason and consent. However,

the destruction of traditional structures and truths that allowed the middle

classes to achieve social and political power in the nineteenth century was to

create serious problems for bourgeois governance in the twentieth century.

Both Rousseau and Kant considered that autonomy was threatened not

only by the existing social order of nobility and Church but by the natural order of

instincts and impulses. Thus, Rousseau argued that a citizen could only pursue

his true interest by acting unselfishly even if this benefited somebody else in 

the short term, while Kant also pointed out the danger of basing decisions on

irrational thoughts or obsessions. But the biggest problem was with the social

contract itself. Although Rousseau and Kant argued for a state that was both

rational and voluntary, they generally identified the common good with the 

postcontract status quo—the bourgeois state—which excluded most of the 

population from power. The property qualification for voters meant, for

example, that in the so-called golden age of British parliamentary democracy 

of the mid-nineteenth century, only 7 percent of the population could vote.

In fact, the social contract on which the bourgeois state was supposedly

founded was a metaphor. The original consensus—if such a thing had ever

existed—had long since vanished and was simply an assumption, as Rousseau

himself recognized in his Discourse on Inequality (1754). The bourgeois state itself

was founded on deep social inequalities. Marx used the term “original accumu-

lation of capital” to describe the role played by earlier colonial conquests and
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plunder in the rise of industrial capitalism in Europe. This accumulation, which

predated any social contract, had permitted both private ownership of the

means of production and the existence of a mass of “free” laborers, that is, for-

mer agricultural laborers and hand-loom weavers now unemployed because of

more efficient, capitalist methods of farming and textile making. As Marx

noted, “freely negotiated” contracts between buyers and sellers of labor were

“free” only in a formal sense since the buyer owned the factory, the raw 

materials, and the tools, while the seller, without work, faced starvation.

Even the miseries of unregulated capitalism, however, could not persuade

people to give up the egalitarian and libertarian ideals of the French Revolution.

Despite the restoration of the monarchy, the Church, and a landowning aristoc-

racy in France and the Napoleonic Empire after Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo

in 1815, the forces of conservatism would never recover the absolute authority

they had enjoyed under feudalism. The new autonomy of the bourgeoisie cre-

ated not only a new relationship with knowledge through science and technol-

ogy but also new forms of political and social interaction that were gradually

adopted by the disenfranchised working classes. These new forms of association

were based on what the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget (1896–1980) called

“reciprocal relationships between peers,” that is, the ability to see others as

equals.14 Moreover, autonomy did not just mean individual autonomy but

autonomous social groups and organizations, such as trade unions and friendly

societies, which were independent from the state.

More recently, the concept of autonomy has come under attack from sev-

eral quarters. Feminists, for example, have pointed out that liberal notions of

autonomy ignore the ways that individuals are situated in a community.

Nevertheless, besides serving as an ideological linchpin of bourgeois societies,

the concept of autonomy has also proved to have humanistic and revolutionary

potential and is fundamental in explaining the revolutionary movements of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Autonomy becomes an instrument of social control only when it is granted

to some and denied to others. It is easy to understand why this occurs. If the

principles of equality and freedom, in the form of autonomy, were taken to their

logical conclusion, the modern liberal order would be overturned by the innu-

merable wretches of this world. By exercising their right to self-determination,

these “outsiders” would impose a more egalitarian order and consensus. Hence

we have the constant conflict between capitalism and democracy, which has

given rise to all sorts of solutions from limited franchise democracy, through

various paternalistic and dictatorial regimes, to fascism and the corporative

state. 

Society in the bourgeois state was organized through a network of discipli-

nary institutions. Prisons, factories, workhouses, asylums, hospitals, universities,

schools, and even the family were all designed to keep the newly acquired 
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autonomy in check. Unless the population was constantly monitored and

divided, autonomy tended to produce profound social unrest. Often, the 

disciplinary network was not enough to stem the tide of self-determination

among different political, social, and ethnic groups. A clear example is the

Revolutions of 1848, which spread to over fifty countries in Europe and Latin

America and led to the abolition of serfdom in Austria and Hungary. But

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, tensions between 

authority and autonomy were never far below the surface.

Reorganizing Genocide

Earlier we saw how racism had made it possible to solve the contradictions asso-

ciated with equality and sovereignty. However, during the nineteenth century,

the discourse of racism was still not able to confront the notion of autonomous

social relations—a notion ultimately founded on mutual respect. It was not until

the twentieth century that a new and horrifying solution to this problem

emerged. Although it acquired its most extreme form under the Nazis, the use

of reorganizing genocide as a tool of social engineering was to transform many

modern states. The medical metaphors of ethnic cleansing and social hygiene

were much more than a scientific justification of racist policies. They implied a

profound destruction and reshaping of social relations.

Here, I should make clear that reorganizing genocide is different from other

types of genocide (pre-state, constituent, colonial, postcolonial) in that it aims

to destroy both materially and symbolically “the enemy within.” The Others to

be exterminated are no longer barbarians or savages living in Europe’s colonies

or in the frontier territories of the Americas—alien peoples construed as both

exotic and inferior. Instead, it is our next-door neighbors—sometimes more

educated and civilized than ourselves—who are stigmatized as part of a massive

conspiracy to undermine the biological health of the species.

In other words, the Others have to be eliminated because they are danger-

ous but not necessarily because they are inferior—at least not in the sense of

being backward. And, at the same time, reorganizing genocide does not simply

target a social force or social group. It aims to eliminate a specific type of social

relationship, namely, peer relationships. These relationships between equal

partners are based on mutual solidarity and are independent of any externally

imposed authority.15

Reorganizing genocide comes to the fore with the Nazis, although it plays 

a marginal role in some of Stalin’s policies. One controversial hypothesis

(explored later in this book) is that the presence of such peer relationships 

was the common thread linking the often very different victim groups of

Nazism. Once one starts to think in terms of relationships of autonomy and free

association, a common identity among these victim groups begins to emerge.
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The victims of Nazism were socially autonomous in various ways: culturally,

politically, sexually, and in the workplace. Even though they came from very dif-

ferent cultural and social backgrounds, the inmates of the Nazi concentration

camps (particularly during the period 1933–1938) all had one thing in common:

they all behaved in ways that were “undisciplined” according to mainstream

institutions and ideologies.

Once introduced by the Nazis, reorganizing genocide reappeared in various

parts of the world throughout the rest of the century. Under the military 

dictatorship in Argentina after 1976, reorganizing genocide took an unusual and

particularly dramatic form. As we will see in later chapters, the destruction of

autonomous social relations remained an implicit goal of Nazi policy, one that

can be deduced from the ways the Nazis construed their victims. However, the

issue of autonomy becomes explicit under Argentina’s military dictatorship.

One official document clearly stating that people were being victimized for

making use of their autonomy was a pamphlet distributed in 1977 by the

Argentine Ministry of Education entitled “Subversion in the Field of Education.”

This pointed out “the evident offensive in the area of children’s literature, the

aim of which is to send a type of message starting from the child and which may

enable him or her to become self-educated on the basis of liberty and choice.”

The same official pamphlet states that “the intention of Marxist publishers is to

offer books to accompany children in their struggle to delve into the world of

things and the world of adults, to help them not to be afraid of freedom, to help

them to love, to fight, to assert themselves, to defend their ego against the ego

which parents and institutions try to impose upon them on many occasions,

consciously or unconsciously victims of a system which has tried to make them

in its own image.”16

This point of view was shared by General Acdel Vilas, who headed

Operation Independence against the ERP (Ejército Revolucionario del Pueblo, or

People’s Revolutionary Army) in the province of Tucumán starting in December

1974. Although the ERP murdered dozens of soldiers, policemen, government

officials, and executives of foreign companies during the early 1970s and “occu-

pied” a third of the province of Tucumán in 1974, the use of state terror tactics

by the army during Operation Independence was the first attempt in Argentina

to carry out a reorganizing genocidal social practice. Here is how Vilas explained

the meaning of the term “subversion”: “If the military allowed corrosive ele-

ments—psychoanalysts, psychiatrists, Freudians, etc.—to proliferate, stirring up

people’s consciences and questioning the roots of the nation and the family, we

would be defeated. . . . From then on every teacher or student that proved to be

enrolled in the Marxist cause was considered subversive and, as could hardly be

otherwise, he [sic] was subjected to the appropriate military sanctions.” There

are dozens of similar statements on record, and many of them will be examined

in detail in the chapters devoted to Argentina. Here I simply wish to point out
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the explicit way in which autonomy was constructed as dangerous by the

Argentine military. This hostility toward autonomy even led to a ban on the

teaching of Cantor’s set theory in university math classes since conser-

vative Christian theologians saw it as challenging traditional views about the

nature of God.

Symbolic Enactments

As mentioned in chapter 1, a key characteristic of reorganizing genocide is that

the perpetrators seek to annihilate their enemies not just materially but also sym-

bolically, forcing the survivors to deny their own identity. Their disappearance

from memory is maintained by what I have called symbolic enactments—the ways

through which postgenocide discourse distorts the nature of the victims and

denies that the social relationships in which they took part ever existed.17

By symbolic enactments I mean a process of reformulation or redefinition

of the history and, most importantly, of the collective memory of past events.

Although the majority of victims in Argentina did not take part in acts of vio-

lence and were killed quite simply because they acted “differently,” public opin-

ion after Argentina’s return to democracy in 1983 was soon divided between

those who maintained that “they [the victims] must have done something

wrong” and those that replied “they had done nothing.” This debate about the

victims’ possible guilt or innocence distracted attention away from the real 

reasons for their disappearance. At the same time, it maintained the effects of

terror and prevented the survivors from reappropriating their old way of life.

In his commentary on the “Wolf Man,” Freud proposed a concept that

describes this process well: repudiation.18 Unlike repression, which removes

uncomfortable experiences from consciousness but leaves them intact, repudi-

ation allows them to remain conscious, but empties them of meaning. In

Argentina, it was collective repudiation rather than repression that allowed

uncomfortable memories of helplessness and the guilt of survival or collabora-

tion to be erased by lies, silence, and terror.

The Role of Betrayal in Remodeling Social Relationships

An important feature of modern genocidal societies is that the definition of

“subversive” is often left ambiguous in order to justify arbitrary arrests and

detentions without trial. Moreover, even though the perpetrators presumably

know why they have arrested a particular person and not another, in practice

the grounds for the arrest may not be made clear either to the victims or to 

their families. This was especially true in Argentina between 1976 and 1983 but

also occurred in Nazi-occupied Europe. This ambiguity is no accident. It is one

of a series of interlocking techniques designed to undermine solidarity and 

create an atomized society with submissive relationship to power.
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Another way in which genocidal regimes undermine solidarity is through

the uncertainty created by the use of informers. Once a person can be arrested

for almost anything, even for listening to foreign radio broadcasts, the best way

to escape being accused of a particular activity is to denounce a neighbor for

doing the same thing. Denunciations are encouraged by all modern genocidal

regimes because of their effectiveness in destroying social networks. In a society

where anyone might be an informer, nobody knows for sure who can be trusted.

However, fear is not the only factor at work. It is true that in Nazi-occupied

Poland, many Poles—and even some Jews—became paid informers in order to

survive and help their families to survive. However, Robert Gellately’s research

into the records of the Gestapo shows that most informers were unpaid. The

vast majority of denunciations were made by neighbors, acquaintances, 

co-workers, and even relatives, many of whom were motivated by greed, jeal-

ousy, or a desire for revenge rather than by fear.19 Others were sadists enjoying

power over the life and death in the name of loyalty to the regime. Whatever the

different motives for betrayal, however, the population ended up forming a

social order in which, paradoxically, the only “reliable” interlocutors were the

Gestapo and the security services.

It is interesting to note how the Argentinean perpetrators of genocide

adapted “divide and rule” techniques developed by the Nazis. In the field of edu-

cation, for example, parents were encouraged to denounce teachers and stu-

dents, and students were encouraged to denounce one another. In a document

entitled “Instructions for Detecting Signs of Subversion in Your Children’s

Education” distributed by the military government in 1976, parents were warned

to watch out for words like “dialogue, bourgeoisie, proletariat, Latin America,

capitalism.” Although words such as bourgeoisie or proletariat are commonly

associated with Marxist thinking, the word “dialogue” implies a type of social

relationship that goes well beyond any ideological or partisan boundaries.

In Nazi Germany the traditional German academic approach to education

was dumbed down to a more emotional level. Uncritical acceptance of Nazism’s

racist and xenophobic outlook was regarded as essential for character building

and, as one German teacher noted, “those pupils who are in positions of 

leadership . . . often display unmannerly behavior and laziness at school.”20

In Argentina, however, the approach was different. “Instructions for

Detecting Signs of Subversion” also argued that “group work . . . , which has

replaced personal responsibility, can be easily used to depersonalize the child,

accustoming him to being lazy and laying him open to indoctrination by stu-

dents previously selected and trained to ‘pass on’ ideas.”21 Now, group work

seems to be much less a Marxist strategy than a way to generate cooperation

among peers. By banning group work in the name of “personal responsibility,”

the Argentine military showed they understood that promoting individualism is

just as effective for social control as regimentation.
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Another “divide and rule” technique that the Argentine military learned

from Nazism was collective punishment. Together with denouncements, collec-

tive punishments were described by survivors of Nazi concentration camps as

one of the most effective techniques for destroying solidarity among inmates.22

This disciplinary mechanism was actively promoted by the Argentine military

dictatorship in schools, as can be seen in the Ministry of Education’s curriculum

materials for “Moral and Civic Education,” which also taught pupils the 

“importance” of informing on fellow pupils.23

In short, the informer is a product of genocidal societies, even though other

societies have found less violent ways of producing the same exacerbated indi-

vidualism. The mechanism of betrayal encourages people to see their peers as

enemies and the institutional power as their ally. It applies the logic of market

competition to moral relations, with each individual competing for the

approval of the authorities, much as companies compete for contracts. This

mercantile logic, which turns others into mere objects or commodities and

destroys trust, solidarity, and associational power, invades all areas of social

practice even after the perpetrators are no longer in power. This explains the

tremendous difficulty that postdictatorial Argentina has found in organizing

groups to undertake collective action, at least until the economic crisis of

2001.24

Postmodernism and Autonomy: Authenticity as an Alternative
Strategy for Deconstruction (A Digression)

Although an important focus of this chapter has been the use of informers to

destroy autonomy, it is worth taking a brief look at an alternative and equally

effective power strategy that has also—although not always—been applied in

postgenocidal societies since the Second World War.

The spread of mercantile individualism as a result of the Industrial

Revolution and the birth of the human sciences—particularly psychology—at

the end of the nineteenth century gradually produced a new “turn” in the con-

cept of autonomy. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, two rival notions of

freedom coexisted throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries:

the contractarian-liberal notion of the bourgeoisie and the revolutionary

notion of the French Revolution. Both had humanistic and universalist conno-

tations. However, by the mid-twentieth century, they were being challenged by

the narcissistic concept of “authenticity.”25

With the advent of the consumer society, the concept of autonomy 

gradually ceased to mean “giving oneself the law” for the common good, and

came to signify a self-indulgent pursuit of pleasure. The American hippie move-

ments and the May 1968 protests in France, which equated free sex with a

release from repression—and thus with autonomy—finally undermined the
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notion of morality as something separate from individual desires and wishes.

This hedonist approach to morality is strongly linked to the logic of neoliberal-

ism. Being autonomous is understood as “doing as I please.” Liberation becomes

so individualist and so dependent on buying and owning things that its revolu-

tionary quality is not only watered down but effectively transformed into a

means of domination.

Autonomy becomes equated with release from all forms of discipline, 

and, at the same time, release from responsibility for injustice and suffering 

in the world, from our mutual obligations with peers (since these conflict 

with our immediate desires), and from rules of civility and respect for 

others—thus blocking any possibility of organized social action. “Giving oneself

the law” is transformed into “I am the law.” It becomes a form of absolutism 

that is no longer monarchical (“I am the state”) but individual and hedonistic

(“I am reality”). The current profusion of spiritual self-help books is accompa-

nied by the logic of “consuming experiences.”26 Social relations are transformed

into a marketplace of sensations. The “other” ceases to exist as an end in 

him- or herself and is seen only as a means toward ego gratification and 

self-satisfaction.

This is a strange way to rid oneself of Judeo-Christian guilt—through an

even more demanding and complicated system of self-monitoring (although

without the traditional self-control). It is not based on fear of divine punish-

ment, but on a sort of mandatory wish fulfillment defined in terms of con-

sumerism and perceived as the deepest and most legitimate expression of

self—an authenticity that must be discovered and satisfied, a core self that is

ultimately a desire to consume either goods or feelings.

In contrast, the French Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas rejects the

notion that other people are simply objects in our subjective worlds. Levinas

argues that our subjectivity does not exist independently but is formed in and

through our subjection to others. In particular, I am subjected to the faces of

others (especially the faces of the weak—orphans, widows, the poor, or the

refugees) that speak to me emotionally before I can even begin to reflect on

them. My emotional response turns me into a “being for others”—in other words,

a moral being with responsibility for the suffering and the disadvantaged—as

opposed to the “being for oneself” of postmodern hedonism. Thus, autonomy

begins, ironically, with our subjectedness to others, which is a form of “het-

eronomy” or external control quite different from the stifling submission to

authority in genocidal societies.27

Some Political Consequences of Blocking Autonomy

The postmodern approach to autonomy based on the notion that everyone

should be a “law unto himself” has led to fragmentation in the political 
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sphere—even in protest movements. Small isolated groups and individuals pre-

fer to forsake the possibility of effective social action rather than give up their

uniqueness and authenticity (conceived of in essentially individualistic terms)

by making common cause with the rest. Instead of becoming more self-critical,

which is a necessary part of the process of forming autonomous relations with

others, they develop a defensiveness that operates at two levels:

1. They defend their truth by setting themselves up as political avant-gardes

that are more visionary than ordinary mortals. Other people are just

another obstacle to overcome in their evangelizing mission.

2. They defend their identity through the group. New social movements and

“identity politics” that developed in the 1960s and the 1970s (feminism,

civil rights, gay liberation, Green, etc.) fail to break out of their narrow

circle and make contact with the reality and suffering of others. On the 

contrary, they cling to their need to solve their community problem, thus

facilitating the maintenance of the status quo with its model of society 

and modes of conflict resolution.28

The continuing emergence of new social groups—increasingly smaller,

more specific, and more enclosed—reflects the growing number of social sectors

overwhelmed by global capitalism and finance. While such resistance to the 

various negative impacts of globalization is healthy in itself, it tends to miss the

wood for the trees.

Gramsci identified three levels or stages of political development, each

with its own form of political action. At the first stage—the “economic-

corporative” level, people come together to defend specific interests. Joining 

a labor union for fear of downsizing or pay cuts is a good example of this. At 

the second stage—the “economic-political” level, a sense of solidarity develops

between groups sharing similar economic interests, as when several labor

unions call a general strike. Finally, at the third stage—the “state-hegemonic”

level—groups are welded into a political party with long-term political, social,

economic, and moral goals capable of inspiring and mobilizing larger sections

of society.29

Gramsci thus recognizes that action at the “economic-corporative” level is

totally insufficient for bringing about broader social change. Such short-sighted

views of reality, currently glorified as media commodities, can arouse feelings of

rebellion but lack the wider humanistic vision required to create a freer and

more ethical society. Social movements acting at the economic-corporative

level are more like consumers trying to defend themselves within the free-

market system (except that their interests are moral rather than commercial).

Their inability to find common causes becomes an obstacle to collective action.

Their emphasis on difference becomes divisive.
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Genocide, Autonomy, and Humanism

Attempts to understand genocide go far beyond the sometimes morbid

accounts of mass murder or even necessary acts of justice and/or remembrance

for the victims. Genocidal practices are social engineering aimed at destroying

relationships of equality, autonomy, and reciprocity within a given society 

and substituting for them power relations based on the destruction and/or

reformulation of autonomy and identity. This shapes political practices in 

the postgenocidal society.

Genocide is a cold-blooded, rational policy, with social and political effects

that go beyond the disappearance of the victims, no matter how many are killed.

Understanding the longer-term objectives as well as the material and symbolic

effects of genocide is a necessary step to reshape the model of postgenocide

social relations, a model that leads to moral destruction.





The purpose of this section is to raise some sociological questions about the dif-

ferent ways in which genocide has been theorized. In fact, sociologists had little to

say on the subject before the 1990s. Since then, however, things have changed and

European, U.S., Israeli, and Canadian sociologists, historians, philosophers, and

theologians have produced some remarkable work in this area. In this section we

will be considering the theoretical and political implications of these different

approaches.

Part II is divided into three chapters. Chapter 4 addresses arguments put for-

ward by some philosophers and historians that the Holocaust is indescribable,

unparalleled, and unique. It also looks at how genocidal social practices have been

narrated and at the symbolic and conceptual implications of different narrative

techniques. Chapter 5 discusses some historical and causal models that have been

used to explain the Nazi genocide and their relation to the various hypotheses

developed in this book. Finally, chapter 6 addresses the social relationships

involved in genocidal practices, focusing on the Nazi era. It considers genocidal

practices as a means of destroying and reorganizing social relations, using the 

Nazi genocide to show how genocide works as a social practice beyond the case 

in question.

PART TWO

Historical Foundations

The Nazi Genocide
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4

Discourse and Politics
in Holocaust Studies

Uniqueness, Comparability, and Narration

Ways of Narrating the Holocaust and Their Consequences

Before considering different theoretical explanations of the Holocaust, we need

to examine the various discourses that have grown up over the years as writers

have attempted to get closer to their subject matter. Because the destruction of

European Jews involved a radical break with previous social practices, social 

relations, and methods of killing, we also need to understand the material and

symbolic implications inherent in different ways of  “representing” the Holocaust.

The first historical accounts written after World War II were concerned with

how the Holocaust fitted—or did not fit—into the past and future of German and

European society. During the postwar period, the dominant scientific ideology

was still positivism, and positivism saw history as an ascending curve of civi-

lization and progress. People asked, then, to what extent genocide was a logical

consequence of European history and to what extent it represented a break in

the continuum of history.1

Above all, the question that obsessed thinkers during these postwar

decades was, “What made the Holocaust possible?” Perhaps this was the wrong

question to ask or perhaps the early narratives simply left much to be desired.

In any case, I will now examine some widely accepted approaches developed in

response to this question in order to clear the ground for the next chapter,

which deals with causal models of the Nazi genocide in a more strictly historical

and sociological sense.

Demonization and Irrationality: 
Driving Away the Specter of Genocide

One of the first widely accepted explanations of the Holocaust was developed

during the 1950s and 1960s by non-Germans2 before later being revived by



Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, whose book Hitler’s Willing Executioners has been the

subject of much scholarly and popular debate.3 This perspective could be

defined as a complex and subtle denial of the idea that genocide is a constitut-

ing force in modern societies—an idea I have already discussed in previous

chapters. 

Before the late 1980s, the most frequent view of the Holocaust was that 

the planners, the perpetrators, and their accomplices were manifestations of

pure evil. This demonizing approach was taken to a greater or lesser degree by

historians such as Lucy Davidowicz and Yehuda Bauer, among many others.4

But it was Goldhagen who revived it in the late 1990s, when Hitler’s Willing

Executioners became a best-seller in the United States and Europe.

The demonization of the Nazis—also present in films and literature about

the Second World War—served as a subtle device to ward off the specter of geno-

cide lying at the heart of modern civilization. Portraying the Germans as barbaric

hid the fact that most European societies of the period practiced material and

symbolic racism. Goldhagen’s position, however, is that the Holocaust was first

and foremost a “German” rather than a “modern” phenomenon. In his view, the

perpetrators were suffering from a “disease” that can only be understood by ref-

erence to German history. In a tortuous transposition of Christopher Browning’s

classic book, Ordinary Men (1998), Goldhagen tries to explain how “ordinary

Germans” could become perpetrators without any moral qualms or mercy.5

Goldhagen’s position became popular precisely because it stresses

Germany’s “unique” anti-Semitic culture. This, together with the sheer scale of

the Holocaust, allows readers to distance themselves from questions of wider

responsibility. Genocide can be written off as a pathology anchored in a partic-

ular time and place. There is nothing about the here and now to suggest that the

reader is in any way involved in or affected by genocide. In this view, memory is

nothing more than an obligation to the dead: the victims deserve compassion

and the perpetrators deserve hatred and disbelief—but all this happens in the

abstract. Because it has nothing to do with us, it is an “alienated memory.”

This kind of metaphysical condemnation of genocide is brilliantly

expressed in the catch-phrase “never again.” The problem, however, with this

post-Holocaust injunction is that it not only leaves the subject implicit (“what

never again?”), but also the reason (“why never again?”). More explicit condem-

nations are avoided because the social conditions that breed genocide are

(re)constructed each day in our contemporary nation-states.

Foucault uses the term “normalization societies” to describe modern soci-

eties undergoing a demographic explosion that the authorities then attempt to

regulate through biopolitics.6 By demonizing the perpetrators of the Holocaust

as madmen and monsters, we turn a blind eye to the “normalization” taking

place in our own societies. By pathologizing genocide, and in particular the

Holocaust, we create a “soothing” narrative that leaves our own strategies for
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constructing identity and otherness intact. Manuel Reyes Mate condemns such

smug condemnations of evil because they avoid the need for self-questioning

that might lead to a vision of genocide as something more complex, nuanced,

and dangerous than the congenital wickedness or folly of a particular group of

perpetrators, a people, or a nation. 

Appeals to congenital or cultural pathology are an attempt to avoid 

confronting that component of modern societies that cannot speak its name.

For even if genocide is not strictly speaking inevitable, it is certainly true to say

that a “genocidal temptation” lies at the heart of all modern societies, and this

problematizes the ways in which we shape our identities both individually and

collectively: the “me” and the “us.” However, if we can believe that genocide 

is a product of madness or supernatural evil existing outside any social frame of

reference, it becomes a fairly simple matter to control the bad and the mad by

locking them away in prisons and psychiatric hospitals or even—as has 

happened in the twenty-first century—by dropping bombs on them.

Since the late 1960s, demonizing theories placed a growing emphasis—

particularly in the United States and Israel—on the “uniqueness” of the Jewish

Holocaust.7 Supporters of this view claimed it was impossible to compare the

genocide committed against the Jewish people with any other modern social

process. Some Jewish theologians even condemned comparisons on religious

grounds, arguing that they demean the sacredness and dignity of Holocaust 

victims. They began to shun the term “Holocaust” in favor of the Hebrew 

word Shoah (“catastrophe”) in order to exclude the Nazis’ non-Jewish victims.

This claim that the Holocaust was “unique” has had immense symbolic 

significance. Scholars who questioned the uniqueness of the Holocaust—as 

distinct from those who deny its existence—have been publicly denounced in an

attempt to silence or punish them. Indeed, the concept of uniqueness has

proved more powerful than any narrative. Its supporters are willing to resort to

legal action on the grounds that any attempt to compare the Shoah with other

historical events is an act of anti-Semitism, intended or otherwise.

But ignoring the causal and structural similarities of the Shoah with other

processes tends to preserve the essential characteristics of our “societies of 

normalization”: control from above, discipline, obedience, control of time and

space, norm-referencing, informing on neighbors, and alienation. The

inevitable appearance of genocidal social practices in such societies is then

seen as “exceptional.”

Uniqueness and Comparability of Genocidal Practices:
The Debate about Uniqueness

To argue that a historical event cannot be compared with any other goes against

the most elementary principles of historical and sociological analysis as well as
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the methodology of the social sciences in general. Although all historical events

are unique, this does not mean they cannot be compared. In fact, comparative

studies are expected to examine both similarities and differences. This dual

focus helps to develop new theoretical concepts and, at the same time, to

understand the limitations of theory when faced with the specificity and idio-

syncrasy of historical events. The fact that each historical event has its own

unique political, social, economic, and cultural dimensions is less an obstacle

than a stimulus to comparative studies.

However, uniqueness has been the dominant narrative of the Holocaust—

at least in academic circles—for over forty years, thanks to the Jewish 

ethnocentrism of many genocide scholars. At the same time, a resulting 

dearth of historical and sociological analysis has been accompanied by 

an unspoken but no less serious contempt for other victimized populations.

This implies that the suffering of other groups is less important and even less

genuine—a view that represents a real failure, not only in academic but also 

in political terms.8

One of the main elements of confusion caused by uniqueness theories can

be explained by Dadrian’s distinction between singularity and exclusivity.

Dadrian says, “While genocide in itself and by itself is a unique experience for

any victim group, it is entirely plausible to grant certain types of genocide the

attribute of uniqueness within the broader and generic category subsuming

that phenomenon.”9 In other words, uniqueness theorists start from the fact

that history never repeats itself exactly in order to argue that different historical

events are unrelated in any way whatsoever. Worse still, they proclaim that

since the Holocaust was unprecedented and the Jews were its victims par excel-

lence, the term “genocide” cannot be applied to any other event. In their view,

any attempt to compare the Holocaust with other historical processes trivializes

the Holocaust and is tantamount to genocide denial. So, perhaps a better name

for this ethnocentric (or just plain egocentric) attempt to monopolize the term

genocide would be onlyness.

Arguably, the most extreme uniqueness theorist is Steven Katz—who

insisted on restricting the term “genocide” to the Shoah. However, others, such

as Lucy Davidowicz and the early Yehuda Bauer, might also be included. In his

later works, however, Bauer has recognized the genocidal nature of the

Armenian massacres and other historical events.10

Without returning to the debate in chapter 1 on how genocide should be

defined, it is worth examining the arguments of these uniqueness theorists in

more detail. Accordingly, I will now consider what authors as different as

Vahakn Dadrian, David Stannard, Israel Charny, Ward Churchill, Leo Kuper, and

Benjamin Whitaker (in his well-known report to the United Nations) have to say

about the uniqueness of the Shoah as a concept for deciding what genocide

scholars are allowed to say and do.
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Types of Argument and Their Consequences

In this section, arguments about uniqueness will be analyzed on two different

levels: the factual level, that is, whether they are based on historically verifiable

truths; and the level of implications for methodology, that is, whether a 

particular type of uniqueness rules out comparisons with other processes or

events. A third level—the symbolic effects of uniqueness theories on 

narrative construction—will be discussed at the end of the chapter, where I will

examine the consequences of resorting to different “story lines” about the

Holocaust.11

Let us begin, then, with the first argument supporting the “exclusive 

singularity” or uniqueness of the Jewish Holocaust: the number of victims.

Typically, this argument might sound something like this: “Six million victims

make the Shoah a unique crime in the history of mankind. Neither before nor

afterward have so many people died in this way.”

Even at the factual level, this claim is questionable. The indigenous peoples

killed on the American continents in the nineteenth century alone numbered at

least ten million (the exact figure varies according to the source, but in any case

it far exceeds the number of Jews who fell victims to the Nazis). Moreover,

between a million and a million and half Armenians were murdered in the 

second decade of the twentieth century, and between one and two million

Cambodians were annihilated in the second half of the 1970s. This raises the

question of how many million victims are required before the criterion of exclu-

sivity applies. Is an accounting system necessary to determine whether genocide

has taken place? And if so, do victims who died in Europe score more points

than those who died elsewhere? Enzo Traverso has partly exposed this ethno-

centric fallacy by suggesting that Europeans were much less afraid of genocide

when it took place in their colonies than when the Nazis brought it into their

own backyard.12

If numbers are a key consideration in determining our choice of 

research methods, what happens when there are “only” tens or hundreds of

thousands of deaths, as in the Latin American genocides carried out during the

era of the National Security Doctrine or the genocides of Indonesia, Rwanda, or

former Yugoslavia? Can the number of victims really be definitive in these cases

when often entire cities, towns, or villages were razed to the ground and their

inhabitants completely annihilated? Is there really a quantitative way of distin-

guishing between qualitatively different social processes and, if so, how many

deaths are needed to join the exclusive club of genocide victims: 10,000?

100,000? 1,000,000?13 If this last question sounds sarcastic, it is meant to be. By

treating extermination as something concrete or material, this obsession with 

numbers objectifies and dehumanizes the deaths of the individuals who were 

annihilated.
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The second argument used to support theories of uniqueness is a variation

on the first one: qualitative differences in social processes are based not on total

numbers, but on the percentage of casualties compared to the total population.

To paraphrase the essential point made: “Two out of every three European Jews

were killed by the Nazis.” This claim is also debatable at the factual level since

the total number of European Jews on which the percentage is based can and has

been estimated differently. So, here we have another subtly perverse number

game played with casualty figures. Moreover, even if we accept two out of three

as an accurate estimate, other genocides have had even higher death rates. In the

nineteenth century, many of the indigenous peoples of the Americas lost up to

90 percent of their populations, while in the twentieth century, the Armenians

in Turkey and the Roma in Europe both lost over two-thirds of theirs.

But of course the total number of Jews depends on cultural, religious, and

genealogical considerations—unless, of course, we accept the Nazis’ definitions

of Jewishness, which rather defeats the purpose of Genocide and Holocaust

Studies. And how do we calculate the casualty rate in Argentina? As a 

percentage of the total population? As a percentage of the total membership 

of left-wing groups? Or as a percentage of the total number of political activists?

Notice that the percentage increases dramatically as we move from overall 

population to political activists.

Returning to the Holocaust, the Jewish death rate was much higher in some

parts of Nazi-occupied Europe (e.g., in Lithuania) than in others (e.g., in

Denmark), and it was even higher in the death camps (although similar rates

would apply to other victim groups in the camps). Conversely, if one takes into

account the Jewish population living outside of Europe, the percentage

becomes lower. So what is the purpose of calculating percentages?

This second argument, besides being conceptually flawed, is ethically

harmful. Calculating “victim rates” belongs with nineteenth-century eugenics

or Lombroso’s theory of the born criminal rather than with a critical approach

to the social practices of genocide. Scholars cannot behave like bookkeepers,

calculating a profit-and-loss account in which dead bodies are treated as 

investments and moved around to maximize the moral payback. This is totally

unacceptable in a field like genocide studies, where a commitment to ethical

and moral standards is paramount.

The third argument is more coherent in its theoretical and methodological

approach since it focuses on the method of killing. The ways in which the victims

are murdered could well be the basis for defining different types of genocide.

However, we would need to see if the method of killing is sufficient in itself to

make a historical event unique and incomparable—or at least to warrant the use

of the term “genocide.”

Let us pause for a moment to consider how this argument conceptualizes

the term “technology.” Uniqueness theories tend to make a fetish of technology
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(in the sense of investing it with magical powers) only to include it within the

less important category of techniques. They are not interested in the “technology

of power”—that is, the power structures and social processes involved in man-

aging people as a group, which are important when distinguishing between dif-

ferent types of extermination. They concentrate only on the techniques for

killing (gassing, shooting, starvation, forced marches, etc.). In other words, they

fixate on the tools rather than the process in which the tools are used. They see

the Holocaust as unique because it is the first and only case of genocide using

industrial-scale killing factories rather than the “cottage-industry” methods

that had been the norm until then and that continued to be used after the

Holocaust.

Even on the factual level, however, this argument is disputable. First, it

could be argued that several post-Nazi genocides—for example, some of those

that occurred in Latin America—have shown a similar level of technology in the

sense of using modern techniques and even “high-tech” forms of kidnapping

and disappearances. For example, many Argentine victims were dumped into

the sea, bound and sedated, from military aircraft.

One thing that did appear for the first time, however, and which made the

Holocaust unique, was a new technique for disposing of the bodies. As the scale

of killing increased, the problem of what to do with the dead was solved with the

creation of the six death camps scattered across Poland. This was murder on an

industrial scale.14 The death camps were a significant historical development

and deserve specific attention in order to determine similarities and differences

with earlier and later processes. Nevertheless, this does not mean that there 

is any qualitative difference between the Holocaust and other instances of 

genocide at the deeper level of the technology of power.

As mentioned earlier, a fixation on methods and instruments of murder

rather than a willingness to examine the social practices in which they are used

may lead to a fetishizing of such methods in which the instrument comes to

define the practice. This type of reification is rooted in historical accounts of the

Industrial Revolution which supposedly originated in various tools developed

during the eighteenth century, even though many of these tools already existed

as “inventions” long before capitalism and industrialization made their use 

economically viable.

The main methodological problem with this approach, then, is not that it

leads to factual and historical inaccuracies (because it does not) but that it puts

tools at the center of social processes. In the case of the Holocaust, rather than

focusing on the design of the gas chambers, we need to consider what kind of

social relationships can turn death into an industrial process. Considered as a

technology of power, the Holocaust is no different from many other instances of

genocide that followed it. But it does differ structurally from the constituent

(i.e., nationbuilding) and colonial genocides that preceded it.
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In chapter 2, I argued that genocide is a distinctly modern phenomenon, or

a product of modernity, which can be classified into four clearly differentiated

types or stages according to the technology of power used: (1) constituent geno-

cide was used to create modern nation-states; (2) colonial genocide oppressed

those living materially and symbolically outside colonial society; (3) postcolonial

genocide repressed rebellions and uprisings in regions undergoing decoloniza-

tion; and, finally, (4) reorganizing genocide attempts to radically restructure 

society. If the Holocaust was one of the first reorganizing genocides in history, 

it was not the gas chambers or crematoria that made it so, however important

these were as technical innovations.

I will return to this point in later chapters, but it is worth stressing here

that technical and technological differences do not invalidate comparative

analyses but are rather factors to be included in them.

The fourth argument used to support theories of uniqueness refers to

intentionality. “The Holocaust was the first organized effort to systematically

wipe out an entire ethnic group,” this argument might run. Steven Katz makes

extensive use of contemporary statements to explain why the genocide of

indigenous peoples was “unintentional.” But proving this again becomes a

game of numbers. In trying to establish death rates and causes of deaths, Katz

confuses different historical periods, treating the seventeenth, eighteenth, and

nineteenth centuries as a single entity. In this view, most indigenous peoples

died of diseases that were not intentionally transferred to America by the 

conquistadores. Therefore, there was no manifest intent to kill.

However, many historians would disagree that the Nazis clearly and explic-

itly intended to exterminate the Jewish people from the very beginning.

Historians like Philippe Burrin and Karl Schleunes argue that this decision only

emerged as the Nazis implemented their technology of power, and the “Final

Solution” was adopted only after considering a series of alternative proposals.15

The decision to kill all the Jews had not yet been taken in 1933, much less in

1923. It was through trying out various options that the Nazis edged closer to

genocide, and once the decision had been taken, implementation followed

swiftly.

It is more difficult to say when this fourth type of argument applies. Intent

may be a criterion for defining a genocidal practice, and indeed it is one of the

three essential elements of genocide, together with acts and victim groups,

under the United Nations Convention on Genocide. But historians cannot

determine an intention to commit genocide on the basis of documentary evi-

dence alone. They need to look closely at people’s actions and the outcomes of

these, bearing in mind the specific features of each case, even though such an

approach may entail subjective judgments about what is or is not important.

Uniqueness theorists have used a comparative approach to argue the 

exclusive nature of the Holocaust. Yet, paradoxically, they compare the
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Holocaust with the slaughter of indigenous people in the New World or the

Armenian population of the Ottoman Empire during World War I, both of which

were clearly sequences of actions rationally planned by the perpetrators to

obtain the result of genocide, even if it is extremely difficult to find written

orders in either case. On the other hand, we should remember that the absence

of Hitler’s signature on any document ordering the “Final Solution of the Jewish

problem” does not make his or the Nazis’ intention to annihilate the Jews any

less certain.

To sum up, the four types of argument considered above suggest a political

need to justify uniqueness (or “onlyness,” as its trivialized version has been

called) rather than an attempt to understand a technology of power in theoret-

ical terms. Some uniqueness theorists seem bent on denying that any historical

event other than the Holocaust of the Jews deserves the name of genocide.

Events in Latin America during the 1970s or for homosexuals persecuted by 

the Third Reich can be safely dismissed by appealing to arithmetic (“tens of

thousands are not enough cases”), while colonial genocide is best denied by

questioning the techniques used or the perpetrators’ “intent.” As for cases like

the Nazi extermination of the Roma, no argument seems to apply very well. So,

these cases are either excluded from the discussion or their causality rates are

minimized.

Problems and Limits of Comparative Studies:
Transgressing the Taboo of Uniqueness

However, challenging the dogma of uniqueness and breaking the comparative

analysis taboo creates another problem for social scientists, that is, the need to

clearly define the concept of genocide lest it become so all-embracing that it

explains nothing. Breaking down the dogma of sacredness is necessary but not

sufficient for a critical analysis of the social practices of genocide.

To hold that genocidal social practices are–at least potentially—an essential

element of modern societies is not to say that any form of violent state 

repression is necessarily a genocidal social practice or that all mass killings con-

stitute genocide. Neither does it mean that all genocidal processes develop in

the same way, or lead to similar results. In particular, genocide should not be

used as a term of condemnation for social problems such as hunger and

exploitation resulting from neoliberal economic policies in Latin America, Asia,

or Africa or any other kind of state repression, however reprehensible these

policies may be.

To paraphrase Helen Fein, we need to guard against the anti-uniqueness

approach caricatured in the catchphrase “if this is awful, it must be genocide”—

a parody that aptly depicts the way the term genocide tends to be trivialized. 

For even if Fein, in her criticism of Charny and Kuper, goes too far in trying to
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limit the use of the term “genocide”—or, more precisely, proposes the helpless-

ness of the victims as a rather unconvincing defining variable (see chapter 1)—

she is right to point out that not every massacre constitutes genocide.16 The

need to avoid jumping to false conclusions about uniqueness does not mean

accepting a populist watering down of concepts to the point where they can

mean anything and nothing. If genocide is part of a technology of power, then

only some—but not all—social practices can be termed genocide. We need to be

clear on this point because there is a real danger that in confronting uniqueness

theories, we may swing to the opposite extreme and minimize or play down the

Holocaust and/or other genocides by equating them with war.

Ernst Nolte’s work is a classic example of Holocaust minimization in

which the concept of genocide is diluted by comparing the Holocaust with the

Soviet revolution. Far from trying to analyze the genocide that was latent dur-

ing certain periods of Stalin’s rule, Nolte depicts the Holocaust as an exten-

sion and a consequence of Soviet genocide.17 But Nolte undermines his own

comparative study by failing to define the different types of practices he is

referring to, their special characteristics, and their intended purpose within

the given social order. In short, he fails to define his terms or contextualize

genocide within a specific technology of power. Stalin developed an unusually

harsh and repressive regime, particularly during the 1930s. He used many of

the techniques of persecution later adopted by the Nazis—including concen-

tration camps—and he annihilated ethnic, political, and national groups

using social practices comparable to genocide. This opens up a legitimate

debate on whether the concept of genocide can be applied to the millions of

people murdered under Stalin. But this question cannot be answered without

looking carefully at the similarities and differences between Nazism and

Stalinism. The same is true of the Holocaust and the Argentine “Process of

National Reorganization,” which are the main focus of this book. What is clear

is that genocidal processes may have quite different causes. On the other

hand, authors like Nolte seem to be looking for a way to shake off German

guilt about the Nazi era.18

Perhaps the biggest headache for researchers interested in genocidal social

practices and the sociopolitical models that underpin these is not so much how

to categorize Stalin’s purges and executions, but how to label the clearly geno-

cidal policies of another supposedly socialist state: Cambodia during the Khmer

Rouge period between 1975 and 1979.19 But whichever historical events we are

comparing, we need to account for similarities—for example, the role of moder-

nity in the development of genocidal social practices—as well as differences, for

instance, how genocidal social practices were carried out in capitalist societies,

such as Nazi Germany, as compared to societies trying to build socialism, such

as Cambodia. These considerations in no way prejudge the magnitude of the

atrocities in question or the suffering of the victims.
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It is also important to note that the uniqueness debate can have totally dif-

ferent implications depending on where and when it takes place. In Germany,

for example, historians like Nolte have attempted to confront uniqueness in

order to minimize German responsibility, a trend that requires careful ethical

and epistemological analysis. In contrast, various Jewish groups in Israel and 

the United States have used uniqueness to give the State of Israel a sense of

moral superiority that supposedly justifies human rights violations against the

Palestinian people. In the rest of the world, uniqueness has tended to be used as

a way of minimizing mass annihilations of other peoples as these will always be

“dwarfed” by the magnitude of the Nazi genocide. In short, theoretical and con-

ceptual debates are always situated historically, so we need to participate in

such debates responsibly, bearing in mind their possible ethical and political

consequences. But only by breaking the taboo of uniqueness does it become

possible to analyze genocide. Of course, there is always the risk of making 

genocide sound more “mundane,” of including it in the broader category of

“oppression” or making its different manifestations less distinctive. All these

are constant temptations social scientists will have to fight against once 

the notion of comparative analysis has been demystified.

The Problem of “Narratability” and the “Unspeakable” in 
Experiences of Genocide: A Reflection on Ways of Remembering

An important point to consider here is whether it is at all possible to portray

events of such magnitude and horror. Elie Wiesel has frequently stressed the

impossibility of telling (“silence is forbidden, it is impossible to speak . . . those

who have not experienced it, will never know how it was, those who know, will

never say, not everything, not what it really was like”).20 This feeling is shared by

other survivors like Jorge Semprún, who contributed to making Kant’s concept

of radical evil part of the hegemonic discourse of remembrance ceremonies.

Wiesel’s and Semprún’s approach can be summed up in George Steiner’s terse

observation that the best if not the only way to talk about genocide is by 

remaining silent.

Steiner, a brilliant literary critic and professor of literature, seems to be

echoing Theodor Adorno’s often quoted but much misunderstood assertion

that “to write poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric”—a statement that Adorno him-

self later questioned and qualified. In the event, the Romanian poet Paul Celan,

who lost both parents in the Holocaust and whose uncle died in Auschwitz-

Birkenau, showed that he could write poetry after Auschwitz and even tried to

remake language in order to narrate the supposedly unspeakable.

Holocaust scholars who subscribe to the idea of the “unspeakable” tend to

superimpose personal experience and theoretical analysis in different ways. 

But most argue that their theoretical analysis is worthless unless the reader 
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can understand or personally identify with the experience: those who were not

there cannot talk because they do not understand, and those who were there

will never be understood. Only silence can speak the unspeakable.

Some also claim that the unspeakable is incomprehensible because it tran-

scends (or overflows) human categories for grasping reality. They argue that the

scale of the Shoah, its recognizable pattern of horror, and the despair in “human

nature” it produced in the survivors make it into a single event. But, they add,

the reality of the Shoah is buried in the individual memories of the survivors

and is not transferable to those who did not experience it.

This notion of the unspeakable has profound implications because it raises

questions about the “limits of representation.” Theologians and philosophers

have asked to what extent all explanations of social phenomena are, by their

very nature, subjective reconstructions and whether such reconstructions can

ever recapture lived experience as such. Here, the question is whether the 

testimony of the survivors can ever be adequately expressed in words.

This notion of the unspeakable, however, can be a serious obstacle to con-

structing counterhegemonic perceptions of genocide. A notion that began by

making genocide sacred has in many cases emptied it of any real meaning,

albeit unintentionally. Walter Benjamin has pointed out that memory should be

understood as a story told from the viewpoint of the defeated (as opposed to 

history, which is written by the conquerors).21 So, if the survivors’ testimony is

reduced to the category of the incomprehensible—the unspeakable—this simply

encourages the use of natural science methods to understand social reality. By

relegating the testimony of the survivors—their “memory” in Benjamin’s sense

of the term—to the realm of metaphysics, we become estranged and alienated

from their reality and we are deprived of the opportunity to examine it from a

historical or sociological point of view. In this way, the philosophical notion of

intransmissibility creates political alienation. As we have seen, the link between

the two is uniqueness theories, which prevent the analysis of historical experi-

ence. But this connection is neither direct nor obvious.

However, a word of caution is in order here. I am not claiming that all testi-

mony is directly representable or directly transferable. Nor am I arguing that all

philosophers who question the limits of representation—often in a rich and

profoundly suggestive way—support the idea of the unspeakable. What I am try-

ing to say is that by excluding eyewitness testimony we run the risk of confusing

“reality” with an external, supposedly “objective” approach based on documentary

sources. This notion of objectivity is so strong that many genocide historians—

without subscribing to any sort of uniqueness theory—have denied the impor-

tance of eyewitness testimony from survivors on the grounds of its alleged unre-

liability. However, when nearly all the documents are produced by genocidaires

as in the case of the Holocaust, there is a real risk of confusing “reality” with the

vision of the perpetrators.
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The documentary approach thus becomes another obstacle to developing a

sociological understanding of experience. It reduces the probability that social

relations will be analyzed as such and normalizes documentary accounts of

them. In this sense, debates among historians about the role played by Nazi

leaders in the Holocaust can be truly astonishing. Some historians are so trivial

in their approach that they reduce this problem to the existence or not of a Nazi

decree of annihilation—as if one of the greatest social upheavals and transfor-

mations in human history could be reduced to a piece of paper.

In short, the notion of intransmissibility has tended to break the link

between eyewitness testimony and historical reconstruction, producing two

rather different discourses, both of which get in the way of sociological analysis.

One of these discourses stresses subjective experience but considers it to be

nontransferable, while the other emphasizes history in the abstract, ignoring

personal experiences and therefore making it impossible for us to understand

how genocidal social practices work in practice.

A fundamental principle of modern political thought—which comes from

Niccolo Machiavelli via Antonio Gramsci and Michel Foucault, among others—

is that a social practice must first be thoroughly understood before it can be

successfully confronted and eradicated. First, it must be demystified and its

multiple, complex, and nuanced causal relationships laid bare. This means 

analyzing the social relations that are central to the practice rather than

indulging in metaphysical speculations about the “true” nature of reality.

However, this analysis requires survivors to identify personal experiences

rather than simply talking about themselves, which is typical in historical-

political reconstructions. This being the case, it is obviously even more difficult

for a person to take possession of and talk about the “unspeakable.” When does

silence become a strategy that prevents people from recovering and owning

their experience? What connection exists between a speaking subject and the

genocidal practice he or she is speaking about?

About the Modes of Narration: “Owning the 
Past as It Flashes Up in a Moment of Danger”

Hayden White considers Art Spiegelman’s comic book Maus, together with the

testimony of Primo Levi, to be the most effective representations of the

Holocaust.22 Although his approach has angered many Holocaust scholars,

White has managed to establish a way of understanding the unspeakable that,

unlike Steiner’s injunction to remain silent, does not suppress memories of

trauma—does not create a split between history and testimony—but opens up

limitless possibilities of representation.

In particular, White presents the idea of infinite narratability in an incisive

and provocative manner. Infinite narratability—the idea that a story can be told
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from any number of different points of view—results partly from the essential

openness and interconnectedness of historical events.23 Glossing over the 

distinction between the “speakable” and the “unspeakable,” White argues that

it is impossible to give a definitive account of any historical phenomenon—not

just of genocide. Whatever historical genre they choose, historians are forced to

bridge an abyss between an ever-elusive historical event and their inescapably

subjective retelling of that event.24

Consequently, White rejects Berel Lang’s idea of an “intrinsic genre” that

should predominate in the literature on genocide. Lang recommends a nondis-

tancing, “intransitive” approach for narratives about the Holocaust, whether

historical or fictional.25 More precisely, he proposes that “each Jew should tell

the story of the genocide as though he or she had passed through it.”26 In 

contrast, White argues that every literary genre contains an essentially 

subjective gaze and so allows for committed storytelling.27

Beyond individual recommendations or preferences, the significance of the

Lang-White debate is that it highlights the theoretical and political conse-

quences of choosing a particular narrative genre. These consequences do not

derive from the subject matter but from the narrator’s intention. If applied 

literally, the nondistancing, or “intransitive” storytelling method proposed by

Lang would be as clumsy and tedious as the memory of Funes the Memorious. In

this fictional story by Jorge Luis Borges, first published in 1942, Ireneo Funes

acquires the gift—or curse—of remembering absolutely everything. Funes is

incapable of generalization or abstract thought so he needs a whole day to

remember the previous day. Funes is one of those rare people we nowadays call

autistic savants. Neuroscience, however, shows that most people’s memories

work quite differently.28

On the other hand, if all representation is reconstruction, a selection of

events turned into “scenes” whose purpose is to “re-present” a unique story, the

feasibility and effectiveness of the story depend on the scenes selected and the

narrative framework in which they are placed. This is even truer of stories that

are supposedly untellable. In short, historians and social scientists can neither

remain silent nor resort to extensive first-person narratives. On the contrary,

although this proposal may sound shocking to some conservatives, their task is

not so different from that of a poet or novelist.

And this brings us to the key issue in this chapter: the inherent implications

of different ways of depicting the Holocaust. Just like any other literary 

device used by historians, stereotyping the Nazis (and other perpetrators of

genocide) as demons or madmen, or sanctifying the Shoah as unique, incompa-

rable, even indescribable, has implications for storytelling. Different narrative

forms, in turn, will produce different responses to the social practices 

involved in genocide: empathy and ownership, or revulsion, alienation, and

dehumanization.
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Davidowicz and Goldhagen do not find monsters in the documents they

analyze. Rather, they transform the perpetrators into monsters through their

narratives. When Steiner calls on us to remain silent, somehow he cuts us off

from other ways of imagining experience. Katz does not find all Holocaust 

survivors to be identical. He has to invent arguments to persuade us that the

survivors’ experiences are identical in that they are “unique.” He has to build a

chain of reasoning so that his conclusion—that the Jewish Holocaust cannot be

compared with other instances of mass murder—is not seen for what it really is:

a stubborn denial of the suffering of other victims.

Tzvetan Todorov distinguished two ways of remembering the experience of

genocide: literal and exemplary memory.29 He argued that literal memory—

individual narratives of atrocities and suffering—may well be “true,” but that it

does not help the survivors to face the future with renewed strength or hope.

Instead, survivors run the danger of losing contact with present reality and

becoming stuck in their victim status. Moreover, exhaustive factual descriptions

of the type recommended by Lang are ultimately as impossible as they are point-

less. It is impossible to connect events in literal memory. At best, one can evoke

fragments. Gradually but irreversibly, these fragments lose their meaning,

become alienated, and eventually fade from memory.

On the other hand, exemplary memory is potentially liberating as it allows

the survivors and others to move from the particular to the general, from the

events to the pattern. Exemplary memory is not just about my loved ones, my

loss, but also about yours and everybody’s. It attempts to learn from the past in

order to give meaning to the present and the future. Walter Benjamin wrote in

his critique of Ranke, “articulating the past historically does not mean recog-

nizing it ‘the way it really was.’ It means appropriating a memory as it flashes up in

a moment of danger. . . . The only historian capable of fanning the spark of hope

in the past is the one who is firmly convinced that even the dead will not be safe

from the enemy if he is victorious. And this enemy has never ceased to be 

victorious.”30

As explained in the Introduction, this book sets out to compare two histor-

ical events. The connection between these events is neither direct nor obvious.

On the contrary, it is in some extent “contrived” in order to see what we can

learn about the way genocide constructs, destroys, and reconstructs the social

fabric. However, even though the events chosen are not closely related in time

and space, they have not been picked at random: the criteria for their selection

are conscious and explicit. I could have examined other events, but I decided to

compare these as they flash up in my moment of danger in Buenos Aires at the

beginning of the twenty-first century.

The relationship between them is ultimately constructed through 

discourse—a discourse that is as legitimate as any of its kind. I am not writing 

in Bangladesh or Denmark but in Buenos Aires, a city haunted by survivors, 
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perpetrators, and witnesses of the Nazi genocide as well as Argentina’s own

“Process of National Reconstruction” (with one generation between them).

Buenos Aires is still suffering the effects of terror and betrayal in social rela-

tions, is still anguished by silenced memories and memories with which the

population is bombarded each day, by discourses relating to one or the other of

the two genocides, to both or to neither.

I assume there is a continuum between the events we call genocide, a con-

tinuum that goes beyond the actual events themselves and is related to a par-

ticular form of social planning and engineering (and therefore to a particular

way of redefining social relationships) that has tended (and still tends) to lead

to our moral demise.

With this in mind I will now move on to discuss the causes and effects of 

the Nazi genocide. I will attempt not only to discover the logic that led to the

Nazi genocide but also to expose the symbolic effects of genocide and the role

that discourse plays in maintaining them. Although we can never completely

undo the effects of genocidal social practices, I hope this will go some way to

mitigating them.
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The Problem of Explaining the
Causes of the Nazi Genocides

Comparative analysis does not exempt scholars from trying to understand 

the causes of the Nazi genocides and the conditions that made them possible.

On the contrary, without such an understanding, they would find it impossible

to establish the structural similarities and differences between these and 

other genocidal processes—or to know whether two events were comparable 

at all.

This chapter examines some of the many social science perspectives that

provide causal models for understanding the Nazi genocide. However, this

examination is simply a “contribution” (as Ian Kershaw would say) to under-

standing a phenomenon of almost unimaginable scope and complexity.

I would be pleased if this critical survey—together with the hypotheses sug-

gested in the next chapter—sheds light on some of the lesser known aspects of

the Nazi genocide and encourages others to explore them in new ways.

However, this is just one approach to understanding Nazism—one that by no

means exhausts this complex subject.

Partly as a result of my own theoretical affinity with the pioneering work of

Raul Hilberg and Hannah Arendt, and partly because of the relevance of their

work to the issues under discussion, these two authors take up a large part 

of this chapter. Like Hilberg and Arendt, I view the Nazi genocides as a social

practice linked to the logic of modernity and its scientific, political, and 

bureaucratic development. This approach does not exclude ideas from other

relevant perspectives that might be useful for carrying out further analysis.

Finally, before we embark on this chapter, it is worth pointing out that it is

in no way intended be a survey of the thousands of important works on the Nazi

genocides. Its purpose is simply to identify clearly and draw together the main

theoretical threads running through this book.



Hilberg, Arendt, and the Question of the Irrationality 
of Evil and the German Sonderweg

The explanation of the so-called Sonderweg (special path) as a view of German

history was widely accepted by historians in the first two decades after the

Second World War, at least outside of Germany.1 Works in this line of research

attempted to explain how it was possible that, in the heart of an enlightened

Europe, in a country that prided itself on being the cradle of modern philoso-

phy, a phenomenon of this kind was able to develop.

In the 1960s, however, two authors challenged the prevailing consensus. 

It is true that several members of the Frankfurt School—Theodor Adorno, 

Max Horkheimer, Franz Neumann, and Walter Benjamin—had already hinted

strongly at a possible connection between Nazism and modernity. However, in

1961, Raul Hilberg published a book that was to become canonical over the next

twenty years.2 In The Destruction of the European Jews, Hilberg discusses the role

played by bureaucracy in the process of annihilating European Jewish commu-

nities. A monumental achievement for its time, its publication was followed

almost simultaneously by the appearance of Hannah Arendt’s notes on the trial

of Adolf Eichmann, the Nazi lieutenant colonel responsible for transporting 

millions of Jews to concentration camps. In her book, entitled provocatively

Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, Arendt describes the 

perpetrators as “terribly and terrifyingly normal” and, more importantly, argues

that genocide is latent in all “normal” Western civilized societies.3

Adorno had already suggested in The Authoritarian Personality that individ-

ual personality traits and collective psychic structures found among Nazis were

equally common in a society like the United States.4 But the work of Hilberg and

Arendt marked a turning point in our way of thinking about the relationship

between Nazism and modernity.

The commonsense understanding of the time, even among legal experts,

was that Nazism had been an exceptional departure from the upward path of

human progress, but that it did not, in itself, invalidate the notion of indefinite

progress. But Hilberg and Arendt pointed out that genocide—or at least the

potential for genocide—was the rule rather than the exception in the contem-

porary world. Far from being signs of progress, such features of modern life as

bureaucratization, task division, routines, and depersonalization were essen-

tial, although not sufficient, for the mass extermination of populations.

Significantly, neither work was well received when it first appeared.

Arendt’s essentially journalistic work came in for severe criticism in academic

and political circles because she portrayed Nazi perpetrators as ordinary 

human beings, thus challenging the image of insane and irrational Nazis, far

removed from our everyday world. Dozens of works were published attempting

to discredit the views and interpretations of Arendt on Eichmann and the 
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perpetrators, and her work was banished from “serious” reading lists on Nazism

in Israel and the United States, and even in France.5

It was another thirty years before a historian, Christopher Browning, was

able to develop a similar line of argument in Ordinary Men: Reserve Police

Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland. Browning’s book, which traces

the history of a battalion of German Order Police operating in Poland 

during the German occupation, marks a fundamental turning point in the way

we view the Nazis. Browning found that this group of 500 men in their thirties

and forties had started out as just that—ordinary men.6 Only a few of them were

members of the Nazi Party and fewer still belonged to the SS. And yet they 

went on to shoot (or transport to Treblinka death camp) at least 83,000 Jewish

civilians.

By the 1950s, self-exculpatory accounts of the Nazi era had become the

norm in Western society. These constructed Nazism as an exclusively German

pathology, completely at odds with the recent history of the West. This model

was challenged by Hilberg, Arendt, and Adorno, who placed Nazism within the

mainstream of Western societies as a potential that exists in every one of them.

This also raised thorny questions about the degree of commitment, complicity,

empathy, or indifference of many governments and much of civil society in the

Europe of the 1930s and 1940s.

If Arendt was placed on academia’s index of banned books about the

Shoah, Hilberg proved even harder for most intellectuals to swallow and was

largely ignored. For the generation that had lived through the Nazi era, the

demonization of Germany and a collective memory of irrationality functioned as

a survival mechanism, making self-exculpation possible together with a sort of

closure. It was only the next generation that was able to question the contradic-

tion inherent in such an approach—the fact that millions could have taken part

in an irrational event and yet nobody was willing to discuss the extent to which

they themselves had participated in it. Once people were aware of the inconsis-

tency, they were able to read Hilberg’s book with fresh eyes.

People in postwar Europe were able to lay their ghosts to rest by claiming

that the Nazis were irrational, but their children could not help noticing this

contradiction again and again. There is no other way that we can understand

works such as those of Ernst Nolte, whose success was built on the inadequacy

of conventional explanations of the Nazi genocide.7

Hilberg, Arendt, and Adorno are, then, the forerunners of a debate that

only began to come to the forefront in the 1980s, when a new generation of

scholars was growing more and more dissatisfied with established causal expla-

nations of Nazism. Zygmunt Bauman, Christopher Browning, and Enzo Traverso,

among others, attempted to give a deeper answer to the question of why Nazism 

happened by mapping its European genealogy and its place in the formation 

of modern nation-states.8
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Bauman’s controversial Modernity and the Holocaust was a first attempt to

describe systematically the modern nature of the Nazi genocide and its found-

ing and formative role in shaping the modern world.9 Consequently, Bauman’s

book was criticized and minimized when it first appeared in 1989, although less

so than Arendt’s work a quarter of a century earlier. Traverso’s The Origins of

Nazi Violence,10 coming over a decade after Modernity and the Holocaust, placed

Nazism on a time continuum that began with colonial genocide. In the words of

Traverso, “The Germans did nothing but apply in Poland, the Ukraine, the Baltic

countries, and in Russia the same principles and methods that France and the

United Kingdom had already adopted in Africa and Asia.”11

Compared with what Arendt, Adorno, or even Bauman had suggested,

Traverso’s proposals smacked of demystification and even heresy. Traverso had

brought Nazism in from the cold, so to speak, turning it from a story of anti-

Semitism writ large into a decisive event in world history. Nazism could now be

seen as a key element (although just one) in a way of constructing identity and

otherness that began with the inquisitorial activities of the Catholic Church in

the seventeenth century and the development of the nation-state (first along

confessional lines and later along nonconfessional ones).

Obviously, techniques for objectifying and dehumanizing people (which, of

course, are directly connected to genocide) could not be the same in Europe as

in Europe’s colonies. This discrepancy is one of the many keys to interpreting

the uniqueness of Nazism, its lines of cleavage with respect to other European

racist thinking, and its genocidal consequences. But cleavage does not imply a

complete break. If Nazi racism had its origins in Europe, we need to ask which

mainstream European logics of power it is related to. This is a core question for

understanding how and why Nazism mutated into genocide. This perspective

was later developed in a whole line of analysis that connects genocide and colo-

nialism, as it does in works by Dirk Moses, Donald Bloxham, Dominik Schaller,

and Juergen Zimmerer, among others.

The Concept of Totalitarianism

In the past, most scholars who asked about the causes of the Nazi genocides

were influenced by the emergence and subsequent evolution of the concept 

of totalitarianism. Although this term was regularly used in Mussolini’s Italy 

during the 1930s, first by fascists and then by their opponents, it was Hannah

Arendt who popularized it in her book The Origins of Totalitarianism,12

even if later usage owes little to her analysis. Hannah Arendt’s concept thus pre-

dates Hilberg’s The Destruction of the European Jews (1961) by at least a decade.

Although some of Arendt’s analyses are interesting, the concept of 

totalitarianism in the hands of authors like Carl Friedrich, Dwight MacDonald,

Arthur Koestler, and Zbigniew Brzezinski, among others, has become—to 
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paraphrase Slavoj Žižek13—an “ideological antioxidant” covering up the connec-

tions between genocidal social practices and modern Western civilization. In

tracing the history of the concept of totalitarianism, Traverso proposes 

a periodization beginning with Mussolini’s fascists describing themselves as

totalitarian and then their identification of fascism and bolshevism as the only

“real” forms of politics.

As Traverso shows, the concept of totalitarianism was established in the

English language shortly afterward by antifascist European exiles living in

America. However, it only acquired real significance—and, at the same time,

became a conceptual trap—during the Cold War, when it was used to equate

Nazism and Stalinism, thus rescuing and glorifying “anti-totalitarian” liberal

democracy.14 It is interesting to note how comparisons between Stalinism and

Nazism were used to support this liberal perspective as well as to underpin

Ernst Nolte’s Holocaust revisionism.

Žižek’s irony about ideological antioxidants helps us to understand how the

concept of totalitarianism produces a logical disconnection between the 

modern Western world and genocidal social practices. These practices began 

in the nineteenth century and continued into the twentieth as first the British

and the French and later the Italians and the Germans attempted to legitimize

European colonialism and the domination and extermination of indigenous

populations. In the cases of Germany and Italy, these included Germany’s war of

extermination against the Hereros in Southwest Africa between 1904 and 1908

and Italy’s colonial war in Ethiopia in the 1930s. An intermediate point of cleav-

age between colonial and constituent genocides can be found in the Armenian

genocide as a step toward creating a modern pan-Turkish nation-state out of

the scattered territories of the Ottoman Empire between 1915 and 1918.

Franz Borkenau, writing at the outbreak of the Second World War, was one

of the few theorists to use the concept of totalitarianism in a different sense. 

He tried to understand totalitarianism “not as a German aberration or as an

expression of Slav barbarism, but as the authentic fruit of modernity.”15

If the concept of totalitarianism is too limited to account for historical

processes, Žižek undermines it still further by noting how it dissolves the struc-

tural relationship between Nazism and modernity—or even between Nazism

and capitalism. The concept of totalitarianism hijacked that of democracy in

ways that had little to do with the history of “democratic” European states (first

England and France, and later Italy and Germany). It portrayed the Europe that

rises in the Rhine or Loire and ends at the Pyrenees as the “cradle” of modern,

Western, democratic civilization, pitted against a wild world of totalitarian bar-

barism, which tended to be progressively more Eastern and Slavic and less

Germanic. Paradoxically, a racist model thus emerged as a “counterbalance” to

the ideology of racism, with the peculiarity that it was defended by 

liberal democrats (such as Carl Friedrich, Zbigniew Brzezinski, and Karl-Dietrich
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Bracher) and social democrats (drawing on the work of ex-communists such as

Arthur Koestler and George Orwell).16

And so Europe fell into its own trap. The United States—as the stronghold

of Western democracy and leader of the free world—then claimed the right to

judge and evaluate the “reformed” European states (and, increasingly, the

whole planet) on their “level of democracy,” their “freedom,” and their “respect

for human rights.” Indeed, the success of the concept of totalitarianism as a

form of symbolic representation of the Nazi genocide has not been sufficiently

appreciated.

The United States carried out more repressive, racist, and xenophobic mil-

itary interventions than any other country on the planet during the second half

of the twentieth century. These ranged from the Bay of Pigs invasion and

Vietnam, through Guatemala, Grenada, and Panama, to the invasion of Iraq and

Afghanistan. And yet the United States was able to present itself as a bastion of

democracy and pluralism. This image can only be understood as part of a suc-

cessful symbolic reworking of the Nazi genocide in which earlier processes of

derationalization, demonization, and a resort to the metaphysical construct of

evil helped to produce the opposite pole of “health” and “normality” in modern,

liberal, Western civilization.

Thus, the concept of totalitarianism has been more successful than 

even Žižek recognizes. It has become the key notion for recycling the 

Nazis’ racialization of politics, turning their technology of power into a kind 

of antifascist “racialization of politics.” In this way, antitotalitarian thinking 

can be seen as a new synthesis. It is no longer the fascist blend of anti-Marxist

left and “revolutionary” right; rather, it is a fusion between an anti-Marxist 

left and a right whose populism has dissolved and been transformed into a 

“revolution from above” in the name of world civilization and the fight against 

totalitarianism.

The concept of totalitarianism is the best example of how social processes

eventually develop into symbolic representations. Hegemonic discourses 

give meaning to experience so that it can be understood and fixed in one form

or another. However, the military defeat of Nazism—with the millions of 

deaths on the Eastern Front and the emergence of local, antifascist resistance

movements throughout Europe, from Italy and France to Yugoslavia and

Greece—did not triumph at the symbolic level. After the fall of Nazism, the

notion of totalitarianism became a symbolic wall stronger than the Berlin Wall

itself in preventing a return to the principle of the self-determination of

peoples.

In the words of Žižek, and paraphrasing the advertising slogan of Celestial

Seasonings Green Tea, the “beneficial role” of totalitarianism as an “antioxi-

dant” has been to “inhibit the free radicals and help the social body to maintain

good political-ideological health.”
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Marxism in the Face of Genocidal Social Practices

If the liberal right was able to reinvent itself as an enemy of fascism through the

concept of totalitarianism, Marxism sadly minimized and trivialized the specific

nature of the Nazi genocide. Apart from a few fleeting insights by Leon Trotsky

and Antonio Gramsci and a later reworking of fascism by Ernest Mandel, many

Marxists tended to subsume Nazism under the category of fascism, defined by

Georgi Dimitroff at the Seventh Comintern Congress in 1935 as the “open 

terrorist dictatorship of the most reactionary, most chauvinistic, and most

imperialist elements of finance capital.”17

Examining what various fascist regimes had had in common—which was

much more than the so-called totalitarian regimes—did not help Marxist

thinkers to distinguish the Nazis’ radically new genocidal policy from the 

brutality of fascist regimes, or to comprehend the differences between mass

movements in Italy and Germany and repressive military governments in 

Spain and Portugal and, later, in Latin America.

For Trotsky, on the contrary, the Nazi genocides cast doubt on the classical

Marxist position that the political idiosyncrasies of different modern nation-

states were irrelevant. Although Trotsky still saw Nazism in the early 1930s as a

“feudal ideological residue exhumed by a declining capitalist society,” by the late

1930s the fate of Jews under the Nazis seemed increasingly to confirm the alter-

natives posed by Rosa Luxemburg at the beginning of the twentieth century—

socialism or barbarism. “Today decaying capitalist society is striving to squeeze

the Jewish people from all its pores; seventeen million individuals out of the two

billion populating the globe, that is, less than 1 percent, can no longer find a

place on our planet! Amid the vast expanses of land and the marvels of technol-

ogy, which has also conquered the skies for man as well as the earth, the bour-

geoisie has managed to convert our planet into a foul prison.”18 Despite these

insights, Marxism tended to view Nazism as an exceptional and archaic form of

barbarism—a vision similar to that described earlier, which demonized Nazism

as an atavistic regression running counter to the development of the modern

world. Ernest Mandel was one of the few Marxists able to build on the insights

of Trotsky. In a highly suggestive work on the meaning of the Second World War,

Mandel noted that “the roots of genocide are not to be found in traditional petit

bourgeois and peasant Judeophobia, but rather in the racist and colonialist 

culture of imperialism, whose murderous nature has already been made clear

by the slave trade and the extermination of indigenous populations in Central

and South America by the Conquistadores. The historical roots of Auschwitz 

must therefore be discovered in Western civilization, its culture and its social

relations.”19

For fifty years Trotsky’s insights were ignored by a hegemonic Marxism

which, servile to the geopolitical needs of the Soviet Union, subscribed to the
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“demonizing” visions of the Nazi genocide.20 It was not until 1994, three years

after the collapse of the Soviet Union, that Traverso used these strands in his

book The Marxists and the Jewish Question to develop the European genealogy of

Nazi violence as an offshoot of imperialism and colonialism.

The shortcomings of Marxism as a theoretical framework for explaining

genocidal social practices shows what happens when theory is subordinated to

geopolitical interests and how, in turn, theoretical dogmatism becomes an

obstacle to political struggle. Although large numbers of Marxists were killed or

persecuted by the Nazis, Marxism had problems in thinking critically about

genocidal practices until the 1980s, when the rediscovery of Antonio Gramsci

and Walter Benjamin, among some other classic heretics, together with the

breakup of the Soviet Union, allowed the emergence of new Marxist writers

(such as Arno Mayer, Enzo Traverso, and Tony Barta, among others), who tried 

to approach the issue of genocidal social practices from this perspective, an

endeavor that has only just begun.

Michel Foucault and the Concept of “Society of Normalization”

Here I will take an unorthodox look at some of the ideas of Michel Foucault, 

paying special attention to the symbolic dimension of social practices. I will

consider above all his analysis of what he identifies as a new form of social 

relations, a new technology of power generated by the rise of capitalism, which

he incisively calls the “the normalizing society.”

According to Foucault, “the normalizing society” has two complementary

facets: the disciplinary and the statistical. Disciplinary norms help to build aver-

age, productive bodies capable of ensuring the average performance required

by industry—in other words, cogs for the industrial machine. Statistical norms,

on the other hand, help to build healthy bodies by defining average life

expectancies, average strengths, and norms of hygiene that guarantee produc-

tivity. Statistical norms regulate human life: they are used to control fertility

(through birth control) and mortality (by providing care), to detect epidemics,

and to construct urban health networks. They give governments the power to

lengthen and enhance citizens’ lives.21

Within the normalizing society, the “majority” no longer has the derogatory

overtones of the “mass” as it did in the feudal technology of power. Instead, it

has become synonymous with “normalized subjects” belonging to the comple-

mentary categories of population and citizens. In contrast, the concept of

“minority” has become associated with segments of the population that cannot

be “normalized”: the disabled, the sick, the insane, thieves, idlers, groups that—

for economic, political, or cultural reasons—do not fit with the concepts of

nation, citizenship, and property. These concepts of the “normal” together with
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the binary pair “normal-pathological” and the concept of “degeneration” allow

us to build the image of the “nonstandard Other” as a danger to the population.

Thanks to the demystification of Nazism by Hilberg, Arendt, and Adorno,

the concept of the “normalizing society” makes it easy to understand how geno-

cide became a constituent practice of modernity. The origins of modern geno-

cide can be traced back to the challenge posed to the egalitarian contractualism

of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by a new order of values based on

inequality. The idea that not all human beings are equal leads to the need to

make those who are different “disappear”—either by forcing them to conform to

the norm or, if this is not possible, by murdering them.

The concept of the normalizing society inevitably leads us to consider how

the various continuums of normality/abnormality are constructed. To under-

stand this important and complex question, I will refer now to the debate

between Arno Mayer and Christopher Browning, to which I will add Zygmunt

Bauman’s reflections on the subject as well as some ideas of my own.

From Christopher Browning’s “Racialism” to Arno Mayer’s
“Politicism”: Jewish or Jewish-Bolshevik?

As mentioned earlier, Nazism was demonized by most historians during the 

two decades following World War II. However, as this vision gradually lost

ground, historians polarized into two camps, which Tim Mason has aptly 

called the intentionalists and the functionalists.22 The intentionalists focused

on the intentions of the Nazi leaders, especially those of Hitler himself, in 

bringing about genocide, seen as the result of a master plan. In contrast, the

functionalists were much more cautious, considering genocide as a latent 

possibility inherent in Nazism. In this view, genocide was not the inevitable

result of the Nazis’ ascent to power in 1933 because it existed at that time 

only as a potentiality. Rather, genocide emerged from the structural features 

of Nazism—in other words, from its subsequent political, economic, and 

social development. Although functionalists may emphasize different con-

tributing factors—the war, the Nazis’ political ups and downs, their lack of 

success on the Eastern Front, and the failure of their resettlement plans—all

agree that the destruction of the Jewish people did not become inevitable until

1942.

At this point, I especially wish to highlight a debate involving two of the

many historians who have decided to tackle the problem of “causal explana-

tion” directly from a functionalist perspective. Here, I am more interested in the

way these historians weave the facts into complex and comprehensive models

for historical understanding than in determining the precise moment that the

decision was taken to implement the “Final Solution,” which was the focus of
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their debate. Of course, several other authors have set out to achieve similar

goals, but the Mayer-Browning debate will help to clarify some issues that are

crucial to my own hypotheses.

The first author I will examine is the Princeton researcher Arno Mayer. In

his essay Why Did the Heavens Not Darken? The “Final Solution” in History, Mayer

sees the Nazi genocide as part of the Nazis’ counterrevolutionary war against

Judeo-Bolshevism. Mayer thus seeks to reinstate the Nazis in world history by

placing them at the center of a class struggle that erupted in Europe in the first

half of the twentieth century.23

The second author I will comment on is the researcher Christopher

Browning. Especially in The Path to Genocide, Browning explicitly challenges

Mayer’s hypothesis by prioritizing Hitler’s racist discourse and his proposed

reorganization of Europe along racial lines. Refreshingly, Browning does this

without attempting to demonize or pathologize the Nazi leadership. Instead, 

he analyzes the racist proposal for redesigning Europe and its consequences at

the level of social relations.24

As a foil to this discussion, I will also consider the work of Polish sociologist

Zygmunt Bauman, who draws equally on Karl Marx and Max Weber in attempt-

ing to understand the place occupied by the Jews in interwar Europe and why

they were the special target of Nazi annihilation, linked not only to the issue of

class struggle or racist policies, but the more global and complex problem of

how identity is constructed in the modern Western world.25

Arno Mayer’s Vision

Explicitly eschewing the intentionalist approach, Mayer places the Nazis in a

historical sequence that combines the concepts of “ideological crusade” and

“total war.” He traces the idea of an ideological crusade back to the European

Christian crusades against Jews and Muslims between 1095 and 1270, highlight-

ing the crusaders’ role as “liberators” and their overobjectification of the Other.

Similarly, Mayer traces the term “total war” to the Thirty Years’ War between

European Catholics and Protestants from 1618 to 1648.

In Mayer’s view, the Nazi genocide was a combination of a total war (which

he placed between 1914 and 1945—in other words, another thirty years’ war

beginning and ending with the two world wars) and an ideological crusade, this

time against those who subverted the modern order (not in religious but in 

ideological terms). This was the crusade against communism by the capitalist

West. Nazism, from this point of view, represents the heyday of counterrevolu-

tion in Europe, waging a war of annihilation only in Eastern Europe and the

Soviet Union, quite unlike its conventional military campaigns in Western

Europe.
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Mayer argues in his book that conventional approaches to the Judeocide

have obscured some very important evidence, such as the order given to the

Einsatzgruppen—mobile killing units, as distinct from regular army units—by

Reinhardt Heydrich during the German invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941

(Operation Barbarossa) to eliminate “all high-ranking members of the

Communist party, all ‘people’s commissars,’ all Jews in service to the party.”

This policy had its direct antecedent in the Nazi persecution of German politi-

cal dissidents and their internment in concentration camps between 1933

and 1935. Mayer examines the image of the “Judeo-Bolshevik” constructed by

Nazi propaganda in order to understand Nazi genocidal social practices and 

the role played by the concentration camps in Germany, where communist

opposition was repressed before the anti-Semitic campaign began.

It was this anticommunist ideological crusade that won the Nazis the sup-

port of the German elites and the silence of the European elites until the inva-

sion of Poland in September 1939 led to war with Britain and France. Until that

moment, they had allowed Nazism to grow and consolidate in order to keep

communism in check. The Nazi battles with the West were part of the struggle

for political hegemony but, Mayer insists, not a war of annihilation.

But why, then, the obsession with Western Jews and not just with Judeo-

Bolsheviks? Why is a racial rather than a political metaphor used to justify the

war of annihilation? Mayer sees the racist thinking of Hitler, Goebbels, and

other Nazi leaders as “irrational” even if it also served the interests of 

Nazism. We should not forget that in the premodern period both the 

ideological crusade and total war had religious components, which the Nazis

revived in the figure of the Jew—but this does not go far toward explaining the

Nazi genocide as such.

For Mayer, the Nazis constructed a syncretic ideology with a confusing over-

lap of antimodernism, anticommunism, and racism. This syncretism is synthe-

sized in the figure of the Jew. However, this does not explain the phenomenon

itself—only its symptoms, its ideological expression. Mayer argues that from a

Nazi perspective even conservative Jews are seen as “Judeo-Bolsheviks.”

Finally, Mayer argues that the Nazis decided to annihilate European Jewry

only after failing to eradicate the ideological politics of communism and Judeo-

Bolshevism during the invasion of the Soviet Union. Mayer tries to demonstrate

that decisions about the total annihilation of the Jews were taken when the

results of Operation Barbarossa started to become uncertain or directly adverse,

“since we cannot annihilate the Bolshevik enemy, let us at least annihilate its

Jewish face.”

Provocative and heretical, Mayer’s essay has the merit of placing the Nazi

genocide within a historical sequence, restoring its place—where it is perhaps

not alone—within world history and not on its edges.
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Christopher Browning’s Vision

As mentioned earlier, Browning explicitly challenges Arno Mayer—and in fact

one of the chapters of his book is an open response to Mayer’s essay. For

Browning, Mayer’s chief mistake is to locate the Jewish genocide (which Mayer

calls “Judeocide”) as a “by-product” of the Nazis’ anticommunist ideological

crusade. That is, Browning’s main problem with Mayer is that the latter’s 

general framework for explaining the Nazi genocide makes no allowance for the

distinctiveness of this Judeocide. Was Hitler’s madness to blame? Or was it 

just a secondary cause? Was it a symptom? Can it be explained simply as a hate

reaction once it was clear that the invasion of the Soviet Union and its mission

to destroy communism had failed?

In Browning’s view, Mayer denies the distinctiveness of Judeocide by 

transforming it into a spin-off of a higher-order set of practices described 

within a more general explanatory framework. Thus, Mayer ignores the central

innovation in the Nazis’ technology of power, which is their racist worldview.

The attempt at European reorganization along racial lines is seen by

Browning, unlike Mayer, not as the crazy project of a few deluded leaders sup-

ported by a self-interested European (as well as German) bourgeoisie but as a

viable political project and the basis of Nazi politics and even Nazi geopolitics.

The annexation of territories to the east of Germany to create Lebensraum (“living

space”) for the Reich can only be explained from this logic, and not as a deriva-

tive of the Nazis’ ideological crusade against communism. Browning does not

deny such a crusade existed, but he argues that the Nazis’ political project was

separate from the wishes and priorities of the European bourgeoisie. The Nazis

aimed to progressively resettle and partition populations in the East, according

to their degree of “racial impurity,” Aryans being the purest, then Slavs, and

finally Jews. “Inferior races” would be relocated in Asia (although in 1940

Himmler seriously contemplated sending the Jews to the island of Madagascar),

leaving Lebensraum in Europe for the development of the “superior races.”

It was the failure of this geopolitical project and measures taken to resettle

Jews on a Jewish reservation in the Lublin district of Poland between late 1939

and mid-1940 which led to the Final Solution. If there was nowhere left in the

world for them to live, then the solution was to remove them from this world 

to a “nonplace” by transforming them from “subhumans” (Untermenschen) into

“nonhumans” (Unmenschen).

For Mayer, Nazi ideology uses the figure of the Jew in its struggle against

communism. For Browning, however, Hitler only hated what he saw as the

“Jewish characteristics” of communism—its emancipatory, egalitarian, and

internationalist side. Hitler’s struggle against communism was intended to

forge strategic partnerships with the European bourgeoisie. His long-term

plans, however, were more linked to a racial reorganization of Europe rather
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than an ideological one. In Browning’s view, the Nazis believed that ideology

was underpinned by race and not the other way round.

If Mayer sees Nazi racism as a tool, Browning sees it as an end in itself and

the main focus of Nazi policies. Ultimately, we cannot choose between these two

explanations unless we know to what extent Nazism believed its own myths, and

to what extent observables account for social processes. Browning takes Nazi

anti-Semitism much more seriously and relocates it at the very center of their

Weltanschauung. Even though the Nazis came to power in an anticommunist

struggle supported by the German elites, their ultimate goal was not to fight

communism but to redesign Europe along racist lines. This explains their 

obsession with hunting down all Jews wherever they were—whether in eastern,

western, northern, or southern Europe.

Could Zygmunt Bauman Add Something to This Debate?

Commendably, Bauman has developed a perspective that explains the processes

by which power was consolidated in Europe while, at the same time, accounting

for the specific nature of the “Judeocide.” In his work he rethinks the role of 

the Jews in twentieth-century Europe both in relation to the ideological struggle

between capitalism and communism and from the wider perspective of 

“biopolitics” (in the Foucauldian sense of the word). He does this by focusing 

on the reality of Jewish life during this period: the role of Jews in the new model

of identity formation of nation-states of modern Europe. Bauman builds a

metaphor to explain this place that is a nonplace, a people lying astride of

modernity.

In a model of power that defines identity in national terms, excluding all

other features, what place remains for a people spread across the length and

breadth of Europe without a state of their own? In the era of nation-states, the

Jews were a stateless nation that, unlike other peoples, claimed to be members

of various European nation-states without giving up their identity or sense of

cultural belonging. This was a characteristic the Jews shared with another major

cultural victim of Nazism: the Gypsies (i.e., the Sinti and Roma peoples).

Here I wish to add my own ideas to the model proposed by Bauman, and

also comment on the Mayer-Browning debate, including the role of the Jews and

the Gypsies as the main victims of the Nazi extermination camps. Under any

regime seeking to reduce ethnic, religious, cultural, or ideological diversity in

order to create a unified nation, those seen as having “divided loyalties” will

immediately be accused of subversion.26 Not only the Nazis but indeed the

whole of the European bourgeoisie strongly rejected the Jews’ internationalism,

their emancipatory traditions, and their ethical egalitarianism, as well as 

balking at the Roma people’s notions of cultural autonomy and communal

property.
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In July 1938, just eleven days after Hitler annexed Austria, U.S. president

Franklin D. Roosevelt convened an international conference at Évian-les-Bains,

France, to discuss the growing number of Jewish refugees fleeing from Nazi per-

secution. Representatives from thirty-two countries and twenty-four voluntary

organizations attended, but when the United States and Britain refused to take

important numbers of Jews, most of the other countries followed suit, leaving

around half a million Jews trapped in Germany alone.

It is difficult to explain the refusal of the various governments to welcome

Jewish refugees simply in terms of “indifference” to their fate. The truth is 

that no modern nation-state wanted Central European Jews because of their

subversive potential (their internationalism and wandering, their conscious 

or unconscious challenges to the identities of the modern world based on 

exclusion). In the words of Hitler: “We’re doing what all of Europe wants to do,

but would never dare to admit to it.”

However, by glossing over this issue, later representations of Nazism

proved useful to both Europe’s leaders and many members of Jewish communi-

ties living in Europe. Europe’s politicians could wash their hands of the

Holocaust, putting all the blame on Nazi Germany, while Europe’s surviving

Jewish communities could try to forget the modern anti-Semitic stigma—

particularly after 1948, when the Jewish people were “normalized” by having

their own state, the State of Israel—created by and for the Jewish nation.

How do we explain the silence of the European leaders before the war or the

absence of bombing raids to destroy the Nazi death camps and railways leading

to them once the war had begun? Was it necessary for Europe’s leaders to stir up

ancient and lethal hatreds again, a victimizing paranoia that always sees the

Other as an enemy? How, also, do we explain the persistence of anti-Gypsy laws

in much of Europe after the Second World War? Or the reappearance of hate and

discrimination against the Roma in twenty-first-century France, Spain, and Italy?

In this sense, the figure of the Jew—and also that of the Gypsy—was 

quintessentially opposed to the ways identity was constructed in the modern

Western world. It was not the bolshevism of certain Jewish workers and 

intellectuals or the physical appearance of Central European Jews and Gypsies

that disturbed the Nazis, but their universalism, their multiple identities, and

their diasporic wandering. This is how, with the help of various historical 

circumstances, Jews and Gypsies became prototypical figures of discrimination

and persecution.

It was the social ubiquity of European Jews that made them such easy targets

everywhere (not just in one place) for the ideological crusade described by Mayer.

The Jews were not a social class: they were to be found among the European bour-

geoisie (as an assimilated minority that was discriminated against, but present

nonetheless) as well as among the middle and working classes. This made it rela-

tively simple for the Nazis to stir up various class hatreds.
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Tony Barta and the Concept of “Relations of Genocide”: 
Social Relationship or Social Practice?

In 1987, the Australian researcher Tony Barta—whose specialty is not Nazism but

the annihilation of indigenous peoples in Australia—developed a new Marxist

approach to the phenomenon of genocide by creating the concept of “relations

of genocide.”27

Based on a novel interpretation of the Marxist concept of “relations of 

production,” Barta explores how they can become “relations of destruction” and,

in particular, the specific type of destruction involving genocide. For Barta, the

common sense and way of life of the Australian settler population were based on

the disappearance and destruction of the colonized population (either directly

through murder or indirectly through the destruction of their livelihood).

Barta suggests that the Australian settlers’ behavior was not a random phe-

nomenon. Rather, destructiveness was a central element in the relationship

between modern Western colonialism and Otherness. In other words, when

capitalism reached its colonial phase (what Lenin called its “imperialist

phase”), production and economic growth could only be maintained through

“genocidal relations” with the colonized populations. Thus, capitalism 

condemned the colonized to material and symbolic extinction by destroying

their way of life, treating and thinking about them like objects, ignoring them,

or rendering them invisible.

Even today, portraying genocide as a “social relationship” is a highly sub-

versive approach given the prevailing hegemonic view in the field of genocide

studies. It raises far-reaching questions about the way Western modernity has

organized the planet and relations between its inhabitants.

Although Barta raises searching questions about the consequences—both

past and present—of colonialism, his approach is less useful for analyzing

domestic or reorganizing genocides, which form the subject of this book.

Nevertheless—even if Barta is unaware of it, accepting the notion of genocide as

a “social relationship” may somehow lead us to “naturalize” this social relation-

ship as a stage in a historical sequence that is difficult (if not impossible) to

reverse.

Revisiting some of the ideas developed in chapter 1, I will now explain the

difference between genocide as a “social relationship” and genocide as a “social

practice,” that is, as a specific way of destroying and rebuilding social relation-

ships. It is clear that destruction itself is not in itself a relationship but a practice

that destroys certain social relations—for instance, cooperation, solidarity, 

reciprocity, and autonomy—and makes other ways of relating hegemonic, for

example, subordination, betrayal, individualism, and authenticity. Unlike Barta,

I am arguing that genocide is the cause (and not the effect) of a profound 

transformation in social relations.
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Toward a Provisional Synthesis

In this chapter we have examined various suggestions to the effect that the Nazi

genocides form an integral part of European history and, therefore, of world 

history. The topics we have discussed include the connections between geno-

cide and modernity suggested by Hilberg, Adorno, and Arendt; the different

views regarding totalitarianism; attempts by Gramsci and Mandel to place

Nazism within the Marxist model of understanding social reality; the genealogy

established by Traverso tracing the Nazi genocides back to colonial annihilation

processes; the debate between Mayer and Browning about the “meaning” of the

annihilation of the Jewish population in Central Europe; Bauman’s perspective

on the role of the Jew in the modern West—with my own contributions to this

debate; and the concept of genocidal relations, as developed by Tony Barta.

Was Nazism a latent potential in or an inevitable consequence of moder-

nity? Was it an expression of class struggle? A peculiar mode of social relation-

ship in the imperialist phase of capitalism? A projection onto European soil of

the dominant modes of constructing Otherness in Europe’s colonies? A counter

ideological crusade in the context of a total war? A racist redesigning of Europe’s

geopolitical map? Or was it a dispute over how to construct identity and

Otherness in Western modernity?

I do not claim to be the final arbiter between these competing visions and

debates. Nevertheless, together they suggest ways of thinking about historical

phenomena. For example, can we understand the genocides of the 1970s and

1980s in Latin America as a continuation of the Nazis’ ideological crusade

against communism? One only has to remember calls during this period from

the Argentine and Chilean military for a “Third World War” or the Catholic

Church’s involvement as a central player in the “crusade”—in this case—to

defend “Western Christianity.” And can we place genocide in Rwanda and the

Balkans or the more recent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and the present con-

flicts in Sudan and the Middle East, together with global threats from “Islamic

terrorism,” in a new racist reorganization of the planet? What connection do

these have—if any—with Nazism? How do we relate attacks by Western powers

on southeastern Europe, in the Middle East, or in Central Africa with the fact

that European powers dominated these parts of the world from the late nine-

teenth until the mid-twentieth centuries? What about European and American

interventions—even those carried out for supposedly humanitarian purposes or

invoking a “responsibility to protect”?

These visions and debates also suggest ways of thinking about sociological

issues. For example, what figures are challenging our ways of constructing 

identity in the postmodern world? Does changing the victim change the type 

of destructive process we are analyzing? Isn’t killing in the global south just as

problematic as killing populations in central and western Europe? Has the
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emergence and international recognition of a Jewish state put a definite end to

a way of constructing the negative Other, or have the Jews simply been replaced

as objects of discrimination by Arabs, Latin American and Asian immigrants,

handicapped people, or people with different sexual identities? Do we need to

be reminded, perhaps, that some of these groups were also victims of the Nazis

and others prior to the Nazi era?

Each of the approaches we have examined raises questions of a different

kind. Nevertheless, such questions allow us to construct a vision of history with

which to foresee and—who knows?—perhaps change and even improve our

uncertain future. This is a perspective that, like Walter Benjamin, is trying to

catch the memory of the Nazi genocide “as it flashes up at a moment of danger”

(see chapter 4).

I think that some of us—and by “us” I mean not only my own generation but

the younger generations as well—have grown a little tired of appeals to

“absolute evil” in the context of genocide studies. Evil is a metaphysical concept

that distracts us from the processes involved in genocide. It lets the accomplices

of genocide sleep soundly in their beds and alienates the experience of genocide

from those who continue to suffer its material and symbolic consequences. 

It creates spheres of ownership in which “Judeocide” is a Jewish problem,

“Armenicide” is an Armenian problem, and “Gypsycide” is only a problem for

the Roma people. It allows us to return home with a nice warm glow inside after

expressing our empathy with the victims and condemning their executioners—

Germans, Turks, or whatever—who might just as well have come from another

planet. Evil permits us to close our eyes and not think about all those who suf-

fer unheard today while we repeatedly recall the horrors of the past in banal and

bombastic ceremonies that sanctify horror without trying to understand what

made it possible. Meanwhile, yesterday’s victims are metamorphosed into those

of today—and we continue behaving in the same old ways.

Unless we are willing to eschew political correctness and explore new and

perhaps heretical ideas—for we will surely make mistakes along the way—we

will continue repeating the same cautious and uninspiring lectures, and have

the same sad, solemn, and banal memorials—all of which have a sedating and

soothing effect and possibly even allow us to feel smug about ourselves, but

which are intellectually and socially useless for the task of confronting genoci-

dal social practices.
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6

Reshaping Social Relations 
through Genocide

A fter examining some basic approaches to the Nazi genocides, in this chapter

I will offer a six-stage model of genocidal social practices, emphasizing their

ability to construct, destroy, and reorganize the social fabric. This is not a his-

torical timeline of the Holocaust, of which there have been many, nor does it

attempt to analyze the successive vagaries of Nazi ideology. Rather than a suc-

cession of important events, it treats the Nazi genocides as a series of interre-

lated and overlapping processes.

My aim here is to highlight the progression of events necessary for imple-

menting such a phenomenon of mass destruction, a process that begins by sap-

ping the victims’ strength and undermining “moral empathy” for the victims in

the face, for example, of public humiliation, before moving on to harsher meas-

ures and finally to legitimizing large-scale killing by the state as a state policy.

This model is based largely on the Nazi genocides, but the aim is to construct a

model that can be applied to other genocides carried out by modern states.

I have already argued at length that racism is both a symbolic and a 

material contrivance allowing the state to take the lives of its citizens thanks 

to a biological discourse that makes the victims responsible for a gradual

“degeneration” of the race—a race whose “genes” must be protected at all costs.

Thanks to this biological rationale, a state that evolved to guarantee and protect

the life of its citizens is “forced” to implement a machinery to destroy life—the

lives of those who threaten the “health” of the wider population.

However, we will gain a better comprehension of genocidal social practices

if we also examine the testimonies of survivors of Nazism. Many of their

stories—particularly those of psychologists like Bruno Bettelheim and Victor

Frankl, of philosophically minded writers like Primo Levi, and of political mili-

tants such as Jaika Grossman, Schmerke Kaczerginsky, and Marek Edelman—

allow us to understand genocide as an attempt to destroy the social fabric and,
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especially, to replace critical thinking and active solidarity with authoritarian

control and individualism.1

Destruction and Reorganization of Social Relations

In his studies of children’s rule games, the Swiss psychologist and philosopher

Jean Piaget distinguished three broad stages of moral and social development

related to children’s awareness of rules. The first was pre-moral judgment, in

which rules are not understood (up to the age of four or five years old). The sec-

ond was morality of constraint or “heteronomous morality,” in which children

accept the rules and authority of adults as permanent and inflexible (from five

to ten years old). A third stage was morality of cooperation, or “autonomous

morality,” wherein rules are mutually agreed upon, and can be changed by

mutual consent (from the age of ten). At this autonomous stage, children’s

thinking is no longer constrained by authority, and children can discern new

solutions to problems—what Piaget refers to as the construction of knowledge,

as distinct from its social transmission.

Piaget believed that a true sense of justice emerges only through “construc-

tive” cooperation with peers, “thus adult authority, although perhaps it consti-

tutes a necessary moment in the moral evolution of the child, is not in itself

sufficient to create a sense of justice. This can develop only through the

progress made by cooperation and mutual respect between children to begin

with, and then between child and adult as the child approaches adolescence

and comes, secretly at least, to consider himself as the adult’s equal.”2 He also

claimed that a morality of cooperation was necessary for what he termed 

“reciprocity”—that is, for evaluating in-groups and out-groups as being of 

equal worth, despite one’s own in-group attachment—and for an equitable dis-

tribution of wealth and resources in society. In Piaget’s words:

In conclusion, then, we find in the domain of justice, as in the other two

domains already dealt with, that opposition of two moralities to which

we have so often drawn the reader’s attention. The ethics of authority,

which is that of duty and obedience, leads, in the domain of justice, to

the confusion of what is just with the content of established law and 

to the acceptance of expiatory punishment. The ethics of mutual respect,

which is that of good (as opposed to duty), and of autonomy, leads, in the

domain of justice, to the development of equality, which is the idea at 

the bottom of distributive justice and of reciprocity.3

Not surprisingly, critics have claimed that the games of marbles on which 

Piaget based his theory of moral development do not represent children’s whole

perception of morality. Piaget’s theory has also been criticized for assuming

moral universals, whereas moral and social development in non-Western 



cultures may differ from those of the children that Piaget and his collaborators

studied. Nevertheless, in sociological terms, the emergence of cooperative rela-

tions of reciprocity and solidarity obviously depends on members of a given

society being able to perceive others as equals.

On the other hand, as Robert Paul Wolff has pointed out, “Insofar as a man

fulfills his obligation to make himself the author of his decisions, he will resist

the state’s claim to have authority over him.”4 For this reason, history provides

numerous examples of attempts to block and dismantle nascent relations 

of cooperation by stigmatizing nonconformists as Others. Stigmatization 

works through binary oppositions, such as believer/heretic, civilized/primitive, 

normal/pathological, in which one pole always dominates. The binary logic of

imperialism, in which white/civilized/moral/teacher/colonizer (and so on) is

collectively opposed to black/uncivilized/immoral/pupil/colonized (and so on),

is just one example of how “negative Otherness” is applied and extended.5

This process disempowers and alienates the “Othered” from their experience by

forcing them to identify with stereotypes, as described in Frantz Fanon’s 

classic study of racism and colonization.6

The stories of the victims bring to light the efforts of the Nazis, time and

again, to break their victims as human beings, to destroy their solidarity, their

dignity, anything they could be proud of; they reveal the Nazis’ constant need to

transform their victims into what their biological discourse (the most negative

vision of the Other ever created until then) depicted them to be: a degraded,

degenerate version of the human species.7 There are numerous testimonies of

this kind. For example, Primo Levi writes:

Then for the first time we became aware that our language lacks words to

express this offence, the demolition of a man. In a moment, with almost

prophetic intuition, the reality was revealed to us: we had reached the

bottom. It is not possible to sink lower than this; no human condition 

is more miserable than this, nor could it conceivably be so. Nothing

belongs to us anymore; they have taken away our clothes, our shoes, even

our hair; if we speak they will not listen to us, and if they listen, they will

not understand. They will even take away our name: and if we want to

keep it, we will have to find ourselves the strength to do so, to manage

somehow so that behind the name something of us, us as we were, still

remains.8

How, then, have modern states managed the move from stigmatization to

extermination? Michel Foucault argues that one of the key technologies of

power of the modern nation-state is biopower. According to Foucault, biopower

emerged in the mid-eighteenth century with the aim of defending the life and

health of populations; it is exercised at the collective level through regulatory

control, and at the individual level through discipline and punishment.9 For
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example, the state might use prenatal programs to increase birthrates (“the

biopolitics of the population”) and, at the same time, punish “deviants” who

engage in nonreproductive sex (“the anatomo-politics of the human body”).10

Foucault claims that in a modern, normalizing society, these two levels are

essentially complementary. According to Foucault, “If genocide is indeed the

dream of modern power, this is not because of the recent return to the ancient

right [of monarchs] to kill; it is because power is situated and exercised at the

level of life, the species, the race, and the large-scale phenomena of the popula-

tion.”11 However—and this cannot be stressed too strongly—in any discussion

about definitions, the political purposes of extermination must remain hidden. As

Foucault explains, “In the biopower system, in other words, killing or the imper-

ative to kill is acceptable only if it results not in a victory over political adver-

saries, but in the elimination of the biological threat to and the improvement of

the species or race.”12

In this sense, genocidal social practices not only attempt to destroy individ-

uals as subjects “for themselves” by alienating them from their experience, but

also to strip them of control over their own bodies. The choice of victims and the

methods used in genocidal social practices are always political, and are meant to

eliminate all forms of physical autonomy in subjects with a history of self-

determination. From this perspective, it is no surprise that the Nazis’ main goal—

from the moment the victims were chosen—seems to have been the elimination

of all forms of bodily freedom as well as all trace of social and personal autonomy.

Robert Gelatelly divides the Nazi repression prior to the death camps into

four main periods:13

1. Between 1933 and 1934, communists and members of other leftist political

parties were placed in “preventive custody”—in other words, they were

imprisoned without trial in concentration camps. Gellately estimates that

about 100,000 prisoners passed through these camps, of which over 65

percent were members of the German Communist Party. Between 500 and

600 inmates were killed in these two years by summary executions or as a

result of living conditions in the camps.

2. After a drastic reduction in the use of concentration camps during 1935

and much of 1936, the Nazis found a new target: the “asocial.” Dr. Werner

Best, a lawyer and chief legal adviser to the Gestapo, defined asocial as

“every attempt to impose or maintain any theory besides National Socialism,”

which was “a symptom of sickness, which threatens the healthy unity of the 

indivisible volk organism.”14 In his instructions to the Kripo (Kriminalpolizei,

criminal police) of April 4, 1938, Himmler defined as asocials those “who

demonstrate through behavior which is inimical to the community, but

which need not be criminal, that they will not adapt themselves to the 

community.”15
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The Kripo developed increasingly specialized branches to handle differ-

ent types of “asocials,” including homosexuals, drug addicts, abortionists

and their clients, adulterers, and “crimes of opinion,” constituted by the

mere possibility of critical judgment about Nazism or any of its policies.

This was coupled with a policy of “crime prevention” that operated by 

sending “potential” criminals, ex-prisoners, beggars, prostitutes, and even

the unemployed to prison or concentration camps. Of the 5,000 to 15,000

prisoners interned in concentration camps between 1936 and 1938, most

were “asocials” rather than communists or political opponents.

3. The Nazis simultaneously developed policies of persecuting physically and

mentally handicapped people, starting with the sterilization law of July 14,

1933, and culminating in the murder of 70,000 psychiatric patients and

handicapped children in the Aktion T4 operation between 1939 and 1941.

The persecution of homosexuals, though less well documented, produced

between 5,000 and 15,000 victims.

4. From June 1938 onward, racial policies gradually predominated. At first,

these affected only Jews and Gypsies, but after the German invasion of

Poland in 1939 policies became increasingly anti-Slav, particularly with

regard to the Polish population and—after the invasion of the Soviet Union

in 1941—Russian political prisoners and Russian POWs. The Nazi-organized

pogrom of November 1938 known as Kristallnacht culminated in the arrest

of between 20,000 and 30,000 Jews, 1,500 of whom were sent to concen-

tration camps accused of being “asocials.” About a hundred of these Jews

were murdered and the rest were released after a few weeks, but not for

long. Simultaneously, Himmler ordered the arrest of at least 200 unem-

ployed people in each police district of Germany. The detainees were used

as “free labor” in labor camps as a way of encouraging others to work. In

1939 there were just over 40,000 concentration camp inmates, but with the

creation of these new labor camps and the outbreak of war, these figures

increased enormously, making Nazi camps a radically new experiment.

The evolution from concentration camps to labor camps and then extermina-

tion camps, each with their own policies of systematic annihilation, will be 

analyzed later in this chapter. However, the general trend can be interpreted 

as follows.

Before World War II the Nazis persecuted those who behaved or expressed

themselves physically in ways they considered politically subversive or “abnor-

mal.” Persecution even extended to those dedicated Nazis who tried to maintain

some autonomy and a critical voice within the Nazi movement, as happened

with the Sturmabteilung (the paramilitary wing of the Nazi Party or SA), and later

with certain splinter groups within the Schutzstaffel (Protection Squadrons, or

SS). More generally, anyone who objected to Nazi militarist or racist policies, 
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or who refused to take their place in the world of work or the law, who was a

homosexual or practiced interracial sex with Jews, Gypsies, or Slavs, could

become a target. However, by 1938 the great enemy of the Reich had become 

the Jews.

In the immediate prewar period, the Nazis saw the Jewish ghettos of Eastern

Europe as the “breeding ground of all the Jews in the world.”16 That is why they

argued that to “stop the Jews was to stop communism.”17 Central European

Judaism in the late nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century was, in the

eyes of the European bourgeoisie, a subversive mode of identity construction,

characterized by a culture that based decision making and action on critical

thinking. This was a culture that valued the rabbinical discussions in the

Talmud and the ethical thinking of the Haskalah, the Jewish Enlightenment

movement of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that challenged Kantian

ideas. Its “assimilated” versions were to be found in Marx, Freud, and Einstein,

who had effectively deconstructed the scientific thinking of their time, and in

the Jewish-influenced Marxism of Walter Benjamin, among other thinkers.

Toward an Attempt at Periodization

In the six-stage model of genocidal social practices developed below—one which

is largely based on the Nazi genocides, as mentioned earlier—we will see state-

sponsored murder used to destroy the capacity for self-determination both of

other “races” and of the mainstream population. The first step involves identi-

fying the break that made later genocidal practices possible. This was the

moment when the Nazis managed to limit expressions of autonomy in politics

and the workplace, in religious beliefs and practices and in private life, stigma-

tizing any who used their bodies, cultural heritage, or intellect in ways that 

deviated from the Nazi worldview.

In this sense, Foucault’s ideas on the “society of normalization” are obvi-

ously relevant, as are Bauman’s insights about Jewish identity as the prototype

of negativity during the modern era. This idea is also supported by Mayer and

Traverso. As we saw in the previous chapter, before the founding of the State of

Israel, the Jews “straddled” modernist conceptions of identity based primarily

on citizenship of one nation-state or another.

Certainly, the Nazis’ choice of the Jews as their archetypal enemies was 

neither inadvertent nor trivial. However, neither was it, as many have claimed,

the inevitable result of centuries of anti-Semitism. Anti-Semitism cannot

account for the Nazis’ persecution of non-Jews and—as we will see later—has

had little to do with the annihilation of populations since 1945.

In the following sections, I argue that a sociological understanding of 

genocide as a social practice needs to take into account three interconnected

processes: the construction, destruction, and reorganization of social relations.
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Accordingly, the periodization that I propose is different from that suggested by

Gregory Stanton in his “Eight Stages of Genocide,” which begins with the 

classification of groups into “us and them,” and ends with the attempts of the

perpetrators to block investigations of the crimes.18

What I present here is a six-stage process, beginning at the moment that a

group of individuals with an autonomous social identity is negatively con-

structed as Other and continuing until its symbolic extermination in the minds

of the survivors, which may happen after the physical acts of extermination

themselves, and rob the survivors of the possibility of being subjects “for them-

selves.”19 Not all the stages described are strictly sequential. In practice, there 

is often considerable overlap between the different stages, although each of

those on the path to mass murder constitutes a necessary step in the process.

The model emphasizes the negative ways in which the state brands those

who think or behave differently in such diverse areas as sexuality, politics, reli-

gion, and the workplace, but also the fact that the extermination of those

groups that lie outside the “norm” is a clear message to the population that no

deviation from the “norm” will be tolerated. The ruthless efficiency of state 

punishment, reinforced by official rhetoric and allowing no exceptions, is

designed to make the standardization of society seem inevitable.

Although most of the examples included below are drawn from the Nazi

genocides (because they are most likely to be familiar to the reader), the model

is intended as a tool for understanding many other social practices of genocide,

such as those in Indonesia, Latin America under the National Security Doctrine,

Cambodia, and the former Yugoslavia, to mention just a few. In other cases, like

those of Rwanda or Sudan, some of the stages described may require further

adjustments.

Stage One. Stigmatization: The Construction of “Negative Otherness”

The first step in destroying previously cooperative relations within or between

social groups is stigmatization. In order to construct the “negative Other” as a

distinctive social category, those in power draw on symbols in the collective

imagination, build new myths, and reinforce latent prejudices. Two groups are

thus created: the majority or in-group (“us”), and a minority or out-group

(“them”) that does not wish to be like everyone else—and therefore does not

deserve to exist.

Various religious, ethnic, national, political, or social groups have been

branded as “abnormal” or “inferior” in accordance with political needs at dif-

ferent periods in history. These groups have included non-Catholic Christians,

such as the Cathars; Armenians, Syrians, and Greeks under the Ottoman

Empire; kulaks in the Soviet Union; Jews and Gypsies under the Nazis; commu-

nists in Indonesia; the urban population in Cambodia; and Bosnians in the 

former Yugoslavia, to name just a few. In the contemporary Western world, 
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the targets of state discrimination are sexual minorities, prostitutes, immi-

grants, Muslims, and the poor, among others.

Violence at this first stage is verbal and symbolic. The categories of thought

and perception created will later lend legitimacy to the need for extermination,

but it is too early to speak in such terms. Those in power still tolerate the 

stigmatized group, but consistently draw attention to it and problematize it.

The “solution” to the problem—genocide—will come later.

The French Revolution and the nineteenth-century liberal states that grew

out of it proclaimed that all men were equal, expressing the need of the 

bourgeoisie to wrest power from the nobility. At the same time, the notion of

citizenship constructed others as equal members of society and—more 

generally—of humanity. This development was seen by many as dangerous,

given its potential for empowering the working classes and marginal sectors of

society as well. Legitimizing new nation-states on the basis of discrimination,

exclusion, and genocide required a discourse different from that of liberty,

equality, and fraternity. The genocidal practices of the nineteenth and twenti-

eth centuries necessitated dividing the human race into several superior and

inferior “races.”

This process of redefining humanity inevitably drew on elements from the

past, especially the stereotype of the Jews. Vilified for centuries by the medieval

Catholic Church, by the sixteenth century European Jews were being portrayed

by Christian preachers as less-than-human agents of the devil responsible for

nearly every misfortune ranging from drought and the plague to street crime.

From here it was a short step to the Nazis’ biological, political, and psychologi-

cal discourse of the Jew as the Other par excellence, accompanied by a chorus of

minor Others such as gypsies, Slavs, homosexuals, political dissidents, the crazy

and the lazy, the disabled, the unemployed, criminals, prostitutes, and drug

addicts.

Charles Papiernik, a survivor of Auschwitz, illustrates the Nazis’ need to

establish a stereotypical Other:

One day, two guys arrived at the camp from France. One of them was the

typical Jew that anti-Semites liked to show off. He had a long nose and

was a bit stupid, too. He must have been twelve or thirteen. He spoke

loudly in French and said, “I am very well here, because at home they beat

me, they beat me in school, and here they look after me.” He did not

understand where he was. When the SS arrived and saw that boy. . . .

They had the time of their lives! They told someone to bring some choco-

late to eat and they put it on the table in front of him. Then they turned

to all inmates in our blockhouse and told us: “You are responsible for

this boy surviving. He must survive. Because we intend to show the world

what the Jews were like.”20
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Stereotyping, then, is the first step toward isolating a social group that will later

be scheduled for extermination. The authorities resuscitate or reinforce preju-

dices existing in the collective imagination and create new symbols and myths

to exclude previously assimilated (or at least tolerated) social groups. This

serves a double purpose: it confirms the identity of the majority (“us”) as ordi-

nary, everyday people—and at the same time it stigmatizes those minorities

(“them”) who refuse to behave like everyone else and therefore have no right to

exist at all.

Thus the Nazis revived anti-Jewish prejudices that had once been wide-

spread in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and portrayed Jews in

diverse and contradictory ways as usurers, capitalist exploiters, sexual miscre-

ants and corruptors of morals, and good-for-nothings, as well as political agita-

tors, communists, and thugs.21 These prejudices included the stereotype of the

Jews as “Christ killers” and libels about an alleged Jewish world conspiracy. The

latter became prominent after the publication in Russia in 1903 of The Protocols

of the Elders of Zion, an anti-Semitic hoax distributed in several languages

throughout and beyond Europe by the tsar’s secret police.22 The Protocols was

seen by many—including Adolf Hitler—as proof of a conspiracy among Jews,

Freemasons, communists, and others to take over the world and, although

exposed as a forgery in 1921 by The [London] Times newspaper in a series of

articles reprinted in the New York Times, it became compulsory reading in

German schools after the Nazis came to power in 1933.

Did the Nazis really believe their own anti-Semitic propaganda? Chosen as

“representatives” of the unassimilated (and unassimilable) elements in German

society, the Jews served the Nazis’ political agenda even if many Nazi leaders—

some of them men with Ph.D. degrees—must have been skeptical about official

Nazi ideology. It is, however, important to note that in other historical contexts,

very diverse ethnic, national, or social groups have played the role of unassimi-

lable elements—from heretical Christian groups, such as the Albigenses and the

Cathars, through “witches” from the early thirteenth to the late seventeenth

centuries in Europe and America, to the Armenians, Assyrians, and Greeks in

the Ottoman Empire, and Muslims in the former Yugoslavia, to mention just a

few well-known instances. In today’s Western societies, their place has been

taken by—among others—sexual minorities, prostitutes, immigrants, Muslims,

and the poor.

During this first stage, when Otherness is being constructed, violence is

expressed through images. These images legitimize the need for extermination

even though nobody is yet speaking in these terms. The authorities still tolerate

those who are different, but consistently discriminate against them, branding

them and constructing new identities for them. In short, this negative labeling

of others is both a key process in constructing identities in the modern world

and the first step toward genocide.
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Despite the widespread occurrence of this process, local variations in the

way others are stigmatized determine the feasibility and possible effectiveness

of implementing genocide at a later date. Genocide is scarcely possible without

a broad social consensus. For example, in countries like Poland, Hungary, and

Romania, where prejudice and hatred against the Jews had already given rise to

sporadic killings, genocide could be implemented fairly quickly after the official

stigmatization process had begun. France was a special case, given the Dreyfus

affair, which divided the nation in the 1890s and early 1900s, and the role of

French thinkers from Count Boulainvilliers (1658–1722), whom Arendt sees as

inventing the “discourse of race struggle,” to Count Gobineau (1816–1882), the

inventor of the notion of degenerative racism.

By contrast, in most modern, emancipated societies such as Germany,

Holland, and Denmark, the process was much slower. Indeed, when Hitler

ordered Danish Jews to be arrested and deported in 1943, ordinary Danish citi-

zens helped the resistance movement to evacuate around 8,000 of them 

(95 percent of Denmark’s Jewish population) to neighboring Sweden. Similarly,

Bulgaria’s civilian population played a crucial role in saving the country’s

48,000-strong Jewish population by pressuring the Bulgarian government to

prevent deportations even though the latter had introduced anti-Semitic 

legislation two years earlier clearly modeled on Germany’s Nuremburg Laws.

Stage Two. Harassment

This stage marks a qualitative leap from symbolic to physical violence. In 

general, it advances more quickly in times of crisis, as the anxiety and latent 

violence resulting from current deprivations and uncertainty about the future

can be directed against those who insist on maintaining a separate identity 

or on flouting norms others have accepted. Typically, the stigmatized group is

accused of causing the crisis by corrupting public morals, undermining national

unity, or conspiring with foreign agents in ways that would not normally stand

the test of common sense.

Harassment is characterized by two types of simultaneous and complemen-

tary actions: bullying and disenfranchisement. First, radicals or “shock troops”

carry out sporadic attacks, claiming that their “tolerance” is at an end and call-

ing for “firm action.” These attacks achieve several goals simultaneously. They

deepen the process of stigmatization; they test society’s readiness to buy into

physical violence; and they provide an excuse to recruit and organize a repres-

sive apparatus to “manage” the situation.23 The authorities use the breakdown

of law and order created by these “spontaneous” acts of aggression to justify

authoritarian and repressive policies, and to strengthen the “legitimate” secu-

rity forces. Often, the victims are so intimidated by these ongoing and seemingly

indiscriminate acts of aggression that they are ready to move to the relative

safety of a ghetto. Segregation is precisely what happens at stage three (see
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below), and generally marks the point of no return toward extermination,

which is stage five.

Second, the authorities gradually deprive the stigmatized group of its civil

rights. This begins with restrictions on property and marriage, as well as 

on practicing certain professions and customs (e.g., the Nazi prohibition on

kashrut, or kosher slaughtering), and ends in the loss of citizenship. These meas-

ures increase support for the regime by “normal” citizens, who are able to buy

the out-group’s property and businesses at knock-down prices and gain access

to better jobs and positions, while limiting the number of unclassifiable 

children of mixed marriages. At the same time, they reduce the out-group’s

freedom of speech, freedom of movement, and potential for development.

At this stage, policies are aimed at forcing the out-group to leave, rather

than killing it outright. Those who cannot flee into exile are subject to social

exclusion. This exclusion marks a much more important step toward extermi-

nation than exile, because isolating the victimized people within the “normal-

ized” society does not resolve the dispute between same and different, but

simply creates a need in the minds of the authorities to find a “final solution.”

Even though extermination remains a seemingly remote possibility, this is

also the point at which recruitment and training of the future perpetrators

begins. Just as a regular army requires an officer corps to develop strategy and

tactics, as well as to train and discipline the troops and lead them on the 

battlefield, a genocidal army requires an organizational structure to provide

ideological indoctrination and training in kidnapping; tactics to subjugate 

and dehumanize the victims; torture to extract information; and finally the 

murder—without moral qualms or physical revulsion—of unarmed civilians.

As already mentioned, extermination at this stage is only a remote possi-

bility and policies of physical and legal harassment are more directed toward

excluding the stigmatized group. Now, exclusion can take two forms: external

and internal. External exclusion involves expulsion of the group from their

country or, at least, from their habitual area of residence. From the thirteenth

century until Jewish emancipation in the early nineteenth century, the Jews

were driven out of nearly every European country at one time or another. The

Reich Central Office for Jewish Emigration, set up by Eichmann in October 1939,

aimed to expel Jews from the Reich, although it is still debated whether by then

genocide was not already in the cards since by February 1939 most Jews had

been robbed of the means to emigrate.

However, in attempting to explain the Nazis’ move from emigration to

extermination policies, it is often assumed (see, for example, Christopher

Browning) that emigration has proved “ineffective,” as if the Nazis’ only goal

was to separate the out-group from the in-group. From the perspective I am try-

ing to develop in this book, the question is whether migration effectively solves 

the problems created by the suppression of certain social relations linked to
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autonomy, solidarity, and critical thinking—solves them, that is, for the 

perpetrators—or whether it is just an intermediate step toward genocide.

In the case of the Jews, the question is, what would have happened if the

Nazis’ emigration policy had been more successful? Would the Nazis have made

do with expelling the Jews from Germany, as Ferdinand and Isabella had done in

1492 in Spain? Or was death an essential ingredient of the Nazis’ “technology” of

power? Would it have been possible to unravel and reweave the social fabric of

even the German state—not to mention the Reich or the rest of Europe—without

resorting to the terror induced by mass annihilation?24 The Nazis’ insistent

demands that their allies send their Jewish populations to death camps in spite

of their allies’ reluctance to do so—especially Italy and Bulgaria–seem to support

the hypothesis that expulsion from the Reich was not enough and that the need

to annihilate the Other lay at the heart of the Nazi state and its policies toward

European populations.

Stage Three. Isolation

At this stage, the focus shifts to social and territorial planning. This stage has

taken different forms at different moments in modern history, but the goal is

always the same: to demarcate a separate social, geographical, economic, politi-

cal, cultural, and even ideological space for those who are “different,” and at the

same time to sever their social ties with the rest of society. The ghetto, in the

original sense of a restricted area within a European medieval city in which 

Jews were required to live, has traditionally been the most highly developed

form of segregation. Other less sophisticated “ghettos” have served these same 

functions at different times and for different populations.

Apart from breaking all ties between the population to be exterminated

and the outside world, this stage, too, achieves several objectives simultane-

ously. First, it makes it easier for the genocidal forces to identify the victims and,

at the same time, to hide the process of harassment and extermination from the

public, which would probably condemn outright murder committed in full view

of the rest of society. Second, confiscated housing and property are transferred

to the in-group, again strengthening support for the regime. In fact, most 

“ordinary” citizens in Nazi Germany felt uncomfortable witnessing the public

degradation of the Jews. Although they had internalized the official discourse to

the point of considering the victims to be responsible for the violence, they

approved of and, in some cases, petitioned the authorities for the removal of

Jews to ghettos on “humanitarian” grounds.

After a period of prolonged harassment, the victimized population often

looks forward to, and even demands, relocation in a ghetto. For example, much

of the Jewish community saw the Nazi ghettos as a relief from daily aggression.

They did not understand that their removal from society marked a qualitative

leap toward their own annihilation:25 “The Jews began to yearn for only one
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thing: to escape from the world of the gentiles and shut themselves within four

walls where the enemy could not get at them. It was rumored that all the Jews

were soon to be enclosed in a ghetto. Some were afraid; others saw this as their

salvation.”26 However, other Jews were clearer about the meaning of this stage

in the overall process:

The ghetto was not a way to achieve Jewish autonomy, as many thought,

but an instrument with which to kill first our souls and then our bodies.

The ghetto was destined to destroy our people, to completely erase it

from the face of the earth. . . . In this way, they were killing the soul of our

people, stripping them of the essential logic of common sense. With this

system they corrupted the healthier impulses of an organized commu-

nity. I assured them that the same thing would happen in Bialystok,

because if not, the Germans would not have deployed there the ghetto,

the police or the Judenrat [Jewish Council]. The Germans did not seek to

help but to harm the Jews.27

In fact, the only “autonomy” granted to the Jewish Council was the power to

draw up the lists of deportees. The Judenrat decided who would die—but not

when and how—and who would survive for another month or week. By giving

them this power over life and death, the Nazis not only saved themselves work

but undermined solidarity within the Jewish ghettos.

To summarize: isolation, like the other stages of genocide, accomplishes sev-

eral goals at once. First of all, it gives the genocidaires much more room to

maneuver and identify those they wish to annihilate. Also, it removes the process

of discrimination, harassment, and destruction from the public gaze, and from

the eyes of those who might raise ethical and moral objections. Moreover, isola-

tion is an important step in breaking social ties between those to be extermi-

nated and the outside world. For this reason, one of the Jewish resistance’s main

objectives was precisely to stay in touch with the outside world. The chances of

survival of the Jewish resistance movements depended on contacts within the

non-Jewish world, but so did those of other inmates of the ghettos: the life and

death of whole families as well as the success or failure of the resistance actions

depended on maintaining underground networks outside the ghetto and send-

ing children out to smuggle food and information into the ghetto.

Stage Four. Policies of Systematic Weakening

At this stage the perpetrators set priorities. They distinguish between those that

must be exterminated, and those that may be exterminated, depending on 

the political and social circumstances and the perpetrators’ capacity to kill. Once

the victims have been isolated from the rest of society, the perpetrators typically

implement a series of measures aimed at weakening them systematically. These

consist of strategies of physical destruction through overcrowding, malnutrition,
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epidemics, lack of health care, torture, and sporadic killings; and of psychological

destruction, manifested in humiliation, abuse, harassment or killing of family

members, attempts to undermine solidarity through collective punishment, the

encouraging of collaboration in categorizing and classifying prisoners, and

denunciation and peer abuse.

The main goal at this stage is to select those who must be exterminated.

Some are murdered; others die of hunger or disease; yet others adapt by identi-

fying with the behavior and ideology of their victimizers. This phenomenon,

similar to the Stockholm syndrome studied in hostage situations, is mentioned

by many genocide survivors. It leads not only to the psychological destruction of

the individual, but to that of the group, as individuals are coerced to behave

aggressively toward the so-called unfit.28

Once the victims have been systematically weakened, and with the neces-

sary political consensus and technical facilities in place, the process may 

proceed to the next stage: extermination. If not, the cycle will begin again.

Subcategories of Others will be established for harassment; and the perpetra-

tors will further degrade their prisoners (whether they still reside in a ghetto 

or have been transferred to a concentration camp) by making them turn 

against one another. Primo Levi, an Auschwitz survivor, describes how this was

accomplished by the Nazis, using the kapo system:

If one offers a position of privilege to a few individuals in a state of slav-

ery, exacting in exchange the betrayal of natural solidarity with their

comrades, there will certainly be someone who will accept. He will be

withdrawn from the common law and will become untouchable; the

more power that he is given, the more he will be consequently hateful

and hated. When he is given command of a group of unfortunates, with

the right of life or death over them, he will be cruel and tyrannical,

because he will understand that if he is not sufficiently so, someone else,

judged more suitable, will take over his post. Moreover, his capacity for

hatred, unfulfilled in the direction of the oppressor, will double back,

beyond all reason, on the oppressed; and he will only be satisfied when

he has unloaded onto his underlings the injury received from above.29

In the ghettos, labor camps, and concentration camps of the Third Reich,

these three stages—physical destruction, psychological destruction, and selection

were repeated in a spiraling crescendo. In the Warsaw ghetto, for example, the

mortality rate increased from an average of 500 deaths per month in 1939 to

more than 5,000 deaths per month in 1942 as food rations were cut, living

spaces became increasingly overcrowded, and infectious diseases multiplied.

Starvation, illness, and constant harassment by the Nazis created a “market-

place of informers,” both among the local population and among the Jews them-

selves: groups of people living by denouncing others, accusing them of being
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communists, saboteurs, and dissidents or simply having left the ghetto in

search of a piece of bread. The Jewish police also sank into moral degradation,

as they went from house to house looking for hidden children so as to cover the

daily quota of deportees required by the Nazis.

On top of the physical and mental suffering, the Jews were forced to partic-

ipate in an ongoing process of “selection” and so to construct still “others”

within the Other. How successful this Nazi strategy of “divide and rule” really

was is clear in Pierre Vidal-Naquet’s account of the annihilation of the Jewish

community in France.

The UGIF (General Union of the Israelites of France) was a Jewish organiza-

tion created by the Vichy regime that brought together “noble” French Jews so

“integrated” into French society that they believed themselves safe from the Nazis.

After first handing over all the “foreign” Jews (Polish and Ukrainian migrant work-

ers), the UGIF was forced to cooperate in deporting France’s Jewish proletariat

before themselves being deported to Drancy. In the words of Vidal-Naquet:

The Nazis think differently: for them there is no fundamental difference

between André Baur and a little Polish Jewish tailor. Whatever the stages

of their plan may have been—and they were very complex—they laugh

heartily at the differences between French people and foreigners, but to

achieve their destructive purpose they are willing to use all existing 

differences, to use foreigners against the French, Leo Israelowicz—who

was the head of the UGIF liaison office with the Gestapo—against André

Baur, the French against foreigners. . . . This game of the rope and the

hanged is terrible, tragic; the notables who ran the UGIF played it with

their social and political habits, their class reflexes.30

The Nazis developed a whole series of clever and vicious tactics to deepen

this moral confusion, establishing the number of deportees, haggling with the

leaders of each Judenrat over a few thousand deportees to make them feel they

have saved part of the Jewish population, but giving the responsibility for 

drawing up the list to the leaders of this Jewish “self-government.”

And so these members of the Jewish pseudogovernments believed they had

become something like demigods, capable of granting life and death, trying to

rationalize their decisions by including the sick, the elderly, even children on

their lists with the excuse that they must keep alive others with real chances of

survival. There were also cases of corruption, leaders who changed names on

the lists in exchange for money, jewelry, or anything that a family could give to

“rescue” one of its members. To a greater or lesser degree, everyone in the ghet-

tos fell into the same ethical trap. Jaika Grossman describes it with his usual wit:

Those who believed before the war that it was possible to achieve 

socialism peacefully, to bring the workers to power by an indirect route,
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avoiding confrontations; those who thought they could liberate the

people without casualties, without mobilizations, but with a deep inner

revolution; those were the same ones who brought to the people the mis-

taken and falsely deluded idea that Nazi conquest, murder and oppres-

sion could also be avoided. They directed their own movements and the

people’s to avoiding and concealing the facts in times of such desperate

confrontation between two worlds. As if an entire nation could slip

through the cracks in history. One or two might slip through the cracks—

but an entire people? Leaders and society? We could not and did not want

to understand any of them. We did not want to defuse tensions and reach

a deal with them. These meetings were distressing both for us and for

them. This was not a question of psychological differences between

young and old, as interpreted by some.31 Nor was it about disagreements

between pessimists like us, who felt the proximity of the genocide and

did not want to hide it from people, and optimists like them, who

believed that humanity was about to rise up and would help them avoid

misfortune. Who said that ignoring reality was being optimistic and that

facing it was being pessimistic? Perhaps it was the other way round. We

wanted the news about the mass slaughter of Ponar to be released on a

large scale but not to generate feelings of apathy or despair in people that

would lead them to say: “The SS will annihilate us anyway.” That would

have been criminal. We wanted to publish the truth about what awaited

us, to show those terrible things that were starting to happen, show them

in all their authentic crudeness, so that we could defend ourselves. We

wanted to get organized, to stand in the breach, to wield our weapons

while we still had time.

And our adversaries? Apparently they were still not strong enough to

undertake any major projects, no grand gesture, and for that reason,

were reluctant to see what was happening. Was it psychological fear? No

way! A fear like that could not be attributed to “ordinary” Jews, who do

not know the causes of their mistakes and do not understand their rela-

tionship with the vicissitudes of the world. That is, it was a completely

private panic, with no social roots in sight. It was the fear of an ideology,

a view of the world and of history that, unfortunately, managed to para-

lyze many. That fear also became a partaker of the historical facts.32

It is not easy to understand why the victims of the Nazi genocide did 

not refuse to get on the trains that took them to their deaths—or why the 

victims of other genocides, for that matter, do not resist more actively. But these

populations have generally been defeated long before they reach the stage of

physical annihilation. One simply has to imagine a crowd of people sitting or

standing in the sun and rain for a whole week in the main square of a ghetto,
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undernourished, dirty, and sick, almost unable to think. Suddenly they are

offered toast and jam or a cup of tea, or a change of clean clothes to get on a

train. Certain newsreel images—for example, the much publicized sequence of

a doctor dressed impeccably in his best suit, saying good-bye to his family as he

boards the train, oblivious to his fate—have distorted our understanding of the

reality of this stage. Such images simply serve to hide the “systematic weaken-

ing” these people have already been subjected to.

What is remarkable is that in such extreme circumstances, there are always

individuals who do attempt to resist—often placing their own lives, along with

those of their own children and other family members, at risk.33

Stage Five. Extermination

The extermination stage is characterized by the physical disappearance of those

who once embodied certain types of social relations. The Nazi genocides mark a

qualitative transformation of this stage, not only at the level of technology, but

also at a political and symbolic level. Even during the death marches of the

Armenian population in 1915, a personal relationship existed between the

Armenians and their Turkish guards. In contrast, the industrialization of death

by the Third Reich rendered the relationship between victims and perpetrators

anonymous, as well as dissolving individual moral responsibility by breaking the

process into a succession of separate stages. The production line started with

the organization of trains and the deportation of the victims to the extermina-

tion camps of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Belzec, Chelmno, Majdanek, Sobibor, or

Treblinka, and ended with the victims’ bodies being burned and their remains

ground to dust. With the gas chambers, the perpetrators did not even have to

watch their victims die. This depersonalized form of murder has since been

copied in other genocidal processes.

This systematic, impersonal, and tremendously efficient ability to make

entire populations disappear in a relatively short period of time also marks a

new stage in the exercise of power by dominant classes. The perpetrators have

demonstrated to the rest of society the consequences of aspiring to autonomous

control over one’s own body. The new sovereign power is no longer character-

ized by the spectacular staging of small-scale public executions (as in earlier

centuries), but by a new technology of power that, as Foucault points out, fuses

the ancient sovereign right to kill with the biopolitical management of life.34

Stage Six. Symbolic Enactment

Just as manufacturers only realize their investments when they sell their goods,

so those who practice genocide realize their investments in killing and “disap-

pearing” people through symbolic “representations.” In the case of manu-

facturing, physical goods must constantly be sold—in other words, exchanged

for money or the abstract equivalent of money—for the manufacturing 
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cycle to continue. Unless this happens, profit turns to loss as the unsold 

merchandise begins to depreciate in value. A similar logic can be found in 

the case of genocidal social practices. Destruction only benefits the perpetrators

if it can be turned into certain forms of social narrative that re-present 

annihilation.35

In other words, genocidal social practices do not end in the physical 

annihilation of the victims, but rather in the symbolic ways that this trauma is

represented. If the overarching purpose of genocide is to transform social 

relationships within a given society, it is not sufficient to kill those who think or

behave differently. The types of social relationships that these people embodied

(or potentially embodied) must be replaced either with traditional in-group

models of relating or, more commonly, with new ways of relating. However, not

all representations of the facts contribute to this transition. For example, those

who hold official remembrance ceremonies, whether out of goodwill or in the

belief that they can exorcise genocide merely by invoking its name, often stress

the need to “remember the victims.” However, the most effective form of sym-

bolic genocide is not oblivion, which ignores the disappearance of a way of life

as if it had never disappeared, but does not preclude its reappearance. The most

effective form of symbolic genocide is the pious pretense that genocide is some-

how irrational and inexplicable.

For genocide to be effective while the perpetrators are in power it is not

enough for the perpetrators to kill and materially eliminate those who stand for

a particular social order the perpetrators wish to destroy. They need to spread

the terror caused by genocide throughout society. Conversely, the best way to

perpetuate the effects of terror in a postgenocidal society is by dissociating geno-

cide from the social order in which it occurred—not in a crude and obvious way

by denying the facts, as Turkey continues to do with the Armenians, but by

changing the meaning, logic, and intentionality of genocide. In Foucauldian

terms, we need to shift our focus from what the social practices of genocide set

out to destroy (a culture, a national group, a political tendency), to what they

were intended to create (usually, a new society). This supplies the key for how

genocide can and should be remembered, or reappropriated. To accomplish

this, we need to problematize the assimilation structures or levels of understand-

ing at which various postgenocidal societies tend to narrate events, and which

separate genocide from the social order that produced it. They do so not by

denying the facts, but by distorting their meaning.36

THE DENIAL OF THE IDENTITY OF THE VICTIMS. Authors such as Hannah

Arendt and Stanley Milgram have commented at length on new constructions of

genocide affect and how these change our image of the perpetrators. In the past,

many of these works were, as a result, struck off the list of “serious” works on the

Shoah.37
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On the other hand, the victims of genocidal social practices are deliberately

and repeatedly homogenized as “innocent.” The dominant discourse at the

moment when genocide is implemented tends to depict victims as culpable in

innumerable ways, transforming them into agents of the devil responsible for

the majority of social evils. Paradoxically, however, once the genocide has been

accomplished, and to the extent that the social consensus on which the perpe-

trators depended has been eroded, the hegemonic gaze may move toward an

emphasis on the “innocence” of the victims, proceeding hand-in-hand with the

demonization of the perpetrators and their relegation to the realm of “irra-

tionality.” In some societies, this process is accelerated by military defeat (as

with the Nazis in Germany or the Hutu extremists in Rwanda), or by political

defeat (as with the military dictatorships of Latin America). In other cases, the

process occurs more slowly, as with Turkey or Indonesia. And in still other cases,

when a consensus remains as to the legitimacy of the genocide in the society in

which it occurred, the process of “constructing innocence” may take genera-

tions or even centuries—as with the annihilation of the indigenous populations

of the modern states of the Americas.

However it occurs, this mode of constructing “innocent” victims ends up

being even more effective than blaming them for their own destruction. It

dilutes genocide as much as it appears to condemn it. It meshes easily with the

image of mad, perverse, pathological, and evil murderers that emerges from the

ways the perpetrators themselves legitimize genocide. Of course, I am not sug-

gesting that the victims deserve their fate. Rather, I am saying that we need to

look more carefully at the discourses justifying the persecution, exclusion, and

extermination of different victims.

The “hegemonic gaze” may also be located outside the genocidal society

itself, affecting how onlookers evaluate the genocidal process. Let us consider

again the case of Nazi Germany as viewed by contemporary members of the soci-

eties that combined to defeat it. The Nazis invented the myth of Aryan superi-

ority to differentiate themselves from other groups (ethnic, religious, political,

social, national, sexual, or otherwise). Using a biological metaphor, the Nazis

stigmatized people belonging to other groups as “degenerates” who had cor-

rupted the race or the Volk community.38 However, something similar has

occurred in the way that Nazi Germany has been demonized in discourse since

then. This relies upon a binary structure of the type described earlier—one that

contrasts “irrationality” and “absolute evil” with “innocence.” The metaphysical

category of absolute evil distracts attention from our everyday experience, leav-

ing us safe from the distress that we might be caused if we were to accept the

genocidal potential latent in all members of every modern society.

Many writers on Nazism take it for granted that the Jews were annihilated

simply because they were Jews. However, if one examines carefully the popula-

tions exterminated by the Nazis, it is clear that the Jews played a central role in
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this process precisely because Jewishness (from the perspective of the Central

and Eastern European regimes of the 1930s) was more than just a question of

having three Jewish grandparents. The stigmatizing of certain groups was con-

nected (more or less accurately) with their subversive potential or inability to

adapt to a given social order. It should be remembered that most Jews in the

1930s saw themselves as “international” (which does not mean that they were

involved in international conspiracies, as the Nazis alleged), and so were 

unconvinced by nationalist ideologies.

It is surprising to note the extent to which certain political, religious, and

moral tendencies of Jewish collectivities in Central and Eastern Europe in the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—in particular, in the area the Jews

called the “Pale of Settlement”—have been neglected or forgotten in scholarly

analysis. A powerful symbol of this is the massive Jewish participation in

numerous oppositional and contestatory movements (whether revolutionary or

reformist), from the Spartacists to the communists, anarchists, Bundists (the

Jewish Workers Party), and socialists, in Germany, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, and

Lithuania. These include such specific cases as the “Jewish Soviet” in Hungary

under the Béla Kun government, the Jewish socialist prime minister León Blum

in France, and the vital Jewish participation at the leadership level of various

Russian and Polish revolutionary movements.

The most important dimension, however, is not the Jews’ numerically large

participation in such contestatory movements, but their link with a deeper,

more global element, linked to the scant support that Jewish nationalism

(Zionism) and non-Jewish European nationalisms aroused among Jewish popu-

lations, until the Nazis appeared on the scene. Because of the persecutions 

suffered by Jews in Russia, Poland, and Lithuania, and because of their 

marginalization in Germany and France, Jewish communities continued to view

themselves as “diasporic” in nature, founded on multiple identities, capable of

transcending their Jewish cultural component; their assimilation within the

national territories they inhabited, whether German, Polish, Russian, or French;

their greater or lesser religious convictions (many Jewish groups were atheists,

others were reformists, others Orthodox, but all considered themselves Jewish

beyond their specific religious or nonreligious identification); and their politi-

cal identity (which was highly varied, though in general forsaking a nationalist

tendency for a diverse range of internationalist and diasporic currents of

thought).

This is not to suggest that all Jews shared in this process of self-identifica-

tion. In the Netherlands, for instance, Jews were much more assimilated into

the national identities of their countries. But they were exceptions in the world

of European Jewry during the first half of the twentieth century. In general, Jews

stood apart from the wider patterns of European nationalism of the period. Only

by understanding this tendency can we hope to comprehend the key elements
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of European Jewish identity and their role in fueling the paranoid delirium of

the Nazis with respect to the supposed “risks” Jews posed to “western European

identity.” The Jews obviously did not represent the kind of threat depicted by

the Nazis, but their general readiness to embrace multiple identities—indeed,

their recognition of the multiplicity, complexity, and dynamism of identity 

formation—did pose a challenge to the narrow nationalisms prevailing in

Europe at the time. This was problematic and “subversive” for a model of 

identity, such as the Nazis’, which sought to subordinate all such identifications

to those of the organic Volk of a well-defined national territory. In a philosophi-

cal sense, Jewish identity was constructed “in time,” while modern European 

identities were constructed “in space.”

It is this distinction that allows us to perceive Hitler not only as an alien-

ated figure, but as an extreme expression of a hegemonic political tendency in

modern Europe. This perspective also allows us to understand the complicity of

diverse European regimes in the annihilation of the Jews, their failure to react,

their refusal to accept Jewish refugees in their territories, among other elements

that have generally remained unexplained or been relegated to a banal analysis

of the greater or lesser “political will” of the various governments in question.39

Similarly, scattered groups of Gypsies who refused to adopt German as their

mother tongue, to water down their centuries-old culture, or to accept the

notion of private property were lumped together with those who refused to

accept sexual norms. In fact, any group that maintained a certain level of social

self-determination became a political target for the stifling heteronomy

imposed by the Nazis. To recover the identity of the victims, and preserve their

memory and history, it is essential for us to understand why they were extermi-

nated. Far from justifying their fate, this understanding is intended to reinstate

the victims as social subjects.

Bettelheim touched on this controversial issue with his questioning of the

Frank family as a worldwide symbol of the Holocaust. It is not that he did not

respect their suffering. Rather, he felt that choosing the Franks as a symbol

made it harder to understand the genocidal process. In Bruno Bettelheim’s

words: “I believe that the worldwide acclaim given [Anne Frank’s] story cannot

be explained unless we recognize in it our wish to forget the gas chambers and

our effort to do so by glorifying the ability to retreat into an extremely private

world . . . that was glorified precisely because it led to their destruction. . . .

What we miss is the importance of accepting the gas chambers as facts, so they

can never again be allowed to exist. If all men are basically good . . . then, really,

we can all continue with our daily lives and forget Auschwitz.”40 According to

Bettelheim, the Frank family became a symbol of the Holocaust not just because

they did not try to escape or to fight back, but because they were a “civilized

family,” an “assimilated” family, in this case, that was not very different from

other non-Jewish families in Europe. They continued to live in their own private
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world until their very last day together. We might also add that the Franks were

Dutch Jews, living in a Nazi-occupied territory rather than in Germany.

Certainly, the Franks were victims of the Nazis; the point is that the use that has

been made of their story does not help us to understand what it was that the

Nazis hated about the Jews to the point of wanting to kill them all.

On the other hand, the attention given to the story of the Frank family

seems to suggest that the internment in concentration camps of German

antifascist Jews—Communists, Bundists, Zionists, and even Orthodox Jews—was

somehow more understandable, and perhaps “almost” justifiable. After all, they

were political enemies; they were not murdered simply for being Jewish. The

problem is that if we condemn the Holocaust for selecting the “wrong” victims,

or because the Nazis overestimated the subversive potential of Judaism and

failed to understand the multiple and contradictory nature of Central European

Jewish identity in the first half of the twentieth century, we perversely end up

legitimizing the logic of genocide. We also miss the point that Central European

Jews were murdered precisely for what they did, and not for what they failed to

do.

THE TRANSFERENCE OF GUILT. A more subtle form of symbolic genocide is the

transfer of guilt through scapegoating and self-scapegoating. Through a per-

verse psychological mechanism, those victims who actively oppose a genocidal

regime—that is, those who are “less innocent”—are blamed or blame them-

selves for the deaths of those who are “more innocent.” In this way, a chain of

responsibility is forged that assigns varying degrees of guilt and innocence to

the victims of genocide, while the actual perpetrators are regarded as a mere

force of nature, meting out the punishment sought by the “guilty.”

The Vilna ghetto established by the Nazis in the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius

provides a clear example of transfer of responsibility. In 1943, the Judenrat agreed

to hand over Yitzhak Wittenberg, the leader of Jewish armed resistance, to the

Gestapo. In a speech delivered in the main square, Jacob Gens, the head of the

ghetto, accused the resistance of provoking the Nazis into liquidating the ghetto,

and turned the population against the members of the Jewish resistance. Finally,

Wittenberg himself made the decision to give himself up.41

If there is one lesson to be learned from the Vilna ghetto, it is that appease-

ment does not work. Later that same year, the whole of the ghetto was liqui-

dated, and the only people who survived were the resistance forces that fled to

the surrounding forests. For the victims, appeasement was a way to buy time

and avoid collective punishments; but for the perpetrators, it was simply a 

predictable result of the strategy of systematic weakening described earlier,

allowing them time to solve the technical problems of implementing a “final

solution.” Appeasement brings no peace but the peace of a cemetery, where

even the names of the dead have been erased.
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There were many factions of the Jewish leadership of the time who

accepted the notion of “collective responsibility,” which turned resistance into

guilt and genocide into a sort of natural force waiting to be spurred into action

by “irresponsible” resistance. This logic ended up legitimizing the forces of

domination, which were “peaceful” as long as they were not “provoked.” And yet

what some described at the time as “collaboration” was obviously just a survival

strategy. To attempt to justify such behavior after the event prevents us from

recovering the true identity of the victims.

HORROR AND PARALYSIS. In postgenocidal democracies, symbolic annihilation

of the victims through the discourses of “innocence” and “metaphysical evil” 

is reinforced by the morbid fascination of the media and popular historians

with the details of the crimes themselves. We are inundated with blow-by-

blow accounts of suffering, descriptions of torture and execution, and other

horrific testimonies, together with an abundance of spine-chilling photographs.

None of these contributes much to our understanding of why the victims 

were killed. On the contrary, it simply perpetuates a sense of terror and 

paralysis throughout society. “Memory for the victims” is turned into a sort of

horror show.

Similarly, the use of genocide as a political symbol in postgenocidal democ-

racies is not linked to silence and oblivion. If the Armenian genocide continues

to be a political taboo in modern Turkey, Western democracies have replaced

the strategy of “taboo” with an excess of empty political declarations that avoid

questions about the identity of the victims or the true beneficiaries of genocide,

and so continue to make restorative justice impossible. In many postgenocidal

societies, those who make a genuine effort to confront this injustice may wind

up being tortured or murdered. But even when the threat of physical violence is

no longer present, a network of symbolic and discursive processes continues to

imprison jurists, historians, and sociologists—and even poets—within its 

invisible walls, limiting what can be thought and said about genocide.

Reformulating Social Relations: A Struggle for Identity

The six stages of modern genocide described above form a cycle, the central aim

of which is to transform the society in which genocide takes place by destroying

a way of life embodied by a particular group, and thus reorganizing social rela-

tions within the rest of society. The disappearance of the memory of the victims

brought about by symbolic enactment—that is, by the enactment of genocide

through discursive and other symbolic means—is an attempt to close the cycle.

Not only do the victims no longer exist, but they allegedly “never existed”—or, if

we know that they existed, we are no longer able to grasp how they lived or why

they died. Otherwise the cycle might begin again.
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What happens, then, to a society that remains silent while people are

beaten in the streets and disappear? What happens to a society in which some

denounce their neighbors, and others steal their jobs or businesses, their

homes or other assets? All these forms of “moral participation” in genocide

must inevitably lead to a blurring of moral distinctions, an inability to distin-

guish between right and wrong, fair and unfair. This is true not only for those

who live in a time of genocide, but for subsequent generations as well.

At the same time, the trauma produced in the population by a genocidal

process, and internalized as a way of relating to others mediated by terror, may

manifest itself in diverse ways. One of these is survivor guilt among those who

have lost relatives, friends, or colleagues. Another is the inability to assert 

oneself in family or social relationships or to find a group identity, found in 

psychotherapy patients’ storylines such as these:

“I am a Nazi, and if I express my anger, I will destroy in a most sadistic

manner the lives of those who have frustrated me; in order to keep this a

secret, I need to smile all the time.”

“I believe that my father was an SS officer, and the fact that he is my

love-object has to be hidden, so I should repeat acts to deny my

Germanness.”42

The transgenerational nature of guilt and denial among members of the 

“in-group” is visible in the way that young ethnic German psychoanalysts, even

today, are afraid to explore patients’ Nazi-related family histories.43 The attempt

by the perpetrators to create a “strong” homogeneous society through terror

also destroys the in-group, to a greater or lesser extent—both morally and psy-

chologically. Moreover, postgenocidal societies that are unable to recognize and

mourn the processes in which they have participated remain vulnerable to the

repetition of authoritarian modes of political problemsolving. In Argentina, the

expression “You don’t exist” was first created by the repressors in the secret

detention centers of the 1970s and filtered into in the teenage slang of the 1980s

and 1990s as a colloquial form of contempt.44

But if genocide is not directed solely at the material victims of the annihi-

lation process, one must ask: How could trauma affect a postgenocidal society in

which most people—accomplices, informers, betrayers, or simply those who had

stolen or made use of the victims’ property—were silent? Can a small betrayal of

human values in the course of one’s work, the breaking of a strike, an act of

aggression in the street, or an anonymous denunciation be viewed as moral 

participation in genocide, whether through active consent or tolerance of inac-

tion? Perhaps observing the past in terms of the present, as Tzvetan Todorov has

recommended, requires us to look at the present with greater mistrust.45

Without knowing who the victims of genocide were and why they were 

annihilated, we hardly know who we are ourselves, and why we live as we do.
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International recognition of the importance of the Nazi genocides has given rise to

a rich and complex literature attempting to explain the causes of these crimes or to

choose between alternative explanations as to why they happened. As we have

seen, different theories have been proposed at different times and in different

parts of the world—even though some commentators reject the possibility of find-

ing any rational explanation whatsoever. In chapters 4 and 5 I examined just a small

selection of this vast literature and—because of the sociological focus of this 

book—the emphasis was mostly on the sociology literature and on causal models of

explanation.

In contrast, there is far less literature on social genocide practices in Argentina

during the military dictatorship between 1976 and 1983. This is understandable

given the recent nature of the events—thirty years have gone by since the end of

military rule—and the apparently less spectacular scale of the killings, not to men-

tion Argentina’s geographical location, far from the centers of world power.

Nevertheless, in chapter 7 I continue to prioritize works that offer causal models of

explanation, however shaky some of these may be.1

And that is not all. Like the previous chapter on the causes of the Nazi geno-

cides, chapter 7 attempts to kill several birds with one stone. It suggests a tentative

approach to understanding the causes of the repression carried out in Argentina by

the last military government between 1976 and 1983. It examines the declarations

of some of the military themselves; the report drawn up by the National
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Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (Comisión Nacional sobre la

Desaparición de Personas or CONADEP), set up by Raúl Alfonsín, Argentina’s 

postdictatorial president, shortly after his inauguration on December 10, 1983; 

and it analyzes some academic reflections on these events written between 1980

and 2005 by authors like Guillermo O’Donnell, Luis Marín, Leon Rozitchner,

Claudia Hilb, Inés Izaguirre, Eduardo Duhalde, Hugo Vezzetti, Pillar Calveiro, 

and Luis Romero, among others.

As chapter 7 shows, the first political attempt to bring closure to this painful

period in Argentina’s history applied a logic now known (pejoratively in left-wing

discourse) as the “theory of the two demons.” This was expressed in two decrees

issued in the early days of Alfonsín’s administration—Decree 157/83, which ordered

the arrest of seven guerrilla leaders on charges of homicide, conspiracy, and public

incitement to commit felonies, among other crimes; and Decree 158/83, which

ordered the trial of the nine members of the first three military juntas on charges of

homicide, kidnapping, and torture. However, because the junta trials were to be

heard in a military court, a whitewash was practically guaranteed. Then came the

Report of the CONADEP titled Nunca Más—“Never Again”2—which, to all intents

and purposes, became the definitive description and causal explanation of events,

and closed off other ways of thinking and acting  at least until the twentieth

anniversary of the coup in 1996, when new approaches emerged that spread

beyond the boundaries of academia.

In chapter 8 I will try to test some of the hypotheses put forward in chapter 6

regarding genocidal social practices, in particular the periodization model and the

symbolic consequences of different causal reconstructions of historical events in

Argentina.

I have argued that different modes of representation are, in fact, “narrativiza-

tions” that have material effects on the symbolic ways we process the past. The

focus of Part III will therefore be these stories and their material and symbolic

effects in relation to the premeditated killing of population groups in Argentina 

during the period 1974–1983.
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7

Explaining Genocidal Social 
Practices in Argentina

The Problem of Causation

It is difficult to find authors who provide a comprehensive meaning to the

events that occurred in Argentina during the military dictatorship of 1976 to

1983. Nevertheless, both during the dictatorship and since it ended nearly thirty

years ago, there have been several more or less explicit attempts by politicians,

journalists, and academics to make sense of what happened through—some-

times intuitive—causal models. For the sake of brevity, these events will be

treated here as genocidal social practices despite possible objections to the

term “genocide,” which I have already discussed in previous chapters.

Although this chapter sets out to explore these models, the lack of 

academic research and literature on the subject, together with the need for a

case-specific approach, has led me to include works of journalism that do not

necessarily come out of a formal academic research process. These explanatory

models are interesting because of their potential for shaping collective memory

through what I call the “symbolic enactments” of genocidal social practices.1

The first section of this chapter critically analyzes the notion of a “Dirty

War” against “subversion.” Although this way of narrating events is now largely

discredited among the Argentine population, it still plays an important role in

shaping some collective imagery and the way substantial sectors of the popula-

tion still behave. We might describe these sectors as the “military circle” and 

its civilian supporters, in other words, hard-core members of the armed forces

and the security forces, family, friends, and connections who, despite being 

a minority, continue to have a significant impact on the design of some 

government policies, and in some mass media.

It is worth mentioning that although this approach has been more or less 

discredited within Argentina, the term “Dirty War” to refer to the repression

carried out by Argentina’s last military government remains popular abroad,

especially in academic literature written in English, which tends to use it 



almost exclusively. Let us begin, then, by examining the implications of the

term “Dirty War.”

A “Dirty War” against “Subversion,” 
or Legitimizing One’s Own Genocide

One of the first works in which the perpetrators attempted to justify the type 

of process they were implementing was an early work by Brigadier General 

Acdel Vilas, the head of Operation Independence, or Operativo Independencia as

it was called in Spanish. This was a military campaign to destroy the People’s

Revolutionary Army (Ejército Revolucionario del Pueblo or ERP), a Trotskyist 

guerrilla group, which, by the end of 1974, had seized just over a third of the 

mountainous northwestern province of Tucumán in an attempt to copy the

Cuban revolution. Operativo Independencia, which began in February 1975 under

the orders of the democratically elected government of María Estela Martínez de

Perón (better known as Isabel Perón), became a testing ground for the repressive

methods implemented during the military dictatorship a year later.

Vilas wrote his book in 1977, only two years after carrying out the Tucumán

campaign.2 The interesting fact is that the publication of Vilas’s book was 

forbidden by the commander in chief of the army precisely because Vilas made

no attempt to hide the actions of his troops against the civilian population of

Tucumán or the role played in the campaign by concentration camps and

scorched earth policies. On the contrary, it described the new forms of repres-

sion in enormous detail and offered an explanatory model legitimizing such

actions.

In various passages of his book, Vilas refers to the irregular nature of 

the war waged in Tucumán and the influence of French counterinsurgency 

doctrines applied in Indochina and Algeria—for example in the following 

paragraph:

While I was flying, approaching, more and more, what would be for

almost a year my combat trench, I thought again about the words a spe-

cialist in the glorious French army in Algeria wrote in his book—which

was my bedtime reading during my spell in Tucumán. In Subversion and

Revolution he wrote: “A slave to its traditions and training, the army is ill

adapted to a war that military schools refuse to teach. In general, it

insists on mounting operations against a slippery, uncatchable oppo-

nent, according to classical rules. Like a sledgehammer trying to squash

a fly, it strikes, mostly at empty space, wasting considerable resources.

Even a considerable increase in its resources would have no effect 

without first adapting its organization and tactics to a revolutionary war.

The army should address the complex challenges of revolutionary war 
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in a new spirit, detached from all prejudice and with the determination

to solve it.” The French officer’s pithy considerations summarized my

own ideas and concerns regarding the operations that very soon, and

after a century of peace, the brigade would begin against the country’s

most dangerous and deadly enemy: Marxism.

In Vilas’s mind, this reflection justified the need for clandestine operations in a

“Dirty War” that required—in his own words—a very different army from the 

traditional one, and, thus, different values, different morality, another way of

carrying out social practices. It meant replacing a predominantly military social

practice—war—with an eminently political one—the destruction of social 

relations in the civilian population or, as I define it elsewhere in this book,

genocide.

In his book, Vilas emphasizes the lack of political support he received from

Tucumán’s provincial administration, in particular from the governor of

Tucumán, Amadeo Juri, and the legislature. As a result, Vilas felt the need to

install a “parallel” authority to deal with the “core” of the problem: the civilian

population of the capital of Tucumán. Not only did he aim to set up mechanisms to

persecute the population and undermine solidarity, but also to “win the hearts

and minds” of “civilians.”

This point goes to the heart of what I am arguing in this book. Vilas’s focus

was not primarily the guerrillas and leftist insurgencies, or even their political

fringes. The objective of Vilas’s actions was to develop a series of social practices

focused on the entire population of Tucumán. The concentration camps set up in

the province, in each city, town, or village, were intended to involve the whole

of society either as victims or collaborators—or sometimes in both roles one

after another.

Having adopted this line of reasoning, Vilas then justified the need to dis-

pense with an independent judiciary and with the “old” ethical rules of war in

order to impose a new model of counterinsurgency warfare. In his own words,

he introduced

a Revolutionary Justice dispensed by special courts that worked on the

pattern of military justice. Their characteristics were supposed to be: con-

fession as sufficient evidence of guilt; assessment of the evidence left to

the individual criteria of the judges; informal court procedures to prevent

cases being dismissed or overturned on technicalities; and a system of

personal responsibility for military officials involved in the preliminary

investigations. I decided to dispense with justice, not without a war to the

death on lawyers and judges complacent or complicit with subversion.

Vilas suspected that the battle in the mountains could not be won without 

first changing the balance of forces in the capital city of Tucumán and the 
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surrounding villages. This was a fundamentally political battle, even if it had a

military outcome. And the political struggle for consensus, passive support, and

collaboration—which meant, inter alia, recruiting informers—was to be won

through terror.

Vilas himself recognized that the first Argentine concentration camp—the

Escuelita de Famaillá, so named because it was an educational institution

before being transformed into a clandestine detention center—was a theater of

operations as important as the fighting in the Tucumán mountains, if not more

so: “Now, if the fight in which we were involved depended on intelligence, 

the Meeting Place of Detainees was to be the key to the development of

‘Operation Independence.’”3

Vilas’s awareness of the nature of the conflict and his willingness to terror-

ize and/or kidnap civilians and murder them in concentration camps turns his

writings into a sort of confession about the genocidal nature of the phenomenon,

at least as Vilas and many of his fellow perpetrators perceived it. The only place

in Argentina in which there was an armed left-wing militia with some opera-

tional capacity was the province of Tucumán; and yet the Argentine armed

forces went on to target Argentine society as a whole, proof of which is that after

the military coup on 24 March 1976, the whole of Argentina was criss-crossed

with concentration camps, including territories where there had previously

been no organized military forces or brigades.

Operation Independence became a testing ground for developing genocidal

social practices that would later be unleashed on society at large. Concentration

camps set up in the Escuelita and, soon afterward, in a dozen other locations 

in Tucumán together with the political measures applied by the leaders of

Operation Independence in all cities and towns of the province of Tucumán—

from campaigns of denunciation to decisions about the educational content 

to be delivered in primary and secondary schools in 1975—were a veritable 

field laboratory in which to test the action plan that would be implemented all

over the country after the military uprising of 24 March 1976, against the 

government of Isabel Perón. Indeed, the military called this plan the “National

Reorganization Process,” a term that—in my view—proved to be impressively

accurate.

As regards political responsibility, however, Operation Independence was

developed entirely by the public officials of a democratically elected govern-

ment. This confounds those simplistic analyses of the 1980s that contrasted

democracy and dictatorship and insisted in no uncertain terms that an extrem-

ist left-wing provocation was followed by an extremist state reaction, embodied

in the military coup.

The planned and systematic genocide in Argentina started under a 

democratically elected government. The military dictatorship systematized it to

a greater or lesser degree and applied it to the rest of the country, but it was first
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developed at the provincial level in Tucumán. However, the persistent support

given by President Isabel Perón and part of her cabinet to these genocidal social

practices (against the lukewarm objections of the Tucumán provincial political

authorities) was accompanied by an explicit decision to coordinate projects

from the civil and military sectors.

General Ramon J. Camps, chief of police of the Province of Buenos Aires

during the worst period of the repression, supported the notion of an ideologi-

cal war. Though less precise than Vilas, Camps realized—somewhat belatedly, 

in his opinion—that “we have fought victoriously the effects of an evil, leaving

intact the cause.” By this he meant that the armed forces had fought against the

guerrillas, but the ideologists who were the root of the problem still had to be

tackled.4

In 1977, Camps ordered the kidnapping of Jacobo Timerman, a Ukrainian-

born journalist and founder of La Opinión newspaper and Primera Plana news-

magazine. Timerman, who was Jewish, was accused of laundering money for the

guerrilla organization Montoneros5 and was personally tortured by Camps on

several occasions before his release in 1980. Based on Timerman’s so-called

statements obtained under torture, Camps sought to demonstrate in his book

Caso Timerman: Punto Final (The Timerman case: Full stop) that civil action—

political, journalistic, and social—posed an even greater danger that military

action. In Camps’s opinion, the National Reorganization Process should have

recognized this more clearly and should have acted more harshly against the

civilian population.

In short, the Dirty War aimed at “social reengineering” to achieve its objec-

tives in a war that could not be won by military means alone but only through

kidnappings, disappearances, torture, and the systematic destruction of the

civilian population—in other words, through genocidal social practices. This

was seen as a successful strategy by Vilas, a “national project” by the military

dictatorship’s minister of planning, General Ramón Genaro Diaz Bessone,6 and

as a failure and a mistake by Camps.

Genocide Denial: The “Final Document” of the 
Military Junta and the Wisdom of Hindsight

After Argentina’s defeat by the United Kingdom in the Falklands War on June

1982, Leopoldo Galtieri resigned as de facto president and was replaced by

Reynaldo Benito Bignone on July 1, 1982. Discredited by the outcome of the war,

the chiefs of staff of all three services also resigned, leaving a power vacuum.

With rising inflation and the economy slipping into recession, the military

began to look for what they called a “democratic way out,” and Bignone was

given the responsibility of winding up the dictatorship and transferring power

to a freely elected government.
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During Bignone’s period in office, two particularly important documents

appeared. The first was the Military Junta’s “Final Document” of April 28, 1983,

providing the Junta’s official, institutional version of events from the military

coup until the end of the Falklands War, especially with regard to what they

called counterinsurgency. The second was Law 22,924, the Law of National

Pacification, published in September of the same year. Later dubbed the Auto-

amnesty Law, it pardoned members of the regime involved in human rights 

violations. Later, in 1985, Bignone brought out a book entitled El último de facto

(The last de facto government), which was reprinted in 2000 in a more

extended form as El último de facto II: Quince años después. Memoria y testimonio

(“The last de facto government II: Fifteen years later. Memory and testimony).7

All three publications speak of the “war against subversion” but are more

careful than Vilas, Camps, or Diaz Bessone not to emphasize the illegal nature of

such a war. More concerned about possible prosecutions for human rights

abuses than about offering a clear account of the conflict, the 1983 Final

Document and Law 22,924 emphasized that the actions carried out by the armed

forces were “in the line of duty.” With a thinly veiled threat to those who might

think otherwise, the military argued that “the armed forces have acted and will

act whenever necessary pursuant to an ongoing mandate from the National

Government, using the experience gathered in this painful instance of national

life.”8 They recognized that “errors . . . may have been committed pursuant to

the assigned mission.” There was no longer any attempt to justify the illegal

nature of these operations as earlier writers had done—only the “mistakes” and

“excesses” committed in otherwise “legitimate” military operations.

It may seem surprising at first that the Auto-amnesty Law retrospectively

absolved the military from criminal liability for their crimes right back to 25

May 1973, including the three presidencies of the democratic period between

1973 and 1976.9 This can only be explained by the fact that the genocidal policies

implemented under the military government were a continuation of those

developed between 1973 and 1976, and that illegal actions had already begun

during this period. This is a matter to which I will return shortly, and that calls

into question the sharp separation that the discourse of the democratic transi-

tion made between democracy and dictatorship in terms of genocidal practices.

As part of his apology for the regime, Bignone’s book explains at greater

length the meaning of the documents that his government produced. In his

view, the military had saved the country from subversion in order to introduce

a new democracy. Unlike Vilas or Camps, who were fascinated by the Dirty War

and the new counterinsurgency methods, Bignone was “distressed” by such

actions and gave his readers to understand that any “errors” or “excesses” com-

mitted were the result of historical and political circumstances. However, the

good that had resulted—the salvation of the country and the introduction of a

new democracy—justified the price the country had had to pay, even if the 
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security forces could not always be proud of the measures they had taken

(although Vilas and Camps had certainly been very proud of them).

Bignone is repeatedly at pains to point out what he considers to be the

“ingratitude” of those politicians who had gone along with the military govern-

ment and the fight against subversion in the most unlikely places, and who were

tearing out their hair—now that the battle was over—because a few mistakes

had been made along the way. The list of politicians and journalists Bignone

spoke with on a daily basis is interesting and suggestive of the limits—including

the moral or ethical limits—placed on the Alfonsín administration. In fact, 

these limits were so strong that Alfonsín’s government could be described as 

“democratist”—in other words, democratic in appearance only. Certainly,

Alfonsín’s government condemned the crimes committed during the dictator-

ship, but it did so in the abstract, placing all the responsibility on the military.

It was careful not to dig deeper into the ways the military government had con-

solidated itself in power, including the many interrelationships it forged with

political sectors of Peronism, with Alfonsín’s Radical Civic Union party, and with

the provincial parties, as well as with journalists and judges who since had

changed sides and now supported the fledgling democracy, forgetting their

words, actions, and convictions of just a few years before.

Bignone’s conclusion is clear from the quotation at the beginning of his

book, which echoes none other than Juan Jose Castelli, one of the country’s

leading rebels against Spanish rule in the years before Argentina’s independ-

ence: “Were there other ways? Perhaps this was the case. We never saw them or

believed that we would be able to do what we did by other means. There you

have the results: enjoy them and put the blame onto us. We will be the execu-

tioners; you must be free men.”10 Castelli speaks of the country’s independence

in the early nineteenth century. Bignone speaks of “reorganizing the nation”

through murder and torture and the creation of a “new fatherland.” This father-

land would appear in all its glory in the Argentina of the 1990s, where the eco-

nomic and political consequences of genocidal terror were played out in

countless individual and collective practices, in both politics and business.11

Bignone attempts to distinguish himself and most of his peers who, he

claimed, had reluctantly done their duty, from people like Camps or Vilas, who

had identified with the brutal methods required for the job. Here, it is worth

repeating an anecdote recounted in his book, a conversation that occurred in

the early days of 1971 and which, according to Bignone, makes all the difference

between the two factions within the military that participated in the National

Reorganization Process. In 1970, Bignone had taken command of the cadet corps

at the National Military Academy when, to his surprise, the director of the

Academy, Jorge Rafael Videla (later president of the first military junta of

1976–1980), ordered that First Lieutenant Aldo Rico should not be allowed to

have cadets under his command. Bignone asked why and Videla supposedly
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answered: “Because I want educators here, not people who will turn out killing

machines.” After the return to democracy in 1983, Aldo Rico led several

mutinies requesting and in some cases achieving impunity for the perpetrators

of the genocide.

Bignone’s anecdote is quite astonishing. As the head of a government

responsible for genocide, he quotes the man who led that government during

its cruelest and bloodiest years as saying that he did not want future officers to

become “killing machines.” And Bignone ends his anecdote rather senten-

tiously by stating: “This defined his [Videla’s] concept of the military profes-

sion.”12 If the story is true, one cannot help remarking that both men underwent

a radical change of heart in the five years leading up to the 1976 coup.

Beyond the contradictory nature of this anecdote, it is clear that neither

Videla’s nor Bignone’s vision is that of Vilas or Camps, or Admiral Emilio Eduardo

Massera, navy commander in chief at the time of the military coup and a mem-

ber of the first military junta. Massera was responsible for a naval base in the city

of Buenos Aires that was to become infamous as a center for torture—the Navy

Petty-Officers School of Mechanics (generally referred to by its Spanish acronym

ESMA), only equaled in cruelty and number of victims by the Campo de Mayo

army base nineteen miles outside the city. If Vilas, Camps, and Massera believed

that the nature of war excludes legal niceties (Vilas himself had intimidated

lawyers and judges in the province of Tucumán), Bignone acts “against his will,

with the Doctrine and the regulations in his hand.”13 Death had to be adminis-

tered, distributed throughout society without mercy, and “mistakes” and

“excesses” were inevitable. But these were all in the line of professional duty.

And so these men assumed the role that had been assigned to them: “We will

be the executioners,” Bignone states in his preface. “They will be remembered as

executioners, when they were in fact the saviors. Only history can restore them to

their rightful place.” Bignone felt compelled to write his version of events for the

history books even though he was aware (or so he suggests) of the scandal he

would create when he advocated, for example, that Videla should have received

the Nobel Peace Prize for the way he ended “a war he had not started.”

Hannah Arendt recognized clearly that perpetrators can belong to different

personality types.14 Theodor Adorno went further and identified five types of

authoritarian personality.15 For example, Adorno would have included Ramon J.

Camps within a small group of “rebel psychopaths” such as Joseph Goebbels and

Julius Streicher because of the way Camps “hated” his victims and took pleasure

in his work. However, Arendt was careful to point out that most perpetrators

were more like Adolf Eichmann, the spineless bureaucrat who designed the 

so-called Final Solution to the Jewish Question.

Videla and Bignone were less apathetic than Eichmann, and closer to 

the manipulative type of obsessive personality identified by Adorno. They were

systematic and effective in designing mass murder but never enjoyed slaughter
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for its own sake. On the contrary, they felt they had a duty to fulfill. It was an

unpleasant obligation, but there was no other alternative than to create a new

fatherland by “reorganizing” Argentinean society through genocide. In short,

men like Camps and Vilas were the most despicable figures of the Argentinean

genocide. But it was men like Videla and Bignone who made genocide possible

and controlled the overall process.

The Theory of Two Demons

The triumph of the Radical Civic Union party’s candidate, Raul Alfonsín, in the

national elections of 1983 led to a head-on confrontation with the military gov-

ernment’s “self-amnesty” law and its legitimization of genocide. Having gained

significant support from human rights organizations, Alfonsín had devoted part

of his final election campaign to denouncing an alleged pact between the 

military and the Peronist trade unions aimed at guaranteeing impunity. Now,

Alfonsín questioned the notion that the repression carried out by the military

dictatorship could be described as a “war.”

Decrees 157 and 158, drawn up by Alfonsín’s Radical government, expressed

a view that soon became widely accepted and that later became known as the

theory of the two demons. These decrees ordered the simultaneous prosecution

of the leaders of the military juntas during the 1976–1983 dictatorship and the

leaders of the armed left-wing organizations such as Montoneros and the ERP.

Moreover, Decree 157, directed against the surviving leaders of the armed left,

suggested they had started the conflict and the repression was simply a

response, albeit an exaggerated one, but a response nonetheless.

These decrees were the first attempt to equate the crimes of victims and

perpetrators in order to ensure “symmetrical treatment”—a discursive strategy

that was undoubtedly successful and shaped the way events were perceived

from the end of military dictatorship until 1996 when, on the twentieth anniver-

sary of the coup of 1976, this version of events started to come under challenge.

Certainly, the CONADEP Report “Never Again,” which saw society as a victim of

two simultaneous types of aggression, held sway throughout the 1980s. The pro-

logue to the report was written by Ernesto Sabato (24 June 1911—30 April 2011), a

prestigious Argentine novelist, painter, and physicist who headed the eleven-

member commission. In it Sabato stated that “during the 1970s Argentina was

convulsed by a terror that came from both the extreme right and the extreme

left.” In other words, there were two symmetrical terrors and a society caught in

the middle and unable to escape from either. Sabato goes on to say that “the

armed forces responded to the terrorists’ crimes with a terrorism far worse than

the one they were combating, and after 24 March 1976 they were able to count

on the power and impunity of an absolute state, which they misused to abduct,

torture, and kill thousands of human beings.”
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The crucial element in Sabato’s account is the “victimization” of society as

a whole, to which I have already alluded. Society is seen as removed from the

battle between these two demonic groups—one of them, as Sabato explains,

“infinitely worse” than the other, but both separate from society. Citizens are

seen as passive victims of external aggression. “External” no longer meant from

outside of the country (as when the military claimed that foreigners were

responsible for the violence of the early 1970s). Instead, it meant “alienated”

from ordinary society and thus relegated to the level of madness and irrational-

ity (therefore “demonic”). By coincidence or by design, this was exactly how

Nazism was viewed in the first two decades following the end of World War II.

However, this is not to say that the report of the CONADEP does not point

out the systematic violation of human rights implemented by the military

regime:

From the huge amount of documentation we have gathered, it can be

seen that these human rights were violated at all levels by the Argentine

state during the repression carried out by its armed forces. Nor were 

they violated in a haphazard fashion, but systematically, according to a

similar pattern, with identical kidnappings and tortures taking place

throughout the country. How can this be viewed as anything but a

planned campaign of terror conceived by the military high command?

How could all this have been committed by a few depraved individuals

acting on their own initiative, when there was an authoritarian military

regime, with all the powers and control of information that this implies?

How can one speak of individual excesses? The information we collected

confirms that this diabolical technology was employed by people who

may well have been sadists, but who were carrying out orders. . . . 

Those members of the Argentine military juntas who replied to the 

universal outcry at the horror by deploring “excesses in the repression

which are inevitable in a dirty war,” were hypocritically trying to shift 

the blame for this calculated terror on to the individual actions of less

senior officers.16

Alfonsín’s government later returned in its second amnesty law (Law 23.521 Due

Obedience Law of 1987) to a distinction between “those who gave the orders,

those who executed them, and those who exceeded them”—the so-called doc-

trine of the three levels first presented during the 1983 election campaign.

However, the 1984 CONADEP Report clearly challenged this approach. Instead, it

pointed out that kidnapping, torture, and murder had been systematically used

across the country as part of a carefully designed plan. So-called excesses formed

part of the overall plan.

As for the victims, Sabato began by pointing out that these had come from

nearly every walk of life—social, professional, and political. He then went on to
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argue in one of the most revealing paragraphs of the report that “the vast 

majority of them were innocent not only of any acts of terrorism, but even of

belonging to the fighting units of the guerrilla organizations: the latter chose to

fight it out and either died in shootouts or committed suicide before they could

be captured. Few of them were still alive by the time the repressive forces

reached them.” This paragraph introduces the idea of the innocence of the vic-

tims as opposed to the (tacitly acknowledged) guilt of the “fighting units of the

guerrilla organizations.” It makes the unjustified assumption that the guerrillas

died fighting while the victims—that is, those people who were taken to deten-

tion centers—were all noncombatants, irrespective of their political affiliation

or relationship with the armed struggle. In fact, the guerrillas were just as much

victims as the people who had no relationship whatsoever to armed or political

organizations—although this is not acknowledged in the report.

The hegemonic vision that emerged was one of an “innocent” society

caught between two opposing types of violence: left-wing “terrorist” violence

(although terrorist is clearly a misnomer),17 and the repressive state violence

carried out mostly by the armed forces.

Elsa Drucaroff has rightly pointed out that the terror described in 

Sabato’s prologue derived from an “abstract approach to social and historical

relations . . . and their replacement by non-human, demonic subjects.”18 One

could argue that this alienation of society as a whole from the genocide in which

it was involved and in which everybody participated one way or another—as per-

petrators, accomplices, passive bystanders, or victims—was precisely why this

vision achieved such a broad consensus. The notion of “collective victimization”

soothed the consciences of many Argentines of the period with the thought that

everybody (with the exception of left and right “terrorist groups”) had been a

victim and so nobody needed to question his or her own role in the genocide.

The idea of two demons jointly responsible for various genocidal social

practices was defended most clearly by several intellectuals close to Alfonsín.

One of the most representative of these was Pablo Giussani, whose most widely

known book was Montoneros, Armed Arrogance.19 Giussani saw state violence as 

a response to the “stupid terrorism” practiced by armed left-wing groups, of

which Montoneros was the most important. According to Giussani, Montoneros

believed democracy was really a covert form of fascism and that its attacks

would “expose fascism” by forcing the government to resort to repression. In

other words, the military had simply responded to a “provocation,” but repres-

sion and annihilation had not formed part of any wider social, economic, or

political process. Giussani stresses even more than Sabato the idea of a contest

between two symmetrical military totalitarianisms, both alien to society. But by

describing Montoneros as a “fascist” and a “Nazi” organization, Giussani con-

fuses several very different historical, social, and political processes. Like the

adjectives “delusional” and “messianic,” he uses the terms “fascist” or “Nazi”
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less to gain understanding than to vilify armed leftist groups in Argentina, and

in particular the Peronist Montoneros.

Although Giussani’s work is more journalistic than academic, the 

denigration of this period of Argentina’s history as “irrational” together with

the indiscriminate application of psychoanalytic concepts to the political

arena—concepts such as dementia, delirium, messianism, arrogance, derangement,

sinister, provocative, eschatological—have been a recurrent feature of works by 

historians and other academics from the 1980s onward. Beyond the range of

explanatory frameworks they offer, these works are characterized by their lack

of respect for the victims and for the political ideas of the period they study.

Clearly, there is a need for a more careful, political analysis of the actions

and defeat of Argentina’s armed leftist groups. This may come from surviving

members of those organizations, from people of the same generation who knew

them, or from a generation too young to have participated directly in the events.

But it must necessarily go beyond insults and inappropriate psychoanalytic

interpretations, however harsh and unpalatable its conclusions may be.

What is striking about Giussani and his many disciples is that instead of

producing a serious political review of armed leftist organizations in Argentina

and Latin America, for which there was obviously a legitimate need in the

1980s,20 they turned out a stream of propaganda that not only put those organ-

izations on a par with the perpetrators of genocide but even made them 

coresponsible for their own deaths and the deaths of others by equating the vic-

tims with their murderers. In one of the most revealing paragraphs, which

exemplifies the tone of his argument, Giussani says that “from the electoral rolls

of the Authentic Party [the political party created by the Montoneros organiza-

tion to participate in the democratic elections] emerged many of the bodies

dumped in ditches and vacant lots by the Triple A, victims of a mass murder

that can be only half attributed to that vigilante organization. The other half 

of the blame must be laid at the door of Montoneros and its cavalier disregard

for safety and security.”21

Certainly, Montoneros committed many political and tactical blunders. For

example, after being expelled by Perón from his Justicialist Party in May 1974,

Montoneros’s leaders took the decision to go underground, waiting until after

Perón’s death in July 1974 to announce this measure on 6 September 1974. This

led to the organization’s being declared illegal just over a year later. Another

example was the order for over a hundred surviving Montoneros to return from

abroad for a “strategic counteroffensive” in 1979—a counteroffensive in which

most of them were killed. However, it is one thing to make mistakes and

another to be responsible for genocide.22

A more elaborate version of this approach—written in an academic style,

but with similar conclusions—can be found in Claudia Hilb and Daniel Lutzky’s

The New Argentine Left: 1960–1980.23 As the title suggests, the focus of this book
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is on what the authors call the “new” Argentine left, a movement that allegedly

emerged in the 1960s and whose defining feature was the role these organiza-

tions gave to violence. Like Giussani, Hilb and Lutzky see violence not as a point

that has been reached in a social conflict, but as the decision of one of the actors

in the conflict (in this case, the “new” left). Indeed, the authors try to explain

later events in terms of the climate of violence created by the “new” left—an

idea developed by Hugo Vezzetti some twenty years later. Nevertheless, Hilb and

Lutzky stop short of blaming the left for genocide as Giussani does. They not

only keep the distinction between victims and perpetrators, but also recognize

that repression was aimed at all left-wing militants and not just at innocent 

victims split off from this “new” left.

“Armed Actions” and the Concept of “Civil War”

In the previous section I discussed a number of classic works, all of which

appeared in 1984 and were built around the “theory of two demons”: Sábato’s

prologue to the Nunca Más (Never Again) CONADEP Report, and the works of

Giussani and Hilb and Lutzky.24 In contrast, Juan Carlos Marín’s Armed Actions:

Argentina 1973–1976 was first published toward the end of the military dictator-

ship in 1982.25 Marín’s work, therefore, did not dispute these later interpreta-

tions. Instead, it used statistical analyses in an attempt to reinterpret the

“armed actions” that had occurred between Perón’s death in 1973 and the 

military coup in 1976 as part of a “civil war” that supposedly split Argentine 

society in two.26

Marín set out to understand this “civil war” by dividing “armed actions”

into those that caused casualties (dead, wounded, kidnapped) and those that

did not. He aimed to show that the casualties caused by the “regime” were far

superior to those brought about by protest movements between 1973 and 1976,

despite claims to the contrary from the armed forces and the media that sup-

ported them. In this way Marín hoped to demonstrate the different nature of 

the conflicting forces, their different objectives, and particularly their different

achievements. As he notes quite early in his book, the armed organizations of

the left had already been defeated before the coup of 1976.

It is very important to note that Marín’s approach, unlike the “two demons

theory” that was to predominate during the pseudodemocracy of the Alfonsín

era, allows for a much better understanding of the victims and perpetrators.

The victims are no longer treated as “innocent civilians” but as a social force.

This was probably one reason why Marín’s work was virtually ignored by subse-

quent writers on the subject. But it is also necessary to note that Marín’s

approach seriously blurs the boundaries between war and genocide by implying

that all armed conflicts—including civil wars—are wars of annihilation 

involving genocide. Marín fails to recognize that war and genocide involve 
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different technologies of power, and require different policies and logistics.

Moreover, the fact of choosing quantitative measurements of armed events

(with or without casualties) as an indicator of strength impoverishes the analy-

sis of changes in the balance of political forces throughout the period in ques-

tion, since these cannot be reduced to simple head counts. Nevertheless,

Marín’s approach is well reasoned in many respects and is one of the earliest

attempts to provide a causal explanation of genocidal social practices in

Argentina.

Over the last three decades, Inés Izaguirre has tried to apply some of

Marín’s concepts to the persecution that took place following the military coup

of March 24, 1976. Just as Marx traced the origins of capitalism to earlier eco-

nomic behavior, Izaguirre sees the armed actions of the 1973–1976 democratic

governments as a “primitive accumulation” of capital for the genocide that 

followed.27 In different works, she also set out to study the class origins and

political identity of the victims of genocide and the nature of the conflicts

waged during the period before the genocide.

The idea of a “primitive accumulation of genocide” is highly suggestive.

However, Marín and Izaguirre do not specifically explore the concept of geno-

cide, from either a legal or a historical-sociological viewpoint. Had they done so,

the international literature published over the last thirty years would have surely

provided them with a clear understanding of this “primitive accumulation.”

I must confess that I am indebted to Marin and Izaguirre for an idea I have

developed in previous chapters of this book—namely, that the purpose of a geno-

cidal social process is to destroy the broader fabric of social relations. However,

if “demonizing” approaches implicitly remove the rest of society from the con-

flict by treating the “two terrorisms” as a struggle between two alien forces,

Marín’s and—to a lesser extent—Izaguirre’s approaches reduce political conflict

to a series of military actions. Both writers prioritize “armed actions” over the

“political actions” at a moment in the struggle when the conflict was still

defined in political terms—for example, armed groups were isolated militarily so

that they could not participate in the struggle to build a political consensus. As

a result, both Marín and Izaguirre miss two essential and interrelated points:

first, the specific role of genocidal social practices in destroying earlier social

relations; and, second, the ways in which relations between various political

forces were transformed between 1973 and 1983. Neither can be deduced from

the number of “armed actions” and “casualties,” as carried out by Marín, or

from an analysis of the professional, political, or economic identity of the 

victims of the dictatorship, as favored by Izaguirre.

Essentially, what Marín and Izaguirre fail to understand is that whereas 

in a civil war one social group seeks to defeat another social group in order to

impose its political or ideological goals, genocide goes much deeper. With 

genocide, there is an attempt to reengineer social relations as a whole. Not only
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are the strategy and tactics of genocide different but so, too, are its effects.

Moreover, while a war involves two social forces that polarize society along 

military lines—no matter how unbalanced the opposing armies may be—a 

genocidal social practice requires only one army, that of the perpetrators.

Later, in an article published in 2001,28 Marín attempted to understand the

“reconciliation” between Argentina’s genocidal society and the perpetrators of

the genocide. To do so, he focused on the Catholic Church as a creator of iden-

tities for the victims, the perpetrators, and society as a whole. We will return to

the key role played by the Catholic Church in indoctrinating and supporting the

perpetrators in a later chapter. Here, it is important to point out that in Marín’s

view, the Church blocked personal autonomy in the population at large not by

encouraging betrayal but by treating people as children, as the medieval Church

had done. Now, betrayal, as I have argued, leads to the moral destruction of the

population, which, far from remaining immature, understands only too well the

degradation to which it has sunk as moral accomplices in the murder and dis-

appearance of fellow citizens. Such people are not, in my view, “childish” adults

incapable of comprehending the meaning of their actions—from which they

would thus be “alienated.” On the contrary, Zygmunt Bauman uses the term 

adiaphorization—a term coined by Church councils in the Middle Ages—to refer

to the tendency to trim and cut down the category of acts amenable to moral

judgment, to obscure or deny the ethical relevance of certain categories of

action, and to refuse the ethical prerogatives of certain targets of action.

Adiaphorized adults are unable to confront the past because their moral sense is

numbed through betrayal and complicity. Instead, they “disown” and block out

the past with the logic of two demons.29

Unfortunately, Marín devotes less space in his article to the “construction

of the perpetrators,” a series of truly insightful suggestions that are left 

curtailed as a guide for future work.

The “Terrorist State”

Eduardo Luis Duhalde’s book The Terrorist Argentine State (1983) came out at

almost the same time as Marín’s and so it escaped the need to pander to

Alfonsín’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” democratist policy.30 Duhalde makes no bones

about describing the events as “genocide,” a term he continued to use as a

member of the Argentine Commission on Human Rights (known in Argentina

by its Spanish acronym CADHU), an organization of Argentine exiles living in

Europe who were quick to denounce the crimes of the military dictatorship.

The commission’s documents for 1977 were labeled “Argentina, Genocide

on Trial,” and it was from these that Duhalde took the title for his book pub-

lished in Spain the same year. This is at odds with the limited use made of the

concept of “genocide” during the 1980s, and it is the first use of the term to
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cover annihilation by the military in Argentina, at least in the documents I have

been able to access.

Duhalde’s book, however, privileges the notion of the terrorist state, which

forms part of its title. Duhalde presents a remarkably clear analysis of the 

patterns of state domination and how these relate to the central role played 

by repression and state terrorism in shaping events during the National

Reorganization Process. In this sense, his work is highly suggestive, and his ideas

on the role of secrecy, the functions of terror, and the difference between

“emergency measures” and a “state of emergency”—a distinction later devel-

oped by Giorgio Agamben—turn Duhalde’s book into an indispensable read.

One of Duhalde’s most fertile ideas is that, unlike other types of dictator-

ship, the terrorist state does not seek to militarize society, but to dismember it.

From here it is a short step to arguing that the aim of genocide is to destroy and

rebuild the social fabric. Indeed, Duhalde sometimes suggests this, as when he

points out that the terrorist state encourages individualism, the breaking of 

solidarity, and betrayal—although he does not pursue these ideas any further.

In the 1999 edition of the Terrorist Argentine State, Duhalde discusses other

works published during the fifteen years since the book’s first edition. Some 

of the issues he tackles, such as the political and symbolic consequences of

impunity, will be discussed in chapter 8. However, it is worth examining his 

discussion of whether the term “war” is appropriate to describe the events of

1976–1983. This discussion includes both the perpetrators’ ideas on the subject

and Marín’s analysis of the term “civil war.”

Duhalde points out that the concept of war is problematic in the context we

are considering because of the way it equates victims with perpetrators. In his

view, the fact that the guerrilla forces were incapable of beating the security

forces at any moment during the conflict makes it impossible to speak of a real

war, regardless of whether those who participated in the conflict did so or not.

The difference is that one side was made up of a small portion of society while

the other side (both under Isabel Perón’s government and under the military

dictatorship) controlled the state apparatus and had a virtual monopoly on vio-

lence throughout the country except very briefly in parts of Tucumán province.

As Duhalde himself says: “There is no war between a fraction of society and the

military apparatus of the state. On the contrary, this is what ends up making 

the conflict a non-war and turning it into a mere repressive policy on the part of

the state.”31

This is what distinguishes Argentina’s so-called Dirty War from the Spanish

Civil War and even the civil wars in Nicaragua and El Salvador, where the mili-

tary situation for the insurgents was grim but not hopeless. Duhalde claims that

“there can be no civil war unless both sides polarize the society militarily. 

In other words, this occurs when the stage of social struggle has become the 

theater of war.”32 Nevertheless, Duhalde points out that the facts under study
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form a “socio-political conflict” and not a “demonic metaphysical dispute.” 

In other words, the term “terrorist state” does not depoliticize the conflict, 

but rather helps us understand the difference between social confrontation 

and war.

On the other hand, “terrorist state” is undoubtedly a source of confusion.

The blending together of genocide and terrorism in the concept of “state ter-

rorism” has led to countless misunderstandings and distortions. Just as the text

of the 1948 Genocide Convention and much Holocaust literature ended up

“depoliticizing” the concept of genocide, Duhalde’s terrorist state has followed

a similar path. Worse still, several reinterpretations of Duhalde’s work have

been based precisely on the ambiguous and versatile concept of “terrorism,”

especially from the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries onward.

Although Duhalde draws attention in both editions of his book to the

political nature of the conflict and the aptness of the term “genocide” to define

it, the concept of the terrorist state was hijacked by the discourse of the Alfonsín

era describing the surgical interventions of one demon—embodied by the mili-

tary state—against another demon that challenged it. In this discourse, “state

terrorism” became the counterpart of “left-wing terrorism.” Duhalde does not

share this approach; but because the military also described the guerrillas as

terrorists, his views later came to be misinterpreted.33

Duhalde’s work has also been misinterpreted because it contains several

inconsistencies, such as when he attempts to distinguish between those people

who were supposedly “primary targets” of the terrorist state and those who were

“innocent victims,” a distinction that seems more in line with the “democratist”

approach of demonization. One paragraph in which this confusion can be seen

clearly is when Duhalde says that young adolescents “were not in hiding, they

went about normally, maintained normal relationships in the family, at work or

in the educational institutions they attended. What danger for the terrorist

state could these youngsters pose? They were little more than children, just

awakening to life”34

Pilar Calveiro, one of Duhalde’s harshest critics in this respect,35 claims 

that focusing on “innocent” victims in this way both depoliticizes events and

indirectly justifies state terrorism against the “not so innocent.” In my view,

Duhalde is far from doing this. However, later uses of his term “terrorist state”

make it all too obvious that either Duhalde did not express his ideas clearly

enough in some places, or that the unfortunate title he gave to his book,

together with the political needs of the period, triumphed over his generally

profound and coherent analysis.

Marín’s theory of “civil war” met with a wall of silence. In contrast,

Duhalde’s approach was emptied of its critical content and watered down into

an analysis of the repressive techniques of the military who usurped constitu-

tional power. Thus the concept of terrorist state was used to legitimize theories
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that focused on acts of violence rather than political struggle, replicating yet

again—in one form or another—the theory of the two demons.

Whether muted or distorted and depoliticized, these early approaches

could not avoid mirroring the alienation of those attempting to distance them-

selves from recent trauma. Disturbing events were assigned to the category of

the irrational, insane, and diabolically metaphysical, as happened after the

Second World War in works about the Nazi genocides until the inadequacy of

such an approach was exposed by Hilberg and Arendt in the early 1960s.

This similarity in the ways the two historical processes have been depicted

will be analyzed in more detail in chapter 8. Suffice it to say for now that in both

cases, the predominant image during the fifteen years after both genocides was

one of a break in the historical continuity of the societies in which they occurred.

Genocide was removed from the society in which it had taken place, thus avoid-

ing the unpleasant question of where everyone was while it was happening.

The Bureaucratic-Authoritarian State and 
the Concept of “Micro-Despotism”

Like Marín and Duhalde, the Argentine political scientist Guillermo O’Donnell

was also writing during the years of military dictatorship and in the two years or

so between the return to democracy and the “Trial of the Juntas,” in which

General Videla, the first military president, and Admiral Massera, the naval

commander mentioned earlier, were found guilty of murder and other crimes

by a civilian court and sentenced to life imprisonment. O’Donnell later pub-

lished several of his articles in his book Counterpoints.36 They synthesize the two

broad perspectives that O’Donnell uses to understand the phenomenon: the

macro view—mainly linked to the specific characteristics of the bureaucratic

authoritarian state in the period under review—and the micro view (more 

suggestive to my mind), which emphasizes what he calls “the unleashing of

micro-despotism.”

Although O’Donnell’s basic macro view concept is that of the bureaucratic

authoritarian state, the specific forms that this state took and the peculiar way

in which class alliances were formed are analyzed with extraordinary insight.

O’Donnell believes that in the months immediately after the military coup of

1976, the bureaucratic authoritarian state aimed to get rid of political inter-

locutors who were loosening the grip of transnational capital and the landed

bourgeoisie in power in Argentina—interlocutors primarily embodied in the

Peronist movement.

This macro-level need was matched at the micro level by a complementary

need to destroy the principle of egalitarianism—more symbolic than real—

which Peronism had instilled into society. O’Donnell explores this development

in great depth in his article “And Why the Fuck Should I Care? Notes on
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Sociability and Politics in Argentina and Brazil,”37 whose title begins with a pop-

ular provocation challenging class rule in Argentina. According to O’Donnell,

the political establishment tried to dislodge the notion of egalitarianism by

spreading terror throughout society and installing tacit approval for “micro-

despotism” by getting all those would-be Argentine authority figures in schools

and factories, in the public administration, in the street and in the home to 

vent their latent tyranny on their subordinates—students, workers, employees,

passers-by, or children—as a way of disciplining society in myriad ways.

Both these views—the macro and the micro—are compatible with other

perspectives, but they fail to coalesce into a general explanation of the events of

the period. O’Donnell is respectful of the victims: he avoids the issue of naming

(war or repression, social forces or guerrilla forces), but he does not resort to the

Manichaean oversimplification of the two demons, or to denigrating the victims

as so many others have done. He does not even confuse the roles of perpetrators

and victims, as was usual in the years immediately after the events.

It is striking that Guillermo O’Donnell’s work has not achieved the same

recognition in Argentina as abroad, especially as he was president of the

International Political Science Association from 1988 to 1991 and a member of

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences from 1995 until his death in 2011. 

At the very least, the republishing of Counterpoints in English in 1999 should

have led scholars in his home country to question the hegemonic explanation 

of the “demonic groups” that supposedly attacked a defenseless society.

Representation and Subjectivity

León Rozitchner wrote several articles before, during, and after Argentina’s

1976–1983 dictatorship on the subject of what to call such annihilation

processes, and the consequences of naming on the way we subjectively interpret

events. However, Rozitchner’s approach is indirect and he makes hardly any 

categorical statements.38

Nevertheless, while he does not set out to consider events from a broader

perspective—events he describes as genocide in his various writings—

Rozitchner does suggest ideas that are relevant to both this and the next 

two chapters. On the one hand, he reformulates the categories of conflict.

Reinterpreting Carl von Clausewitz’s theory of war, Rozitchner suggests that,

from early on, guerrilla forces in Argentina neglected the importance of subjec-

tive interpretations of events and forgot that the true strength of counterhege-

monic groups lies in defensive actions, where they can score propaganda points

with public opinion, not in military actions, where they are always overwhelmed

by the forces of the state.39

Rozitchner’s very sound and detailed work demystified the conditions sur-

rounding the “new politics” of the 1980s. This was a politics legitimized and at
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the same time held in check (like all political power) by the military. More to

the point, Rozitchner refused to use the term “war” to describe the genocidal

actions of the Argentine military in the 1970s, stating that one cannot “call that

type of violence” war. With impunity, they called it a “Dirty War.” This was quite

simply a terror campaign against an unarmed “enemy within.”40

Examining in depth the political and military establishment’s strategic

objective of “reorganizing” society, Rozitchner interprets institutionalized 

terror as a sort of “final solution” for rebellion. Like Roberto Jacoby, Rozitchner

notes that killing gives those in power a kind of added value, terrorizing every-

body else into seeing themselves and those around them as powerless.41

Finally, another important factor that Rozitchner analyzes is the discourses

of intellectuals during and after the genocide. In particular, he shows how

“democratist” discourse apparently attempts to deceive the political and mili-

tary establishment in a manner similar to that employed by Scheherazade, the

storyteller in the Thousand and One Nights, who kept death at bay by telling the

king a different story each night. In this profound questioning of the role of 

the new “democracy,” which we saw in Giussani as well as Hilb and Lutzky and

which we will find again in Vezzetti and also in Palermo and Novaro, Rozitchner

suggests that

[h]ere, in this lower world, where God is not an Argentine and we are not

immortal, not even goodwill is enough. And they know it. It is dangerous

for the left to think like Scheherazade and try to seduce the despot by

telling him a never-ending story: that of our own impotence. Could it be

that we have supplanted the trembling stories of our thousand and one

nights with our “scientific” and “theoretical” inventions? Scheherazade’s

only power was her woman’s body, her seductive hysteria, and her

tongue. Will we continue telling each other stories to postpone the

inevitable arrival of death?42

The Version of the Survivors

Apart from the authors already discussed, attempts to go beyond the theory of

the two demons were confined to very small groups, and their advocates were

ridiculed or ignored in public debates until the mid-1990s. Significantly, one of

the voices most systematically denied was that of the survivors. As in the case of

the Nazi genocides, the reflections of the survivors were carried out in private.

In public, their testimony and interpretations were questioned—if not ignored

outright—and a campaign was mounted to discredit them by branding them as

informers, traitors, or accomplices, a campaign that exploited the confusion of

perpetrators with victims, already discussed in chapter 6 in connection with

transference of guilt.
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Like the survivors of the Nazi concentration camps, survivors of Argentine

detention centers were also blamed for having “come out alive from hell.” If the

families of the victims were able to tell their stories publicly, the ex-detainees

were denied this possibility. Instead, their accounts were discredited as being

“highly subjective.” The testimony of their sufferings was heard in court to

achieve the conviction of the perpetrators and then, aggressively if need be, it

was switched off again like a tape recording.43 Only the testimony of what the

authorities had done to their bodies could be heard. Any reference to their

identity, their past, any questioning of the accepted truths of the period, and, 

of course, any comment that could question the victims’ status as “angels” was

disqualified on the grounds that the “survivors” did not have the same moral

authority to judge as the “victims” who had not survived—not even to reflect on

what had happened to them and its consequences.

Despite all this, the survivors tried to construct their own understanding of

events: at first alone, then in small groups which would come to the fore when

the hegemonic version of events started to come under fire. The more organized

collective attempts to express alternative conceptions of the past were two sem-

inars held in 1996 and 1997 by the Human Rights Freedom Chair at the Faculty

of Arts of the University of Buenos Aires and led by the founder of the depart-

ment, Osvaldo Bayer. There, the survivors were able to challenge society in a

public arena—the University of Buenos Aires—with their own reflections on the

period in question. Some of the issues that were raised at these seminars have

profoundly influenced my own thinking and will be discussed in later chapters.

Among the writings of the survivors, those of Pilar Calveiro are especially

interesting. Her most significant book was published in 1998, and it is the only

work written by a survivor to have sold relatively well before the beginning of the

twenty-first century.44 Following in the footsteps of Holocaust survivors like Bruno

Bettelheim and Primo Levi, Calveiro sets out to investigate, through the eyes of a

former detainee and missing person, the nature of concentration camp power in

Argentina, an issue that had been absent from previous works except for some

brief passages in the final chapters of Duhalde’s The Terrorist Argentine State.

Although the thrust of Calveiro’s work is not to provide a comprehensive

analysis of the policies developed during the dictatorship, she does in fact carry out

a preliminary exploratory analysis. In her work, the concentration camp system

plays a key role not because of her own suffering but because, as she says, “con-

centration camps were the operating theaters where surgery took place [meaning

the surgery needed to produce another country] —it is no coincidence that operat-

ing theater was the name given to torture chambers. They were also, no doubt, the

testing ground for a new society: orderly, controlled, and terrified.”45

According to Calveiro, a key factor operating during the 1970s is what she

calls binary logic. Binary logic explains how the military and also most of their

opponents, particularly the armed left-wing organizations, perceived conflict
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and the path they chose to resolve it: polarizing the conflict into a “war” in

which there could be only “friends” and “enemies.” Here is what Calveiro has to

say about this:

In the military’s view, Argentina was at war, a war against subversion

being waged inside and outside national borders. The military were

quick to declare it and the guerrillas took up the gauntlet. Both groups

spoke of war. For the military, thinking about matters in terms of war put

them in a “professional” situation, removing them from the purely

repressive functions historically reserved for the police, while feeding

this binary view of friends and enemies. . . . For their part, the guerrillas

preferred to be represented as a guerrilla army that defied another army

to being seen as a small force of insurrection, with some ability to com-

mit violence. . . . They chose to show themselves as an army at war to

increase their importance and apparent dangerousness. In this sense,

they incited the military to think as they did and consciously helped to

spread the fiction of a popular war against an imperialist army.46

Later she adds:

Concentration camps were the apparatus designed to carry out the policy

of extermination, the product of this binary conception of the political

and social. . . . The concentration-extermination camps were set up to

disappear a whole spectrum of political, social and trade union militants

that prevented the hegemonic consolidation of power. The main target

of this method of repression was the guerrillas, but also included the vast

spectrum of so-called subversion which has already been discussed.

Although the notion of subversive was sufficiently broad to include

almost anyone, its use was intended to facilitate a well-defined persecu-

tion: that of radical militants and all their points of support.47

The importance of Calveiro’s work is that, unlike the “democratist” approaches,

she does not lose sight of the political nature of the conflict and the victims. At

the same time, she does not make the mistake—as the armed organizations that

participated in the conflict tend to do—of categorizing it in binary terms as a

civil war or revolutionary war.

Although she never uses the concept of genocide in her work, Calveiro’s

emphasis on concentration camps as a metaphor for the broader process of

social repression of which they were a part suggests that what the military called

the “National Reorganization Process” was indeed an ambitious plan in which

concentration camps were only a starting point for much deeper social trans-

formations. The book concludes with a paragraph inviting the reader to think

about the sort of society terror produces: “An interesting exercise would be to

understand how the power to disappear people is recycled. What are its 
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break-ups and amnesias in this postmodern era? How does it repress and total-

ize, even when it manifests itself in the most radical individualism? What are 

its schizophrenias, and how does it feed on the false separation between the

individual and the social? How can we preserve memory, find the loopholes in

the system and survive it?”48

Written along similar lines, Carlos Flaskamp’s retrospective account of the

period also critically examines the concept of war.49 Recognizing that he himself

had thought in terms of “war” while he was a senior commander of the leftist

Revolutionary Armed Forces, Flaskamp now believes that “the subjective con-

victions of the actors are not decisive to settle this issue [the existence of a

war].”50 Flaskamp questions his earlier use of the term “war” on three different

grounds.

First, there was no revolutionary army: “To speak of war, I must recognize

the existence of two armies confronting each other. Both the ERP and

Montoneros formed armed groups, but never became true armies.”51

Second, the revolutionaries controlled no territory: The single and very

temporary exception was the ERP Mountain Company. The ERP operated in the

province of Tucumán. The armed revolutionary organizations did not control

land areas, they were not part of military units, and they did not disperse after

every action.52

Finally, Flaskamp suggests that, aside the perceptions of soldiers and revo-

lutionary militants, the vast majority of the Argentine people was not at war. 

It suffered the consequences of Argentina’s oligarchic economic policies as well

as the political repression of the trade unions. The public did not at all take part

in military actions nor did they feel represented by the military.53

Luis Mattini asks similar questions although the answers he gives are more

nuanced.54 Unlike Calveiro, Flaskamp, or the members of the Association of 

Ex-Detained Disappeared (AEDD), Mattini was not a survivor of a secret deten-

tion center; and, as a senior officer of the ERP, he played a leading role in the

events. Nevertheless, his ideas have a lot in common with those of Calveiro or

Flaskamp. Unlike the “democratist” writers mentioned earlier, Mattini does not

exclude the term “war” from the very beginning. Instead, he uses the concept of

war to explore the distinctiveness of the actions carried out by the terrorist state

in Argentina. In his article “Was There a War in Argentina?” (1999), Mattini argues

that the conflict was unlike any other war—national, civil, or revolutionary—

until then and also unlike any sort of classical political repression. But the main

objective in this article is to make visible the political nature of the confronta-

tion in Argentina. As Mattini states halfway through the article, “if this is not

war, let us seek the right word, but it is not simple repression, however cruel,

nor simple repressive excesses. It is a category of domination characteristic of

this century and which corresponds to a certain type of civilization, to the

extreme variant of anonymous bureaucratic domination.”55
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Despite some confusion about the nature of Nazism (which he equates,

mistakenly, with Franco’s dictatorship and the repression of the Communards

in Paris), Mattini seeks to draw a distinction between previous acts of war or

repression and Argentina’s genocidal war with its clandestine operations con-

trolled by the government’s intelligence apparatus. Without giving a definitive

answer, the article characterizes the period 1956–1976 as one of “latent civil

war,” clarifying that in late 1974 Operation Independence initiated a new form

of action, which would be extended to the rest of the country in the second half

of 1975. Mattini could not find a precise name for this phenomenon. I believe

that the concept of genocidal social practice, which differs both from various

forms of war and from classical models of political repression, is the best suited

to describing the specific nature of the conflict that Mattini recognized so clearly.

Using the Concept of Genocide to Write History

As mentioned earlier, it was not until the mid-1990s that academic works

started to question the democratist approach. Gradually, scholarly publications

began to promote a more complex and nuanced approach, one that drew on the

silenced visions of Marín, Duhalde, O’Donnell, and Rozitchner and the hitherto

disparaged voices of the survivors. The two short chapters Luis Alberto Romero

devotes to the subject in his Brief Contemporary History of Argentina (1994) 

are now recognized as a turning point in historical thinking on the Argentine

genocide.56

Although this work covers a period of more than a century, Romero takes

remarkable care in narrating the events that occurred during the dictatorship,

dispensing with adjectives that might suggest madness or the demonic, so com-

mon in previous works. He is also the first published writer to apply the concept

of genocide to the period in question—and it is precisely this aspect of his work

that has been most criticized by other historians. (I have outlined this debate in

chapter 1 of this book, so there is no need to expand on it here.) Unfortunately,

their criticisms have been so persistent that in his later works Romero recants

on his use of the term genocide and “corrects” his “mistake” by explaining it as

a “legacy of the period.”57

In A Brief Contemporary History Romero turned away from the logic of the

two extremisms, noting that “the proposal of the military . . . was to root out the

problem which, according to their diagnosis, lay in society itself and the unre-

solved nature of its conflicts. The nature of the solution could be guessed from

the metaphors used—disease, tumor removal, major surgery.”58

He also rightly points out that genocide begins with Operation

Independence in Tucumán in December 1974—and not with the 1976 coup—and

that this political use of the concept of genocide, far from seeking to place the

victims outside the political arena, restores the political content to the whole
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genocidal process and moves away from visions of both angelic innocence and

war between rival groups. As Romero remarks,

Beyond errors and accidents, the victims were the intended ones.

Arguing the need to confront and destroy armed organizations on their

own ground, the operation sought to eliminate all activism, all social

protest—even a modest complaint about a school report card—any

expression of critical thinking, any possible political leadership of the

popular movement that had developed since the middle of the previous

decade and was then destroyed. In that sense the results were exactly the

ones intended.59

It is remarkable that few historians have developed Romero’s brief but well-

founded and interesting account even though it was published nearly twenty

years ago. On the contrary, the few academic works that have appeared since

then revive the model generally accepted in the 1980s, which condemns “irra-

tional terrorism” on both sides and also condemns the trivialization of the

repression as an (at most, exaggerated) extension of the struggle between two

forms of terrorism. It is also worth noting that Romero himself later subscribed

to this perspective, abandoning many of his own perceptions about the phe-

nomenon in favor of a supposed “historical knowledge” that would make his

own personal memory appear to be too “subjective” and shaped by the “spirit of

the time.”60

However, not all historians share the same approach. The most significant

exception, in my view, is Gabriela Aguila, who has documented and analyzed

the genocidal process in the city of Rosario. Aguila is also interested in the links

between history and memory and the feasibility of working with recent history

as “genocide,” particularly as regards the roles of perpetrators and victims. Her

incisive questioning of the part played by certain political figures and the media

in the city of Rosario has been a constant theme of her work, and suggests prom-

ising lines of research at the national level. Her painstaking approach avoids

facile statements about the “collective responsibility” of society and concen-

trates instead on the difficult but necessary task of defining individual criminal,

political, and/or moral responsibility for genocide.61

The “Counterinsurgency War”

In 1999 Ariel Armony wrote a book about the role of the Argentine repressors in

what he calls the “anti-Communist crusade in Central America” between 1977

and 1984.62 Armony’s focus is different from mine, but his book contains a 

number of ideas that are relevant to this critical survey.

Armony interprets the events of 1976–1983 as part of a “counterinsurgency

war,” thus linking them to the national liberation struggles in Algeria and
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Vietnam and a hitherto little-explored line of thought. In Armony’s view, coun-

terinsurgency warfare cannot be equated with either a classic “civil war” or a

struggle between rival groups. Nor is it state repression in the usual sense of the

term. Rather, it is a new way of dealing with social conflicts that draws on 

colonial experiences of repressing national liberation movements in different

parts of the underdeveloped world.

Armony’s approach emphasizes two new elements, although one of these

was already mentioned by Duhalde. The first is the importance of intelligence in

planning and executing the process of repression and extermination. Duhalde

had already drawn attention to this point, but Armony is much more specific,

taking advantage of research done in the intervening decade and a half since

Duhalde’s book appeared, and the opening of various archives, especially those

located outside Argentina.

The second is the role that “terror” played in transforming the fabric of

social relations, an idea already suggested by O’Donnell and Juan Corradi.

Armony takes Duhalde’s concept of the terrorist state to analyze the role of the

intelligence agencies in perpetrating terror. Although he provides little more

than an introduction to a little-treated subject, his bold and original hypotheses

about the role played by Argentina’s intelligence services in Central America

open up new avenues for research.

Nevertheless, we should be careful not to exaggerate the analogy between

counterinsurgency war in the context of a struggle for national liberation and

events in Argentina. As I have already pointed out in earlier chapters, postcolo-

nial genocide and reorganizing genocide pursue very different social goals.

The similarity between the tactics developed in Algeria and Vietnam and

those employed in Argentina is obvious and worth mentioning. However, here

the similarities end. Treating these cases as equivalent may increase the risk of

confusing a war of liberation against a foreign army of occupation with a con-

flict taking place at the national level, where the military behave like an “army

of occupation” in their own country. In the case of Argentina, the armed forces

formed part of a larger social force made up of what O’Donnell identified as the

most concentrated sector of the national bourgeoisie in alliance with sectors of

the transnational bourgeoisie, a far cry from military occupation by a colonial

power.

Finally, Armony continues the debate about whether the nature of the con-

flict (in which there were almost no battles) warrants the use of the term “war,”

even with a qualifying term such as “counterinsurgency.”

Toward a New “Reification of Violence”?

The term “reification of violence” can refer to a way of thinking that 

sees violence either in terms of its effects (e.g., number of “armed actions,”
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casualties, etc.) as in Marín, or as an almost supernatural force that overwhelms

both victims and perpetrators, as in the theory of the two demons. As Fernando

Coronil and Julie Skurski have pointed out, “in this metamorphosis of effect 

into cause, violence is transfigured into an entity, an autonomous agent that

disrupts order and stands against society, an asocial force beyond the normal

and the normative.”63

Shortly after the turn of the millennium, a fresh outpouring of publications

appeared analyzing the experience of the dictatorship in Argentina. Hugo

Vezzetti, who had published articles on the subject during the 1990s, was one of

the clearest exponents of the new line of analysis proposed by these authors.64

Nevertheless, although he offers some penetrating insights, Vezzetti’s idea of

state terrorism excludes not only the notion of war but also that of genocide in

defining events.65

Although Vezzetti’s intention is to distance himself from the “two demons”

approach, his descriptions of rival social forces in fact have the contrary 

effect. The victims are disparaged with adjectives such as scatological, grotesque,

sinister, deranged, messianic, among others, which Vezzetti not only applies to

Montoneros, as Giussani did, but also to the armed left as a whole. Similarly,

Vezzetti’s persistent use of terms such as “terrorists” and “extremists” is linked

to the idea of a feud between two opposing terrorist groups who, in Vezzetti’s

view, had “reciprocal extermination purposes.” In this sense, he makes the

worst possible use of the concept of the terrorist state.66

At the heart of Vezzetti’s work lies a conception of “social violence” as the

root of all evil—a conception that blurs (even more powerfully than Sabato does

in his preface to the CONADEP Report) the difference between victims and 

perpetrators. This can be seen, for example, when he argues that

even admitting that the responsibilities are not equivalent, what place

was left for the role played by guerrilla terrorism that undoubtedly con-

tributed to creating conditions favorable to the [military’s] criminal

enterprise and that for most of the years of dictatorship even helped it to

gain widespread acceptance in society? Here, a different way of consider-

ing this figure of “two demons” emerges that must be considered in light

of what has been said about representations of war in society. No exer-

cise of memory can fail to consider the role of radical groups on the stage

of indiscriminate violence and institutional chaos that provided the best

excuse for the emergence of the dictatorship.67

However, despite its limitations, Vezzetti’s book also provides a number of

important insights. One of these is his approach to the problem of guilt using

the perspective of Karl Jaspers—an approach to which I will return in chapter 10.

Other insights include his repeated warnings about the depoliticized discourse

of the Alfonsín era with regard to state repression, and his incisive criticisms of
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Inés Dussel’s and Silvia Finocchio’s attempts to normalize and depoliticize a

generation of young people by lumping together the different organizations in

which they were militants.68

A similar perspective to that of Vezzetti is to be found in Marcos Novaro

and Vicente Palermo’s lengthy volume, The Military Dictatorship 1976–1983.69

Again, the adjectives used to describe the armed leftist organizations stereo-

type their members as insane (“delusional,” “exalted,” and “immersed in a

world of illusions”) and terrorists. Not only that: they also claim that “depoliti-

cization” was not a consequence but a cause of the killing. In a new interpre-

tation of events, Novaro and Palermo speak—just as the perpetrators had

done—of a “war against subversion” that supposedly targeted society as a

whole as a way to dismember the guerrilla organizations. Unlike most of the

authors mentioned so far, Novaro and Palermo see the military’s operations

against society as a derivative of their aim to dismantle the guerrillas.

Similarly, those employers and politicians who joined the fight against 

subversion did so because they were “terrified” by the attacks of Montoneros

rather than because they themselves played a fundamental part in the 

repression.70

The concept of genocide is also dismissed in a footnote recalling the classic

distinction between “being” and “doing”—a distinction between “completely

innocent” victims such as the Jews, who were supposedly murdered by the Nazis

for what they were, and those “guilty” (or at least “not so innocent”) victims who

are murdered for what they do or think. Of course, this distinction glosses over

the features of Central European Jewry mentioned earlier, as well as the fact 

that the other victims of Nazism, such as political dissidents, do not fit neatly

into this categorization. By adding the category of innocence to an already ques-

tionable distinction between existence, consciousness, and social practice,

Novaro and Palermo stake out an unusual territory in the field of human rights

by accepting the perpetrators’ way of characterizing events (perhaps influenced

by the sources they analyze).

Nevertheless, apart from the unusual and highly questionable approach I

have just mentioned, the book has some notable successes, such as its analysis

of the ambiguity intrinsic in the concept of “subversive crime,” which will be

discussed in the next chapter, or the way it distinguishes two symbolic territo-

ries, one where people can sleep safely in their beds and another where people

cringe in terror. Especially interesting is the way Novaro and Palermo identify

the role of the press and other print media in monitoring and denouncing 

“subversion.” To this end, they conducted a comprehensive and revealing 

survey of industry publications, popular magazines like Gente (People) or Para Ti

(For You), and circulars from the Argentine Ministry of Education. These points,

however, seem strangely out of place in an overall approach that is closer to the
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democratist position and even to the documents published by the perpetrators

in 1983, discussed earlier in this chapter.

Connecting Loose Ends: Dangers and Opportunities

I wish to close this chapter with some reflections on the many different

approaches analyzed here. Classifications and descriptions of events have

undergone significant changes over the past two decades that need to be 

identified. The question is not so much whether certain characterizations are

true or false, but the way in which they are accepted and their effects on the

construction of a collective memory.

On the one hand, opinions are strongly divided over the existence—or 

otherwise—of a war, although supporters of both positions disagree among

themselves over details. What the perpetrators called a “Dirty War” or “war

against subversion” (a term also adopted, surprisingly, by Novaro and Palermo),

Marín and Izaguirre describe as a “civil war,” Mattini as a “latent civil war,” and

Armony as “counterinsurgency warfare.” Conversely, the democratists (Sabato,

Giussani, Hilb and Lutzky, and even Vezzetti) as well as Duhalde, Calveiro,

O’Donnell, Rozitchner, Flaskamp, and Romero, all distance themselves, more or

less convincingly, from the concept of war.

Clearly, then, the debate involves not only the question of whether or not

the conflict of 1974–1983 amounted to a war, but the role played by the concept

of war in describing the conflict and the conflicting forces. And this brings us to

a second question which, I believe, is more important from the conceptual

point of view: the extent to which the conflicting forces were really balanced

determines the extent to which both sides can be considered victims and 

perpetrators.

In the eyes of the perpetrators, the concept of victim was inappropriate

since both sides were fighting a war. There were victims and perpetrators on

both sides. Thus, approaches that promote the concept of war risk endorsing a

similar logic by characterizing the victims as part of a social group “at war” with

another social group. In contrast, the democratists sought to split the left-wing

social group into one set of innocent victims (society) and another set of “guilty

victims,” in some cases, along the lines of the perpetrators’ own version of events.

O’Donnell, Romero, Calveiro, and, to some extent, Duhalde draw a clearer

distinction between victims and perpetrators, without depoliticizing the for-

mer. Labor union activists, together with student militants and armed militants

of leftist organizations, form an indivisible whole in terms of politics and as vic-

tims. Their status as victims does not depend on their greater or lesser involve-

ment in armed struggle. That is why this group should not be confused with an

army or a side in a war but should be seen as a group of people scheduled by the
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perpetrators for extermination, whether or not they already belonged to a real

social group.

It is here that the richness of the concept of genocide opens up the greatest

possibilities for understanding. Because, whether or not there was a war, the

concept of genocide makes a clear distinction between the victim group and the

perpetrator group—a distinction that we should not lose sight of if we are to

confront the “symbolic enactment” of genocidal social practices that follows

physical annihilation of the victims.
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8

Toward a Periodization of 
Genocide in Argentina

One day there came a wind, a sweeping wind. It took our people and left

us without love.

—Eight-year-old Argentinean girl, 19821

one of the central arguments of this book is that genocidal social practices

have underpinned the exercise of power in the modern period. This chapter

suggests how the periodization of genocidal social practices developed in previ-

ous chapters can be applied in the case of Argentina, as well as pointing out the

main similarities and differences between Argentina’s military repression and

genocidal processes elsewhere.2

Building a Negative Otherness in Argentina: 
The Figure of the “Subversive Criminal”

If we remember that the first stage of genocide is constructing a “negative

Other,” the central question in each case must be: What exactly was the model

of Otherness, and how did it function? In the case of the Nazi genocides, any

answer to these questions is necessarily complex since it must account for a

wide range of groups with different identities. However, a tentative hypothesis

is that the Nazis began by persecuting anyone who showed autonomy in any

field whatsoever, and only later (about 1938) turned the figure of the Jewish-

Bolshevik into a symbiotic union of ethnic and political Otherness, increasingly

linked to an ethnicization of politics in which Jewish “racial degeneration” was

essentialized as “irreversible.”

In Argentina, both the media in the years before the 1976 coup and the

political sectors that supported the dictatorship as well as the members of 

the military juntas themselves focused on a figure that—while not exactly the 

same in every instance—was clearly defined as a “subversive criminal.” At first,

“subversion” alone was enough (sometimes related to Peronism, other times to



Marxism, or to any form of rebelliousness). Redefining the problem as one of

criminal behavior was the stratagem used to turn a political conflict into one 

of law and order and was in line with the French counterinsurgency doctrine in

Indochina and Algeria.

Interestingly, contemporary news stories and official statements always

defined this Otherness in political and moral terms—despite later attempts

from different perspectives to understand and/or explain the Argentine 

genocide in military terms. Thus, the moral dimension transferred the conflict

to the field of ethical standards, generally accepted morality, or the family.

“Subversion” or “subversive crime” ended up becoming a clear definition (any

questioning or criticism of the existing order, at whatever level, was criminal-

ized) and also an ambiguous one (practically any thought, social practice, or way

of relating with peers could potentially be seen as critical or rebellious).3

Let us look at some examples of these definitions. Roberto Eduardo Viola,

de facto president between 29 March and 11 December 1981, and previously com-

mander in chief of the army under the military junta led by General Jorge Rafael

Videla, said that “subversion is any open or secret action, insidious or violent,

seeking to alter or destroy moral standards and the way of life of a people, 

in order to take power and impose a new way of life based on a different scale 

of values. It is essentially a form of political-ideological reaction directed at 

undermining the existing political and administrative order and is based on

exploiting dissatisfaction, real or imaginary, with the political, social or 

economic order.”4

In another much quoted phrase, Videla, the de facto president from 1976 to

1981, also defined the enemy: “A terrorist is not just someone with a gun or a

bomb, but anyone who spreads ideas that are contrary to Western Christian civ-

ilization.”5 That is, both in perpetrators’ statements and in practice, repression

in Argentina was a political struggle that went beyond ideological disagreement

and sought to impose a particular model of society through terror and death.

Thus, any attempt at self-reliance and self-sufficiency—whether promoted by a

political party or by ordinary people with no political awareness at all—was

repressed, and the population was homogenized into a hierarchically organized

society with an authoritarian ideology, religion, and culture that the perpetra-

tors called “Western Christianity.”

This discourse with its religious overtones was fervently supported from

the Catholic pulpits in Argentina, with sermons calling on the military to

engage in a “holy war,” as can be seen in the following homily delivered before

General Viola by the military vicar and general provicar of the Argentine Armed

Forces, Vitorio Bonamin, on 23 September 1975: “I salute all the men of the

Armed Forces who have come here to the Jordan of Blood to cleanse themselves

and take the lead of the entire country. The army is expiating the impurities 

of our country. Wouldn’t Christ want the Armed Forces to go beyond their 
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function one day?”6 In subsequent statements, justifying the repressive events,

the archbishop of the city of Bahía Blanca, Jorge Mayer, on 27 June 1976, said,

“The subversive guerrilla wants to steal the cross, the symbol of all Christians, to

crush and to divide all the Argentine people by means of the hammer and the

sickle.” And again Bonamín, on 10 October 1976, preached before General Bussi

in Tucumán, one of the chief areas of horror: “This fight [referring to the actions

of the task forces] is a fight for Argentina, for its integrity, but also for its

altars. . . . This struggle is a struggle in defense of morality, of human dignity. 

It is ultimately a struggle in defense of God. I therefore ask for divine protection

in this dirty war in which we are engaged.”

Much of the media also shared the military’s point of view. Mariana

Heredia has painstakingly traced these attitudes in publications such as La

Nación, La Prensa, and the magazine Criterio, all of them targeted at different

audiences, and has shown similarities and differences in these messages.7 In

1970, articles in the conservative broadsheet La Nación were already construct-

ing political activists as the “operational support” of the guerrillas while during

the same period, the tabloid La Prensa focused its campaign on the danger for

the country of labor disputes. However, Heredia observes that even before

Héctor Cámpora became president in 1973, a unified discourse was already 

present in both newspapers—one defining the enemy in two ways: “With the

passing of time, a new antagonist was catching the attention of contributors 

to the publications . . . they identified a persistent group of ‘young Jacobins’

entrenched in universities and cultural life and, with the same arsenal they

used inveterately to combat right-wing nationalists, they now directed 

their arguments against radicalized sectors of the Peronist Party.”8 When 

La Prensa spoke of “subversives,” it was clearly referring not only to members of

the armed revolutionary left, but to a wider group of people, as when it 

mentioned “groups of demonstrators engaged in street rioting, employees or

workers who occupy official or private establishments, students who take over

high schools, whether financed by the State or privately” (La Prensa, 16 June

1973). According to Heredia, the Argentine media of the period was character-

ized by anti-Peronist sentiment (unrelenting in La Prensa, and more inconsis-

tent in La Nación and Criterio) together with concern about the left’s constant

questioning of the social order. The broad and ambiguous definition of “sub-

versive criminality” was to be decisive in the creation of the “negative Otherness”

that led to genocide. Thus it became possible to construct an unambiguously

political enemy without a throwback to the racism of earlier genocides.

From Racial to Political Metaphors: Argentina’s “Leap Forward”

In analyzing the Nazi genocides, I stressed the peculiar ethnic and political syn-

thesis in the stereotype of the Jewish-Bolshevik. The political element was a Nazi
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innovation. Whereas previous genocides had been linked to colonial rule or to

the founding of a new nation-state,9 it was the attempt to destroy certain types

of social relationships that turned the Nazi genocides into reorganizing geno-

cides. Ethnicity also played a central role in the Nazi state and was anchored in

earlier racism. However, both evolutionary racism and French degenerative

racism were renewed by Nazi theorists like Alfred Rosenberg and Gerhard

Wagner, and racism becomes a fundamental way to achieve widespread 

consensus for genocidal policies serving political ends.

Of course, the repression in Argentina was able to build on the experiences

of the Nazi genocides and the counterinsurgency wars in Indochina, Algeria,

and Vietnam as well as the National Security Doctrine in Latin America.

Accordingly, it showed a qualitative leap in the technology of power in terms of

its ability to separate political behaviors and social practices from ethnoracial

connotations. Unlike Guatemala, where political conflicts were difficult to dis-

entangle from centuries of racial prejudice and subjugation of the indigenous

population—an ethnopolitical conflict expressed in the figure of the “commu-

nist Indian”10—Argentina invented a “negative Otherness” defined wholly in

political terms. The figure of “subversive criminal” had all the degenerative fea-

tures of the Nazi stereotype with none of the references to ethnicity or race.

The concept of “subversive crime” refers to a form of social practice which,

as defined by the perpetrators themselves, focuses on a way of confronting real-

ity and establishing relationships with others. This is obvious from the policies

of the dictatorship in the field of education materials published at the time. For

example, in 1977, the Ministry of Education of the dictatorship distributed a

pamphlet entitled “Subversion within the Educational System.” This considered

as part of the enemy’s action “the evident offensive in the area of children’s 

literature, the aim of which is to send a type of message starting from the child

and which may enable him or her to become self-educated on the basis of 

liberty and choice.” The same official pamphlet states that “the intention of

Marxist publishers is to offer books to accompany children in their struggle to

delve into the world of things and the world of adults, to help them not to be

afraid of freedom, to help them to have their own wishes, to fight, to assert

themselves, to defend their ego against the ego which in many cases parents

and institutions try to impose upon them, consciously or unconsciously victims

of a system which has tried to make them in its own image and likeness.”11 The

military government introduced a course titled “Moral and Civic Education,”

mandatory in the first three years of middle school. Together with persistent

recommendations to betray others as a way of resolving social conflicts, this

course not only outlined the old model of social relationships that genocide

aimed to destroy but suggested a new model that would make relationships

based on “equality” or “reciprocity” impossible. This new model, a key feature of

genocidal social practices, can be traced back to the Inquisition.
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Nevertheless, this ability to “isolate” the political and persecute only politi-

cal practices prevented the purpose of genocide from being “contaminated” by

the racial metaphor,12 thus making it more efficient. Although the number of

victims in Argentina was relatively small in comparison to earlier and even later

systematic annihilation processes, the disappearance of certain social relations

is obvious when we consider how easily neoliberal economic policies were

imposed during and after the dictatorship. And yet these same policies had

made little headway in Argentine society during the thirty years or so prior to

the military coup of 1976.13

Herein, in my view, lies one of the possible continuities between the two

genocidal processes analyzed in this book. Nazism made it possible to imple-

ment a genocidal social practice with a political content, even if that content

was included within a racist paradigm (the ethnopolitical figure of the Jewish-

Bolshevik and “Jewish degeneration” as a stereotype of “negative Otherness”).

The Argentine perpetrators and their supporters went a step further, dispens-

ing with racism and creating a highly political but, at the same time, broad 

and functional stereotype. “Subversive crime” no longer linked politics to an

under-race but to an underworld of crime.14

However, although this absence of racial or ethnic elements made persecu-

tion more efficient in some ways, it also proved to be a headache for Argentina’s

genocidal apprentices. One of the Argentine perpetrators explains this clearly

when called on to analyze the similarities and differences between the

Argentine case and the lessons learned by the most important counterinsur-

gency experts in French Indochina and Algeria. As Argentina’s interior minister

during the military dictatorship, Albano Harguindeguy, told Marie Monique

Robin, “The most terrible thing is how the subversives blend in with the popu-

lation, making it very difficult to say who the enemy is and who is one of us. That

was another difference with Algeria and Indochina, where distinctions were

racial as well.”15

In some ethnopolitical implementations of genocide, inherited physical

traits (in particular, skin color) made it relatively easy to select one’s victims. In

other cases, like the Jewish genocide, physical traits are less easy to distinguish.

For this reason, the Nazis described the Jews in ambiguous terms as being 

psychologically rather than physically degenerate. However, once genocide is

placed on a purely political footing, the identification of potential victims

becomes much more arduous. In Argentina, personal appearance (long hair,

beards, and shabby clothes) was often taken as an indicator of political beliefs,

but only for the purposes of random police checks. In contrast, Ariel Armony

highlights the essential role played by the intelligence services in “victim 

selection.”16

From the 1960s onward, Argentine military intelligence and the intelli-

gence services attached to the national and provincial police forces spied on
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political and social activists, trade unionists, leaders of neighborhood groups,

and students, classifying them according to the threat they ostensibly posed to

society. When the coup of 24 March 1976 was launched, most of the victims had

already been carefully selected through systematic surveillance. This method 

of targeting victims was fundamentally different from that used in racially 

motivated persecutions where the victims are easy to identify, although the 

Nazi genocides often combined both procedures—careful intelligence work and

indiscriminate mass roundups.17

Harassment: The Logic of Triple A

In chapter 6 I defined harassment as a transitional stage from symbolic violence

(negative stereotyping) to physical violence, particularly, in one of its two

forms: harassment by quasi-governmental forces. It is striking that quasi-

governmental forces played very similar roles in Argentina and in Nazi

Germany.

In Germany, the Nazis’ paramilitary Sturmabteilung (SA, Stormtroopers

Division), had several million members and was used to attack synagogues and

Jewish property throughout Germany on Kristallnacht, the Night of Broken Glass,

in November 1938; yet it was separate from the national government. In

Argentina, the main quasi-governmental organization was the Argentine Anti-

Communist Alliance (known as Triple A), a death squad that functioned

between July 1973 and March 1976 under the democratically elected govern-

ments of Raúl Alberto Lastiri, Juàn Perón, and Isabel Perón and which was

responsible for murdering around 1,500 people. The relationship of Triple A

with Isabel Perón’s minister of social welfare, José López Rega, was well known

but never admitted officially.

At the same time, other smaller institutions were set up to support the

Triple A or carry out similar operations. This was the case of Comando

Libertadores de América (Freedom Fighters of America Commando), headed by

Captain Héctor Vergez, who later ran a concentration camp at La Perla, Córdoba,

together with his men. It was also the case of Comando Nacionalista del Norte

(Nationalist Northern Commando), operating in Tucumán under Inspector

Roberto “One Eye” Albornoz. Both units were (clandestinely) attached to the

Third Army Corps.

Although some of these men, like Captain Vergez, had been torturers or

repressors during previous dictatorships, quasi-governmental groups first

appeared with Perón’s return from exile on June 20, 1973. From Perón’s platform

at Ezeiza Airport, snipers fired on the left-wing Peronist Youth and the

Montoneros that Perón himself had encouraged during his exile and who had

come to welcome their aging leader. At least 13 people were killed and 365 were

injured during what became known as the Ezeiza massacre.18
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From then on, harassment was aimed at weakening and cracking the soli-

darity between the labor movement, the student movement, neighborhood

movements, and armed leftist organizations. The Triple A combined the selec-

tive assassination of real or potential intermediaries between various political

and social movements with intimidation through sporadic attacks, death

threats, and blacklists. This type of harassment was particularly successful in

driving a rift between popular movements and armed political organizations,

especially in the case of left-wing political organizations unsure about whether

to embrace violence. Thus stage two (harassment) and stage three (isolation) of

the model presented in chapter 6 were combined in Argentina.19

Although accounts of the Argentine genocide tend to start with the coup

that institutionalized genocide, it is impossible to understand the historical

context and development in which these murders took place without consider-

ing the threats, kidnappings, and killings carried out by death squads between

20 June 1973, the day of the Ezeiza massacre, and 24 March 1976, the day of the

coup almost three years later. Juan Carlos Marín and Inés Izaguirre have pointed

to the importance of these earlier murders as well as the type of victims tar-

geted, usually “social coordinators” who acted as liaisons between senior mem-

bers of armed leftist movements and ordinary workers or students, connecting

the popular grassroots movement with its would-be political or military leaders.

This combined policy of harassment and isolation not only dismantled the

connections that already existed, but made it relatively easy to annihilate both

groups systematically after the coup. Those annihilated after the coup included

the leadership of the armed leftist organizations (which by then had already

been defeated, both militarily and politically, even though they were still able to

carry out sporadic armed attacks) and militants from the popular grassroots

movement (trade union leaders, neighborhood committee members, student

activists, etc.).

In turn, harassment by paramilitary forces accomplished all the functions

mentioned in my analysis of Nazism in chapter 6. First, it created a social force

of perpetrators that would later join the institutional framework of the armed

forces and the police (or rather rejoin it since the clandestine units that carried

out the harassment were drawn from the army and the security forces). Second,

it isolated the victims and encouraged leftist militants with economic resources

and political contacts abroad to flee the country. In fact, a large number of

Argentine militants (in the broadest sense of the term) chose exile. Third, it

generated a “state of chaos” that led to calls from politicians and the media for

a force to restore law and order, especially in view of the disarray into which the

Peronist government sank after Perón died and his third wife, Isabel Perón,

came to power.

As in the case of Nazi Germany, law and order would only be restored by the

institutional provision of genocidal social practices. This is explained in
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Videla’s first speech on assuming the presidency after the military coup: “Only

the State, for which we do not accept the role of a mere spectator of the process,

will monopolize the use of force, and only its institutions will carry out actions

related to internal security. We will use force as often as needed to ensure social

peace: with that goal we will fight relentlessly against subversive crime in all 

its manifestations, to its total annihilation.”20 Chaos “disappeared” when the

various quasi-governmental groups were reincorporated into the institutional

structure. However, despite Videla’s statement, some units now nominally

under state control continued to operate more or less autonomously. This was

the case with Task Force 3.3.2, which occupied a three-story building including

the officers’ mess at the Navy Mechanics School (ESMA), or the criminal gang

led by Aníbal Gordon, which not only carried out genocidal practices on behalf

of the state but used its infrastructure for conducting personal business, kid-

nappings for the purposes of extortion, random kidnappings, and settling of

personal scores, even if these activities were not the main focus of Argentina’s

genocidal forces. These actions increased from 1978 onward, when leaders of 

the armed forces were sure that their genocidal objectives—the dismantling 

and “reorganization” of society—had been met.21

In the case of Argentine genocide, stage two (harassment) and stage three

(isolation) were thus performed simultaneously, leaving the way open for exter-

mination. But before continuing to this next stage, it is worth considering in

more detail how isolation was achieved.

Isolation, from Mapping to Policy: Material Ghettos, 
Symbolic Ghettos, and Political Ghettos

In chapter 6 I defined isolation as a time whose main objective was “to demar-

cate a separate social, geographical, economic, political, cultural, and even ide-

ological space for those who are ‘different,’ and at the same time to sever their

social ties with the rest of society.” The Nazis isolated the Jews first through

restrictions and exclusionary laws and decrees and later by physically enclosing

them in ghettos. However, as I said in chapter 6, other less sophisticated 

“ghettos” have served these same functions at different times and for different

populations.

In Argentina, isolation was mostly political. In particular, Juan Domingo

Perón’s government succeeded in isolating its rivals politically, so there was no

need for a physical ghetto. On 25 September 1973, the left-wing Peronist urban

guerrilla group Montoneros assassinated José Ignacio Rucci, who was general

secretary of the right-wing CGT (General Confederation of Labor) and a close

friend of Perón’s, in an attempt to force the democratically elected President

Perón to negotiate with them. Enraged, Perón asked López Rega to step up the

operations of the Triple-A against left-wing opponents. Eventually, Perón
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expelled Montoneros from his Justicialist movement during a mass rally in Plaza

de Mayo in May 1974.

The expulsion of Montoneros from the Peronist movement together with

the murder of those who acted as intermediaries between various left-wing

movements was not the only factor that isolated Peronist armed organizations.

They were also isolated by their own shortsightedness. By kidnapping and mur-

dering businessmen and Peronist labor leaders, as well as soldiers and police-

men, they only alienated themselves even more from their grassroots social

movements and the society they intended to lead, while reducing their access to

information, commonsense perceptions of Argentine society, and 

particularly perceptions of their own legitimacy as political actors.

Regarding the targeting of liaisons and intermediaries by quasi-govern-

mental forces, Teresa Meschiatti (a survivor of La Perla concentration camp in

Córdoba)22 speaks of a “selective policy of kidnapping,” an appealing name in

terms of theory development for the way isolation was achieved in Argentina. As

mentioned earlier, these “selective kidnappings” had the clear goal of eliminat-

ing anyone able to mediate between labor, social neighborhood or student

movements, and leftist organizations, particularly but not exclusively armed

organizations. The aim was primarily to ensure that these movements did not

“make the leap.” However, the mistakes these organizations made during this

period prevented them from recognizing their urgent and strategic need to pro-

tect their political base. The inability of the militant left to organize a “strategic

retreat” played a key role in the ease with which they were isolated and then

wiped out once the extermination process was unleashed.

As terror became more widespread, the government’s policy of isolating

militant groups was reinforced by appeals to the population to report suspects

for questioning. Gabriela Roffinelli has identified the importance of such

appeals in Tucumán, the quintessential Argentinean genocide laboratory.

Throughout 1976, Bussi’s de facto government published the following booklet

in the newspaper La Gaceta:

Attention People of Tucumán

Pay attention and cooperate if you find:

■ That in your neighborhood, village or area young people without chil-

dren or with young children have recently moved in;
■ That these couples have no relationship with the neighborhood;
■ That they have no known family;
■ That it is not clear what they are doing here or what they work at.

Because these people may be a threat to your safety, to that of your

family and your country. . . . Your information will be valuable.

Argentine Army 23
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As the authorities called upon the population to inform on their neighbors—

and suggesting through terror that this would be the only way to survive—leftist

organizations were isolated from the popular movement that had nurtured

them. In a clear miscalculation, some of these movements encouraged their

militants to abandon their middle-class jobs and lives and move to poor neigh-

borhoods to live like “proletarians.” There, despite their willingness and enthu-

siasm, they found themselves hampered by their lack of contacts or skills, by

living among people with whom they had no shared history of militancy and

who were socially and culturally alien to them.

Although in the late 1960s and early 1970s leftist organizations had pene-

trated deeply into various sectors of the popular movement—especially sectors

that had chosen armed struggle or were discussing this possibility—the links

between these organizations and the social movements had been dismembered

by the mid-1970s, well before the coup. There was little sympathy, cooperation,

or even information shared among them. This was not only a result of govern-

ment repression; it was also a consequence of serious errors committed by the

organizations themselves.

These were the conditions that facilitated the coup, after which systematic

extermination began. According to some of the repressors, the annihilation was

intended to eliminate political organizations, political protests, and solidarity

or simply critical thinking in Argentina for at least twenty years.24 Sadly, this

prediction proved to be extremely accurate. It was not until twenty to thirty

years later that public discussion (for example, in the context of a university

course rather than behind closed doors) began to focus on this specific process

of destruction rather than a so-called terrorist attack on society as a whole. Of

course, there is no guarantee that such discussions can play a role in developing

social relations beyond the hegemonic individualism, solipsism, and commer-

cialism of our times.

Differences between the Logic of Terror 
and the Industrial Production of Death

The two genocidal practices analyzed in this book differ most notably in the

scope of their objectives and the methods and scale of the killing. The project 

of total extermination did not become a key area of Nazi state policy until 

mid-1942, and its scale was to exceed all expectations. The Nazis’ increasing

insistence during World War II on a systematic “final solution to the Jewish

question” led to a metamorphosis from the concentration camp policy used to

persecute non-Jewish victims, such as political opponents and “asocials”—a 

policy typical of modern genocides—to the industrialized murder of Europe’s

Jewish and Gypsy populations in death camps, or purpose-built installations
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where victims were gassed on arrival, although some of these were also used as

concentration camps. 25

There has been no similar decision in any other genocidal process, includ-

ing the case of Argentina. Although prisoners were murdered or “transferred” to

their deaths in many of the Argentine concentration camps, Argentina’s geno-

cidal policy envisaged wiping out only a small part of Argentina’s population,

and the numbers were not large enough to warrant a production line. In fact, no

other genocide in history—including the large-scale genocides of Rwanda and

Cambodia—has used an industrial production line for killing human beings.

While both processes shared the symbolic need to get rid of the bodies, 

the Nazi factories of annihilation with their crematoria and their mass graves

were a consequence of a decision to murder millions of human beings. It was 

the sheer scale of the Nazis operation aimed at killing a whole people across a

whole continent that led to the invention of the extermination camp as a

“political artifact”—a technology created expressly for resolving a specific social

problem.26 In contrast, Argentina’s “disappeared” were buried in unmarked

graves or thrown from planes into the sea or rivers.27

Although I have so far developed several analogies between the Nazi and

Argentine genocides, such analogies refer to concentration camps, the ways of

representing the “negative Other,” and the Nazis’ use of what Christopher

Browning, Robert Gelatelly, and Eric Johnson call “ordinary men” to destroy a

specific structure of social relations. However, the Nazi genocide was more than

that. Beyond the actual weight we may give to the Nazis’ decision to totally anni-

hilate the Jewish population (and I do not consider this factor to be the main

explanation for Nazi genocidal policies), that decision obviously existed and 

it claimed many more victims than “necessary” to transform social relations.

Nevertheless, Nazi overkill was not irrational even though it went beyond the

bounds of political usefulness. The death camps were an innovation, making

the concentration camp one of the possible stages of genocide, but not the 

only one.

Accordingly, those who argue that the death camps were the defining fea-

ture of the Nazi genocide and that the term “genocide” cannot be applied to

other historical events are just as wrong, in my opinion, as those who argue that

the Nazi genocide was simply another reorganizing genocide in which concen-

tration camps were used. The Nazis’ industrialization of death, due to the deci-

sion to annihilate an entire ethnic group, should not be ignored. But it does not,

in my view, explain either the function or the true nature of the Nazi genocides,

although it gives them a special historical particularity.

Genocide requires terror. In order to eliminate the negative Other, at 

least a significant number of victims must be physically annihilated. The more

terrible their deaths, the more effectively social relations among the surviving
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members of society will be destroyed. But death is simply a means to bring

about social change—not an end in itself. In my view, this was also true even of

the Nazi genocides despite the fact that these were accompanied by what

Browning calls a policy of “European racial redesign.” In other words, the Nazi

genocides were both a means and an end: although social reorganization gave

the Nazi genocide its meaning and functionality, the fact that it was an 

eminently racist genocide cannot be ignored.

Stage four of the model presented in chapter 6 is called “systematic weak-

ening.” Policies of systematic weakening are to be found at all stages of various

genocidal processes, including the Argentine genocide. Both physical destruction

and psychological destruction (see chapter 6) were central in breaking prisoners’

will to resist in Argentina’s detention centers and concentration camps. But the

need to split up large-scale social groups for industrial annihilation did not

exist. Annihilation had a clearly political goal: “disappearing” the bodies of

those who embodied political organization, protest, and solidarity was a way to

achieve, through terror and annihilation, the closure of these social relations in

the rest of society.

The “Symbolic Enactment” of Genocidal Social 
Practices in Argentina: Always “Never Again”

As mentioned in chapter 6, destruction only benefits the perpetrators if it can

be turned into certain forms of social narrative that re-present annihilation.

Having compared the material elements of genocide in both the Nazi and

Argentine genocides, we will now examine social narratives associated with the

two genocides—in particular, the socially divisive narratives I call the “symbolic

enactment” of genocide. We will see that there are remarkable similarities

between the Nazi and Argentine genocides—similarities not found, for example,

in the Armenian genocide, where a persistent denial of the basic facts by the

Turkish state has been the main form of “symbolic enactment” for nearly a 

century.

Modes of Identity Denial and Guilt Transfer

In the case of the Nazi genocides, the true identity of the victims has been

denied by overemphasizing their ethnicity at the expense of their political sig-

nificance. Nazi ideology made a clear link between the ethnic and the political.

To claim, as many have done, that the victims “were killed simply because they

were Jews” erases the political nature of extermination and treats ethnicity as if

it were singular and set in stone. It is ethnic essentialism of this sort that makes

the Nazis appear “irrational.”

In Argentina, where an “ethnic metaphor” was lacking, this sort of denial

was more difficult. Nevertheless, it was the dominant discourse between 1984
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and 1996. The position of the CONADEP Report, repeated in a variety of books,

articles, and films, was to replace “they must have done something [to deserve

their fate]”—an expression used to justify the disappearance of people during

the dictatorship—with “they had done nothing,” an expression that depoliti-

cized the victims, as noted in the previous chapter.

In time, the predominant explanation was that the victims had been 

mainly “innocent” people represented by the readers of certain books, students

seeking to obtain a concessionary bus fare, or neighbors and relatives who just

happened to be in the address books of God knows whom.28 Very few cases—

such as the leading cadres of armed groups from the left—did not fit this 

category.

The Nazi genocide appeared to be irrational because the annihilation of an

entire ethnic group was apparently lacking in political meaning. However, the

Argentine perpetrators’ behavior seemed even more irrational since—leaving

aside the political dimension—the victims apparently had nothing in common

except that they had been murdered. Certainly, they were not killed because of

their ethnicity in a society where most of the population think of themselves as

being part of the “same ethnic group.” Because the victims did not fit into any

unifying category, the perpetrators seemed to have gone completely mad, a

widespread perception being that they simply “killed anybody.” They were seen

as psychopathic serial killers: anyone who got in their way could have been their

next victim.

In this way, large parts of the population came to deny their recent past. 

It was as if social rebellion, solidarity, and a collective critical attitude had never

existed in Argentina. In this new version of events, only a few deluded groups

detached from society took up arms while sections of the armed forces imple-

mented a system of repression that could kill just about anybody on the grounds

that they were defending society from a bunch of deranged fanatics. With 

“normality” once more restored and those deranged fanatics now safely 

“disappeared,” the armed forces could return to their barracks, and society was

cured of the madness of the “two demons.”

The meaninglessness that resulted from this denial of identity found

expression in the discourses of “transference of guilt,” an emblematic case

being Pablo Giussani’s work, although the basic elements were present in pre-

vious as well as later texts, as outlined in chapter 7. Both Giussani and Sabato, in

their foreword to the CONADEP Report, unwittingly reveal the link between the

denial of identity and the transfer of guilt. Their attempt to rationalize events

could be paraphrased more or less as follows: “The mayhem caused by the

‘demonic left’ provoked the military into overreacting and, rather than fight may-

hem with the rule of law, the military initiated a bloodbath in which most of the

victims were innocent.” The main difference between the two writers was their

choice of adjectives.
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Let us spell out the implications of this rationalization of the past:

1. The left-wing armed organizations were not a product of the national 

and continental social struggle of the time but deluded minority groups,

fascinated by the violence of the Cuban revolutionary experience.

2. Their delirium (and not an attempt to destroy certain social relationships

and impose a new system of power) was the main cause of the repression in

Argentina.

3. The annihilation of the left-wing armed organizations might therefore have

been legitimate. What is considered illegitimate is the “spillover,” which

led to the victimization of the “innocent.” (President Alfonsín spoke of

“excesses,” the term used by Reynaldo Benito Bignone, the last de facto

president of the military dictatorship.)

4. There, victims were to be “investigated” to establish their “degree” of inno-

cence (the less involved in politics they were, the greater their innocence).

During the 1980s there were even attempts to give such categories a legal

footing. Ultimately, this was a way of sanctioning and legitimizing the 

values imposed by the genocidal process.

5. What made the whole process seem so irrational was that far more victims

fitted the “innocent” category than the “guilty” one (if the latter is

restricted to the leaders of the armed left-wing organizations). This is what

morally condemns the military dictatorship in most people’s minds.

6. One step that not everyone dared to take, but which the more radical 

supporters of this model did take, was to transform the “guilty victims” 

into a group of “perpetrators,” making them directly responsible for the

annihilation of the other members of their organizations, if not for all the

victims of genocide.

Denial of the past and the transference of guilt were achieved more effectively

in Argentina than after the Nazi genocides. Although the historical situation

was more complex in the case of Argentina, the hegemonic redefinition of

events—what I have called their “symbolic enactment”—successfully prevented

the reappearance of social relations that had been extinguished. This was done

by branding the left as foolhardy and responsible for the massacre.

I believe that this redefinition of events played an important role in the

speed with which individualistic, neoliberal policies took root in Argentina dur-

ing the twenty years after the dictatorship. As I have already suggested, its suc-

cess lay in the peculiar way it avoided questioning the role of contemporary

generations in the genocide. As with any denial mechanism, the extreme 

simplicity and incoherence of the denial did not diminish its success.

However, its rapid success was, ironically, its main weakness when a new

generation burst onto the political scene: the offspring of those who had lived

through the terror. A discourse of this kind was not credible for those who 
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did not need to explain their own part in the events (either to themselves or to

others)—that is, for those born around 1970, and who grew up during or after

the dictatorship.

This new generation was tormented by a different set of questions: Why

were the victims always spoken of in the abstract? Why was there no informa-

tion about the political organizations of the period, except for disparaging

accounts of their armed factions? Where were the parents of these children who

grew up during or after the dictatorship when people in our country were being

kidnapped, tortured, and annihilated? Why was there no information about

opposition or resistance to the military dictatorship? Why had so many contem-

porary political leaders been involved in the military governments? Where were

the thousands of accomplices needed to run a genocide? Why had the majority

not raised its voices in defense of the “innocent majority” until 1983? Why had

the same media and—with a few honorable exceptions—the same groups of

politicians and intellectuals endorsed or at least kept quiet about the genocide,

participating in meetings with the perpetrators and thus legitimizing the

repression? Why was it necessary to defend the impunity of the perpetrators and

their accomplices if they were no more than serial murderers and rapists who,

in any other circumstances, would be hounded by courts, politicians, and the

media? Why was impunity so necessary to close this “irrational, demonic, and

pathological” period in Argentina’s history?

These questions erupted in full force on the twentieth anniversary of the

coup in March 1996 and the emergence of a new political group, Hijos por la

Identidad y la Justicia contra el Olvido y el Silencio (Sons and Daughters for

Identity and Justice against Oblivion and Silence), known simply by its acronym,

HIJOS, which is also the Spanish word for “children.” Despite the Mothers and

Grandmothers of Plaza de Mayo and Family Members of the Disappeared and

Imprisoned for Political Reasons (Familiares de Desaparecidos y Detenidos por

Razones Políticas), this was a family link that had been missing in the human

rights organizations. But, in fact, HIJOS did not represent only the children of

the disappeared but all the children in society who could not understand or

decode the messages of their parents.29

One factor that may be seen as triggering widespread disbelief in the hith-

erto accepted version of events was the collapse of Argentina’s economy in

December 2001. There was a state of siege in the Plaza de Mayo on 20 and 21

December as young people—most of them born after 1970—clashed with police.

These young demonstrators repeatedly mentioned in front of the television

cameras and radio microphones the legacy of “the 30,000 disappeared.”

Although still an abstraction, “the 30,000” was a very different kind of abstrac-

tion from that of the hegemonic discourse. Without necessarily understanding

how or why, these young people connected the “30,000” with a dynamic

struggle, a confrontation loaded with content.
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Of course, the way a young person might interpret this struggle at the

beginning of this new century was not necessarily the way the “30,000”—the

young people of the 1970s—had done so. But those 30,000 were clearly not

the 30,000 innocents who did nothing, the victims of an overwhelming, irra-

tional force. This new abstraction of “30,000” did not restore historical truth,

but it was enough to deepen the cracks that had appeared since 1996 in the sym-

bolic enactments of genocide and that were already becoming visible before the

societal breakdown of 2001.

Argentina’s 2001 crisis turned out to be less revolutionary than some leftist

movements hoped or believed. It did not establish a new model for understand-

ing the genocide or allow for a return to solidarity and political give-and-take.

Encouraging attempts were made in this direction by the asamblea (neighbor-

hood assembly) movement that sprang up in 2002. In the asambleas, residents

tried to solve everyday issues, such as problems of infrastructure, price

increases, etc. Sadly, many traditional leftist groups denied, pursued, and ended

these initiatives, seeing in them a threat to their own traditional forms of social

leadership and pressure.

Nevertheless, since the beginning of the twenty-first century the hege-

monic explanation of the Argentine genocide has broken down, opening up a

still unresolved and highly contested debate on how best to represent

Argentina’s reorganizing genocide. This debate has played a key role in political

youth movements, including the 30,000-strong La Cámpora, founded by

Máximo Kirchner, former president Néstor and current president Cristina

Kirchner’s son, whose members call themselves “soldiers of Cristina.”

Apart from that, a debate is pending about the nature and role of “muse-

ums of memory”—museums dedicated to remembering the darker side of the

human condition. Also overdue is an attempt to understand the failure of the

neoliberal policies of the 1990s without scapegoating particular politicians and

officials. Rather, the conventional scapegoats (such as former president Carlos

Saúl Menem) should be seen as representing certain practices common to

Argentine society as a whole. Both these tasks are more feasible than they had

been before 2001 as the social relations blocked by genocide are slowly

revived.30

The Logic of Demonization and the Role of Horror

I have already analyzed at length how the demonization of the Nazi genocides

(which pathologized either the Nazis in particular or Germans in general)

played a crucial role in blocking historical analysis and led to alienation from

personal experience. In Argentina, both perpetrators and victims were treated

as pathological in the “theory of the two demons.” The adjectives “hellish” and

“demonic” are found in Sabato’s own preface to the CONADEP Report. But the
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cleavage between genocidal social practices, on the one hand, and victims and

perpetrators, on the other, was even greater than it had been following the Nazi

genocides.

As in the case of postwar Europe, the period immediately following

Argentina’s last dictatorship is characterized by an excessive profusion of images

of horror. Indeed, the process had already begun in 1983, the last year of the 

military government. The same publications that had been accomplices of the

dictatorship for seven long years—Gente, Siete Días, Para Ti, to name only the best

known—began to include interviews with relatives of victims or survivors, pic-

tures of mass graves being unearthed, testimonies of repentance, full of banal or

distasteful images highlighting the most gruesome and sickening features of hor-

ror. This so-called exposure of the dictatorship flooded public opinion with 

a series of lurid narratives, with particular emphasis being placed on stories 

of treachery and betrayal, romance between perpetrators and victims, rape, 

robbery, humiliation, and the details of the repressors’ sadistic inventiveness.

This profusion of morbid but unexplained horror plunged readers—and the

rest of society—into a state of moral paralysis. If human beings were capable of

such horrors, surely it was better to stay at home and not ask too many ques-

tions. In this sense, Roberto Jacoby’s research during the 1980s illustrated the

shifting nature of ordinary people’s fears. Jacoby discovered that, after the dic-

tatorship, the place that felt safest was home—even though most victims of

genocide had, in fact, been snatched from their homes. This finding illustrates

how people’s fears and perceptions of their possibilities for political action are

neither rational nor coherent; rather, they are shaped by re-presentations of 

the recent past, the very thing we are trying to think about in these pages.31

At the two seminars organized by the Association of Ex-Disappeared

Detainees during the years 1996 and 1997 under the auspices of the Human

Rights Freedom Chair of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Buenos Aires

(see chapter 7), survivors highlighted a dual psychological mandate from the

genocidaires to the camp survivors. The first part of the mandate was to narrate

the horror, but not in memory of the victims. After years of trying to understand

why they had been allowed to survive, the ex-detainees expressed their conclu-

sions with unflinching clarity and concision: go and tell the whole world what

has happened to your bodies, what we have done to them, so that nobody ever

again dares to do what you have done.32

The second part of the mandate discussed in the seminars was also

addressed to society as a whole: trust no one. And Argentineans unquestionably

began to distrust one another, first as an attempt at self-protection, then as part

of a culture of individualism. This mandate also seemed to tell us: Beware of 

the camp survivors, of course, because “there must be a reason why they were

allowed to live.” But also beware of new friends—who knows why they have

come along now—and old friends who cannot explain why they left or did not
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leave. Beware of those who never wanted to be friends with you and always keep

their distance, because they surely have something to hide. Beware of acquain-

tances, because they were surely secret accomplices. And beware of strangers

who come to steal property or information. Finally, beware of yourselves, of your

own outrage at poverty, of your desire to change the world, of the utopia of a

fairer society or compassion for anyone who is weaker. Go to therapy and, with

the help of new methodologies for rapid healing and self-help, “help yourselves”

and only yourselves.

Mistrust was one of the most effective ways to end relations of reciprocity

and solidarity. One cannot found an oppositional or critical political struggle on

a basis of mutual suspicion. This fact explains the disarray existing among the

surviving leftist forces during the 1980s and 1990s. If it is impossible for me to

trust anyone, then all I can do is look out for myself and take care of number

one, a form of politics that ends up being antipolitical if by politics we mean the

negotiation of power among social groups.

It was no coincidence that this distrust appeared at a time when the politi-

cal system was widely discredited. Indeed, the best way to discredit any struggle

in the postdictatorship era was to describe it as political. Even elected politicians

played on this fear. “You have political objectives” was the first accusation

thrown at any rival by the democratic governments of Raúl Alfonsín, Carlos

Menem, Fernando De La Rua, or Eduardo Duhalde. And indeed, the whole

political spectrum represented in parliament and in the hegemonic media

thought in this way: “They are not defending their own interests,” meaning that

each person should look after his or her individual or, at best, corporate 

interests.

The logic of this approach suggested that if a person devoted time 

and energy to politics, if they cared about others more than about themselves,

this should not be seen as an altruistic action worthy of emulation, a generosity

that puts a concern for others above one’s self-interest. Rather, such a person

lacked legitimacy and was not to be trusted. From this point of view, a political

struggle that could not be explained in terms of self-interest had to be a swindle

or a con. Thus, horror led to paralysis, then to suspicion and distrust, and finally

to individualism. And these consequences of genocide affected economic,

social, and cultural policies for almost twenty years. The 2001 crisis was just a

glimpse of the cracks in a social and political model that still remains dominant

in its ability to discourage certain ways of relating while promoting others.

Repoliticizing the Seventies through the 
Discourse of War: Possibilities and Limits

Hegemonic models of representation do not develop unopposed or operate

within a vacuum. Throughout this period, one of the discourses that sought to
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confront the depoliticizing of the Argentine genocide was that of civil war. 

As mentioned in chapter 7, the clearest exponents of this position were Marín

and Izaguirre.

The discourse of civil war acknowledged the political nature of the

struggle—or at least attempted to do so. Marín traces the conflict back farther

than 1976 or even 1973, to the military coup that ousted Perón in September 1955

and especially to the bombing of civilians in the Plaza de Mayo in June 1955, the

shooting of Peronist rebels in 1956, and the military’s refusal to include popular

sectors in the government. Persecution left the defeated sectors of the Peronist

movement with few options, one of which was armed confrontation.

Seeing these historical moments and the different social forces and 

meanings as part of a shifting balance of power restored to both victims and

perpetrators a sense of identity. Therefore, it amounted to a clear attempt at

repoliticizing Argentina’s recent history, an attempt that was ignored and

quickly silenced by the academics and journalists of the period.

I also noted in the previous chapter, however, the limits of this approach.

Treating social forces as armies—albeit engaged in a highly unequal civil 

war—and focusing on the military-political conflict and the number of “casual-

ties” simply reproduced the way the perpetrators presented the conflict (the

military always claimed to be carrying out a “dirty war”). At the same time, this

approach made it difficult to understand how a rebellious social force had

appeared which, despite the enthusiasm and triumphal perceptions of its young

members, was not at all in a position to fight a civil war. More importantly, it hid

the fact that the perpetrators had created a stereotype of their victims (which 

I call their “negative Otherness” in this book) that did not necessarily require

them to be members of an army or participants in a civil war or warlike 

situation.

On the contrary, the Dirty War had been unleashed against the social whole

to “reorganize” it. As in all reorganizing genocides, the murder of the direct vic-

tims was a message to the wider population—the indirect victims. The process

did not aim to produce a specific number or type of “casualties”; rather, its pur-

pose lay in the conclusions society would draw about the dead, the survivors,

the wounded, and the exiled. In particular, the gruesome way in which the dis-

appeared met their deaths was meant to destroy the social fabric and create a

new social, cultural, and political climate—in short, a new form of governance.

There is a risk of “reifying” the Argentine genocide in terms of armed

actions, casualties, and so forth if we compare it to the civil wars in Central

America. In Nicaragua and El Salvador, the size of the military forces was deci-

sive and—in each case—both sides in the military conflict were clearly defined

politically. But the Argentine genocide is clearly different from these two cases,

and comparisons tend to miss indentifying the specific nature of the Argentine

conflict that is crucial for understanding subsequent political events.33
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The Human Rights Organizations: 
Material and Symbolic Struggles

For over twenty years, the Argentine human rights organizations—with all their

nuances and differences—have worked hard to undo some of the consequences

of genocide, in particular through their uneven fight against impunity. First,

these organizations took part in the debate on how the National Commission on

the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP) should be composed, insisting on the

desirability of including a Bicameral Commission of Inquiry made up of national

deputies and senators. Then they were constant and tireless in presenting testi-

monies and documents at the court trials of various perpetrators. Afterward,

they struggled bravely at the end of the 1980s and during the following decade

to overturn the impunity laws and pardons. In this way, the Argentine human

rights organizations became a moral reserve of society, many of them going

beyond their original agendas to denounce “trigger-happy” police, the intimi-

dation of popular, neighborhood, or student activists, and the use of torture in

prisons during the democratic period.

Here, the role played by these groups in attempting to develop an alterna-

tive view of events cannot be emphasized too strongly. And yet, despite all this,

they consciously, or nearly consciously, left the fight in the hands of lawyers

(who, in positivist terms, are the only ones who know) and prioritized the legal

battle (the real possibility that perpetrators might be sent to prison) over the

symbolic struggle (law as a producer of truth, and a socially sanctioned way of

understanding the past).

Because their priority was to send the perpetrators to jail, these groups saw

the symbolic aspects of the struggle as being of secondary importance. In the

1980s the need for effective action prevailed over strategic analysis—and it is

hard to see how it could have been otherwise. I, too, endorsed the need to put

“trial and punishment” before symbolic or political analysis. Back then, what 

to call the crimes committed, for example, seemed like a trivial language game.

For this reason, trials were the result of adding together individual offenses—

unlawful deprivation of liberty, murder, torture, rape, robbery, abduction of

minors, kidnapping—committed against individual subjects. This was a mistake.

It is true that Eduardo Barcesat, and some other truly visionary jurists for

their time, had suggested bringing charges of genocide—a crime committed not

against individuals but against a social group—but the idea was rejected by the

human rights organizations’ lawyers because of the clearly political nature of

the killings and the fact that the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment

of the Crime of Genocide (1948) does not cover political groups.

In the event, however, the 1986 Full Stop Law and the 1987 Due Obedience

Law proved to be stronger than any activist and/or professional legal work—

except where the kidnapping of children or theft of private property was
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involved.34 Because these crimes had been excluded from Alfonsín’s amnesty

laws, it was later possible to condemn some of the repressors to a comfortable

house arrest—but impunity remained rife until the impunity laws were over-

turned by the Argentine Supreme Court in June 2005 with the blessing of 

Néstor Kirchner.

In short, prioritizing the material effects of law over its symbolic effects led

to defeat on both fronts. The perpetrators remained unpunished for decades,

and society’s understanding of events remained trapped in a summation of indi-

vidual crimes, a form of understanding that fitted perfectly with other symbolic

embodiments of genocide. If it was the sum of individual violations of human

rights, the perpetrators could be thought of as insane serial killers or as part of a

regime that disregarded individual rights. The ideas of “excess” or “misunder-

standing” were consistent with an individualistic way of understanding events.

Durkheim points out that a “social fact”—a social phenomenon like lan-

guage, law, morality, or public opinion that shapes and constrains individual

behavior—is total and qualitatively different from the sum of individual facts.35

A genocide, in this sense, is a total social practice and qualitatively different

from the sum of tens of thousands of homicides or unlawful deprivations of 

liberty, or tens of thousands of cases of torture, or hundreds of rapes. Viewing

them as individual crimes meant trying those responsible for individual crimes.

Spanish law allows for an acusación popular, whereby an action may be

brought in the public interest by any Spanish citizen, necessarily an injured

party. It was not until fifteen years after the end of the dictatorship that Carlos

Slepoy, an Argentine human-rights lawyer practicing in Madrid, brought an

acusación popular in Spain against members of the Argentine military for 

genocide and terrorism. In doing so, he was helped by various human rights

organizations that had refused to compromise their principles in all this time.

In Spain, lawyers first bring the lawsuit to an investigating judge, who

examines the evidence, interviews witnesses, and determines whether the case

should be brought to trial. In this case the investigating judge was Baltasar

Garzón. In November 1999, Garzón charged Argentine naval officer Adolfo

Scilingo—who had confessed to participating in so-called death flights—with

genocide. Finally, Scilingo was convicted in 2005 of crimes against humanity.

However, the action itself and Garzon’s argument that genocide committed

against “part of a national group” can equally well refer to the perpetrator’s

national group reopened the debate about how to define events in Argentina.

This debate was revived with the reopening of trials in Argentina. One

highlight of these trials was the sentencing of a former senior police officer in

Buenos Aires, Miguel Etchecolatz, by the Oral Procedure Court for Federal

Crimes No. 1 of La Plata, Buenos Aires, in 2006. The tribunal found that

Etchecolatz, who served during the early years of the military dictatorship, could

not be accused of genocide because this crime had not been included in the
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original indictment. Instead, he was sentenced to life imprisonment for “crimes

against humanity in the context of the genocide that took place in Argentina.”

Thus, the sentence not only emphasized that genocide had indeed been com-

mitted in Argentina, but suggested this charge be used in subsequent trials.

It is still too early to know the effects of these decisions, but they will 

certainly be important in confronting the symbolic embodiments of genocidal

processes in Argentina. On 22 December 2010, General Videla was sentenced to

life in a civilian prison for his part in the deaths of thirty-one prisoners. More

recently, on 5 July 2012, Videla, Bignone, and seven others were found guilty of

the systematic abduction of babies born to political prisoners. Videla received 

a fifty-year sentence, while Bignone was given fifteen years. However, justice in

Argentina is slow and many perpetrators will surely escape jail for reasons of age

if they are ever brought to trial at all.

A Struggle for Identity

It should be clear by now that my interest in defining the Argentine state terror

of 1976–1983 as genocide is more than merely an academic attempt to create

schools of understanding of what happened. Such schools could only settle their

arguments before a jury. Nor am I attempting a specific legal debate, which is

the province of trial lawyers. This debate has been taken up with the reopening

of trials against the perpetrators.

Argentina’s understanding of its own present depends largely on how it

understands the events of the 1970s. If I have managed to convince you, the

reader, that the primary goal of reorganizing genocide—at least, as it has been

practiced in Argentina—is to destroy and rebuild social relations, it follows that

this destruction and rebuilding requires a specific mode of “symbolic enact-

ment” by which materially annihilated relations are reannihilated in the field of

the symbolic: “There is no rebellious society. The young are not critical and

show no solidarity. In truth such a thing has never existed. For it is impossible.”

Hence, skepticism that leads to solipsism and blinkered self-interest: “There

was a sect of deluded terrorists. There was an innocent society. There was a

power that, in trying to suppress the deluded, produced a series of individual

violations of human rights which a democratic republic cannot tolerate. They

should be expected to answer legally for each of these violations.” Or not,

depending on how radical one’s approach is.

Genocide is aimed at a group, not at a collection of individuals. In

Argentina, each of the victims was “guilty” of what the perpetrators wanted to

destroy—but so too were the survivors of the detention centers and concentra-

tion camps and those who managed to avoid being abducted. However, they 

did not necessarily escape the effects of terror in their ways of relating to others,

in their memories, and in their consciences.
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Justifications of the type “there must have been a reason [why they were

killed]”—cleverly reformulated by Elsa Drucaroff as “there was a reason”36—cannot

be combated by claiming “they were innocent.” However, turning the victims into

members of an army that most never even knew they belonged to is no solution,

either. In trying to understand what members of the establishment tried to destroy,

what they understood by “subversive crime,” perhaps we—those who were not yet

born or who, like myself, remember horror prowling the streets of our childhood—

will discover the kind of society our parents strove to build in Argentina. Perhaps,

too, we can force them to remember what they were like when they were not only

concerned about themselves, when it was much more common to show solidarity,

or be critical, or trust other people—when, in short, they attempted to rebuild not

only the political but, fundamentally, the social and cultural order.

In a sense, genocide undermines classical liberal law because genocide can

only be exercised against a group. It is a legal category that takes no account of

people as individuals, only as members of a group, as part of a social force, as

the incarnation of certain social relations. Understanding the events as geno-

cide in Argentina means being able to start this debate. And it is perhaps vital

to do so from the field of law, whatever the practical outcomes may be in terms

of prison sentences. It is necessary to demonstrate the genocidal nature of the

events and force the perpetrators to account for the systematic nature of their

practices. It is necessary to expose the definitions embedded in their genocidal

as well as their postgenocidal discourses. And it is necessary to force interna-

tional law to argue philosophy, to question distinctions between human groups

based on identity (what they are) and action (what they do), and to recognize

that excluding political groups from the 1948 Genocide Convention provided

what Donnedieu de Vabres called the ideal excuse to endorse any genocidal

process since all social events have a political basis.

As I have already pointed out, the debate about whether events in

Argentina can or should be described as genocide is not just an academic 

one. But it is that, too. This book is a scholar’s search for legal, historical, 

philosophical—and also political—meaning. Indeed, liberal constitutionalists—

a species now condemned worldwide by the hegemonic media that seek to

reduce our freedoms–have been at pains to point out that the main strength of

law lies not in the nature of the penalties but in the way law structures the 

discourses of truth. This point was also made by Foucault, even before the

Argentine genocide.37 Too bad we are beginning to realize this so late in the day!

How, then, should we resume the debate from this time forward?

Appendix or Digression: Papiernik, Villani, and Analogies

On a hot day in March 2001, as I was finishing my first course on “Analysis of

Genocidal Social Practices” in the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of
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Buenos Aires, we organized a public event—which turned out to be very well

attended—in which survivors of concentration camps told their stories and then

talked to our students and anyone else who wanted to take part. The idea was to

talk to them using the concepts developed during the course, many of which are

contained in this book. We were accompanied by our good friend Charles

Papiernik, who was interned for almost four years in Auschwitz, together with

three survivors of clandestine detention centers in Argentina—Jorge Paladino,

Mario Villani, and Graciela Daleo.

After some humming and hawing, Charles Papiernik refused to be the first

to speak—despite the insistence of the Argentine survivors because he was the

oldest—so Mario Villani took on the difficult role. His presentation was as tough

as it was enlightening. He felt obliged to return—like every survivor—to the 

concentration camps where he had lived for nearly four years and, from there,

to tell stories of resistance, friendship, humor, and grief.

Since the mid-1990s, we had been coming under mounting criticism at

home and abroad for having the courage to draw analogies and carry out 

comparative studies between the Nazi concentration camps and those in

Argentina, treating both as instances of “genocide,” which was clearly “wrong”

in the view of the academic mainstream.

I could not remember ever hearing two survivors speak in public about

their experiences. I had not talked with Charles about the issue, so I did not

know how he would take Mario’s words and, more importantly, my strange pro-

posal for them to speak together in the same forum under the umbrella heading

of “Analysis of Genocidal Social Practices,” as my subject was called.

I have said that Mario’s testimony was moving. Charles was absolutely

shocked. Not that he did not know what had happened in Argentina. In fact, 

he had lived in his house in Villa Crespo during the years of the dictatorship and

had even spoken to relatives of the disappeared, who had told him their stories

and sufferings. But as those of us who have heard numerous testimonies from

survivors know, it is not the same to read the newspaper or talk with family or

friends as to be present at the reentry of a concentration camp survivor into

society, a reentry without which it is impossible to be a witness, a reentry we

know will cost the witness days or weeks of renewed pain and anguish.

Charles, who was used to being a witness, was listening to another witness

like himself, but not Jack Fuchs or Eugenia Unger, not a Jewish victim from the

Nazi camps in Poland. This was a non-Jewish Argentinean, Mario Villani,

recounting his journey through Argentina’s concentration camps, in which only

very occasionally the officers said something in German “to act like Nazis.”

This is why Charles’s eyes filled with tears as Mario was ending his reminis-

cences, and why he could not wait even a second more to embrace him when he

concluded, hugging him like a friend or as he might have hugged his brother who

did not return from Auschwitz and whom he spoke about later that evening.
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When the embrace ended, someone passed the microphone to Charles. But

there was only silence. Charles could not speak. I had heard him speak hundreds

of times: to high school students, to Jewish community leaders, with other sur-

vivors from the Nazi concentration camps, among friends, among ourselves. But

that day Charles was at a loss for words. He stared for a long time at the nearly

two hundred people gathered in the Aula Magna in Uriburu Street, in the city of

Buenos Aires, and he could not utter a sound.

And then he started: “I have nothing to say,” he said. “I came here to tell you

about genocide but I have nothing to say. What I lived through in Auschwitz was

the same, the same thing he has just told you. The same.”

I had to insist quietly that he speak. He was standing next to me and I was

able to hug him gently and tell him that we knew it was the same, but for that

very reason we needed to listen to him.

And only then was he able to talk about his brother murdered in Auschwitz,

about the woman he was in love with for only a day, about the false rumors 

of an Allied advance to give courage to the dying, about stories of friendship,

humiliation, resistance, and pain of the inmates of Auschwitz.

Then it was Jorge and Graciela’s turn to speak. Jorge talked about his walks

to the ice cream parlor with his cellmate, measured in steps inside their bunks,

about his absurd illusion—which lasted well into his stay at the camp—that they

would be sent to “recovery farms” in the south, about his surprise and what Pilar

Calveiro would call the “lines of flight” that had stopped him from going mad.

Graciela did not testify but she tried to think: she did not want to return to

the ESMA that night, but she shared with us what the ex-disappeared detainees

had been mulling over for several years at their meetings, which became a 

valuable contribution to our own thinking.

I am not trying to say that in objective terms Auschwitz was the same as the

ESMA, the Athletic Club that was a torture center in Buenos Aires, or the

Olympus concentration camp, beyond Charles’s need to express it in that way.

Countless historians have described the specific content of these historical

events. Much less work has been done on the subjective experiences of concen-

tration camp inmates—but we can assume that our conclusions would be 

similar. We know that they are not “the same,” and the comparisons in this

book are in no way intended to suggest otherwise.

But dealing with these events together—the ESMA and Auschwitz, the Nazi

genocide and the Argentine genocide—carries a different meaning from speak-

ing about them separately. Certainly it has for Charles, Mario, Jorge, and

Graciela. And also for me. And I hope, too, for my readers. Let this digression

stand, then, as another justification for this book.
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Concentration Camp Logic

For each one we touch, a thousand paralyzed with fear. We act by 

irradiation.

—Eduardo Pavlovsky, El señor Galíndez

As we have seen in previous chapters, the Nazis not only created a new type of

genocide—what I call “reorganizing genocide”; they also used various methods

to kill their victims, including shootings, gassings, death marches, starvation,

and disease. One of the distinctive features of the Nazi genocides was the use of

concentration camps as tools of oppression and mass extermination. On the

other hand, the Argentine genocide—although much smaller in scale—can be

thought of as one of the most successful and cost-effective instances of “reor-

ganizing genocide” in terms of destroying and rebuilding the social fabric. An

interesting innovation is that, unlike earlier genocidal processes or even other

military dictatorships in the region, this self-styled “National Reorganization

Process” made no bones about its true aims.

The main purpose of this chapter is to describe and account for the dis-

tinctive features of “reorganizing genocide.” In particular, it will explore the

material and symbolic effects of using concentration camps to “discipline” soci-

ety and suggest ways of confronting some of their effects. The primary sources

for this chapter are survivor testimonies from both genocides—especially

Argentine testimonies, which have been studied much less frequently. These

are the voices of ghosts—of the “reappeared” who came back from hell and who,

in Juan Gelman’s words, were twice-silenced: “from within, because they lived

through unspeakable experiences; from without, because many ears are closed

to what they have to tell.”1

Survivors of the Nazi camps did not find a receptive audience until many

years after their “reappearance.” Bruno Bettelheim’s writings, which recounted

his experiences in the Buchenwald concentration camp, were rejected for years

because they were considered “exaggerated” or “not credible”—and because

they were too sad. The work of Primo Levi and other survivors did not become

widely known until the 1970s. Perhaps it is not too surprising, then, that the
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Argentine “reappeared” were either suspected of collaboration—and shunned

like the plague—or transformed into talking machines, endlessly reciting a

litany of horror but required to remain silent about their previous political

activity or about their feelings after “liberation.”2 In both cases, the dead were

blameless, while the survivors had to bear the shame of reappearance . . . Why

were they still alive when others were dead? They had no right to speak, and

their testimony was discredited.

In Argentina, the media devoted pages and hours of broadcasting time to

giving a voice to the mothers, relatives, and even human rights activists—but

not to the survivors. Once the dictatorship was over, survivors had to fight for

another fifteen years before they could begin to “appear” and make their voices

heard. And yet they were the ones who had returned from the horror and who

knew at first hand what had happened in the camps and detention centers.

Perhaps their real problem was that they were also members of a generation and

a political project that had been defeated.

This chapter seeks to recover their voices, without which it would be

impossible to reflect on the nature and role of Argentina’s concentration camps

as instruments of social oppression and social change.

The Peculiar Features of Reorganizing Genocide: 
Destruction and Reconstruction of the Social Fabric

I have already argued that what made reorganizing genocide new and different

from previous genocidal social practices was that it was directed “inward” at 

an already established society. Reorganizing genocide sets out to transform 

social relations within an existing nation-state in ways that profoundly alter it. 

In this sense it is quite different from genocide aimed at “outsiders,” whether

these be indigenous populations (colonial genocide), former colonizers 

(postcolonial genocide), or unwanted groups within the context of building a

new nation-state (foundational genocide). This was one of the considerations

that led Spanish judge Baltasar Garzón and (later) Argentine judge Carlos

Rozanski to describe the events in Argentina as genocide. State terror in

Argentina had transformed the social fabric to such an extent that the

“Argentine national group” (which is a national group and therefore protected

by the 1948 Genocide Convention) had disappeared as such and had become

radically different.

Beyond its legal implications, which were discussed in chapter 1, these

arguments, in my view, are fundamental to understanding the specific nature 

of reorganizing genocide: its purpose and ability to alter, through death and

horror, the dominant modes of social relations. In Argentina, there had been

political opposition to the traditional agro-exporter and rentier economic

model for over thirty years.3 The purpose of genocide was to eliminate this



resistance, which came mainly from unions and workers’ commissions, political

and armed movements, and student and neighborhood movements.

But this chapter also sets out to examine social facilitation4 and the ability

to resist. By social facilitation I mean social practices that make a particular 

policy possible or not—for example, regarding others as equals, being outraged

at injustice, trusting others, putting solidarity first, taking responsibility for

those in need, having the utopian dream of building a better world together,

and valuing the primacy of collective decisions over individual sentiments,

among others. For what was striking about Argentine politics in the 1960s and

1970s was not the leftist organizations’ grasp of the historical situation or the

clarity of their policy objectives. In fact, they made enormous mistakes in both

areas and paid a heavy cost for them. Rather, it was the generous commitment

shown by left-wing militants, including their conviction that a just society was

possible. These qualities, in my opinion, do not deserve the contempt and

ridicule with which they are often greeted nowadays, when individualism is

more or less taken for granted.

In saying this, I am not attempting to whitewash the political and social

developments of the period. On the contrary, an urgent critical appraisal of this

period is needed—one that focuses either on the serious misconceptions that

plagued Argentina’s left-wing organizations or on the appropriateness and

effectiveness of their political actions, or both. But, in our morally subjective

times, where individual needs routinely outweigh collective decision-making

processes and even oppositional and critical sectors place their right to protest

above political consensus, it is salutary to note how this different way of doing

politics was linked to a different style of social relations.

The aim of “national reorganization” was precisely to create the type of

society in which we find ourselves today: an atomized community with count-

less individual grievances, with thousands of public figures unable to speak to

one another, with numerous, self-enclosed identities—national, ethnic, sexual,

and, of course, political—and with self-obsessed interest groups incapable of

feeling indignant about the plight of others or even recognizing their needs. Let

us briefly list some of these interest groups. They include Argentina’s small

savers, cheated out of their savings during the economic crisis of 2001;5 college

students defending free education; the beneficiaries of social plans; unionized

workers; workers hired illegally; teachers with starvation salaries; overworked

nurses; people in working-class and middle-class neighborhoods harassed by

criminal gangs often run by the police themselves; relatives of victims of the

AMIA bombing6 or of the República Cromañón nightclub fire;7 women denied

the right to an abortion; indigenous peoples displaced from their traditional

land; Afro-descendants, who are rediscovering their identity; and countless

other sectors, each absorbed in its own problems. Often they look to journalists

for answers and solutions. However, this method gives no guarantee of success
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and, seen in a wider perspective, it simply creates an ever more unjust and

intolerant society of individualists increasingly pursuing their own self-interest.

Solutions are not for society as a whole, but only for the interest group in 

question.

As Guillermo O’Donnell suggested, “And why the fuck should I care?”

reflected a widespread sentiment among the Argentine working class, challeng-

ing established power relations, while responding to the question, “Do you

know who you’re talking to?” was an aristocratic attempt to project power by

mere presence. In the postgenocidal period, however, “And why the fuck should

I care?”took on quite the opposite meaning from that suggested by O’Donnell.

Now, what no longer mattered was what happened to other people or the fact

that my way of solving my problem may be creating problems for others who are

not part of my interest group. The expression “And why the fuck should I care?”

was no longer a challenge to an arrogant and aristocratic power figure but a

rebellion against the notion of solidarity. Why the fuck should I care about

hunger, suffering, the breakdown of law and order, in short, about other

people’s misfortunes?8

The political organizations of the 1970s went so far as to send many of their

most intellectual and highly trained administrators to work as factory workers.

In my view, this was a serious political mistake. But it showed a level of gen-

erosity and commitment that today would be unthinkable. In contrast, when

representatives of different interest groups sit at a negotiating table nowadays

with representatives of the state, the first question many of them ask is, “What’s

in it for me?” Not even “for us” but “for me.” There is no need for government

officials to co-opt or bribe these social interlocutors as was habitual in the past;

many now set their own price for betraying their causes—a price that is usually

affordable for Argentina’s public administration in such a highly competitive

market.

My assumption is that inward-looking individualism, selfishness, and

betrayal on this scale are partly a consequence of reorganizing genocide—not an

unintended or regrettable side-effect, but a desired outcome of this practice.

Courage, heroism, and political commitment are not just individual qualities;

they require a social environment in which they can flourish and then become

either widespread or expected behaviors, or both. For the same reason, an

analysis of corruption cannot assume that only a limited number of individuals—

for example, the supporters of former President Carlos Menem—were (and are)

essentially corrupt without considering the wider social context. By ignoring the

social context, we run the risk of feeding racist theories about the Argentinean

character, along lines similar to those of the nineteenth century, which

deplored the mestizo and indigenous origins of the country’s inhabitants.

Corruption became a widespread practice in Argentina after the disappear-

ance of those who most obviously embodied cooperative and honest social 
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relations. Most importantly, it resulted from the simultaneous loss of these 

individuals together with the terror generated by their disappearance in the

surviving members of society. And the fundamental tool in this process of trans-

formation—destruction and remaking—of social relations was the concentra-

tion camp. At the seminars held by the Association of Ex-Disappeared Detainees

(AEDD) in 1996 and 1997, mentioned in previous chapters, we developed a

metaphor created by the concentration camp survivors themselves and which—

in my view—clearly summarizes how reorganizing genocide works. They called it

“the metaphor of the bouillon cube (or stock cube) and soup.”

As mentioned earlier, concentration camp survivors frequently ask why

they were allowed to live while others perished. When asked to explain why they

needed to discuss their experiences in public, members of AEDD answered that

they felt they had been part of a bouillon cube—the concentration camp—that

was intended to dissolve into the social broth as a whole. Consequently, it was

important both for the survivors and for society at large to understand the

nature and consequences of the concentration camp experience. In the words

of the survivors themselves, “We believe the ‘social soup’ reproduced and

induced, with varying degrees of dilution, relationships, reactions and individ-

ual and social behaviors similar to those within the concentration camps.”9

The seminars were extraordinary for many reasons that are not relevant to this

discussion, but one of them is worth mentioning here.

One would have expected the media or other sectors of society to invite the

“reappeared” to tell their stories at one time or another. But in fact these sur-

vivors were ignored for almost fifteen years until they took the step themselves

of organizing a public discussion to help people understand what had 

happened—and what was still happening—in a society from which they had

been absent, locked away in concentration camps. Even so, they did not ask

their contemporaries—as they might well have done—how and why some

people were able to go about their daily lives while others were branded forever

in body and soul by the horror of the camps. Nor did they force them to listen to

their testimonies—the complete testimonies that Argentine society had never

wanted to listen to before. Instead, they eagerly questioned the public—young

people who had been children during the dictatorship, and indeed anyone who

was willing to take part—about how they had survived outside the camps, what

life had been like for them in the “social stock,” how much of the “cube” had dis-

solved, and what similarities and differences they saw between the camps and

the surrounding society.

Justifying the need for those who had been inside and outside to work

together, they said:

We proposed a joint effort between those of us who were in the “cube”

and those who were in the “soup.” And the importance of working
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together from different but related perspectives arises from having

noticed over the years a sense of alienation, a separation between those

who seem to have suffered during the dictatorship and a great mass of

people that seems not to have suffered. Not that we want to socialize our

pain so that we will hurt less, but we believe it is important for society to

recognize their own experiences. . . . Because that “alienation,” that idea

that “the dictatorship happened to militants, relatives and victims”

sometimes makes the pursuit of justice seem like an act of solidarity with

those who are listed as “direct victims,” and not like a personal need.10

Some of the conclusions of the seminar, including attempts to spread distrust as

a fundamental social practice, are discussed in other chapters. However, the

way this particular insight appeared and was developed was novel and unique.

It speaks reams about the many ways in which people were able to survive geno-

cide, as well as the fissures in the Argentine military’s project of national reor-

ganization.

Concentration Camp Power as Social Discipline

Assuming, then, that the concentration camp was a two-way device, operating

both on the inmates of the camp and on society as a whole, the question arises

as to how it affected each of these two groups. Numerous testimonies of sur-

vivors of Nazi and Argentine concentration camps center on what Bruno

Bettelheim describes as the “breaking down” of personality. The guards’ sys-

tematic brutality was intended to break the inmates as social beings, destroying

their capacity for self-determination. Bettelheim’s work focuses mainly on per-

sonal autonomy in an individual sense. However, I think the breakdown

Bettelheim describes was both individual and social. The stereotypical image of

Nazi concentration camp survivors was that of the “living dead”11—human

beings who had lost all control over their lives and were no longer able to decide

even the simplest things for themselves.

While these powerless figures might seem to the perpetrators to be “ideal”

members of society, it is clear that even authority would disappear if all citizens’

autonomy were denied to this point. However, the example of total domination

that occurred in the concentration camps demonstrated the perpetrators’ abil-

ity to override individual and social autonomy on a wider scale. In this sense,

the concentration camp was what Max Weber called an “ideal type”—a selective,

one-sided representation of an aspect of social life.12 As regards society at large,

the aim was not to create “living dead,” but to keep people frightened enough

to ensure continuity, obedience, and order.

The literature on concentration camps and “total institutions” such as 

psychiatric hospitals emphasizes the deliberate and systematic destruction of

personality that occurs in such places. The following procedures, described by
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Bruno Bettelheim and Pilar Calveiro as well as by the sociologist Erving Goffman

in his book Asylums,13 are typical of most testimonies of most concentration

camp survivors.14

11. Destruction of Identity

In both Argentina and Nazi-occupied Europe, the prisoner’s name was

exchanged for a number as soon as he or she entered a concentration camp. But

loss of identity went beyond that. As Bettelheim observes, inmates were cut off

from the references that defined their identity: everything for which they were

known, recognized, or stigmatized outside the camp was erased, from their pro-

fessional to their social status, and they were denied all contact with friends,

family, or members of political organizations. Within the concentration camp,

their identity was determined only by the way they behaved within the camp—

their response to torture and brutality and their greater or lesser degree of 

collaboration. Faced with situations they could not even imagine before enter-

ing the camps and for which they were psychologically unprepared, their self-

esteem collapsed. Viktor Frankl spent three years in Auschwitz and three other

camps. He remarked: “The majority of prisoners suffered from a kind of inferi-

ority complex. We all had once been or had fancied ourselves to be ‘somebody.’

Now we were treated like complete nonentities.”15

22. Annulment of Perception and Mobility

While prisoners’ previous identity was being erased, they were simultaneously

prevented from recognizing their new environment. In the Nazi camps,

detainees could be executed on the spot for trying to discover the camp’s 

position and layout or for monitoring the punishments meted out to other

detainees. Survivors also described how prisoners became cynical and apa-

thetic, “looking without seeing,” incapable of responding ethically or reflecting

on their environment or fate.

In Argentina, sensory deprivation was taken a step further. On arrival at the

camp or detention center, the “disappeared” were blindfolded or their heads

were covered with hoods or bags—a treatment known as “walling up”—while

their mobility was restricted by shackles or threats. Moreover, communication

between detainees was prohibited, and sometimes they could not even 

communicate with the perpetrators, except during interrogations.

The combined effect of these procedures was social and physical disorien-

tation followed by a breakdown of personality. Feelings of panic were common

in prisoners subjected to these conditions for more than just a few hours. The

victims, plunged into total darkness, silence, and immobility, tended to lose all

track of time and space. Often, prisoners were stripped of all their clothing,

which left the body not only in darkness, silence, and immobility, but also

naked and vulnerable.
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33. “Initiation”: The Role of Torture

If incarceration in a concentration camp involved restrictions on perception

and mobility and loss of identity, initiation into concentration camp life was 

via brutality and torture or both. Inmates were subjected to beatings, asphyxia-

tion, and a variety of physical punishments during their first hours and days 

at the camp as a way to breaking them in and getting them used to their new

condition.

In Argentina torture was used on a regular basis. Pilar Calveiro lists three

main functions of torture in these cases:

a. Extraction of information

b. “Cleansing ritual”

c. Physical and psychological destruction.16

As already pointed out in other chapters, torture as a way of extracting

information drew on lessons learned during the French counterinsurgency

wars. Usually, prisoners were tortured for information for the first two or three

days, and the procedure, as Calveiro puts it, was “aseptic” and “functional.” 

The information obtained led to a growing spiral of kidnappings, torture, and

information.

One of the oldest motivations for torture is purification. With the

Inquisition, for example, the infliction of pain generally ended when prisoners

admitted to their sins. Once they had confessed, they were usually killed quickly

since their souls supposedly had been saved through repentance. In the

Argentina of the 1970s, the victims were tortured until they accepted the guilt

constructed for them by the perpetrators. Whether they were really guilty or not

was—for the perpetrators’ ends—neither here nor there. However, Calveiro

claims that torture as a “cleansing ritual” existed only in some cases, such as the

centers run by the air force and the federal police.

Calveiro is less precise about another use of torture that has existed in all

concentration camps: torture as a way of breaking the inmates’ will. To “adapt,”

inmates were required to deny their own identity and to adopt the values of

their captors, but obviously this left room for dissembling and partial adapta-

tion. The prisoners’ bodies were therefore repeatedly subjected to pain in order

to counteract attempts to keep identity alive—an identity that camp routines

were also designed to erase, but which the detainees might nevertheless bury

deep inside themselves.

44. Infantilization and Animalization

To the already mentioned procedures can be added what authors and survivors

call infantilization (or regression) and animalization, all of which involve the

destruction of agency and self-determination.
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In the concentration camps, prisoners lost control of their most basic

human functions. They were forced to ask permission to urinate and defecate,

or to use a bucket inside the cell in which they were incarcerated. They had to

request authorization to perform even the most basic tasks. Food, as well as

being meager and of poor quality, was transformed into a sort of privilege for

those who were considered well behaved. Any activity, even the most trivial, was

regulated by the authorities. Often, detainees were forced to behave like 

animals, imitating the sounds of dogs or cows and crawling on all fours, or to go

to the restroom blindfolded, where they would stumble into walls or doors,

among other forms of humiliation.

This loss of control of bodily needs, which are regulated externally by the

perpetrator, was compounded by the spatial and temporal disorientation 

mentioned earlier and the constant terror that torture could be resumed.

55. Unpredictability

Finally, there was the impossibility of knowing how to save oneself. The ulti-

mate fate—death—was both suggested and hidden. The manner in which

behavior was evaluated was whimsical and indecipherable. In some cases 

torture lasted weeks; in others, only a few days. In some cases, collaboration was

rewarded with death; in others, it brought certain privileges. Sometimes, acts of

solidarity or defiance were punished with death or a visit to the torture 

chamber; but on rare occasions, they were tolerated and even respected.

This contributed to the breakdown of personality, as various witnesses

have testified, since it made it impossible to foresee the consequences of one’s

actions. Any action or inaction could result in death, but there was no pattern.

Death was always just around the corner and, in the long term, seemingly

inevitable; however, it was rationed in an arbitrary fashion like the food, and—

in the Argentine camps—even suicide was prevented.

In many cases, the prisoners’ loss of previous identity and stable references

and disconnection from their own feelings and perceptions—even from their

own bodies—led to a complete breakdown of personality. Recalling his experi-

ences in the Buchenwald concentration camp, Bruno Bettelheim describes a 

figure that epitomizes the camp system even more than the living dead—

namely, the “adapted” man. This was a person who had accepted some or all of

the perpetrators’ values. An extreme example was the prisoner functionary, or

kapo, appointed by the Nazis to supervise forced labor or carry out administra-

tive tasks in the camp. Most kapos behaved with extreme brutality toward other

prisoners. In the Argentine concentration camps, the “adapted” could be asked

to torture their companions or to work at detecting and identifying new victims

to be brought in for interrogation.17

But, as Pilar Calveiro, Carlos Flaskamp, the Association of Ex-Disappeared

Detainees, and dozens of other witnesses point out, such cases accounted for
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only a minority of those who underwent destruction. “Adaptation” was encour-

aged both inside and outside the concentration camps even though it did not

often go as far as direct collaboration or the transformation of the victims into

perpetrators. Its purpose was perhaps simpler: the erasing of the rebelliousness

or solidarity among the survivors of the camps and—more fundamentally—in

society at large.

The Limits of “Adaptation”: The Adapted, 
the Dissemblers, and the “Living Dead”

Imitating the perpetrators’ gestures, behaviors, topics of conversation, and

value systems was a prerequisite for survival in a concentration camp. Inmates

needed to avoid drawing attention, and—even more importantly—they needed

to cultivate “adiaphorization,” or moral indifference to everything they saw.

They became indifferent not only to what happened to themselves, but also to

their peers, many of whom were no longer there the next day because they 

had been killed, “deported,” or “transferred,” while the rest continued to be 

subjected to torture, abuse, degradation, and humiliation. And each day, 

new detainees arrived to undergo the terrible period of “initiation”: torture, 

interrogation, degradation, and humiliation.

Survivors of the Nazi and Argentine camps describe three basic types of

adapting:

1. Total adaptation, that is to say, acceptance of the perpetrators’ values.

Argentine survivors describe these people as “going over to the enemy

camp.” In the Nazi concentration camps, they became kapos, collaborators,

and informants. In Argentina, they were especially good at torturing and

interrogating former colleagues or at carrying out street sweeps for urban

militants.18 Often, this “adaptation” resulted from an inability to endure

torture; but sometimes it was simply a product of the concentration camp

situation. Terror was enough to gain acquiescence without the need for

physical pain.

2. Dissembling. Because the main purpose of concentration camps was 

to destroy the inmates’ personality, it was impossible to survive without

accepting to some extent the values the perpetrators sought to instill. 

A significant difference in the Argentine case was the use of internment 

to extract information, but this rarely lasted beyond the first ten days.

Therefore, the only way to resist and to survive was to adapt outwardly to

these values, while resisting them internally. This behavior implied a huge

psychological cost, because it required a high degree of schizophrenia to

convince the perpetrators of a transformation that really did not exist, or at

least did not exist to the extent the perpetrators expected or assumed. 
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It also required a very careful assessment of the limits of collaboration, to dis-

tinguish at what point adaptation was real and not merely a pretense.

A prototypical case of such behavior was shown by the “staff” of the

ESMA Navy Mechanics School. As part of the navy’s recovery scheme for

detainees, Admiral Emilio Eduardo Massera, a leading participant in the

1976 coup, formed two work teams: one was to develop intelligence leading

to new abductions and to guarantee the political continuity of the geno-

cide; the other was to analyze and evaluate national and international 

policy information, with the aim of creating a political force capable of

guaranteeing the continuity of the dictatorship in an eventual transition to

democracy. Both groups—the “mini-staff” for intelligence work and the

“staff” for political tasks—were made up of supposedly rehabilitated pris-

oners—in other words, “adapted” prisoners who had accepted the values of

their victimizers.

For the mini-staff, dissembling was impossible, because prisoners were

required to destroy the very people with whom they had been militants. 

But the job of the “staff” was to read press cuttings, write political reports,

and photocopy and adulterate public or private documents, depending on

their technical or professional competence. This allowed for an interplay

between verifiable “rehabilitation” and prisoners’ actions to the point

where some victims effectively changed sides psychologically as well.

Dissembling placed prisoners in a permanent state of tension. They

could pay with their lives for the slightest sign that betrayed their schizo-

phrenia. Or they could be degraded to the lower echelons of camp life, which

would mean renewed visits to the torture chamber, humiliation, and loss of

privileges, such as slightly better food or a visit to the family. Moreover, the

prisoners felt compelled to analyze each act of “collaboration” in minute

detail in order to determine how useful it would be to the perpetrators and

to what extent it made the prisoner the perpetrators’ accomplice.

Mario Villani, who was interned in various concentration camps in

Argentina, suffered one of many dilemmas when he was ordered to repair

one of the instruments with which the perpetrators tortured their victims—

the picana or cattle prod used to give electric shocks, a torture which Villani

himself had suffered repeatedly. At first, Villani refused to carry out this

task. However, instead of punishing him for his disobedience, the perpe-

trators simply turned to using more primitive instruments—such as metal

objects plugged directly into the power supply—which inflicted much

greater pain and physical harm. This persuaded Villani to repair the instru-

ment of torture.19

Villani’s dilemma illustrates indeed a permanent tension suffered by 

“dissemblers”: the extent to which adaptation can be resisted by the 

dissembler’s deeper psychic structure.
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3. “Living dead.” As mentioned earlier, total adaptation would mean surren-

dering all remaining autonomy, making it impossible for the victims to stay

alive on their own. And indeed, unable to accept their captors’ values or to

endure the tension of dissembling, the living dead let themselves die. Their

will to live was paralyzed by the camp situation. In this state, malnutrition,

overcrowding, disease, and degradation undermined the victim’s power of

resistance and, although their bodies held out for a while, led to absolute

subjective extinction.

Inside and Outside the Camps

As I have already argued, the real purpose of the concentration camps in Nazi

Germany (and later in Nazi-occupied Europe) as well as in Argentina was to

reshape society. Even if most people never set foot in one, the camps sent a 

message of terror to those tempted to think for themselves.

The prototype of the Nazi concentration camp was Dachau. Located on the

site of an abandoned munitions factory about ten miles northwest of Munich, it

was opened in March 1933, barely a month after the Nazis took office. Heinrich

Himmler, then the police chief of Munich, described it as “the first concentra-

tion camp for political prisoners.”20 At first, it mainly housed political 

prisoners—communists, social democrats, trade unionists, and other political

opponents of the Nazi regime. Over time, other groups were also interned at

Dachau, such as Jews, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Roma (Gypsies), and homosexuals,

as well as so-called asocials and repeat criminal offenders. The camp’s message,

however, was addressed to the entire German population as a disciplinary warn-

ing about the consequences of defying authority or displaying the slightest sign

of political, social, or cultural autonomy.

The Nazis covered Germany with these camps and, when war broke out in

1939, hundreds more were set up in the occupied territories, with many smaller

subcamps attached to them.21 It is calculated that approximately 15,000 labor,

death, and concentration camps were built, although the exact figure remains

uncertain.22 The six extermination camps tend to overshadow the key role

played by thousands of concentration camps scattered throughout Europe as a

strategy of social discipline.

In Argentina, more than 500 concentration camps and detention 

centers were distributed up and down the country. As in Nazi Germany, there

was at least one camp within fifty miles of every major city so that the whole of

society was trapped in a giant web of horror. As in Nazi Germany, it is not yet

clear how many people were interned in these camps and centers. I do not mean

those who died in them—most of these victims have now been identified—but

we still do not know how many people were held for a day or two, maybe a week,

and then returned to social life.23 Nearly every day, a new survivor appears.
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Poorer Argentines did not even realize they had been inside a concentration

camp, so accustomed were they to being mistreated during police raids and

interrogations.24

To sum up, the camps performed a number of simultaneous functions: they

eliminated social and political resistance; they dehumanized inmates as a way

of justifying and legitimizing genocide; they disciplined and regulated society

through terror—a terror of the unknown as well as the known, based on rumors

that awakened fantasies and tapped into people’s innermost fears; a terror that

bred suspicion toward those victims who “reappeared”—cutting them off from

the social whole and spreading distrust among the population. This defensive

attitude trapped the individual within the worldview of individualism, closing

off the possibility of political action, solidarity, or cooperation.

At the same time, creating feelings of helplessness through terror was an

essential strategy for silencing protest in Argentine society. The disparity

between the two sides in terms of strength if not numbers—and, more 

significantly, the discourses built around the overwhelming nature of this 

“disparity”—brought political actions in Argentina to a halt. Why argue, why

fight, why confront an opponent if every battle, every confrontation, is hope-

less?25 Feelings of indignation at injustice were expressed at a theoretical level,

without any sort of practical application. Condemnation of injustice was at the

level of abstract principle, rather than through attempts to change or transform 

reality—attempts that were considered doomed to failure.

This logic of helplessness functioned—and still functions—as an under-

ground discourse in a society that had undergone the horror of genocide. As

mentioned before, Elsa Drucaroff has explored the possible meanings of the

words “Never Again.” One of the implicit questions she addresses is: “What

never again?” The phrase does not include a response but one of its under-

ground, hidden meanings, never made explicit, is powerlessness: “We will never

again be able to challenge the social order.”

Defeat and Confusion: The Logic of Psychological Destruction

The perpetrators sought to produce “adaptive” behavior both inside and out-

side the camps, although the procedure was different in each case. One of the

fundamental reasons why people tried to “adapt” outside the camps was because

defeat came to be redefined in terms of failure, so future struggle seemed point-

less. This subjective feeling of devastation destroyed the personality, transform-

ing political or politico-military defeat into compliance and creating a state of

mental “confusion.”26

The “symbolic enactments” of genocide are the ways in which this 

confusion is expressed. Defeat is resignified as the logical and inevitable end 

to any confrontation with the hegemonic order. The struggle is then understood
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as a mistake. “It was all a mistake, a silly, crazy provocation.” Hence the 

distinctive tone of many works written during the 1980s and 1990s. As men-

tioned in chapter 7, these works bristle with harsh epithets—messianic, delu-

sional, irrational, deluded, scatological, sinister, proud, and dozens more

synonyms—which are used to describe the radicalized militants of the pregeno-

cide and genocide periods. Most of these authors had little personal involve-

ment in the story they are trying to tell, and some show considerable “confusion”

about their own identity. They do not feel part of a defeated generation but of a

generation that went “wrong,” and this denial prevents them from understand-

ing history, in general, and their own personal experiences of the past, in 

particular.

The difference between defeat and denial is an important one. The

defeated do not necessarily deny their past: they can analyze it in an attempt to

understand their own limitations and circumstances and to learn from their

mistakes. In this sense, defeat is a great teacher. Basically, when a defeat is

understood as such, it encourages us to analyze our battle situations and causes

of defeat, to improve or transform our tools and methods, and keep on fighting.

Defeat is often the mother of victory, and no social reorganization is final, not

even one founded on genocide.

By contrast, “confusion” paralyzes us in a similar or complementary way to

terror. Individuals who are confused do not know what to do in life. They deny

the meaning of their actions and the principles upon which these are based.

They understand their struggle as futile and their defeat as unnecessary.

Naively, they would like to turn back the clock in an attempt to recover the

dead, the annihilated. They accept the genocidal guilt, a guilt that does not

belong to them. The logic of this discourse is that if there had been no struggle,

there would have been no deaths.

There is no way of proving this counterfactual argument. On the contrary,

Argentina’s so-called National Reorganization Process not only sought but

needed to destroy preexisting social ties in order to impose a new economic and

social order. Moreover, it is next to impossible to find any historical indicators

that would show that less political conflict, less radical social struggles, or even

less willingness to resort to political violence would have prevented the killing

or at least modified the objectives of Argentina’s genocidal perpetrators.

The fact is that terror and death played a central role in the National

Reorganization Process. The idea that the decision to commit genocide 

was implemented only after Argentina’s armed left began military actions—

actions which, in any case, were not large enough to seriously challenge the

power of the state or its monopoly of the use of force—ignores the genocidal

consensus that had emerged after the bombing of Plaza de Mayo in June 

1955. Argentina’s more conservative sectors were prepared to stop at nothing in

order to dissolve the social bonds created—or at least consolidated—by the
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emergence of Peronism as a social phenomenon. To argue that the policy of

annihilation is rooted in the actions of Argentina’s armed left is not only naive

but, more seriously, it legitimizes genocide. Neither the operational capability

of these forces nor the nature of the victims of genocide allows for such an 

interpretation.

But transforming “defeat” into a “mistake,” denying the rebellious and criti-

cal spirit of those years, assuming that all political struggle is useless because it

may end in genocide, and secretly accepting the brave “reorganized” new world

as the only one possible—something which, for better or worse, must be

accepted and digested—is simply to enact the multiple meanings of the phrase

“never again.” For “never again horror and death” also means “never fight again;

never criticize or rebel again; never show solidarity again or feel moral respon-

sibility for those who suffer.” The genocidal power remains intact, so the only

way to ensure “never again horror and death” is by guaranteeing we will “never

again” make the mistake of believing we can challenge the status quo, of imag-

ining that other social relations are possible, and of falling into the “naivety,”

“hallucinations,” and “messianic delusions” of radical militancy.

With their utopias dead but not buried—their ideals tortured and destroyed

in the camps and then “disappeared”—many members of the defeated genera-

tion, confused by terror and genocide, were all ready to cling to any wreckage

they could find after the maelstrom had subsided. Thus they became an easy

prey to individualism, selfish “careerism,” and other postmodern religions.

And now I would like to point out once again that we cannot hope to under-

stand the social divisions and the corruption that pervaded Argentine society

during the neoliberal Menem era of the 1990s except within a context of

attempting to explain a defeat that is not understood as such. Such attempts are

usually futile, incomplete, and fail to replace the sense of activist experience.

They leave a bitter taste in the mouth, forcing former militants to ask them-

selves day after day where the limits of “adaptation” lie. Should we accept only

the futility of political struggle, or must we also welcome the new neoliberal

order? Will it be accepted as part of our new “tolerant” and “open” identity if 

we share a round-table discussion with an unpunished genocidaire, or should

we only talk to his accomplices? And how should we react to an invitation to 

reconciliation? With whom can we be “reconciled” in such circumstances?

In his book on mental hospitals, Erving Goffman distinguished four coping

strategies used by inmates to adapt to the institutional situation. These strate-

gies, he claimed, applied equally to other total institutions like prisons. These

are (1) withdrawal, also known in psychiatric institutions as “regression”; (2)

intransigence, whereby inmates confront hospital or prison staff or refuse to

cooperate; (3) colonization, whereby inmates settle into a routine and make the

best of the privileges available; and (4) conversion, whereby inmates come to see

themselves through the eyes of the institution and take on the role of the 
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perfect inmate.27 Conversion was also studied by Bettelheim, who was particu-

larly interested in the ways the inmates of concentration camps come to adopt

the values of their victimizers.

But attempts at “conversion,” either in society in general or within a con-

centration camp, are always problematic. Converts, whether religious, political,

or ideological, are generally not accepted by anyone. The constant pressure to

prove that their newfound faith is more profound and more radical than the

next person’s only increases their state of confusion. In addition, their old ideas

cling to them like a second nature they cannot get rid of. The idea of starting a

process of dialogue with their former enemies is too loathsome for words—not

even if the perpetrators went down on their hands and knees.

Many would-be converts are unable to make the moral leap and remain

mired in confusion. Midway in their conversion, they cannot come to terms

with their own history. They cannot establish a pleasurable relationship with

the past, which they now deny, but they are not accepted by their former 

enemies, either.

Understanding this process is essential if we are to challenge the logic of

genocidal and postgenocidal social reorganization. Converts, in spite of every-

thing, are not perpetrators. They are victims, even though it is difficult to see

them as such, particularly in moral terms. Converts, however, are confused vic-

tims who cannot accept themselves as such, or who can only see themselves as

victims in the past or in abstract terms. They blame their own rebellious spirit

(mistakenly or futilely rebellious, from their point of view). Those victims who

are occasionally able to recognize that they are still victims can only do so in the

abstract. They continue to experience a deep need to deny their previous 

identity—an identity once expressed through a characteristic synthesis of being

and doing. Just as society feels caught between “two demons,” these victims

confuse their aggressors with their victimized peers, or blame an irrational 

violence that supposedly took hold of both sides in the political struggle.

It is not possible for a society to work through the trauma of genocide

unless it sees genocide as a profound defeat—one it must question, examine,

understand, and learn from. We must try to make peace with our dead, not as

heroes or martyrs, saints or angels, and certainly not as “delusional youngsters”

or “youths fascinated by violence,” but as a generation that believed in a more

just and egalitarian society. A generation that embodied a utopian way of 

life and made many mistakes, but also produced some achievements. A genera-

tion that was defeated, and whose survivors have much to ask themselves, but

also much to teach and pass on to future generations. Nothing more and 

nothing less.

Simultaneously, those of us who belong to a later generation need to help

these survivors overcome their confusion—for our sake as much as theirs.

Together, we need to leave behind the concentration camp experience—the
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bouillon cube and soup—and understand (again) that Argentina’s current

social structure is not the only one possible and that not every struggle needs to

end in genocide. We must remember that the whole purpose of annihilation

was to prevent us from speaking out and conveying our experiences.

Annihilation was intended to stop us thinking, discussing, or evaluating what

has happened to us.

Mass murder itself does not, of itself, impose these symbolic enactments.

The two processes are connected, but separable. Deaths are necessary but never

sufficient for the closure of social relations. Without us, closure is not possible;

in us, closure will always find a limit. Maybe the time has come for these 

“symbolic enactments” to cease.

Resistance and “Lines of Flight”

Reflecting on the systems of power and domination that control even our most

private activities, Foucault noted that “where there is power, there is resistance,

and yet, or rather, consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteri-

ority in relation to power.”28 This principle proved to be true in both

Argentina’s concentration camps and the country’s “social soup.” In both cases,

small and—for the most part—scattered pockets of resistance and solidarity

sprang up, with the possibility of becoming poles of counterhegemony capable

of challenging the notion of genocidal reorganization as normal or legitimate.

Foucault notes that

these points of resistance are present everywhere in the power network.

Hence there is no single locus of great Refusal, no soul of revolt, or pure

law of the revolutionary. . . . Instead there is a plurality of resistances,

each of them a special case: resistances that are possible, necessary,

improbable; others that are spontaneous, savage, solitary, concerted,

rampant, or violent; still others that are quick to compromise, interested,

or sacrificial; by definition, they can only exist in the strategic field of

power relations. But this does not mean that they are only a reaction or

rebound, forming with respect to the basic domination an underside

that is in the end always passive, doomed to perpetual defeat.29

Numerous survivors’ testimonies describe gestures of solidarity. Papiernik tells

how prisoners in Auschwitz tried to save those sicker or more starved than

themselves from the gas chambers by wearing their companions’ numbers and

running outdoors for them in the cold. They had to run the same distance twice

even though they barely had the strength to do so once. Then there were those

who shared or gave away their bread ration even though they themselves were

little more than skin and bone, and those who spread rumors of impending 

liberation to bolster hope.30
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Other testimonies mention countless acts of sabotage. Sobibor extermina-

tion camp was closed after a rebellion that ended in the escape and flight of

around 300 of its 600 prisoners, about 50 of whom avoided recapture. Similarly,

there were occasional escapes from the Argentine detention centers. But just as

important for prisoners’ morale were the many small gestures of recognition

and support they managed to exchange with other prisoners—for example, a

wink or a pat on the arm. These little signs restored prisoners’ self-esteem and

their sense of being a person. Organizing conversations or rhythmic percussive

hand claps to shatter the silence and overcome loneliness were other small but

glorious ways of ceasing to be “walled up.”

Jorge Paladino, a survivor of one of the Argentine concentration camps,

tells how, with his bunk mate, “before going to sleep each night we walked 20 to

30 blocks and bought an ice cream on the corner of Tellier and Rivadavia Street.

We discussed politics and religion.”31 Other testimonies narrate imaginary

movie screenings, narrated by an inmate, or clandestine history classes. These

innumerable, sometimes almost indistinguishable, actions, which Goffman

calls “secondary adjustments”—that is, small but unauthorized ways of side-

stepping assumptions about what one should do and therefore what one should

be—allowed prisoners to re-find their own identity and avoid depersonalization.

Pablo Pozzi and Ricardo Falcón have also pointed out the many labor 

disputes under the military dictatorship despite strikes being banned. IKA-

Renault, General Motors, Mercedes Benz, and Chrysler in 1976 and state-owned

companies and textile mills throughout the period were the scenes of numerous

confrontations and several deaths but also of small successes that undermined

the policies of the dictatorship. These disputed successes are either forgotten or

denied in most accounts of the period.32

This is not to say that the dictatorship’s methods of dissuasion were not

brutally effective. It is simply to point out that even in the worst conditions, 

certain people managed, in one way or another, to preserve their self-esteem

together with a sense of solidarity, concern, and responsibility for others. Some

workers were able to resist even though persecution was especially intense in

the factories. Now, thirty years after the end of the dictatorship, with a new 

generation of young people entering political life for the first time, surely we

should be able to throw off the yoke of terror once and for all.

And the Walls Came Tumbling Down: 
The Need to Remove the Social Blindfolds

Death, by definition, is irreversible. As much as we wish otherwise, those who

embodied a particular way of life will never reappear. In contrast, symbolic

processes are dynamic and reversible. Despite leaving deep scars, they can be

transformed. If we remember that concentration camps and genocide were
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devised as political instruments to transform the social whole, a concentration

camp analogy can help us understand how these scars remain with us today. For

genocide has not only succeeded in creating psychological “walls” between

Argentineans; it has blindfolded and hoodwinked us into believing we have 

no power of self-determination, no ability to dream or to imagine rebellion 

or a rebellious attitude. Nevertheless, the marches, demonstrations, and public

debates that began in 1996 with the twentieth anniversary of the military coup

suggest that some members of society have slowly begun to peek out from

beneath their blindfolds.

Symbolic walls are more difficult to build than physical partitions, and they

are also more difficult to remove.33 I have already argued that a dialogue is

needed between the generation that lived through the genocide and those gen-

erations that came afterward. I will go further: only a collective elaboration of

Argentina’s past—one that accepts both the pain of loss and the need to analyze

defeat—can remove our blindfolds and make the walls come tumbling down. At

a political level, this will allow us to own our past, to know where we come from,

and to dream and plan for a better future without a bandage over our eyes.
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In Conclusion

The Uses of Memory

One of the main arguments running through this book has been that genoci-

dal social practices are not simply an irrational descent into barbarism fueled

by hatred and prejudice, nor are they exceptional phenomena. On the contrary,

they are a specific technology of power for destroying and reorganizing social

relations that has played a crucial and well-defined role at different moments in

history.

The ancient world practiced “pre-state genocide” to annihilate enemy popu-

lations. The modern world created a new social order known as the nation-state

through “constituent genocides” and then used “colonial genocides” to annex and

plunder territories overseas. Later, struggles for national liberation gave rise to

“postcolonial genocides.” Finally, in the cases that I have analyzed in detail in this

book—Germany from 1933 to 1945 and Argentina from 1974 to 1983—murder and

terror were used to transform the social fabric of two well-established societies

in what I have called “reorganizing genocides.”

What makes reorganizing genocide different from others is that it goes

beyond physical annihilation. It does not end with the death of the enemy but

attempts to capitalize on death through mechanisms of “symbolic enactment.”

This does not mean that genocide has been the only way of transforming social

relations within modern societies. In fact, all sorts of revolutions—socialist,

reactionary, and corporative alike—have brought about various types of social

reorganization. However, genocidal social practices were frequently used to

reorganize societies in the twentieth century—especially in Latin America.

Moreover, in the different societies in which genocide has occurred, collective

memory has processed state terror in remarkably similar ways, all of them

accompanied by a redistribution of wealth into the hands of elites.

Throughout this book I have tried to show that the systematic destruction

of a part of Argentina’s population can be classified as genocide, both from an
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eminently legal and from a historical-sociological point of view. In legal terms,

the still common refusal to apply the term “genocide” to the annihilation of

political groups has no sound legal basis. The exclusion of political groups from

the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of

Genocide was on purely pragmatic grounds: it was feared that many states

might not sign this first UN human rights treaty if it laid them open to prosecu-

tion for political crimes. However, this is not sufficient reason to defend their

exclusion as a matter of legal doctrine. On the contrary, it violates the basic 

principle of equality before the law. Moreover, as I have shown in chapter 1,

most definitions of genocide used by historians and sociologists since 1980s

contemplate the annihilation of political groups as a form of genocide.

I have examined some philosophical questions about the alleged distinc-

tion between “voluntary” and “involuntary” victims, and I have pointed out the

legal and epistemological inconsistencies inherent in such a distinction—a dis-

tinction that attempts to deny the genocidal nature of the policies implemented

in Argentina simply because the victims were chosen for eminently political

reasons. As noted by Robert Cribb, advances in sociology, anthropology, and

history have shown that what, fifty years ago, were believed to be fixed ethnic 

or racial identities are in fact dynamic and flexible, and so are impossible, in 

practice, to distinguish from “political” identities (especially if such definitions

have legal implications).1

Now, some would argue that applying the term “genocide” to state terror in

Argentina “depoliticizes” our understanding of these events. This is because

they fail to grasp the profoundly political nature of all genocides—even those

that seem driven by irrational hatred and paranoia. And it is precisely the alien-

ation produced by “depoliticizing” the Nazi genocide and treating it as a sort of

collective madness that I am at pains to point out in this book, especially in

chapter 4. Moreover, I have argued that describing state terror in Argentina as

genocide not only facilitates the prosecution and punishment of the perpetra-

tors (for example, by reducing the need for repeated questioning of victims and

witnesses); it also allows for a more accurate and profound analysis of the

impact on the rest of society of the systematic annihilation carried out by the

military government. Specifically, annihilation targeted certain social relations,

creating terror, distrust of others, and competition rather than cooperation

among members of society, as well as skepticism about the possibility of critical

or oppositional consciousness. All these practices became hegemonic during

the 1980s and 1990s.

Throughout this book I have followed a comparative approach, taking the

Nazi genocide as a sort of prototype in order to clarify certain key issues. These

include the “reorganizing” nature of the social practices involved; the types of

behaviors that tend to become accepted as “normal”; and the types of discourse

through which the experience of genocide is understood. Because these effects



of genocide were intended—at least by some of the perpetrators—I have called

them forms of “symbolic enactment” and I have included them as a stage within

the genocidal practice itself.

In chapters 4 and 5 I reviewed attempts by historians and sociologists to

explain the causes of the Nazi genocide. In these chapters I critically evaluated

the “symbolic enactment” of the Nazi genocide found in various types of narra-

tive: the idea that Nazi genocide—or more exactly, its reduction to the Shoah—

were a “unique” event and therefore not comparable with other atrocities; the

idea that the Nazis were irrational demons–thus making the Shoah incompre-

hensible; the idea that such horror is untellable—thus silencing any attempt 

to understand its consequences; the idea of a specifically German genocide

(Sonderweg theories), outside mainstream European history and inspired by age-

old anti-Semitism; the “intentionalist” theory that the Nazi genocide followed a

plan that was already in place when Hitler came to power in 1933. I also exam-

ined theories about Hitler’s proposed racial restructuring of Europe; theories

about the extermination of the Jews as part of a European civil war or counter-

revolutionary process; theories that explain Nazism as part of “normalization”

processes in modern societies; and theories that understand genocide as a

“social relationship” peculiar to capitalism, among others.

After this critical review of causal theories of genocide, my attempt to

understand genocide as a specific way of “reorganizing” social relations led me,

in chapters 6 and 8, to examine the typical path followed by these grisly

processes of social reengineering. I proposed a model consisting of six stages:

stigmatization (the construction of “negative otherness”), harassment, isola-

tion, systematic weakening, physical extermination, and symbolic enactment. 

I also outlined the defining features of each of these stages in the two historical

cases in question—Germany between 1933 and 1945 and Argentina between 1974

and 1983—as well as the chief similarities and differences between them.

Chapter 7 also examined alternative ways of defining the Argentine

“Reorganization Process”—whether as civil war, counterinsurgency war, terror-

ism, or state terrorism—together with concepts such as the bureaucratic-

authoritarian state, military dictatorship, micro-despotisms, and the binary

“friend or foe” logic of power, among others. On the basis of these ideas, I sug-

gested that the ability to understand state terror in Argentina as a genocidal

social practice whose basic aim is to “reorganize” society—whether or not it

exhibited features of other processes such as war—is essential for understand-

ing the material and symbolic processes that occurred after the physical 

annihilation of the direct victims. The indirect victims, it will be remembered,

were the rest of society. Symbolic processes appear in full force in narratives

commemorating genocide.

Finally, chapter 9 explored the purpose and functioning of concentra-

tion camps, and the ways their tentacles operated not only on the direct 
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victims—those interned in the camps—but also on the social whole, by encour-

aging denouncement and betrayal, distrust toward others, and other ways of

destroying or impeding reciprocal relationships between peers. I argued that

the fear of torture goes deeper in its effects than torture itself. At the same time,

I emphasized what I call the state of confusion to which a generation of survivors

succumbed—survivors who never even set foot in the concentration camp 

circuit directly. This state of confusion, found in many works of the period, comes

from identifying defeat with ideological error. Those who are confused regard

critical or oppositional consciousness as a mistake and attempt to convert, or at

least adapt, to the hegemonic values of order and peace—the peace of the 

graveyard—and come to terms with the disappearance of solidarity, reciprocity,

and responsibility for the poor and dispossessed.

The processes that make genocide possible at all have a long history. In fact,

they constitute some of the most ingrained attitudes and behaviors in modern

societies. In chapters 6 and 8 these processes were categorized under the 

headings of stigmatization, harassment, and isolation, and I argued that their

victims tend to be population groups that are growing and/or changing. In fact,

racism and genocidal social practices have functioned as ways of resolving the

contradictions of modernity surrounding the issues of equality, sovereignty, and

autonomy. As we saw in chapter 3, there have been glaring discrepancies

between these principles on paper and their effect in practice in modern societies.

Of course, a book of this length cannot answer all the questions that would

result from a serious attempt to confront both the causes and the consequences

of genocidal social practices. It has not even tried to develop what many 

contemporary scholars and even some United Nations documents define as a

system of “early warning” or “prevention” of genocide. Nevertheless, it is much

more than a chronicle of annihilation and atrocities. It has not only attempted

to problematize banal or simplistic approaches to genocide; it has also explored

what happens before and after genocide. One of its central themes is the social

practices that pave the way to genocide; another is how certain types of memory

and certain narratives not only tend to become hegemonic in postgenocide

societies, but also serve to transmit terror to new generations. In considering

genocide as a process and a technology of power, I hope to have cleared the

ground for new questions, surely more complex and more useful for confronting

resurgences of this particular form of social engineering.

So, having reached this point, I would like to make a few suggestions for fur-

ther research. One important area for investigation is the ways in which identity

and Otherness are constructed—since these constructions lie at the heart of all

genocidal social practices—and the role of segregation and exclusion in genoci-

dal processes. Another important area is the question of guilt—how to assign

responsibility to the different actors. This is important not only for bringing the

perpetrators to justice but also for clarifying the symbolic struggles underlying
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judicial processes and for constructing a new ethics, a political tool against the

dehumanization and adiaphorization underpinning genocide.

The Processes of Constructing Identity and Otherness

We need to remember that genocide, like other social practices, is a process

that unfolds over time. It is impossible to commit genocide without first build-

ing models of identity and Otherness, symbolic representations that suggest

ways of perceiving ourselves and those whom we cast in the role of Other.

Moreover, although the two develop more or less simultaneously, the Other may

not be demonized until much later in the process.

The formulation of separate ethnic and national identities is a distinguishing

feature of modernity even if some of its features predate the modern era. Negative

typecasting has taken various forms from a simple dichotomy between civilization

and barbarism to sophisticated racial theories or the racialization of class rela-

tions.2 Whatever the case, stereotyping is a necessary step on the path toward

genocide, and detecting and deconstructing negative labels while they are still

being formed may help prevent genocide, or at least prevent it being repeated.

Although identity is dynamic and multiple, the construction of a negative

Other forces us to limit our own identity to a narrow set of criteria. In the mod-

ern period, these criteria have mostly been nationalistic, sometimes tinged with

religion (as in the case of “Western Christian” values), secularism (as in the case

of French citizenship), or even agnosticism and racism (as in the case of the

“new man” of the Third Reich).3 Without this way of getting rid of the Otherness

within ourselves—an Otherness that is part of both personal identity and the

identity of every modern nation-state—the dehumanization of other human

beings required to commit genocide would simply not be possible. It is not at all

easy to kill people we think of as belonging to our own community. It is much

easier to kill or help to kill those we look on as strangers or aliens. Zygmunt

Bauman has coined the term “adiaphorization” to describe insensitivity and

moral indifference to the suffering of strangers—an attitude that tends to merge

with negative stereotyping among the direct perpetrators.4

As I have pointed out elsewhere, this way of constructing identity involves

several interlocking processes:

■ Reduction of the multiple dimensions of identity to just one (national, 

religious, ethnic, or another)
■ Creation of a “normal” identity, including acceptable and unacceptable

forms of deviance for different categories of social actors
■ Alienation and dehumanization of collective identities that fall outside the

accepted limits of deviance and indifference toward the possible fate of

deviants
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Therefore, any attempt to tackle or prevent genocidal social practices must

begin with this construction of identity and Otherness. Indeed, it is precisely

these constructions that the perpetrators set out to impose, not only through

terror but later through the memory of genocide in postgenocide societies.

Thus, genocidal social practices will be difficult to prevent unless we question

the paradigm of identity by exclusion, with its accompanying processes of 

normalization, alienation, dehumanization, and adiaphorization.

Similarly, perpetuating binary visions of “us” and “them” after genocide has

occurred simply serves to legitimize future acts of countergenocide by the “vic-

timized group.” Israel’s violations of human rights in the occupied Palestinian

Territory (supposedly legitimized by the suffering of European Jews under

Nazism), the terrorist attacks of Palestinians living under Israeli occupation, the

killings of Hutus in the Democratic Republic of Congo in revenge for the geno-

cide against the Tutsis in Rwanda, the killings of Serbs in Kosovo in revenge for

the murder of Kosovo Albanians, and the killing and expulsion of the German

population by the Soviet Union from those areas of Eastern Europe in which the

Nazis had committed atrocities are just a few examples where debates rage

about who is “good” and who is “bad.” Part of this binary way of thinking is that

each group must be, intrinsically, either perpetrators or victims.

Types of Guilt: A Reflection on Karl Jaspers

In 1945 and 1946, during the immediate postwar period, the German philoso-

pher Karl Jaspers gave a series of seminars that were published in 1946 under

the title Die Schuldfrage. The first English translation was published the follow-

ing year as The Question of German Guilt. In this work, Jaspers tried to accept and,

at the same time, distinguish the different sorts of German guilt under the

Nazis. He was thus confronting both the “demonization” of Germans as a whole

and collective guilt, on the one hand, and German self-justification or genocide

denial, on the other.

Jaspers distinguished four types of guilt: criminal, political, moral, and

metaphysical. This distinction serves to highlight that responsibilities are

diverse and not all actions can be judged in the same way. In Jaspers’s view,

criminal guilt referred to acts that violate the law (genocide, murder, torture,

unlawful arrest, etc.), while political guilt referred to the degree of responsibil-

ity each citizen bore for the Nazis’ rise to power and subsequent criminal

actions. Political guilt depended both on the extent to which individuals agreed

with Nazi policies and how effectively (or ineffectively) they had resisted them.

Moral guilt referred to acts of commission or omission that facilitated or sup-

ported criminal actions. Finally, metaphysical guilt presupposed the existence

of solidarity among human beings that made each individual co-responsible for

all the rest. The mere fact that some had survived while others had perished
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implied that one could always have done more to prevent those deaths, even

giving one’s own life in exchange for the lives of others.

Jaspers’s four types of guilt are particularly suggestive in that each category

implies a specific response. In Jaspers’s view, criminal guilt can only be met with

punishment; political guilt, with defeat; and moral guilt, with repentance.

However, for metaphysical guilt there is no answer: we are stuck with it for the

rest of our lives even when we attempt to change the workings of society in

order to prevent another similar event from shocking our own spirit and the

conscience of humanity. In Jaspers’s view, metaphysical guilt can be removed

only by God.

It is true that Jaspers’s reflections of German guilt were largely ignored in

postwar Germany.5 Nevertheless, it is remarkable that no reflections of this kind

have emerged in relation to genocide in Argentina. On the contrary, Decrees 157

and 158 issued by Raúl Alfonsín’s government in Argentina in 1983 had the

effect of confusing criminal and political guilt, by simultaneously judging those

who committed political mistakes—the left-wing politico-military organiza-

tions—together with those who had used state power to commit serious human

rights violations within a framework of genocide, and who were therefore crim-

inally guilty.6 In the 1990s, this confusion was carried to the extreme of trying to

seat the criminally and morally guilty at the same table and asking them both to

repent, while taking for granted that the perpetrators of criminal acts should be

granted impunity. The repentance of vast sectors of the population for complic-

ity or connivance in genocide or for ill-conceived attempts at resistance was

placed at the same level as the supposed “repentance” of those who had raped,

tortured, and murdered hundreds of citizens in cold blood. Thus, against all

logic and decency, the perpetrators were given an equal right to speak, and even

to be elected to public office.7

The preciseness of Jaspers’s categories may help to address these problems

differently. For one thing, it is very difficult for society to construct a new version

of events until the question of criminal responsibility has been at least partially

resolved. The repeal and annulment of the impunity laws was and still is a major

step toward establishing the relative responsibilities of militants or ordinary 

citizens. Criminal guilt is not canceled by repentance—only by punishment. No

repentance can be genuine if it represents or offers a way to escape punishment.

The reopening of the cases against Héctor Julio Simón and Miguel Osvaldo

Etchecolatz, for example, showed that, far from being “reconciled,” society had

been waiting patiently for impunity to end. It also showed that there is no other

way to resolve conflicts and arguments or lay history to rest—individually and

collectively—except by starting the long journey through the criminal justice 

system. This is the only way to apportion blame equitably for past wrongs.

True repentance comes only after justice has been done, not as a way to

avoid punishment. By contrast, the “repentant” Argentine genocidaires made
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their remorse known to society only as long as they were safe from punishment.

As soon as they were threatened with justice, they tried to defend their crimes

again, even declaring themselves willing and ready to repeat the same crimes if

society insisted on bringing them to trial. On the other hand, a widespread

inability to distinguish different levels of guilt and responsibility has plunged

Argentine society into a “confusion” that affects our very sense of identity, both

individual and collective.

Continuing with Jaspers’s four categories, no one to date has admitted any

political responsibility for genocide. On the contrary, the same members of

Argentina’s political parties who, at best, failed to halt the genocide—and, in

many cases, were intellectual or passive accomplices thereof—have presented

themselves since 1983 as the guarantors of the new “democracy.” Instead of 

recognizing their own inadequacies, silences, or complicities—flaws which in

Jaspers’s view, at the very least, would disqualify them from holding political

office again—these willing or unwilling collaborators in genocide entrenched

themselves in the political system and, to a certain extent, in academic and

intellectual circles. It has long been time for them to make way for new genera-

tions or for those who had been hounded from politics by the dictatorship,

Jaspers emphasizes primarily the moral responsibility of individual per-

sons. Nevertheless, one cannot help noticing that most Argentineans are

remarkably complacent about their own behavior during the genocide. This is

true even among intellectuals and artists who are normally more self-critical.8

Instead of exploring the question of moral responsibility, this generation

regarded itself as a victim—but in an abstract sense. The victim card is the 

easiest one to play in a postgenocidal context because it blocks uncomfortable

questions about one’s own possible material and/or moral contributions to

mass murder. Moreover, abstract self-victimization precludes any examination

of the impact of horror on one’s own perceptions of reality and ways of relating

to others.

If what I have just said sounds demanding or accusatory, that is not my

intention. Most Argentineans could not have done much more than they actually

did. It is not part of my task to point the finger of blame or grant my own gener-

ation the right to judge the moral behavior of its predecessors. My purpose is

simply to propose a new reflection about the effects of abstract and collective

self-victimization on social relations. Most concentration camp survivors, 

however, are burdened with the guilt of having survived, and this is a guilt soci-

ety reserves for them alone. Those who were closest to the horror—in the next

bunk or in the same torture chamber—are reproached for not trading places

with the victims. This reproach, however, is not made against the rest of society.

Concentration camp survivors tend to be excluded from social life because “they

must have done something to still be alive.” But this accusation is not directed

against their contemporaries who kept their heads down to escape detention.
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I repeat that with this analysis of moral responsibility I do not propose to

judge a generation of survivors—much less those who survived the concentra-

tion camps. But the question, as Jaspers pointed out, may allow each of us to

judge him- or herself and accept the consequences of moral guilt. During the

Nazi era, collaboration was often active and took the form of denouncing one’s

neighbors; under the dictatorship in Argentina, collaboration was more pas-

sive, with some moments of popular support for the regime during the World

Cup in 1978; during the military’s government’s campaign “Argentinians are

human and right” in 1979 (in answer to accusations of human-rights violations);

during the visit of the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights (IACHR),

also in 1979; or during the Malvinas/Falklands War in 1982, a war that had mas-

sive popular support.

In short, my aim here has been to expose the process whereby Argentine

society freed itself of moral guilt by blaming those who had suffered most and by

placing itself beyond good and evil as the abstract victim of two terrifying

demons. I am convinced that unless we can raise these questions and—beyond

asking who supported or helped the regime—accept moral responsibility for

what we could have done and did not do, there will be no collective working

through of the Argentine genocide. Only by facing these issues fairly and

squarely can we lay to rest the horror that—whether we like it or not—changed

the way members of a whole generation related to one another.

Politics and Ethics: Some Suggestions by Emmanuel Levinas

If reversing the consequences of a “reorganizing genocide” is a decidedly politi-

cal act, so too is confronting the conditions that make genocide possible in the

first place. It is also an ethical issue, for we are responsible for how we concep-

tualize our own identity and the identities of others, as well as for any limits 

we put on this responsibility. In this sense, the Jewish philosopher Emmanuel

Levinas has suggested a way of looking at this ethical dimension that is emi-

nently political.9

Levinas understands Otherness as a fundamental fact of human life. But

unlike more philosophical interpretations of Otherness or politically correct

discourses about “respect” and “tolerance” for others, Levinas is not interested

in just any Other, and certainly not in abstractions. On the contrary, Levinas

sees the Other as the foundation of ethical life. The Other is the face of the

widow, the orphan, the beggar, and the stranger—figures that come straight

from the Bible. Levinas repeats these figures each time he refers to Otherness.

They do not speak to us simply from the fact of their existence, but from their

pain, their dispossession, their need, and a responsibility that makes us—the

holders of wealth, power, knowledge, health, happiness, or whatever—guilty of

the Other’s suffering.
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Levinas poses an asymmetrical and nonallergic relationship with

Otherness. This is not just any Otherness but a “deprived” Otherness in which

our responsibility for others is not balanced on their part by any responsibility

toward us. There is no moral quid pro quo, and we expect nothing in return for

what we do. Unlike the contractual model of ethics, which in the final analysis

is based on the market metaphor, Levinasian responsibility is not guided by any

expectation about the Other’s past or future actions. Responsibility for others

derives entirely from their dispossession or need.

This radical ethical-philosophical view of the dispossessed Other as one

whose life and well-being demand our total responsibility, a duty of service, pro-

vides a starting point—although others are possible—for designing a policy to

confront the genocidal potential that resides in every modern human being,

while offering a profound way of reshaping our understanding of moral respon-

sibility and, therefore, our own identity.

In any situation where another human being is disparaged, harassed,

reviled, isolated, stigmatized, kidnapped, tortured, or killed, we have absolute

and total responsibility in moral terms for that person’s fate. Responsibility is

shared by everybody: family members, friends, and acquaintances, but also by

the witnesses of the kidnappings, the victims’ neighbors, and the torturers’

acquaintances. Genocidal social practices cannot develop if we move toward a

moral reformulation of this type, and the concept of genocide as the partial

destruction of our own national group is a crucial step in that direction.

Genocides need the active consensus of the population through shared preju-

dices, or at least a passive consensus in the form of a numbing of moral values and

indifference toward the fate of persecuted minorities (what Bauman calls adi-

aphorization). Rethinking our moral approach in a Levinasian sense in order to

save others could jeopardize our welfare (perhaps “comfort” would be a better

word) and even put our own lives at risk. However, it is one of the most promis-

ing ethical and moral strategies for challenging the growing hegemony of geno-

cidal practices as ways of reorganizing social relations across national groups by

means of terror.

Without a major transformation of our processes of identity construction,

without a restatement of the limits of our responsibility for others, and without

understanding that each of us is an inseparable part of any social practice pre-

vailing in our society, and therefore morally responsible for its effects, we have

no chance of banishing genocide as a tool of social engineering. This new

approach is both ethical and political, and its success or failure will determine

the type of society in which we and our children will live.
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INTRODUCTION

1. In fact, Raphael Lemkin had been working on the subject for nearly two decades.
Lemkin was horrified by the Armenian genocide and later by genocidal social prac-
tices of the Nazis. However, he first coined the term “genocide” in his classic work 
Axis Rule in Occupied Europe (Washington, DC: Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, 1944).

2. Genocide has been a crime under international law since the UN General Assembly
adopted the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
(CPPCG) in December 1948. In fact, drafting of the Convention began in 1946 and
lasted for over two years. There were many disagreements, including whether politi-
cal groups should be protected. Finally, political groups were excluded in order to
ensure ratification by as many states as possible. Since the CPPCG came into effect in
January 1951, it has been ratified by most countries in the world. The issues surround-
ing the exclusion of political groups from the Convention are of fundamental impor-
tance and will be discussed in detail in chapter 1 of this work.

3. It should be noted that little was written about Nazism until the 1960s and 1970s.
Since the early 1980s, the number and range of studies have increased almost expo-
nentially. Until the 1960s, however, very few people considered the Nazi genocide as a
key development in contemporary European history or a fundamental problem for
philosophy and the social sciences.

4. See, in particular, Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-

Century Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973).



5. See Vahakn N. Dadrian, “The Common Features of the Armenian and Jewish Cases of
Genocide: A Comparative Victimological Approach,” in Victimology: A New Focus:

Violence and Its Victims, ed. Israel Drabkin and Emilio Viano (Lexington, MA: Lexington
Books, 1974; Vahakn N. Dadrian, “The Comparative Aspects of the Armenian and
Jewish Cases of Genocide: A Sociohistorical Perspective,” in Is the Holocaust Unique? 3rd
ed., ed. Alan S. Rosenbaum (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2009), 139–174; and Vahakn
N. Dadrian, “The Historical and Legal Interconnections between the Armenian
Genocide and the Jewish Holocaust: From Impunity to Retributive Justice,” Yale Journal

of International Law 23, no. 2 (1998): 504–559. For an account of the Rwandan genocide,
see Vahakn N. Dadrian, “Patterns of Twentieth-Century Genocides: The Armenian,
Jewish, and Rwandan Cases,” Journal of Genocide Research 6, no. 4 (2004): 487–522.

6. This point was made by the International Criminal Tribunal that tried the crimes in
Rwanda and has been conceded by Dadrian himself. It has also been well received by
Eric Markusen and Alison Des Forges, among others.

7. For Kiernan’s most complete work on Cambodia, see Ben Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime:

Race, Power, and Genocide in Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge, 1975‒1979 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1996). For a comparative analysis, see Ben Kiernan, “Twentieth-
Century Genocide: Underlying Ideological Themes from Armenia to East Timor,” in
The Specter of Genocide: Mass Murder in Historical Perspective, ed. Robert Gelatelly and
Ben Kiernan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).

8. See Kiernan, “Twentieth-Century Genocide,” 51.

9. See Enzo Traverso, The Origins of Nazi Violence, trans. Janet Lloyd (New York: New Press,
2003). For the work of Huttenbach, see Henry Huttenbach, “The Fatal Links in the
Genocide Chain: From Armenia (1915) to the Final Solution (1942),” First International
Meeting on Genocidal Social Practices, Buenos Aires, 2003.

10. See Enzo Traverso, Le Totalitarisme: Le XXe siècle en débat (Totalitarianism: The twentieth
century in debate)(Paris: Seuil, 2001). For a discussion of comparative studies, see:
“Totalitarianism: Use and Abuse of a Concept,” in Genocidio: La administración de la

muerte en la modernidad, ed. Daniel Feierstein (Buenos Aires: EDUNTREF, 2005).

11. Among those I have omitted because of their questionable theories and politics are
Ernst Nolte and Andreas Hillgruber. Nolte portrays Nazism as a “European reaction”
to “Bolshevik terror,” comparing the repressive methods of Nazism and Stalinism in
order to establish causal connections between the two and minimize the role played
by Germany’s—and Europe’s—ruling classes in implementing genocide. Thus, the
Nazi genocide—in Nolte’s view—was simply a “defensive” response by civilized
Europe, shocked at the “barbarism” of the “Slavic” Russian Revolution. In other words,
it was communism that unleashed total war in Europe. Andreas Hillgruber shocked
German and European scholars with his analysis of the “end” of European Jewry and
the “tragedy” of the German army on the Eastern Front at the end of World War II.
Hayden White has insightfully pointed out that Hillgruber pushes discourse to its
limit by describing the sufferings of the German army as a “tragedy” while referring to
the sufferings of European Jews with the neutral and impersonal term “end.”
Answering calls for a ban on Hillgruber’s work, Hayden White argued that Hillgruber’s
was just one more way of emplotting a historical discourse. The real question was how
to account for the ideological implications of different discourses. For Hayden White’s
approach to the Holocaust, see “Historical Emplotment and the Problem of Truth,” in
Probing the Limits of Representation: Nazism and the “Final Solution,” ed. Saul Friedlander
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(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992). A more acceptable but clearly con-
servative approach is found in the work of Eric Weitz, who attempts to link Nazism,
Stalinism, and genocide in Cambodia. Weitz suggests revolutionary upheaval as the
main explanation for the appearance of genocidal social practices in these three
political and social experiments. As can be seen very clearly from these examples, the
ideological implications of any given approach may be more or less obvious, more or
less explicit, but they cannot be eliminated and are always implicit in the historical
examples chosen for comparison. See Weitz’s “The Modernity of Genocide: War, Race,
and Revolution in the Twentieth Century,” in The Specter of Genocide: Mass Murder in

Historical Perspective, ed. Robert Gelatelly and Ben Kiernan (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003).

12. Barbara Harff, “The Etiology of Genocides,” in Genocide and the Modern Age: Etiology and

Case Studies of Mass Death, ed. Isidor Walliman and Michael Dobkowski (Syracuse, NY:
Syracuse University Press, 2000).

13. I follow Michel Foucault in my use of the terms “diagram of power,” “technology of
power,” and “devices of power.” These concepts will be dealt with at length in chapter 3.

14. A possible example is Arno Mayer in Why Did the Heavens Not Darken? The “Final

Solution” in History (New York: Pantheon Books, 1990). Mayer provoked enormous dis-
approval for suggesting—perhaps somewhat sketchily—that the key to understanding
both Nazism and the Nazi genocide was anticommunism. Mayer’s theory will be
examined in this book, particularly in chapter 5. For a critique of Mayer, see
Christopher Browning, “The Holocaust as By-product? A Critique of Arno Mayer,” in
The Path to Genocide: Essays on Launching the Final Solution (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998).

15. The six extermination camps—Auschwitz, Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor, Chelmno, 
and Majdanek—were all located in occupied Poland. Extermination camps
(Vernichtungslager) or death camps (Todeslager) were built specifically for 
industrial-scale murder in gas chambers and remained in operation between 1942

and 1945. In contrast, concentration camps (Konzentrationslager) were primarily
intended as places of incarceration, forced labor, and torture of detainees. The 
first camp in Germany was opened on 22 March 1933 at Dachau near the city of
Munich. It is estimated that the German Reich was crisscrossed by between 2,000

and 5,000 camps (including labor camps, transit and collection camps, prisons, 
ghettos, and other means of enclosure), whose purpose was different from that of 
the extermination camps. For a survey of the Nazi concentration camp sites and an
attempt to classify them, see Aharon Weiss, “Categories of Camps, Their Character
and Role in the Execution of the Final Solution of the Jewish Question,” in David
Bankier, ed., The Holocaust: Perpetrators, Witnesses, and Bystanders (Jerusalem: Magnes
Press, 1986). For some suggestions on ways to analyze the “reorganization” of German
society, see Robert Gellately, Backing Hitler: Consent and Coercion in Nazi Germany

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); and The Gestapo and German Society: Enforcing

Racial Policy, 1933‒1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990). 

16. Although Argentina’s military dictatorship seized power in a coup on 24 March 1976,
the extensive and systematic destruction of population groups began almost immedi-
ately after the death of President Juan Domingo Perón on 1 July 1974. At first, execu-
tions were carried out exclusively by state paramilitary organizations like the
Argentine Anticommunist Alliance and the Commando for the Liberation of America,
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until the Argentine army launched “Operation Independence” in the province of
Tucumán in December 1974.

17. See Eugenio Raúl Zaffaroni, Criminología: Aproximación desde un margen [Criminology:
An approach from the periphery] (Bogotá: Temis, 1998).

CHAPTER 1 DEFINING THE CONCEPT OF GENOCIDE

1. Cited at the beginning of the Revised and Updated Report on the Question of the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2⁄1985⁄6—
also known as “The Whitaker Report.” 

2. The Kingdom of Spain, founded by Ferdinand and Isabella in 1492, was Europe’s first
modern proto-state. Its Catholic confessionality excluded Jews and Muslims both
physically and symbolically despite centuries of social integration. In the same year,
1492, Columbus reached the Americas, and soon afterward debates began about
whether the newly discovered peoples of the Americas were human or not. Perhaps an
earlier starting point for our model is Malleus Maleficarum (The hammer of witches)
published in Germany in 1487. Originally applied to women freethinkers, the methods
outlined in this handbook for witch-hunters and inquisitors were used by the
Inquisition over the centuries in the protomodern stigmatization, harassment, and
destruction of people and social relations. 

3. M. Bjørnlund, E. Markusen, and M. Mennecke, “What Is Genocide? A Search for
Common Ground between the Legal and Non-Legal Definitions,” in El genocidio:

Problemas teóricos y metodológicos (Genocide: Theoretical problems and methodolo-
gies), ed. Daniel Feierstein (Buenos Aires: EDUNTREF, 2005). Work submitted in
English at the First International Conference on the Analysis of the Social Practices of
Genocide, Faculty of Law, University of Buenos Aires, 11‒15 November 2003.

4. M. Shaw, “War and Genocide: A Sociological Approach” (2007). Online Encyclopedia of

Mass Violence, www.massviolence.org/Article?id_article�45.

5. Although I have used the term “genocidal social practices” more or less intuitively in
earlier writings (e.g., Cinco estudios sobre genocidio [Five studies about genocide]
[Buenos Aires: Acervo Cultural Editores, 1997]), I first became aware of its potential for
systematic explanation after speaking to survivors of the Argentine genocide. As Marx
says about social relations and Piaget says about awareness: “He doesn’t know it but he

does it.” It was these survivors who made me know it.

6. Political groups were protected in both the Secretariat Draft of May 1947 and the 
Ad Hoc Committee Draft of April 1948.

7. The United States did not ratify the Genocide Convention until 1986 on the grounds that
it challenged “national sovereignty by subjecting individuals to an international rather
than national tribunal.” William Pfaff, “Judging War Crimes,” Survival 42, no. 1 (2000): 50. 

8. Ward Churchill, A Little Matter of Genocide: Holocaust and Denial in the Americas, 1492 to

the Present (San Francisco: City Lights Books, 1997), 410.

9. A catch-22, coined by Joseph Heller in his novel Catch-22, is a logical paradox wherein
an individual finds him or herself in need of something which can only be had by not
being in need of it. It refers also to a difficult situation from which there is no escape
because it involves mutually conflicting or dependent conditions.

10. Raphael Lemkin, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe: Laws of Occupation—Analysis of

Government—Proposals for Redress (Washington, DC: Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 1944), 79.
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11. “Each society has its regime of truth, its ‘general politics’ of truth—that is, the types of
discourse it accepts and makes function as true.” Michel Foucault, “Truth and Power,”
in Essential Works of Foucault 1954‒1984, vol. 3: Power, ed. J. B. Faubion, 201‒222

(New York: New Press, 2000).

12. Another important point is that political groups (and more inclusive terms such as
“any group,” “any community” as well as sexual groups, health groups, and others)
have been included in definitions of genocide contained in the penal codes of a num-
ber of states, such as Bangladesh, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ethiopia, France, Finland,
Ivory Coast, Lithuania, Panama, Peru, Portugal, Romania, and Uruguay, among others.
This trend has increased in recent years. Argentina has not yet included genocide in
its penal code, but all the bills presented—including one currently under discussion
in Parliament—protect political and other groups.

13. Special Rapporteur is a title given to individuals who bear a specific mandate from the
UN Human Rights Council (or the former UN Commission on Human Rights), to
investigate, monitor, and recommend solutions to human rights problems. 

14. There have been two major United Nations documents on genocide, the
Ruhashyankiko Report of 1978 and the Whitaker Report of 1985. Ruhashyankiko 
recognized that the Convention was only a “point of departure” for preventing and
punishing genocide but advised against modifying the Convention. Instead, he 
suggested preparing new instruments where appropriate. 

15. In his report, Whitaker cites Donnedieu de Vabres’s criticism of the Convention:
“Whereas in the past crimes of genocide had been committed on racial or religious
grounds, it was clear that in the future they would be committed mainly on political
grounds” (Whitaker Report, para. 36).

16. Ethnocide is the destruction of the culture of a people, as opposed to the people 
themselves. Ecocide is a large-scale destruction of the natural environment.

17. Unfortunately, this article of the Spanish Penal Code was suppressed in 2010.

18. Case No. IT-95‒10-T, para. 82. Emphasis in the original.

19. Acdel Vilas, Nuncamás.org (ed.): “Tucumán, enero a diciembre de 1975” (Tucumán:
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(1973): 381‒397.

21. S. Wallman, “Ethnicity Research in Britain,” Current Anthropology 18, no. 3 (1977): 531‒532.
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reworking of some of these arguments, see the summary by Veronica Tozzi in the
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Polity Press, 2003).
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Problem of Truth,” in Probing the Limits of Representation: Nazism and the “Final
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Hayden White, in “Historical Emplotment and the Problem of Truth,” 46, argues that
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26. White, “Historical Emplotment and the Problem of Truth,” 48.
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called “middle voice”—a middle ground between the active and passive voice, the
intentional and the involuntary—that White identifies in the writings of Primo Levi.
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theory of brain function known as “neural Darwinism,” first published in 1978, in a
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CHAPTER 5 THE PROBLEM OF EXPLAINING THE CAUSES 
OF THE NAZI GENOCIDES

1. For discussion of the work produced in Germany itself, particularly in the Federal
Republic but also in the Democratic Republic, see Ian Kershaw, The Nazi Dictatorship

(Baltimore: Edward Arnold, 1985). 

2. Raul Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2003). 

3. Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, rev. ed. (New
York: Penguin Classics, 1964), 276.

4. Theodor Adorno, The Authoritarian Personality (New York: Design, 1965).
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de la última dictadura argentina (Recent history of traumatic pasts: From fascism and
European collaborationism to the history of Argentina’s last dictatorship), an unpub-
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published in Historia reciente: Perspectivas y desafíos para un campo en construcción

(Recent history: Prospects and challenges for a developing field), ed. Marina Franco
and Florence Levin (Buenos Aires: Paidós, 2007). Lvovich’s comparisons with
Argentina’s dictatorship are highly relevant to my own work here.

9. Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1989).

10. Enzo Traverso, The Origins of Nazi Violence (New York and London: New Press, 2003).

11. Ibid.

12. Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1951). This
book was Arendt’s passport to academic prestige. The dissemination of her work on
totalitarianism and the respect she earned contrast strangely with the widespread
hostility toward her work on Adolf Eichmann almost ten years later, see Eichmann in

Jerusalem (New York: Penguin Classics, 2006). 

13. Slavoj Zizek, Did Somebody Say Totalitarianism? (London: Verso, 2001).

14. Enzo Traverso, Le totalitarisme: Le XXème siècle en débat (Totalitarianism: The twentieth
century debate) (Paris: Points-Seuil, 2001).
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15. Franz Borkenau, The Totalitarian Enemy (London: Faber & Faber, 1940).

16. This perspective degenerated into overt racism two decades later with Samuel
Huntington’s theory of a “clash of civilizations” or references to the incompatibility
between the West and the “Arab world” by authors such as Giovanni Sartori. See
Giovanni Sartori, Pluralismo, multiculturalismo e estranei. Saggio sulla società multietnica

(Pluralism, multiculturalism, and strangers: Essay on multiethnic society) (Milan:
Rizzoli, 2000); and Samuel Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations (New York: Polity
Press, 2000). 

17. Cited in Kershaw, Nazi Dictatorship, 30.
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19. Ernest Mandel, The Meaning of the Second World War (London: Verso, 1986).

20. At the political level, this blindness was even more acute. During the discussions at the
United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide, the positions of the Soviet Union and the socialist bloc (with the exception
of the Yugoslav delegation, under the leadership of Tito, who developed a position dia-
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tion struggles (Indochina, Algeria, Vietnam) and the annihilation of the communist
opposition in Indonesia or East Timor (occupied by Indonesia from 1975 onwards) or
genocides in Latin America inspired by the National Security Doctrine. All these
events, moreover, met with a lack of response from the Soviet Union as part of its strat-
egy of appeasement in the Cold War. For the case of East Timor after the Indonesian
invasion, see John Taylor, “‘Encirclement and Annihilation’: The Indonesian
Occupation of East Timor,” in The Specter of Genocide: Mass Murder in Historical

Perspective, ed. B. Kiernan and R. Gellately (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003), 163‒185. For internal repression in Indonesia, ten years earlier, see Leslie Dwyer
and Degung Santikarma, “When the World Turned to Chaos: 1965 and Its Aftermath in
Bali, Indonesia,” in the same volume. See, too, Robert Cribb, “Genocide in Indonesia,
1965‒66,” Journal of Genocide Research 3, no. 2 (June 2001), 219‒239.

21. For a detailed discussion of these concepts and operations in modernity, see chapter 3. 

22. See Tim Mason, “Intention and Explanation: A Current Controversy about the
Interpretation of National Socialism,” in Nazism, Fascism, and the Working Class: Essays

by Tim Mason, ed. Jane Caplan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). For a
critical account of this debate, see Kershaw, The Nazi Dictatorship. 

23. Arno Mayer, Why Did the Heavens Not Darken?: The “Final Solution” in History (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1989).
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25. Bauman’s Modernity and the Holocaust has already been mentioned extensively in this
book, but this approach seeks to insert it into the discussion between Mayer and
Browning, trying a third approach to the question of why the Jewish people were 
annihilated under Nazism.

26. This issue is dealt with in another context and with other cultural groups in the highly
suggestive work of Hammurabi Noufouri, Del Islam y los árabes: Acerca de la percepción

argentina de lo propio y de lo ajeno (Of Islam and Arabs: About Argentina’s perception 
of self and others) (Buenos Aires: Editorial Cálamo de Sumer, 2001). Hammurabi
Noufouri is the Chair Professor of Islamic and Mudejar Art at the School of
Architecture, Design, and Urbanism of the University of Buenos Aires. I have taken
the concept of “identity based on exclusion” from various works of his.

27. This original article by Tony Barta, much cited by genocide scholars, appeared as
“Relations of Genocide: Land and Lives in the Colonization of Australia,” in the excel-
lent early compilation by Isidor Wallimann and Michael N. Dobkowski, Genocide in the

Modern Age: Etiology and Case Studies of Mass Death (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1987). It is a real pity that Barta did not continue this line of analysis. Despite proving
problematic and questionable, it is certainly original.

CHAPTER 6 RESHAPING SOCIAL RELATIONS THROUGH GENOCIDE

1. In writing this chapter I have drawn principally on the testimonies of Bruno
Bettelheim, Viktor Frankl, Jaika Grossman, Schmerke Kaczerginsky, Primo Levi, Marek
Edelman, Tzivia Lubetkin, Charles Papiernik, Jack Fuchs, Iankl Nirenberg, and Irene
Birnbaum. I have also included material from my own personal interviews with
Charles Papiernik, which consisted of about twenty meetings over the period of a year.
A selection of these were published in Charles Papiernik, Ser humano en Auschwitz:
Conversaciones con Charles Papiernik (To be human in Auschwitz: Conversations with
Charles Papiernik) (Buenos Aires: Acervo Cultural Editores, 2000). I also had occasion
to personally interview Marek Edelman in a long talk lasting about three hours when
he visited Buenos Aires in 1990.

2. Jean Piaget, The Moral Judgment of the Child (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1948), 319. 

3. Ibid., 324.

4. Robert Paul Wolff, In Defense of Anarchism (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1998), 19.

5. See Bill Ashcroft et al., Key Concepts in Postcolonial Studies (London: Routledge, 2003).

6. See Frantz Fanon, Black Skin White Mask (New York: Grove Press, 1967).

7. This obsession can be found also in other genocides, as in Argentina, Chile, and
Uruguay, where dozens of testimonies from survivors of detention camps confirm that
the perpetrators employed the most diverse forms of torture and mistreatment to
“break” their victims psychologically. 

8. Primo Levi, Survival in Auschwitz (New York: Touchstone, 1995), 22.

9. Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the Collège de France, 1975‒1976

(London: Penguin, 2004), 15‒16.

10. For an analysis of anatomo-politics and biopolitics in Foucault, see “Genealogy of
Racism,” in Society Must Be Defended (New York: Picador, 2003), and Discipline and

Punish: The Birth of the Prison (London: Allen Lane, 1977).

11. Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 1: The Will to Knowledge (London: Penguin,
1998), 137.
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12. Foucault, Society Must Be Defended, 256.

13. Robert Gellately, Backing Hitler: Consent and Coercion in Nazi Germany (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001).

14. Ibid., 40.

15. Ibid., 97.

16. Ibid., 142.

17. Ibid., 125.

18. Gregory Stanton, “The 8 Stages of Genocide,” www.genocidewatch.org/eightstages
.htm. What these two approaches do have in common, however, is that both are 
“nonlinear” and identify processes that are interrelated and overlapping rather than
specific events.

19. This structure is derived from my earlier work, Cinco estudios sobre genocidio (Five stud-
ies on genocide) (Buenos Aires: Acervo Cultural Editores, 1997), and later Seis estudios

sobre genocidio: Análisis de relaciones sociales: Otredad, exclusión, exterminio (Six studies
on genocide: Analysis of social relations. Otherness, exclusion, extermination)
(Buenos Aires: EUDEBA, 2000). At the time of publication, these books were only
available in Spanish.

20. Charles Papiernik, interview in the context of this research, November 1997. 
Other elements of his testimony can be found in Una vida (A life) (Buenos Aires:
Acervo Cultural Editores, 1997). Part of our talks are included in Ser humano en

Auschwitz.

21. Adorno wrote a lucid analysis of the self-contradictory character of the accusations
made by anti-Semitic ideology. See T. W. Adorno, Else Frenkel-Brunswik, Daniel
Levinson, and R. Nevitt Sanford, The Authoritarian Personality (New York: Harper &
Row, 1950). It is very suggestive that highly prejudiced subjects criticize Jews, in the
same survey or interview, as being too closed and too invasive, labor hoarding and
work-shy, hypersexual and seductive and also withdrawn, subverters of the social
order and also its most conspicuous defenders. 

22. There are even homegrown Argentine versions of these conspiracy theories, from the
myth that Jewish soviets or councils had been set up in Buenos Aires to the “Plan
Andinia,” a hoax about an alleged Jewish plot to conquer Patagonia spread by a right-
wing professor at the University of Buenos Aires in 1971. During the “Tragic Week” of
7‒14 January 1919, many Jews were tortured and interrogated to make them “confess”
to their part in setting up the Judeo-Bolshevik soviets in Buenos Aires. Similarly, 
the journalist Jacobo Timerman was tortured during the military dictatorship of
1976‒1983 for information—among other things—about the “Plan Andinia.”

23. This effect should not be overlooked. In Nazi Germany, the victims often asked to be
isolated in order to escape the harassment to which they were subjected. At the same
time, others demanded that the victims be removed so that they would not have to
witness more unpleasant scenes of public degradation. Thus, once the Other has
become a “negative Other,” the victims are blamed for any discomfort or unpleasant
situations that occur when they are punished for continuing to live among “normal
folk.” In Argentina, the actions of the AAA (Anti-Communist Alliance Argentina) and
other paramilitary forces during the years 1974 and 1975 caused large sectors of the
population to argue for the “need” to regulate these actions within an institutional
framework. The state terrorism of the military dictatorship was implemented to meet
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this “need and to organize terror, murder, and repression from the appropriate insti-
tutional bodies: the security forces” (i.e., the police and the military).

24. Discussions of why the Nazis moved from a policy of forcing Jews to emigrate to a pol-
icy of extermination often assume that the earlier policies failed, as if the Nazis’ only
goal was to separate the “different” from the “same.” One wonders, however, if migra-
tion actually solves the problems of eradicating certain social relations (autonomy,
solidarity, and critical thinking), or if it is just an intermediate step toward genocide.
What would have happened if the policy of expelling Jews from Germany had suc-
ceeded? Would it have been enough to expel stigmatized groups, as the Inquisition
had done in Spain? Or did death play a central role in this new technology of power in
constructing power relations? Could the Nazis have broken down social relations
within the German state—let alone within the Reich or across the whole of Europe—
without the use of terror involving mass annihilation? See, for example, Christopher
Browning, The Path to Genocide (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). For the
role of the term “Nazi terror” in Nazi genocidal social practices, see Eric A. Johnson’s
Nazi Terror: The Gestapo, Jews and Ordinary Germans (New York: Basic Books, 1999). For
a discussion of the role of terror in Argentina, see the early work of Juan Corradi: “The
Modes of Destruction: Terror in Argentina,” in Telos 54 (1982‒83); A veinte años del

golpe: Con memoria democrática (Twenty years after the camp: With democratic 
memory) (Rosario, Argentina: Homo Sapiens, 1996); and Juan Corradi, Patricia Weiss
Fagen, and Manuel Antonio Garretón, Fear at the Edge: State Terror and Resistance in

Latin America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 

25. In general, this is how isolation is perceived in the logic of the ghetto. The perception
was similar in the first proto-Jewish ghetto in the city of Venice starting in 1515.

26. Jaika Grossman, La resistencia clandestina (The secret resistance) (Buenos Aires: Ed.
Milá, 1990), 30.

27. Ibid., 83.

28. See Bruno Bettelheim, “Individual and Mass Behavior in Extreme Situations,” Journal of

Abnormal and Social Psychology 38 (1943), 417‒452.

29. Primo Levi, Survival in Auschwitz, 83.

30. Pierre Vidal-Naquet, “La soga y el ahorcado,” in Los judíos, la memoria y el presente

(The Jews: The memory and the present) (Buenos Aires: FCE, 1996), 226‒227.

31. This position is very clear, since it sees a “political difference.” For an approach that
treats the problem in terms of a “generation gap,” see Israel Gutman, Youth Movements

in the Underground and the Ghetto Revolts (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 1971).

32. Grossman, La resistencia, 105‒106.

33. On this point, see Feierstein, Seis estudios sobre genocidio, especially chapters 4 and 5.

34. Foucault, Society Must Be Defended, chap. 11.

35. For a more extended account of what I understand by this concept, see my Cinco estu-

dios sobre genocidio and Seis estudios sobre genocidio.

36. For an account of assimilation structures, see the work of Jean Piaget and Rolando
García, Psychogenesis and the History of Science, trans. Helga Feider (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1988).

37. Both the “humanity” Arendt conceded in Adolf Eichmann as an exemplary parent fig-
ure and the genocidal potential in ordinary people discovered by Milgram were too
painful, and almost impossible to swallow for Jewish scholars of the time, who pre-
ferred to treat the Shoah as a metaphysical phenomenon. (See chapters 4 and 5.) 
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38. The Nazis also applied “reeducation” policies for “undisciplined workers” and even
for some political dissidents and those accused of “crimes of opinion” (who were sent
to labor or concentration camps). On the other hand, Jews, Gypsies, homosexuals,
“asocials,” “Bolsheviks,” and Russian political prisoners were considered “racially
degenerate,” and thus irredeemable, with definitely no place in the new German soci-
ety. Members of these groups were at first shot publicly and/or secretly, and later
annihilated in mass extermination camps.

39. For a historical analysis of the political, cultural, and identity aspects of Jews in the
Pale of Settlement during the interwar period, see Ezra Mendelsohn, The Jews of East

Central Europe between the World Wars (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987).
For a perspective that emphasizes the political character of Jewish identity during this
time, and its links to the Nazi logic of destruction, see Arno Mayer, Why Did the

Heavens Not Darken? The “Final Solution” in History (New York: Pantheon Books, 1990).
For a perspective more centered in Jewish identity as multiple identity, see Zygmunt
Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1989).

40. Bruno Bettelheim, “The Ignored Lesson of Anne Frank,” in Anne Frank: Reflections on

Her Life and Legacy, ed. Sandra Solotaroff-Enzer (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
2000), 186‒190.

41. For a detailed analysis of the Vilna ghetto, see my article, “The Dilemma of
Wittenberg: Reflections on Tactics and Ethics,” Shofar: Journal of Jewish Studies 20: 2

(Winter 2002), 61‒68.

42. Vamik Volkan, Gabriele Ast, and William F. Greer Jr., The Third Reich in the Unconscious:

Transgenerational Transmission and Its Consequences (New York: Brunner-Routledge,
2002), 40.

43. Ibid., 160.

44. For a detailed account of the effects of the Argentine genocide on language, see
Marguerite Feitlowitz, A Lexicon of Terror: Argentina and the Legacies of Torture

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).

45. Tzvetan Todorov, “The Abuses of Memory,” Common Knowledge, no. 5 (1996).

PART 3 TOWARD A HISTORICAL BASIS

1. In this review of different causal explanation of events, I have excluded several impor-
tant texts on the period—for instance, Elizabeth Jelin’s work on memory, the early
works of Hugo Quiroga and César Tcach, the suggestive writings of Ludmila Catela da
Silva on the ways different actors represent experience, or Beatriz Sarlo’s reflections
on the status of survivor testimony, among others. This is because these works are
concerned with other issues, and not with providing causal models of events. Some of
them will be referred to later to account for specific aspects of the phenomenon
under study. I have also omitted many reflections by political militants of the 1980s
and 1990s, particularly those that have not been published in academic works.
Although some selection is always necessary, I recognize that my understanding of the
different consequences of genocidal social practices in Argentina has undoubtedly
been influenced by the writings of these very different political groups. Moreover,
although they are concerned with a comprehensive description of how concentration
camps functioned in Argentina rather than with a broader analysis of the period, I am
indebted to Alipio Paoletti’s work, Como los nazis, como en Vietnam: Los campos de con-

centración en Argentina (Like the Nazis, like Vietnam: The concentration camps in
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Argentina), published by the Mothers of Plaza de Mayo, Buenos Aires, 1996. (In fact,
the book was written in 1986 and first published in 1987.)

2. While this concept of closure is my own, I have since found a similar use of the term
in Maria Sondereguer, “Los relatos sobre el pasado reciente en Argentina: Una política
de la memoria” (The stories about the recent past in Argentina: A politics of memory),
which appeared in Iberoamericana: Ensayos sobre letras, historia y sociedad, no. 1

(Madrid: Editorial Iberoamericana, 2001). Sondereguer, in turn, develops the concept
used by Inés González Bombal in “Nunca Más: El juicio más allá de los estrados” (Never
again: Judgment beyond the courtroom”), published in Carlos Acuña et al., Juicios, 

castigos, memorias: Derechos Humanos y justicia en la política argentina (Judgments, pun-
ishments, memories: Human rights and justice in Argentine politics) (Buenos Aires:
New Vision, 1995).

CHAPTER 7 EXPLAINING GENOCIDAL SOCIAL PRACTICES IN ARGENTINA

1. This brings us to an ethical issue that I must address before starting this chapter.
During the years I have been teaching “Analysis of Genocidal Social Practices” at the
University of Buenos Aires, I have refused to include on my reading lists texts written
by perpetrators of genocide. However, after discussions with the members of my chair
team, and with many students, I began to doubt my initial decision, realizing that
such readings are necessary despite the moral disgust they produce. I had to accept
that it is not wise to ignore the words of the perpetrators, particularly when, as in the
cases of Acdel Vilas, Ramón Camps, or Genaro Diaz Bessone, they are not mere mani-
festos “denying” the events, but are instead attempts to promote a particular way of
understanding these events and that, one way or another, they recognize the nature
of the practices involved—forced disappearance, torture in interrogations, harass-
ment and murder of civilians, among others—and try to justify them within the 
framework of a causal explanation.

2. Vilas Acdel’s book is titled Tucumán: Enero a diciembre de 1975 (Tucumán: January 
to December 1975) and is reproduced in full at www.nuncamas.org. All quotes and
comments in this chapter are taken from this source.

3. “Meeting place of detainees” was one of the euphemisms used by the military to refer
to the concentration camps.

4. The Camps quotations are taken from Caso Timerman: Punto final (The Timerman case:
Full stop) (Buenos Aires: Tribuna Abierta, 1982). It is noteworthy that the expression
“full stop” that Camps uses to close off Argentina’s genocidal experience was also the
one chosen by Alfonsín’s democratically elected government for its first impunity law
in 1986.

5. Montoneros (Spanish: Movimiento Peronista Montonero—MPM) was a Peronist
urban guerrilla group that engaged in armed struggle from 1970 to 1979. The name
alludes to nineteenth-century caudillo-led armies. The definitive split between left-
and right-wing Peronism came in 1973 with the Ezeiza massacre, which marked
Perón’s return from eighteen years of exile. Members of the Triple A (Argentine Anti-
Communist Alliance), who were sworn enemies of Montoneros, opened fire on the
crowd awaiting Perón’s arrival at Ezeiza airport. Perón sided with the Peronist right
wing and expelled Montoneros from the Justicialist party in May 1974. By 1977

Montoneros had been almost completely destroyed.

6. For Diaz Bessone, in addition to the “National Project” drafted by the military dicta-
torship’s Ministry of Planning, see Ramón Genaro Díaz Bessone, Guerra revolucionaria
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en la Argentina (1959‒1978) (Revolutionary war in Argentina [1959‒1978]) (Buenos
Aires: Círculo Militar, 1996).

7. A de facto government is one that has come to power by unconstitutional means—
usually by force.

8. Final Document of the military junta, in Stella Maris Ageitos, Historia de la impunidad:

De las Actas de Videla a los Indultos de Menem (History of impunity: From Videla’s
Proceedings to Menem’s Free Pardons) (Buenos Aires: Adriana Hidalgo Editora, 2002),
96‒114. In the same work, see Law 22,924 “of National Pacification” (later known as the
“amnesty law”), on 121‒124.

9. Héctor J. Cámpora, 25 May 1973 to 23 September 1973; Juan Domingo Perón, 23

September 1973 to 1 July 1974; and María Estela (“Isabelita”) Martínez de Perón, 1 July
1974, to 24 March 1976.

10. Reynaldo Benito Bignone, El último de facto II: Quince años después (The last de facto 
government II: Fifteen years later), published at his own expense at San Miguel Copy
Center, San Miguel, Argentina, 2000.

11. Corrupt practices among both civil servants and businesspeople were the product of a
worldview based on unbridled individualism and selfishness, which can be thought of
as an adaptive response to a terror that had destroyed nearly every trace of solidarity.

12. Bignone, El último de facto II, 30.

13. Ibid., 40.

14. Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, rev. and enl. ed.
(New York: Penguin Books, 1977).

15. Theodor Adorno et al., The Authoritarian Personality (New York: Harper, 1950).

16. The full text of the CONADEP Report is available in English at http://www
.desaparecidos.org/nuncamas/web/english/library/nevagain/nevagain-002.htm.

17. Whether these armed leftist organizations were “terrorists” or not is an issue that—
without ever being made explicit—divides many of the approaches described in this
chapter. Historically, terrorism is associated with violence directed against civil soci-
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CHAPTER 8 TOWARD A PERIODIZATION OF GENOCIDE IN ARGENTINA

1. The child was the daughter of an assistant to the seminar held by the Association of
Ex-Disappeared Detainees at the Human Rights Free Chair, Faculty of Arts, University
of Buenos Aires, in 1997.
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cide in Argentina, see Emilio Mignone, Iglesia y Dictadura (Church and dictatorship)
(Buenos Aires: Universidad Nacional de Quilmes and Página⁄12, 1999) (first edition by
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Association (ALAS), Concepción, Chile, 1999, unpublished, courtesy of the author.

8. Ibid., 12.
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13. For an analysis of the connections between genocidal social practices and the neolib-
eral economic model in Argentina, see Guillermo Levy’s “Consideraciones acerca de la
relación entre raza, política, economía y genocidio,” in Hasta que la muerte nos separe

(Until death do us part), ed. Feierstein and Levy. While these policies have been
applied in other societies that did not necessarily undergo a genocidal process, note
that Argentina was unique as regards the level of social integration achieved after
Peronism. This society was more difficult to fracture than other more fragmented
societies or societies where inequality had never been overcome.

14. Note that the link between the political and the criminal (mediated by ethnicity) was
also present in Nazism in the persecution of “asocial” people, especially during the
period from 1936 to 1938 and again toward the end of the war as the Nazi regime crum-
bled. This process is traced in depth by Robert Gellately, The Gestapo and German

Society: Enforcing Racial Policy, 1933‒1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990); and
particularly in Philip W. Blood, Hitler’s Bandit Hunters: The SS and the Nazi Occupation of

Europe (Dulles, VA: DC Potomac Books, 2008).

15. Statements of Harguindeguy to French journalist Marie Monique Robin, cited in
Horacio Verbitsky, “Torturas y desapariciones según Harguindeguy. Pecados y
Delitos” (Torture and disappearances according to Harguindeguy: Sins and crimes),
Página⁄12, 2 September 2003.

16. Ariel Armony, La Argentina, los Estados Unidos y la cruzada anticomunista en América

Central, 1977‒1984 (Argentina, the United States and the anticommunist crusade in
Latin America) (Quilmes: National University of Quilmes, 1999). Again, it is possible
to trace the genealogies. In the case of the Nazis, Gellately stresses that the arrests that
began in the late 1930s (when persecution became truly massive and then led to mass
murder) were based on prior intelligence work consisting of tens of thousands of files
about the political behavior of the German population. See Gellately, The Gestapo and

German Society.

17. The history of these intelligence investigations in Argentina and their continuance
after the genocide can be seen in one of the few files that were recovered about the
functioning of the intelligence agencies. This is the DIPBA file (Intelligence
Directorate of the Police of the Province of Buenos Aires), recovered by the Provincial
Committee of Memory of the Province of Buenos Aires.

18. For an account of the Ezeiza massacre, see Horacio Verbitsky, Ezeiza (Buenos Aires:
Planeta, 2002).

19. For the origins and activities of the Triple A, see Ignacio González Jansen, La Triple A
(Buenos Aires: Contrapunto, 1986).
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20. Fragment of Videla’s first speech as de facto president, in María Seoane and Vicente
Muleiro, El Dictador: La historia secreta y pública de Jorge Rafael Videla (The dictator: The
secret and public history of Jorge Rafael Videla) (Buenos Aires: Sudamericana, 2001).
I thank Gabriela Roffinelli for pointing out this quote.

21. This tolerance of governmental and/or quasi-governmental groups, however, is one of
the elements that transformed criminality in Argentina. Once democracy was
restored, these groups (and later ones), made up of common criminals, members of
the security forces, and prominent members of the political apparatus, devoted their
energies to fund-raising for local politicians and their political brokers—especially 
in the province of Buenos Aires. This action has led to a corrupt political system, in
which social welfare services are traded for votes, and a corrupt police force, which
systematically participates in organized crime. These new social relations are also a
result of the disappearance of reciprocal relations and the legitimizing of an informer
culture through genocide.

22. Teresa Meschiatti, interviewed as part of the course “Analysis of Genocidal Social
Practices,” Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Buenos Aires. Eric Johnson also
notes the “selective” nature of Nazi terror implemented by the Gestapo. Johnson’s
research shows that that terror was never haphazard or indiscriminate. For Johnson’s
work, see Nazi Terror (New York: Basic Books, 2000).

23. Hernán López Echagüe, “Tucumán: El caso Bussi” (The case of Bussi), in Revista Plural

9 (1988), 56.

24. Juan Carlos del Cerro “Colores” used to point this out to various survivors of Argentine
concentration camps and detention centers. See “Archivo de Testimonios de
Sobrevivientes de Campos de Concentración en Argentina” (Testimonials of
Argentine concentration camp survivors) Course on analysis of genocidal social prac-
tices and Association of Ex-Disappeared Detainees.

25. There were six death camps: Auschwitz-Birkenau (one of the three subcamps of
Auschwitz), Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor, Majdanek, and Chelmno. Because their sole
function was to systematically eliminate people, they were different from the thou-
sands of concentration camps, such as Dachau, Buchenwald, Ravensbruck, or
Theresienstadt. The fundamental difference lay not in the number of people killed at
each site, but in the way this annihilation was organized and the innovative use of
“factories” producing “collective death.”

26. For a discussion of political artifacts, see Langdon Winner, The Social Shaping of

Technology, 2nd ed., ed. Donald A. MacKenzie and Judy Wajcman (London: Open
University Press, 1999).

27. It is possible, as Guillermo Levy pointed out to me, to think of the Argentine case as
part of a continentwide application of the National Security Doctrine—which would
change this comparison somewhat, though not in its core linked to the differential
role of the extermination camp.

28. If the political expression of these statements can be found in Ernesto Sabato’s fore-
word to the CONADEP, their clearest cinematographic expression may be the film
directed by Héctor Olivera, La noche de los lápices (The night of the pencils) (1986), in
which victims appear as decontextualized youngsters—young people of the 1970s who
speak and think like young people of the 1980s—who are only interested in trivial
matters such as student tickets and are absolutely isolated and critical of those they
describe as the “crazy Montoneros.” This type of political perception cannot be found
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in any school in the 1970s, and much less so in La Plata, where the link between social
organizations and political movements was highly effective, even among students—a
fact that determined the relatively high percentage of victims from this town. The
expression of this same type of approach in educational textbooks is summarized in
Inés Dussel, Silvia Finocchio, and Silvia Gojman, Haciendo memoria en el país del Nunca

Más (Constructing memory in the country of Never Again) (Buenos Aires: EUDEBA,
1997), where, again, young people are ahistorically represented, as youths from the
1980s, with interests, passions and ways of relating from the 1980s that are transferred
to the youths of the 1970s, as if that were an essential attribute of youth. A counter-
point to this mode of cultural analysis can be found in the aforementioned article by
Cattaruzza who, not coincidentally, was a politicized young man during the 1970s, and
for whom this lack of historical authenticity is presumably even more inconsistent
with his own memories.

29. It should be noted, however, that for a new generation to ask questions or problema-
tize existing hegemonic discourses, a persistent hard core of older militants was nec-
essary. It was the members of human rights organizations, trade unionists, political,
student, and social activists, intellectuals, and survivors of the concentration camps
who continued to resist and discuss these matters, which generated discourses and
representations that would provoke questions and criticisms among the new genera-
tion from 1996 onward.

30. The fact that this task is still necessary tells us no more than that. Also, without the
clarity and political will to seize it, it cannot be captured by new ways—no less effec-
tive for being new—of structuring a new “symbolic enactment,” both of the Argentine
genocide and of the events of 2001.

31. Roberto Jacoby, “¿Se puede vencer el miedo?” (Can one overcome fear?), Crisis, nos. 47

and 48 (1986).

32. To Graciela Daleo I owe many of the reflections in this paragraph. She was also kind
enough to let me have a transcription of the 1996 and 1997 seminars, which have
extraordinary value. I am aware that Graciela’s reflections are, in turn, the product of
discussions among members of the Association of Ex-Disappeared Detainees, as she
never forgets to point out to me. However, the chain of concepts—always collectively
contributed—can always be traced further back. I have come to these conclusions
through the word of Graciela Daleo. To Elsa Drucaroff, I am indebted as well, for 
having noted the various symbolic uses of the phrase “Never Again” and the ways in
which it can be redefined.

33. I find it much more difficult to assess the case of Guatemala, which shares elements of
both processes. I do not understand it clearly enough to decide whether it is more
similar to the Southern Cone genocides or to those in Central America. The conse-
quences of the genocide in Guatemala are comparable to those of the Southern Cone.
The scale of social rebellion, however, and its military challenge to the social order
make it more similar to the Central American cases. This ambiguity makes it difficult
to analyze satisfactorily.

34. It is highly significant that Alfonsín’s impunity laws had placed property rights 
above the right to life, establishing that theft (as opposed to murder, torture, illegal
deprivation of liberty, or rape) should be excluded from both the Full Stop Law and
the Law of Due Obedience.

35. Emile Durkheim, The Rules of the Sociological Method, trans. W. D. Halls (New York: Free
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